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Abstract

Personal Information Management (PIM) describes the processes by which
an individual acquires, organises, and re-finds information. Studies have
shown that people find PIM challenging and many struggle to manage the
volume and diversity of information that they accumulate.

The research described in this thesis investigates PIM from the perspective
of the psychology of memory. The behaviours involved in managing personal
information are related to memory and the difficulties that people have
with PIM are related to the limitations of human memory and the failure of
PIM tools to account for these limitations. The research described increases
understanding of the role that memory plays in PIM and investigates the
merits of incorporating the characteristics and function of human memory
in the design of PIM tools.

The research is grounded by the theoretical understanding of how mem-
ory works. A review of appropriate cognitive psychology literature offers a
means to critique existing PIM tools and a basis from which to start design-
ing novel memory supporting tools. Early experimental work compares PIM
behaviour to everyday memory problems and attempts to learn lessons from
the strategies that people use to prevent and recover from memory lapses in
everyday life. The findings inform the design of novel PIM prototypes that
account for the workings of memory. The tools are evaluated to determine
the usefulness of incorporating memory in the design of PIM tools, to learn
about what people remember about their information, how they use these
memories to re-find, and how interfaces can be designed to support these
memories.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Personal Information Management (PIM) is an umbrella term used to describe the
methods and procedures by which people handle, categorise, and retrieve information
on a day-to-day basis [Lansdale, 1988]. The term encompasses the management of both
physical information objects, such as books, magazines, journals and paper-based notes
[Case, 1991; Cole, 1982; Kwasnik, 1989b; Malone, 1983], as well as digital objects, such
as email messages, web pages and computer files [Barreau and Nardi, 1995; Jones et al.,
2003; Whittaker and Sidner, 1996].

PIM is a fundamental part of peoples’ everyday lives. Studies have indicated that
many people spend a lot of time organising their information in various ways [Kwasnik,
1989b; Whittaker and Sidner, 1996], and examinations of PIM tool usage have revealed
that most people attempt to re-find information several times each day [Cutrell et al.,
2006; Dumais et al., 2003]. The reason why PIM activities are so important is that
many of the information tasks that people undertake involve re-using information that
has been previously read, accessed or created. For example, creating a presentation
or writing a paper may involve finding and creating some new information, but it will
also involve pulling together information from other, existing information sources like
papers by other authors, email messages and analyses of data.

Another major finding of previous research is that people find performing PIM
activities difficult and frustrating [Barreau and Nardi, 1995; Jones et al., 2005, 2001;
Lansdale, 1988; Malone, 1983; Whittaker and Sidner, 1996]. These studies suggest that
people struggle to effectively manage and re-use the information that they accumulate
over time. There is also evidence that PIM problems can negatively affect people on
an emotional level. Boardman et al. [2003] noted that failing to manage personal infor-
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mation can seriously dent a person’s self-image, with subjects in his study frequently
conveying their dissatisfaction with the organisational state of their collections and
expressing feelings of guilt, stress, and lack of control.

Therefore, improving the designs of PIM tools is an important and compelling
challenge for researchers and interface designers. The evidence suggests that people
need to re-find information regularly and have difficulties when doing this. Further,
current trends seem to indicate that the problems will only become more challenging.
Technological and cultural changes such as the growing importance of the Internet and
increasing amounts of storage space mean that the quantities of information people will
have to manage will continue to grow. Further, the trend towards storing information
within multiple devices such as cameras, mp3 players, personal organisers, and laptops
will further worsen the problem because the user will have to remember on which device
the sought after information is located.

Several scholars have emphasized the importance of human memory to the way
that people manage and re-find their information. Lansdale [1988] described PIM as
a set of psychological problems including categorisation, recognition and recollection;
Case [1991] proposed that memory and metaphor impact the way people manage their
resources; and Carroll [1982] demonstrated that simple eight character filenames can
trigger a detailed recollection of a file’s content. It has also been observed that memory
problems and the limitations of human memory hinder PIM [Czerwinski and Horvitz,
2002; Jones et al., 2005]. Memory is important to PIM because people re-find based
on what they remember about the information they need [Capra and Perez-Quinones,
2005]. Consider the following example:

John wants to prepare a dinner party with a Scottish theme for friends visiting from Denmark.

Unsure about what to cook, he remembers that Emma had sent him an email with some links

to web sites about Scottish culture and cuisine around the time of Burn’s night the previous

year. He remembers one particular web site that Emma recommended that contained interesting

recipes that would be an ideal place to get ideas for his dinner party. John also remembers a few

details about that web site, including that it was dark green in colour and had a saltire in the

top right corner of the page.

This example demonstrates that memory is crucial to re-finding because the details
that John remembers will determine his re-finding approach. For example, one option
is to search on his email collection. John remembers that a link to the web page
he wants is contained within an email sent from Emma around January the previous
year. Therefore, he has three pieces of information to guide his search. 1) That the
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information is within an email 2) that the email was sent by Emma 3) some temporal
details. The example also illustrates the limitations of existing re-finding tools. Despite
remembering extra information, such as the colour of the web page he wants to re-find
and the fact that a Scottish flag appeared on the web page, John will not be able to
exploit these memories with existing tools.

Instead, existing tools require the user to remember particular details in order to
retrieve the information that they need. The tools available can generally be grouped
into two categories: search-based tools and browse-based tools. Search-based tools
require the user to remember particular keywords associated with an information object
in order to construct re-finding queries. In the example above, John would be able to
construct a query based on the sender Emma, but he did not remember any keywords
that appeared in the email body or subject line that would allow him to construct
a more discriminative query. Therefore, if Emma sends John emails regularly it may
be difficult for him to find the email he needs. The major alternative to search-based
systems are browse-based systems in which a user looks through information objects in
order to find the objects they want. Browsing systems either show users all the objects
available or allow the user to arrange their objects, usually in some form of hierarchical
system [Malone, 1983]. If the user tends to organise his emails in folders then, the
browse-based system (email client), requires him to remember the spatial location of
an object in order to re-retrieve it. In the example above John did not remember that
the email from Emma was in a particular folder. Therefore, if it is in a folder, it may be
difficult for him to retrieve it. Otherwise, John will have to look for the email by sorting
the emails in his inbox using either the date or the sender attribute. Therefore, with
both tools, the load for successfully re-retrieving is placed on the user’s memory. The
browse-based system requires the user to remember the spatial location of the sought
after information object and the search-based system requires the user to remember
keywords or phrases that are associated with the object.

The limitations of existing PIM tools, the limitations of human memory and the fact
that the quantities of information people are required to process are likely to continue
to grow combine to motivate this doctoral work. I believe that in order to ascertain
which types of PIM tool will be effective, and how existing tools can be changed to
support rather than burden human recall, it is important to understand what people
remember, how they use these memories when re-finding and what kinds of tools can
provide support.
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1.1 Research Agenda

Memory has been extensively studied for many years by scholars in various disciplines,
both within the sciences and the humanities. There is considerable knowledge about
how memory works, the strengths and limitations of memory, and the reasons for the
strengths and limitations. However, despite several scholars recognising the importance
of memory to the processes of managing personal information, there has been little
research into the role that memory plays in this context. Little is known about what
people remember about their information objects and why, and there have been few
efforts to construct PIM tools in a way that supports human memory.

In this thesis I attempt to address the limited work in this area by studying how
tools developed with respect to the function of memory can support the user when
re-finding information. I present an empirically grounded examination of the role that
memory plays in PIM activities. I investigate what people tend to remember about
their information objects and what factors affect this. I also explore how people use
their memories in PIM and other contexts and use the findings to inform the design of
novel PIM tools. Finally, the tools are evaluated by examining peoples’ performance
and behaviour with these tools, compared to the tools that are currently available.

1.1.1 Objectives

The three main aims of the thesis are as follows:

1. To develop an increased understanding of the role memory plays in the manage-
ment of personal information. What do people remember about their information
objects, how do they use these recollections when re-finding, and what factors in-
fluence what people remember and use?

2. To design, implement and evaluate PIM tools that have been specifically designed
to support characteristics of human memory.

3. To address some of the issues that have hindered PIM research, such as the
difficulties of performing evaluations.

1.1.2 Approach

The research methodology employed in this thesis is highly influenced by the Cognitive
Framework for Information Transfer [Ingwersen and Järvelin, 2005]. The cognitive
framework is a holistic structure for empirical research that has been established from
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a large body of work by several scholars, performed with respect to what is referred
to as the cognitive viewpoint [DeMey, 1977]. The contributions include philosophical
studies of information behaviour and its influence on the human cognitive structures
e.g. [Belkin, 1980; Brookes, 1977], theoretical models of information behaviours derived
from and validated by empirical studies e.g. [Belkin et al., 1983; Ingwersen, 1992] and
experimental work e.g. [Borlund, 2000; Larsen, 2004]. When taken as a whole, these
contributions constitute an alternative and innovative approach to studying information
behaviour and provide an ideal platform on which to base experimental work. A more
detailed review of the Cognitive Framework for Information Transfer and how it relates
to the research methodology of this doctoral work can be found in Appendix A on page
219.

The high-level aims of this doctoral work are to learn about and improve on how
people manage and re-find their information objects. In particular, the thesis focus is
on investigating the potential to improve PIM tools by understanding and incorporating
how and what people remember. The principles inherent in the Cognitive Framework
for Information Transfer harmonize particularly well with these aims. The cognitive
framework is a holistic framework – that is, it encourages studying multiple aspects of
an information system. These include the system aspects, the user and other involved
human actors, the interaction between these, and the factors that govern this inter-
action. The aspects that form the basis for investigation within the holistic cognitive
framework are depicted in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: General model of cognitive information seeking and retrieval, Ingwersen
and Järvelin 2005. Arrow numbers refer to kinds of interaction or one-way influence

This approach is particularly relevant to the study of PIM because previous work
has revealed that people re-find based on what they can remember [Capra and Perez-
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Quinones, 2005] and what they remember tends to be influenced by the surrounding
context [Ellis and Ashbrook, 1991; Miles and Hardman, 1998; Smith, 1988], the in-
teraction process with the information [Craik and Lockhart, 1972; Thompson et al.,
1996] and other people associated with the information in some way [Dumais et al.,
2003]. Therefore, each of the aspects shown in Figure 1.1 play an important role in
PIM behaviours.

The framework’s emphasis on the cognitive structures is also important with respect
to the aims of this work. Explicit within the viewpoint is the understanding of the
influence that the cognitive structures have on the way that information is perceived,
as well as the impact that information, in combination with other factors, has on the
cognitive structures. This aligns with the approach of studying the role that memory
plays in PIM for a number of reasons. Firstly, collections of information objects are
amassed over time as a result of user activities. This means that information collections
and the objects within can be viewed as a representation of the user’s memories of
those activities. Secondly, information objects have the potential to evoke memories
[Kono and Misaki, 2004]. Therefore, in PIM there is a two-way influence: the cognitive
structures (memories) influence the use and perception of the information objects and
the use and perception of information objects influences the cognitive structures.

The research methodology taken is inspired by and aligned with the cognitive frame-
work for information transfer. It attempts to: 1) consider all of the aspects defined in
Figure 1.1 as encouraged by the cognitive framework; 2) include theoretical, practical
and empirical analyses as endorsed by the cognitive framework; and 3) use the models
explicit within the viewpoint to help communicate the findings.

To incorporate these aspects, the role of memory in personal information manage-
ment is analysed from three perspectives: 1) a theoretical psychological perspective,
where the function and abilities of the human memory system are investigated in con-
trolled laboratory settings. 2) a practical psychological perspective, where memory is
investigated in practical real-life settings, both within the context of managing personal
information and within the larger context of everyday life. 3) an empirical perspective,
where principles extracted from the first two perspectives are evaluated in a controlled
manner in a PIM context.

The methodology employed also covers two complete cycles of a three-stage in-
cremental design software development model [Booch, 1991]. Each cycle contains the
following three stages:

1. Requirements analysis - The research is empirically grounded by exploratory stud-
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ies to develop an understanding of the requirements for PIM tools.

2. Design and prototyping - Findings from the exploratory work are used to motivate
the design and implementation of PIM prototypes.

3. Evaluation – The developed prototypes are evaluated using methodologies aligned
with the cognitive framework for information transfer.

The research process is depicted in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: The incremental design methodology

The following sections summarise the three perspectives in a little more detail, ex-
plaining the motivation for each and their role within the incremental design method-
ology. The main contributions of each chapter are also highlighted in italic.

1.1.3 From a Theoretical Psychological Perspective

The premise of the work presented in this thesis is that memory is central to how people
manage and re-find their information. The motivation for the work is that existing
tools burden the memory systems by requiring the recollection of particular types of
information. In order to understand why existing tools place burden on the user’s
memory and to clarify how tools can be designed to be more aligned with memory, tool
designers need to know more about the workings of memory. The work performed from
a theoretical psychological perspective starts this process by considering the function,
strengths and weaknesses of the human memory system in controlled conditions. This
is exactly the approach taken in the field of cognitive psychology. Chapter 2 of the
thesis reviews relevant psychology research that firstly influences research and design
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decisions in subsequent chapters and secondly, helps to establish a set of themes that
can be used to critique existing PIM tools.

The work performed from a theoretical psychological perspective therefore corre-
sponds to the requirements analysis phase, particularly in the first design cycle.

1.1.4 From a Practical Psychological Perspective

The work performed from a practical psychological perspective builds on the theoretical
work by investigating how memory functions in and influences real-life situations and
environments. Chapter 3 of the thesis provides a review of literature, mainly from the
fields of information science and human-computer interaction, that has been concerned
with determining the strategies people employ and habits they have when managing
their personal information. The review clarifies the underlying psychological motiva-
tions behind the observed strategies and relates these to theoretical work described in
chapter 2.

In chapter 4 of the thesis, the limitations of memory are investigated in real-life
environments. It is proposed that fundamentally it is lapses in memory that impede
users from successfully re-finding the information they need. The hypothesis is that by
learning more about memory lapses in non-computing contexts and how people cope
and recover from these lapses, interface designers can better inform the design of PIM
tools and improve the user’s ability to re-access and re-use objects. A diary study is
described that investigates the everyday memory problems of people from a wide range
of backgrounds. Based on the findings, a series of design principles are presented that
are hypothesized to improve personal information management tools.

Thus, the work performed from a practical psychological perspective also corre-
sponds to the requirements analysis phase, but represents a broader focus. As the re-
search from a practical psychological perspective is performed in real-life environments
this allows the impact of aspects other than the central human actor and information
objects to be investigated.

1.1.5 From an Empirical Perspective

The research conducted from the theoretical and practical psychological perspectives
feed the design of experimental PIM tools. In chapter 4 a tool for managing and re-
finding personal photographs is presented and chapter 5 presents an email re-finding
tool. The evaluation of the implemented interfaces represents the work from an empir-
ical perspective.
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The evaluation work represents a substantial contribution of the doctoral work.
Several scholars have noted the difficulties involved in PIM evaluation [Boardman,
2004; Capra and Perez-Quinones, 2006; Cutrell et al., 2006]. This thesis proposes an
evaluation approach to counter these difficulties, empirically establishes the validity of
the approach, and presents concrete examples of the approach in practice. In chapter
4, a small pilot evaluation is described that investigates the performance of an interface
for managing and re-finding personal images. Although personal images evaluations
are not open to all of the privacy issues of evaluations of other personal information
objects such as email, the pilot was useful in unearthing difficulties and pitfalls of
the technique. These difficulties are discussed in detail in chapter 6 and a task-based
evaluation approach accounting for these, as well as the privacy issues in some personal
information objects is proposed and validated.

The evaluation work also looks more closely at memory in a PIM context. The
chapters written from an empirical perspective (Chapters 4, 7 and 8) examine what
types of memories the participants had for the information objects they were looking
for. Chapter 7 in particular examines memory in detail. It examines the types of
attributes that the participants remembered for email messages that they were looking
for and shows how the attributes remembered changed in different situations. Chapter
8 builds on this work by examining how different kinds of email re-finding tools support
the different recollections. The outcome is a greater understanding of the role that
memory plays in PIM, how PIM tools can be designed to support memory, and the
pitfalls and other challenges involved in the process.

1.2 Publications relating to this Thesis

I have published a number of articles relating to the work described in this thesis.
[Elsweiler et al., 2006] presents an overview of the doctoral work and outlines the ap-
proach taken. [Elsweiler et al., 2005] and [Elsweiler et al., 2007] relate to the work
presented in chapter 4. They describe the initial investigatory work towards building
memory-oriented PIM tools and the evaluation of the personal photograph manage-
ment tool. [Elsweiler and Ruthven, 2007b] presents the work of this thesis relating to
evaluating PIM interfaces. It describes methodology employed and experimental work
used to derive and validate the methodology. Finally, [Elsweiler and Ruthven, 2007a]
describes some of the findings of the evaluation of the email interface. Specifically, it
examines what the participants remembered about the email messages that they were
trying to re-find and looks at how the attributes that were remembered changed in
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different scenarios, that were extracted from the earlier work in the thesis.
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Chapter 2

A Review of Appropriate

Cognitive Psychology Research

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an overview of research into the workings of human memory
from the field of cognitive psychology - a branch of psychology concerned with mental
processes, such as perception, thinking, learning, and memory, especially with respect
to the internal events occurring between sensory stimulation and the overt expression
of behaviour 1. The aims of this chapter are two-fold. The first aim is to provide
the reader with a basic knowledge of theories regarding the structure and processes of
human memory. This will enable them to understand the research and design decisions
in subsequent chapters. The second aim is to establish a set of themes that can be used
to critique both existing personal information management tools and contemporary
research concepts from the perspective of the psychology of memory. If, as suggested in
chapter 1, existing systems place burden on the human memory systems, it is important
to establish how and why they do so in order to develop a means to support the
efficient management of personal information. The themes highlighted in this chapter
feature prominently in the review of PIM systems and behaviour presented in chapter
3. Further, the evidence supporting the themes also highlight a number of open issues

1as defined by Medline Plus. Online medical dictionary provided by merriam-webster.
(http://medlineplus.gov/). Last accessed on 23rd August, 2007
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with respect to the role of memory in personal information management. These issues
are discussed and form research questions that are investigated in the remainder of this
thesis.

The aim of this chapter is not to present a comprehensive review of memory research;
the topic is too diverse and extensively studied. Instead, an overview is provided
of specific theories on the structure of the memory systems, memory processes, and
observed properties that are relevant to the task of managing personal information. The
review includes a range of studies from historically pioneering psychological work to
contemporary neuroimaging studies. Neuroimaging is a relatively new discipline within
the field of neuroscience. It includes the use of various techniques to either directly or
indirectly image the structure, function, or pharmacology of the brain 1. The review
makes a number of references to specific regions of the brain and, for reasons of clarity,
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate the architecture of the brain. The brain is divided into two
hemispheres: the left and the right. Figure 2.1 shows these hemispheres from above.
The front of the brain faces to the left. The hemispheres are further divided into four
major lobes: frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital. Figure 2.2 shows these lobes
from the perspective of the surface of the brain’s left hemisphere.

Figure 2.1: The two hemispheres of the brain viewed from above. The front of the
brain faces to the left

1As defined by American Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering
(http://www.aimbe.org/content/index.php?pid=254 )last accessed on 11th of September 2007
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Figure 2.2: Principal fissures and lobes of the cerebrum viewed laterally (From the
online edition of the 20th U.S. edition of Gray’s Anatomy of the Human Body, originally
published in 1918.)

2.2 Memory Structure and Process

Memory research has either been concerned with the structure of memory - how mem-
ory systems are organised, or with memory processes - how memories are stored and
retrieved. In this review both topics are considered and popular theories on each out-
lined.

There are three processes associated with human memory [Eysenck, 2001]. The
first, encoding, is the process in which mental representations are created from external
stimuli. As a result of encoding, some information is committed to memory (storage
stage). The final stage is retrieval, where information is recaptured from memory. It is
clear that all three processes are interrelated and to quote Tulving and Thomson [1973,
p.359]:

“Only that can be retrieved that has been stored, and ... how it can be
retrieved depends on how it was stored.”

This also suggests that there is no structure without process [Eysenck, 2001]. The
overlapping relationship between the processes and between the processes and structure
has affected how the human memory has been studied; to a large extent, it has been
difficult to distinguish between performance in encoding and performance in retrieval
and to study structure without involving process. This chapter has been structured to
reflect this: first, research is described that focuses on structure, then memory processes
are considered. Finally, work is described that emphasizes how these approaches are
complementary. Sections 2.3 to 2.5.2 mainly relate to the structure of the memory
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systems, sections 2.6 to 2.9 to memory processes, and section 2.10 describes the effect
that structure and organisation has on the memory processes. The review begins with
a high-level presentation of the architecture of human memory systems.

2.3 The Architecture of Human Memory

Atkinson and Shiffrin [1968] proposed a multi-store model of memory. This model is
shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.3. The model proposes that the human memory
system contains three different types of memory store. The first is the sensory store,
which holds information very briefly and is modality specific. Depending on the focus
of attention the sensory store could hold information from any of the five senses. Next,
there is short-term memory, a store of limited capacity which holds information for a
very short period of time, and finally, a long-term store of essentially unlimited capacity,
which can hold information over long periods of time, perhaps indefinitely. Within the
multi-store approach, the memory stores form the basic structure, and processes such as
attention and rehearsal control the flow of information between them [Eysenck, 2001].

Figure 2.3: The multi-store model of memory proposed by Atkinson & Shiffren [1968]

In this chapter the focus is on the short and long term systems. In section 2.5
research on long-term memory is described and the following section details work on
the short-term store.

2.4 Short Term and Working Memory

Much of the early work on short-term memory was concerned with establishing the
capabilities of the system, in terms of how much information could be stored, how long
it could be stored for, and the reasons that data are lost from the system.

The capacity of short-term memory has been evaluated by assessing span measures.
In this approach volunteers repeat back a series of random characters or digits in the
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order that they heard them. Miller [1956] suggested that the capacity of short-term
memory was approximately seven units, although this could be increased through the
process of chunking [see section 2.10]. Regarding retention periods, Sperling [1960]
found that visual stimuli can be retained for approximately 0.5 seconds and Darwin
et al. [1972] found evidence that sound information could be held for at least 4 seconds.

There are three principal theories on why information is lost from short-term mem-
ory. The first, displacement, suggests that the store is structurally limited; when full
capacity is reached, information has to be displaced before more data can be stored.
This theory has generally been dismissed in favour of theories regarding memory pro-
cesses. These are based on decay - forgetting due to decay of unused information
[Reitman, 1971], and interference - forgetting because of new information interfering
with old information [Waugh and Norman, 1965]. However, this debate remains largely
unresolved [Baddeley, 2002].

Attkinson and Shiffrin’s multi-store model of memory has since been shown to be
over-simplified; one of the weaknesses being that it omits emphasis on the processing
of information required while in using this short-term store. Baddeley and Hitch [1974]
argued that the concept of short-term memory should be replaced with that of working
memory, which incorporates an element of processing in addition to the short-term
storage of information. Working memory is a theoretical framework designed to account
for a large range of data regarding the characteristics of human memory [Baddeley,
2002]. According to Baddeley and Hitch [1974], working memory consists of three
components: 1) Central Executive; 2) Phonological Loop; 3) Visuospatial Sketchpad.
In the model these components are limited in capacity and relatively independent.

The central executive is the most important component of the working memory
system; passing on tasks to the other components when they are required. The cen-
tral executive controls attention to stimuli and allocates resources. The phonological
loop stores information in an auditory form and the visuospatial sketchpad is a tempo-
rary store for visual and spatial information. The multi-component model of working
memory is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: The model of working memory proposed by Baddeley and Hitch (1974)

The concept of working memory accounts for some of the weaknesses associated
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with Atkinson and Shiffrin’s multi-store model. Firstly, because working memory is
concerned with both processing as well as the short-term retention of data, it explains
the role of memory in activities such as mental arithmetic and comprehension. Sec-
ondly, it allows the possibility that multiple processes can be performed simultaneously
without disruption if they utilise different sensory components of working memory.
Robbins et al. [1996] demonstrated this second aspect by examining the role of work-
ing memory in chess. Groups of weak and strong players were asked to select moves
while performing one of three secondary tasks involving specific components of working
memory. It was discovered that secondary tasks that involved the same components
as making a chess move (central executive and sketchpad) reduced the quality of the
moves selected, while tasks that involved different components e.g. the rapid repetition
of words (phonological loop), did not affect move quality. This study, as well as several
others, highlight the importance of working memory in all tasks that require data to
be retained for short periods while processing.

The model of working memory proposed by Baddeley and Hitch [1974] remains pop-
ular and according to Baddeley [2002] still holds according to the latest data. However,
some alternative models have been suggested. Cowan [2001], for example, explains the
language learning evidence described above by suggesting that the phonological loop
is actually part of long-term memory. Nevertheless, at a high-level, current models are
not overly dissimilar and attempt to model the same characteristics.

This section has presented a high-level overview of knowledge regarding short-term
memory for the purposes of this thesis. Evidence has been presented that demonstrates
the existence of a short-term store with some processing capabilities. This store, termed
working memory, plays an important role in learning and the retention of new informa-
tion, as well as in tasks involving the short-term storage of data while processing. It
should be noted, however, that working memory represents an area of memory research
that has been studied for over thirty years - this section has barely scratched the surface
of this work. For the interested reader Baddeley [2002] may represent a good starting
to point to further reading.

2.5 Long-Term Memory

Long-term memory is a store for holding data that is to be retained for periods longer
than thirty seconds and has been suggested to be unlimited in capacity [Atkinson and
Shiffrin, 1968].
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Ebbinghaus [1885] is widely reported to be the first person to scientifically study
the capabilities of memory. He examined his own ability to remember lists of“nonsense
syllables”after varying lengths of time, ranging from 1 hour to 31 days. Based on his
evidence, Ebbinghaus proposed that forgetting was approximately logarithmic. Most
of the information is forgotten after a short period of time (60% after 9 hours) then
the rate of forgetting slows (75% after 1 month). The results have been confirmed by
several scholars, including Rubin and Wenzel [1996], who tested forgetting rates for
several types of data. They found that Ebbinghaus’ curve holds true for all types of
memory except auto-biographical memories [see section 2.5.2] which degrade at a much
slower rate. Thompson et al. [1996] found that the forgetting curve for autobiographical
memories was the same shape as that offered by Ebbinghaus but the rate of decay was
not quite so rapid. The finding that auto-biographical memories decay at a slower rate
may be explained by the strong self-referencial element in this kind of memory [See
section 2.9].

Several theories have been proposed to explain how and why information is lost
from long-term memory in an attempt to answer questions such as: are memories lost
completely as in short-term memory or are they just inaccessible without an appropriate
trigger? Do long-term memories decay or are they interfered with by later or prior
learning experiences?

The following sections, which present a summary of various theories on the struc-
ture and distinct components of long-term memory and section 2.11, which describes
research on the role of context in memory hint at the answers to these questions.

2.5.1 Implicit and Explicit memories

At a high level, information stored in long-term memory can be sorted into two cate-
gories. Knowledge of specific facts or episodes that can be retrieved and reflected on
consciously are said to be examples of explicit memories, whereas, implicit memory
is described as“a lack of conscious recollection of previous exposure to certain stim-
uli”[Maljkovic and Nakayama, 2000]. Substantial research has been performed allow-
ing further sub-categorisation of memories within these types. All of the memory types
discussed in the remainder of this chapter are examples of either explicit or implicit
memories. Figure 2.5 shows the sub-classifications.

Early evidence for the distinction between implicit and explicit memories was pro-
vided by the study of the famous amnesic patient HM, who had parts of the tempo-
ral lobe removed on both sides of the brain to counter intractable epilepsy [Schacter,
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Figure 2.5: Classification of Memory Types

2001]. Scoville and Milner [1957] observed that HM was able to greatly improve his
motor skills, although he had no recollection of practising tasks. The fact that HM was
able to demonstrate improvement but had no recollection of previous attempts shows
that separate processes are used to store differing types of memory. The memory pre-
served in amnesic patients is not constrained to motor skills but extends to words and
pictures [Warrington and Weiskrantz, 1968], suggesting the possibility that there exist
two different neural substrates that may underlie functionally different memory sys-
tems - implicit and explicit [Maljkovic and Nakayama, 2000]. Although the distinction
between the two types of memory is most apparent in amnesic patients, experiments
have also provided evidence in healthy subjects. This is typically shown by dividing
a task into a study phase and a test phase. Implicit memory is indicated if observers
are shown to prefer or respond faster or better to previously studied items without re-
membering them explicitly [Graf and Schacter, 1985; Roediger and McDermott, 1993;
Schacter et al., 1993]. Hypnosis provides further evidence for the distinction. In one
example, subjects were hypnotised and taught obscure facts [Evans and Thorn, 1966].
Approximately one-third of subjects were able to recall these facts when brought out
of hypnosis, even though they had no conscious recollection of the learning experience.

Long-term memory has the potential to store and retrieve a wide range of informa-
tion types. For instance, anecdotal evidence suggests that remembering that Paris is
the capital of France is quite different from remembering one’s tenth birthday party.
This observation has lead to several cases being made for the existence of separate,
specialist long-term stores, each of which deals with specific types of information. Dis-
tinctions have been drawn between procedural and declarative memories. Cohen and
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Squire [1980] called for such a separation, which related in many ways to Ryle’s “know-
ing that”and“knowing how”distinction [Ryle, 1949]. Declarative memory corresponds
to knowing that (e.g. knowing that Paris is the capital of France). Procedural mem-
ory corresponds to knowing how, and refers to the ability to perform skilled actions
(e.g. knowing how to ride a bicycle) without the involvement of conscious recollection.
Thus, declarative memory corresponds closely to explicit memory and procedural to
implicit memory. Within declarative memory a distinction has been proposed between
episodic and semantic memories. The following sections outline evidence in favour of
the distinctions between episodic, semantic and procedural memory stores.

2.5.2 Episodic, Semantic, and Procedural memories

The first well known advocate for the distinction between episodic and semantic mem-
ories was Bergson [1911]. He discussed two “profoundly distinct” memories. One
was habit, a “set of intelligently constructed mechanisms” that enables people to
adapt themselves to their environment; the other was true memory,“truly moving in
the past,”and capable of marking and retaining the dates and order of happenings.
Bertrand Russell [1921] endorsed Bergson’s distinction, and claimed that despite the
difficulty “in distinguishing the two forms of memory in practice, there can be no doubt
that both forms exist.” Tulving [1972] brought the concept into the scientific main-
stream when he argued in favour of the distinction. He stated that episodic memory
refers to the storage and retrieval of specific events or episodes occurring in a particular
place at a particular time. Semantic memory is described as:

“ a mental thesaurus, organized knowledge a person possesses about
words and other verbal symbols, their meanings and referents, about rela-
tions among them, and about rules, formulas, and algorithms for the ma-
nipulation of these symbols, concepts and relations.”[Tulving, 1972, p.368].

Wheeler, Stuss, and Tulving [1997] later redefined the distinction between Episodic
and Semantic memories, stating that it:

“is no longer best described in terms of type of information they work with.
The distinction is now made in terms of the nature of subjective experience
that accompanies the operations of the systems at encoding and retrieval”.

Semantic and episodic memories are differentiated by the circumstances at the time
of learning, which in turn determine how the stimuli are processed. Episodic mem-
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ory involves the subjective experience of consciously recollecting events from the past
whereas semantic memory does not [Eysenck, 2001].

Attempts have been made to prove or disprove the distinction empirically. Experi-
ments generally involve presenting subjects with semantic and episodic information to
memorise, and then offering either semantic or episodic cues for retrieval. If episodic
cues help subjects (i.e., decrease the response time) in remembering episodic events but
not in remembering semantic info, and vice-versa for semantic cues, then by double dis-
sociation one could say that these two systems are functionally separate. Anderson and
Ross [1980]; McKoon, Ratcliff, and Dell [1986]; Richardson-Klavehn and Bjork [1988];
Shoben [1984]; Tulving [1983, 1984]; Neely [1989] all carried out similar experiments.

Unfortunately, performing such experiments is troublesome and the shortcomings
have subsequently been highlighted. The difficulties involved in designing empirically
sound trials seem to stem from the fact that both memories are closely interrelated
[Desai, 1997]. The results of such experiments vary, with evidence being found for
and against the existence of functionally separate episodic and semantic systems. The
evidence appears to indicate that there is significant overlap between the two memories,
even if they are functionally different.

Neuroimaging studies provide further evidence that episodic and semantic memories
are functionally separate. Analysis of PET (Positron Emission Tomography) scans and
the study of brain-damaged patients have shown that different areas of the brain are
used for semantic and episodic encoding. It has been demonstrated that the prefrontal
cortex is much more involved in episodic memory than in semantic memory [Eysenck,
2001]. Many higher-level cognitive processes take place in the prefrontal cortex, and it is
assumed that the“sophisticated form of self-awareness”[Wheeler et al., 1997] associated
with episodic memory involves a higher-level cognitive process. The importance of self
reference in episodic memories makes recollection of such memories particularly vivid.
Section 2.9 emphasises this point further.

Sections 2.3 to 2.5.2 have described theories on the possible architecture of human
memory. The general consensus is that several stores exist; each dealing with different
varieties of recollection. The following sections concentrate on the memory processes,
specifically examining the encoding process of memory. Research is described sug-
gesting that not only can different types of information be stored within our memory
systems, but this information can be encoded in different ways including the creation
of representations that are visual, spatial, acoustic, semantic and temporal. It also
appears that people have some control over how they encode a stimulus. Below, stud-
ies are described that offer evidence that, when learning information, people employ
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varying encoding techniques.

2.6 Variety of Encoding

2.6.1 Evidence for Visual Encoding

Bahrick, Clark, and Bahrick [1967] performed a simple psychological test to establish
evidence for visual encoding in long-term memory. Study participants were shown 16
drawings of everyday objects for periods of two seconds each. The participants’ rec-
ollection was evaluated by showing groups of 11 randomly ordered drawings of each
object. One drawing in each group was the original. The test was conducted immedi-
ately after seeing the original drawings, two hours later, two days later, or two weeks
later. It was discovered that participants tended to incorrectly identify drawings as the
original, especially those that were visually highly similar. This finding supports the
idea of visual encoding.

In a similar test, fifteen minutes after seeing a sequence of 16 drawings of everyday
objects, participants were timed to decide if a shown object was one they had seen
before even if the same object was not the same drawing (i.e. drawn from alternative
perspective) [Frost, 1972]. The hypothesis was that if the drawings were encoded in
a non-visual manner, then no difference should be evident in the recorded reaction
times. Participants were, in fact, able to recognise the original images faster than the
same objects drawn differently, suggesting that drawings were encoded visually, rather
than only storing the names of objects. Similar work endorsing visual encoding is
described in [Kosslyn, 1973, 1975, 1976; Kosslyn et al., 1978]. Further support for the
concept comes from studying the ability children have to recall images [Haber, 1969]. A
particular image was shown to a group of children individually for thirty seconds before
being removed. The children were then asked to describe the image. At least one child
was able to accurately describe the picture in detail and correctly answer questions,
such as“How many stripes were on the cat’s tail?”. The ability to use recollections in the
same way as the original image provides strong evidence for visual encoding. Studies of
ability to remember faces also support the idea. For example, Tanaka and Farah [1993]
demonstrated that facial features are not recollected as individual elements. Instead
they are remembered visually as a single concept. Each of these studies supports the
idea that people can encode a strong visual representation of a stimulus.
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2.6.2 Evidence for Spatial Encoding

Spatial representations in memory allow the performance of tasks such as: the mental
revisiting of locations; the working out of routes; and searching for lost items mentally
in an attempt to narrow the scope for physical searching. Spatial memory has been
extensively studied, usually by examining memory for maps, routes and locations. Kerr
[1983] provided evidence for spatial encoding by studying blind and sighted participants
learning the spatial layout of geometric figures. Participants were asked to imagine a
line being drawn between two named figures and to press a button when the line was
complete. For both groups, the greater the spatial distance between the two geometric
figures, the longer it took to press the button. As the blind participants could not
encode the stimuli visually, spatial encoding must have been used to facilitate navigation
between figures.

Differences have also been found in abilities to encode information spatially. Thorndyke
and Stasz [1980] found that people that demonstrated good memory for maps did so
by encoding patterns and spatial relationships visio-spatially as opposed to others who
employed verbal rehearsal or verbal mnemonic strategies.

Kosslyn’s [Kosslyn, 1981] theory of mental imagery suggests that memory for phys-
ical navigation i.e. maps and routes can be represented both as a sequence of propo-
sitions and visual images. Tversky [1991] performed experiments describing mental
routes in two different ways: directions given sequentially in relation to the subjects
location as they travel and from above using compass directions and landmarks. Evi-
dence was found for the encoding of spatial representations as mental models, as well as
verbal and propositional representations, underlining the fact that the same informa-
tion can be encoded in many ways. Also, the evidence suggests that spatial memories
are not tied to one representation. People can construct multiple and different forms
of representation and translate between forms to meet the demands of the current task
[Cohen, 2004, p.82].

The studies described above indicate the existence of spatial encoding within mem-
ory and suggest that this form of encoding can be quite powerful. However, the perfor-
mance can be partially explained by studies of spatial memory for scenes and objects
within rooms. Such work has revealed that memory for object location(s) is affected
by expectations and influences. For example, in a study of memory for objects in a
room, Brewer and Treyens [1981] found that objects most likely to be remembered
were those highly associated with that kind of environment, as well as objects that
were not usually found in the environment. Further, with respect to the location of
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objects, participants tended to remember locations exaggerated toward their canonical
location. For instance, a notepad was remembered to be located on the desk, when in
fact it was on the chair etc.

2.6.3 Evidence for Acoustic Encoding

Stimuli can also be encoded acoustically as a series of sounds. Baddeley [1966] showed
that acoustic similarity between test words enhanced recall, suggesting that short-term
memory encodes or can encode information acoustically. Nelson and Rothbart [1972]
provided evidence of acoustic encoding in long-term memory, as in their experiments
participants were able to demonstrate superior memorising ability when words to re-
member were acoustically equivalent to previously learned and then forgotten words.

2.6.4 Evidence for Semantic Encoding

The semantic encoding of stimuli has been demonstrated through examining the effect
of conceptual similarity on false recognition. Participants are generally asked to learn a
sequence of words then after a significant period of delay a recognition test is performed.
False recognition of words semantically similar words has been shown to be significantly
higher than words with no relationship to the originals [Anisfeld and Knapp, 1968;
Bruder and Silverman, 1972; Cramer and Eagle, 1972; Grossman and Eagle, 1970].

2.6.5 Evidence for Temporal Encoding

There is also evidence that memories can be encoded temporally. To investigate this
psychologists have examined abilities to accurately recollect dates. For example, Rubin
[1982] compared recollected event dates to personal diaries kept by volunteers. He found
that in 74% of cases the recollections were accurate to within a month. It has also been
proposed that events are remembered in frames - people are able to remember roughly
when an event happened and can narrow it down to a specific time period, which could
be a day, a week, a month or a year [Larsen et al., 1996]. The size of the window will
depend on a number of factors, including recency, importance and knowledge about
the event.

Brown, Rips, and Shevell [1985] suggested that people seldom have precise memory
for dates of events and therefore estimate dates based on certain things that they can
recall. Brown et al. [1985] hypothesized that people date events by how much they
can remember about them i.e. the less they can remember about the event the older
they will date it. Evidence endorsing the hypothesis was found in a study of dating of
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news events. Brown et al. [1985] found that high profile events were shifted toward the
present and dates of low knowledge events were shifted toward the past [Cohen, 2004].

Research also supports the idea that people use routine or extraordinary events as
“anchors” when trying to reconstruct memories of the past [Smith et al., 1978]. Further,
Huttenlocher and Prohaska [1997] proposed that the time of a particular event can be
recalled by framing it in terms of other events, either historic or autobiographical.

The evidence therefore suggests, that multiple techniques can be used to guide
people toward recalling memories that have been encoded temporally. Friedman [2004]
summarised this nicely when he stated that:

“Research on memory for the times of past events does not”. . . “support
a uniform time-tagging mechanism or a temporally organized memory store.
Instead, a combination of processes, most notably the reconstruction of past
times, underlies our chronological sense of the past. We are especially adept
at remembering ’locations’ in the many temporal patterns that structure our
lives, but some information about the order of related events, distances in
the past, and specific dates is also available. These processes contribute
to our sense of a personal past, a shared past in close relationships, and a
coherent sense of the lives of other people.”

Sections 2.6.1 to 2.6.5 have demonstrated that memories can be encoded in different
ways: visually, semantically, spatially, acoustically and temporally. There are also
studies of memory that have shown that several factors can affect the quality of the
encoding process. The following sections summarise findings related to this.

2.7 Level of Processing Theory

Craik and Lockhart [1972] proposed that the processes of attention and perception
at the time of learning determine what information is stored in long-term memory.
They state that there is a series or hierarchy of processing stages, referred to as“depth
of processing”where“depth”implies a greater degree of semantic or cognitive analysis.
Stimuli retention theories can be categorised as either maintenance rehearsal or elab-
orative rehearsal. Maintenance rehearsal or“recirculation of information at one level
of processing”involves repeating analyses already carried out. Ebbinghaus [1885] was
the first to report maintenance rehearsal when he concluded that in order to remem-
ber and learn items we must repeat them. Ebbinghaus reduced the effects of natural
association in his experiments by using“non-sense”words. These were three letter com-
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binations with no semantic meaning. Ebbinghaus was unable to make associations with
other familiar words and as a result the data was only processed at one level. Rundus
[1971] concurred that maintenance rehearsal is a valid concept stating that the more
an item is rehearsed the higher the probability it will be remembered. Rehearsal also
featured in the multi-store model proposed by Atkinson and Shiffrin [1968]. Craik and
Watkins [1973], however, disputed that repetition improves memory. In their experi-
ments they failed to find a correlation between the amount of rehearsal and the number
of items recalled.

According to levels-of-processing theory [Craik and Lockhart, 1972], only elabora-
tive rehearsal improves long-term memory. Elaborative rehearsal involves a deeper or
more semantic analysis of information. After the stimulus has been recognised it may
undergo further processing by enrichment or elaboration. For example, after a word is
recognised, it may trigger associations, images or stories on the basis of the subject’s
past experience of a word [Craik and Lockhart, 1972]. This corresponds to Vockell’s
view that the degree to which new information can be related to information already
stored in long-term memory is directly related to how well the information will be
stored in long-term memory [Vockell, 2001]. By connecting newly acquired information
to existing knowledge, elaborate processing is undertaken and ability to recollect that
information is improved.

Kolers [1976] argued that the meaningfulness of information is not critical to the
memorisation process. He performed experiments where participants demonstrated im-
proved recollection of sentences when they were printed upside-down. Kolers accounts
for this by stating that the extra processing involved in reading the typography of
upside-down sentences provides the basis for the improved memory. In this case it was
not a case of more meaningful processing, rather of more extensive processing.

Whether maintenance rehearsal improves memory is open to dispute, however, there
is clear evidence to support the fact that elaborative rehearsal is superior in terms of
recollection performance over long time periods.

Thompson and his colleagues found that elaborative encoding assisted students’
recall of events. They performed a diary study and discovered that experiences that
had been talked or thought about most frequently were remembered with greatest
ease and detail [Thompson et al., 1996]. Numerous diary studies confirm this finding,
showing that even when possible differences in initial memory are controlled, thinking
or talking about a past event enhances recollection [Schacter, 2001, p.31].

Further evidence for elaborative encoding comes from contemporary neuroimaging
studies. In one such experiment Wagner et al. [1998] attempted to predict when a
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word would be remembered by examining an Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(FMRI) image of the brain at encoding time. They were able to do this when two
particular areas were active – the inner part of the temporal lobe: the parahippocam-
pal girus in the left cerebral hemisphere and the lower left region of the frontal lobe.
Previous work had shown that this area is particularly active when people associate
new stimuli with something they already know. See [Wagner et al., 1999] for a review
of similar FMRI studies.

2.8 Attention and Encoding

Reducing the attention given to stimuli at encoding time can damage the process and
reduce recollection abilities. Anecdotal evidence for this comes from“automatic be-
haviour”[Schacter, 2001]. Activities that are routine and highly practised can be per-
formed with little attention. This type of behaviour often gives rise to memory lapses
because of divided attention in encoding [Cohen, 2004; Schacter, 2001]. Good examples
would be someone making tea or coffee who was unable to determine whether he had
already added sugar or the driver of a car being unable to describe the last road sign.
These type of actions are referred to as an open-loop systems [Reason and Mycielska,
1982]. Baddeley et al. [1984] were the first to show empirically that dividing attention
at encoding time damages the memorisation process. Since then, numerous scholars
have validated the findings. In these experiments, participants are typically given a
series of stimuli to memorise while simultaneously performing distracting tasks to draw
attention away from the stimuli. A review of such work can be found in [Craik, 2001].

Again, neuroimaging studies provide further evidence. For example, Shallice et al.
[1994] performed PET scans of volunteers while they learned word pairs, as well as per-
forming either trivial or highly distracting tasks. The scans show that while performing
distracting tasks i.e. tasks that required greater cognitive effort, there was lower left
frontal lobe activity. As explained in section 2.7, this area of the brain is responsible
for elaborative encoding. This finding suggests that when attention is diverted it pre-
vents people from elaborating on the encoding process. Similar results were found by
Raichle et al. [1994], who tried to bring about situations where participants would en-
code information automatically in the same way as in the car driving and coffee making
examples above. Again lower frontal lobe activity was discovered for situations that
induced automatic behaviour.
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2.9 Self-Reference and Encoding

Numerous studies have shown self-referential memory to be superior to non self-referential
memory [Eysenck, 1992; Rogers et al., 1977]. This has been explained by what is re-
ferred to as the“enactment effect”, where recollection of an experience is stronger when
it has been performed by the participant [Cohen, 1981; Nilsson and Cohen, 1988]. For
example Cohen [1981] showed subjects a series of objects. Under one condition they
were asked to perform an action on each object. For example, they might be shown a
match and then asked to“break the match”. Cohen [1981] found that subsequent recall
was significantly higher if the instruction to break the match was actually carried out
rather than simply being read.

Further evidence of the enactment effect comes from studies of abilities to date past
events described in section 2.6.5. The error rates involved in dating auto-biographical
events i.e. events in which participants played a primary role [Larsen et al., 1996] were
far lower than those found in the dating of news events Thompson et al. [1996].

Sections 2.6 to 2.9 have described research relating to the processes of human mem-
ory. These works demonstrate that memories can be encoded in different ways and
to different levels, depending on a number of factors including the circumstances sur-
rounding encoding and the attention given to the stimuli.

Thus far in this chapter, research relating to the structure and processes of memory
have been described separately. The following section demonstrates that the structure
and processes are highly related and impact one another.

2.10 Structure of Memory Representations

The organisation of information, both within the cognitive structures, and regarding
the presentation of external information, can be of crucial significance to the efficiency
of the encoding process. It has been shown in numerous studies that altering the way
sought information is presented can have a profound effect on the subjects retention
ability.

Miller [1956] suggested that short-term memory was of fixed capacity, although the
process of“chunking”allows a greater amount of information to be stored.“Chunking”can
be a conscious process; although people do perform some forms unconsciously e.g. the
character sequence“T H E” would be encoded as the word“the”. Bower et al. [1969]
found that the presentation of information in a non-linear, hierarchical form greatly
enhances the recall statistics, providing superior learning curves. Lists were issued in
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categories, each with an appropriate heading. Bower and his colleagues found that
these labels acted as retrieval cues offering improved memory performance. This work
was developed by Bousfield [1953] when he discovered that people naturally organise
information by category. In his experiments, participants were issued with a list of
words within various categories such as cities, animals, weapons etc.. It was discovered
that participants tried to impose some form of organisation and recall by category,
rather than the order that they were heard in. Wittrock and Carter [1975] found
that when subjects organise information themselves further improvement is witnessed.
They asked a group of participants to copy out lists as they were, and another group
to organise and categorise as they copied. The second group demonstrated a superior
recall performance. This could be a result of“deeper processing”as discussed above, or
possibly due to organising the data to conform to the subject’s personal schema (as
discussed below). The likelihood is, however, that a combination of both is true.

The use of“advance organizers”[Ausubel, 1960] in the presentation of information
has been suggested to cultivate meaningful learning. These consist of an introductory
statement which allows easier integration of new information into existing knowledge.
Related comments prior to learning activate or ready information, which would oth-
erwise be unavailable during the encoding phase, preventing subjects from making
particular associations.

Many of the above ideas regarding the presentation of external information make ref-
erence to internal cognitive structures. Numerous knowledge representation structures
have been conceived to model the way human memories store information explaining
some phenomena of memory and how expectations affect the way humans memorise
information and perceive the world. Schemata are generic knowledge structures used
to represent objects, events or knowledge [Bartlett, 1932]. They contain default val-
ues representing properties e.g. a schema for cars would contain“drives”. They are
relational i.e. can be linked to related sets of schemata. So a car schema could be
linked to schemata for transport, roads, racing etc. The theory is that our memories
of experiences, events and stories are determined not only by the story itself, but by
our background knowledge stored in schemata [D’Andrade, 1995]. Bartlett [1932] as-
sumed that memory for the precise material presented or experienced is forgotten over
time, whereas memory for the underlying schemata is not [Eysenck, 2001]. Evidence
supporting this theory comes from the study on informant errors [Freeman et al., 1987]
and rationalisation errors [Sulin and Dooling, 1974]. Further evidence that suggests our
memory for information is based on meaning or gist rather than detail was provided by
[Sachs, 1967]. In Sach’s work, participants listened to tape recorded messages and were
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presented with sentences after varied delays of approximately 0, 25 or 50 seconds then
asked to identify if the sentence was exactly as heard or had been changed. After no de-
lay participants were able to determine correctly whether the wording was unchanged,
however, after 50 seconds they could not; indicating that only meaning is stored rather
than the precise syntax. Clark and Clark [1977] proposed that we do not remember
meaning, but instead, products of comprehension, such as constructed visual images
and emotions conjured by exposure to stimuli. Such images and emotions represent
personal meaning at that point in time. Evidence indicates that although meaning or
gist is best remembered, instances of exact recollection of phrases is possible. However,
it is rare [Rubin, 1977].

Following Bartlett’s work, research in several fields, including linguistics, psychol-
ogy, anthropology and artificial intelligence, has produced many related structures in-
cluding: scripts [Bower et al., 1979; Shank, 1975], frames [Minsky, 1975] and plans
[Abelson, 1973]. These concepts are referred to collectively using the generic term“Schema
theory”and correspond to what Ingwersen and Järvelin [2005] refer to as the user’s“world
model”in their cognitive framework for information transfer.

To my knowledge, no work has been carried out relating to abilities and strategies
for recollecting information objects. However, recollections of texts and stories have
been studied. Examples of such research are discussed below relating schema theory to
the memories for written information.

McKoon, Ratcliff, and Seifert [1989] examined recollection of textual stories with
large semantic overlap. Participants were presented with a combination of primes
(sentences from a story) i.e. story, same story; 1st story, 2nd story; and 1st story,
un-shown story etc. It was found that primes from different stories facilitated as much
recollection as primes from the same story. This was interpreted as evidence that
stories with similar semantic content are stored within the same structure of memory
(schema); allowing the cross facilitation of retrieval.

Bransford and Johnson [1973] examined the role of schemata in recollection perfor-
mance by examining the difference between performance with and without a schema
for passages of text. Two groups of participants were given the same passages, which,
without the context made no sense at all. One group was given the context that allowed
a schema to be constructed during encoding, whereas the other group was not. The
results showed remarkable improved recollection when a schema could be used present-
ing further evidence in favour of schema theory. The way that information is encoded
in memory is influenced by the selected schema, which is formed as a consequence of
past experiences. In other words, schemata facilitate both encoding and retrieval.
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In this section research has been described that demonstrates that the structure of
information, both in terms of internal knowledge and external stimuli to be retained,
has influence on recollection abilities. Empirical work on memory performance and
characteristics has encouraged the development of memory models including variations
on schema theory. Schemata are proposed to not only aid the retention of new material
by providing frameworks for storage, but also alter the new information by making
it“fit”the expectations built into schemata. The significance of memory models, with
respect to the aims of this thesis, are not the structures themselves, but the characteris-
tics that they seek to represent. The role that background knowledge plays in memory
performance has been acknowledged, as well as the fact that the gist or meaning tends
to be recalled rather the precise details of an object, event etc. These points relate
somewhat to the situation or the context in which the memory was encoded. Within
the field of cognitive psychology the relationship between context and memory has been
extensively explored. The following section attempts to briefly summarise this work.

2.11 Memory and Context

Fleeson and Kihlstrom [1988] state that episodic memories can be described as“a bundle
of features containing three different sorts of information: a factual description of the
event itself, a characterization of the spatiotemporal context in which it occurred,
and a reference to the rememberer him / herself”. This emphasizes the importance
of the link between context and memory, of which two main relationships have been
identified: Context-dependent memory and the use of context as retrieval cues. The
first relates to the fact that recollection performance is improved and may even rely
upon the circumstances present at encoding time being present or recreated at the time
of retrieval. The second supports the idea of supplying an element of context, either
mentally or physically, to induce enhanced retrieval performance. It has been suggested
that context is encoded along with perceived stimuli and can therefore be used as a
retrieval key. Additionally, the re-instatement of encoded context at retrieval time can
make certain memories more accessible.

Context-dependent recollection is evident in many types of memory. For example,
the evocation of auto-biographical memories when returning to a location after many
years, forgetting a task to complete after switching rooms (changing environmental
context), failing to recognise people in a location you would not normally see them. An
example of this may be failing to recognise the baker in the bus queue.

Godden and Baddeley [1975] demonstrated context-dependent memory in a study
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of divers’ ability to remember words in two environments: on land and underwater.
Divers recalled words better when the recall condition matched the original learning
environment, i.e. underwater or on land. Similar effects have been shown when the
room for retrieval is different from that of the encoding stage [Smith et al., 1978].
A review of environmental context-dependent studies can be found in [Smith, 1988].
The internal state of the subject can also be considered as part of the context in
which encoding takes place. State-dependent memory effects have been found with
alcohol levels [Goodwin et al., 1969a,b], participant mood [Ellis and Ashbrook, 1991]
and physical state [Miles and Hardman, 1998].

Gillund and Schiffrin [1984] explored the effects of context on recognition. Generally,
abilities for recognition are superior to recall. It is easier to recognise that you have
seen an object before than to list all of the objects that you have seen. Nevertheless,
Gillund and Shiffren found that increasing the amount of learned information between
encoding and retrieval increases the context-dependency of recognition.

Elements of context have also been demonstrated to facilitate improved recollection
of stored information. For example, the performance of witnesses can be improved
by encouraging them to mentally re-establish the context in which a crime took place
[Geiselman, 1988; Geiselman et al., 1986]. Through reconstructing parts of the scene
in their mind, such as the weather, their mood or feelings at the time, and establishing
what had happened prior and subsequent to the crime, their ability to recall can be
improved.

Tulving [1974] introduced the theory of cue-dependent forgetting, which argued
that information is available in memory but cannot be accessed without the appro-
priate“cue”. Evidence for the theory came from several studies of word recollection
[Tulving and Psotka, 1971]. The theory was later developed and explained theoret-
ically by the encoding specificity principle, which states that memory performance
depends directly on the similarity between the information in memory and the infor-
mation available at retrieval [Tulving, 1979].

Evidence from elsewhere seems to endorse the theory of cue-dependent forgetting.
For instance, Underwood and Schulz [1960] reported that the greater the number of
features (cues) provided to a user during search, the higher the probability of recall.
Similarly, Czerwinski and Horvitz [2002] showed that people forgot a great deal about
their everyday interactions with computers. However, when prompted by videos and
photos of their work during that time, people remember many details about what they
had been doing.

However, the discriminating value of a cue has also been shown to impact its effec-
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tiveness. In studies of word recollection, people have been shown to falsely remember
words based on their semantic similarity e.g. if given a list of cake ingredients to remem-
ber such as flour, sugar, dough, butter etc., people will often claim to have remembered
eggs appearing in the list. This is known as the Deese / Roediger-McDermott effect
[Schacter, 2001]. This effect can be minimised by providing discriminative cues – cues
that ensure that participants utilise specific recollections rather than relying on gen-
eral familiarity. Schacter et al. [1999] showed that images can be particularly effective
discriminative cues. In their experiment, when images were shown along with words
to be remembered such as the cake ingredients above, participants are better able to
discriminate between cake ingredients.

Further, evidence suggests that people are likely to remember the context in which
objects are used as opposed to specific object properties. For example, people may not
remember every detail about a document, but we may remember why we read it or who
gave it to us to read. Jaimes et al. [2004] studied recollection abilities for meetings. His
work seems to indicate that what people remember about meetings they have attended
are fragments of the surrounding context. Participants were able to easily remember
contextual facts such as the location of the meeting room, table layout in the room, seat
positions and the name and role of each participant. Whereas, details, such as meeting
dialogue and exact points made during meetings were found to be more difficult to
recall.

The evidence suggests therefore that context has a strong influence on what people
remember. When the context of encoding and storage is returned at retrieval time it
can improve retrieval performance; the process of mentally restoring context can also
assist recall; and finally, people find it easier to recall aspects of the context in which
stimuli were encoded rather that recall details of the stimuli itself.

2.12 Summary and Discussion

This chapter has thus far described psychological research on memory models and
characteristics of human memory. The reviewed literature emphasises how important
memory is to PIM and has hints at how PIM tools should be designed in order to
help facilitate the effect use of memory. It also raises some open issues regarding
memory for information. The remainder of this chapter summarises the outcomes of
the review and relates these to personal information management. Important issues
are highlighted and extracted in the form of critical themes and research questions.
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Theme 1: PIM Tools Should Not Over Burden Working Memory

Two primary memory stores have been identified in psychological literature: working
memory and long-term memory. The former is a temporary store with limited pro-
cessing capabilities. According to the reviewed research, working memory would be
highly active during PIM behaviour. For example, when filing an information object
this store would be used to retain, amongst other things, fragments of the structure of
the information space and attributes of the object to be filed.

Psychology research has emphasized the limitations of working memory, both in
terms of capacity and periods of retention. It is therefore important that PIM tools
reflect the capabilities of working memory and do not require the user to retain greater
quantities of information for periods longer than their capabilities allow. Chapter 4
discusses memory problems caused by the limitations of working memory that occur
while performing PIM behaviour and describes assistive interface widgets to counter
such lapses.

When an information object is stored or filed, the context surrounding the classifi-
catory decision is held in working memory and the designated storage location makes
sense with respect to this context. When the document is retrieved at a later date, the
context information is no longer available in working memory and must be retrieved
from long-term memory. Therefore, the main memory problems that hinder the ef-
fective re-accessing and re-use of information are associated with the limitations of
long-term memory.

Theme 2: Multi-modal Access to Information Objects

Across the sections of this chapter, various modes of memory were discussed. Psycholo-
gists have proposed that different systems exist for different types of memory. Explicit
memories, where people have a conscious recollection of a learning experience, have
been distinguished from implicit memories, where the learning experience has been for-
gotten or never realised. Separate systems have been proposed for episodic, semantic
and procedural memories and these distinctions have been endorsed by neuroimaging
analysis. Further, evidence has been provided that indicates that memories can be or-
ganised in different ways, varying encoding strategies can be employed and particular
encoding strategies, such as spatial and temporal encoding, have been shown to be
especially effective. Nevertheless, the efficiency of these strategies has been partly ex-
plained by evidence demonstrating that people augment their recollection with special
techniques that utilise previous knowledge and inference. In studies of spatial mem-
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ory, the objects and object locations that people remembered were influenced by what
people knew about the objects and the type of scene they were asked to remember.
In studies of temporal memories, recollected dates were influenced by the number of
facts people knew about the cue and what people remembered about other events that
could be used as anchors. As will be shown in chapter 3, the PIM tools that attempt
to exploit spatial or temporal recollection do not always allow this kind of augmenting
strategy to be employed. Therefore, any benefit of strong temporal or spatial memory
capability is lost. Further, as these systems usually rely on a single mode of recollec-
tion, no benefit can be gained from the user remembering other attributes or contexts
about an object they wish to find.

The psychological evidence suggests that if PIM tools are to be aligned with the
workings of memory, they should not rely on a particular type of memory to facilitate
re-finding.

RQ 1: Are different types of information objects or different types of re-

finding tasks remembered in different ways?

The evidence supporting theme 2 also raises the question that if different types of
memory can be stored and these can be encoded in different ways would different types
of information objects or the information objects associated with different types of tasks
be remembered in specific ways? For example, do people remember email messages in a
different way to web pages and would different types of attributes be more likely to be
remembered about digital photographs? Chapters 4 and 7 investigate memories and
re-finding behaviour for photographs and email messages respectively. In chapter 9,
the findings are compared and similarities and differences between the memories and
behaviour for photos and emails discussed. Further, the work described in chapter 6
leads to the discovery of different types of web and email re-finding tasks. Chapter
7 examines how the things that people remember about email messages changes for
different types of task and how this influences their re-finding behaviour.

RQ 2: Does the length of time between accessing and re-accessing influence

the way objects are remembered and influence the way people re-find?

The review of psychology literature revealed the transient nature of memories. As
time passes it is generally acknowledged that the quality of memories that people
have degrades. This raises the question of whether or not the length of time between
accessing and re-accessing information objects changes how information objects are
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remembered and affects how able people are to re-find. Chapters 7 and 8 investigate
this in the context of email re-finding.

Theme 3: Encourage Personalisation and Self-reference

The reviewed psychology research emphasises that people are good at recalling memo-
ries with personal significance. People have been shown to remember more about events
that they have participated in themselves, activities that they have performed and facts
and objects that correspond to their personal interests. It has also be demonstrated
that people are more likely to remember words or concepts if they have structured
them or labelled them in a way that is personally significant. These evidences endorse
a user subjective approach to PIM, which advocates that users should be able to as-
sign subjective, value-added attributes to information objects to help facilitate retrieval
[Bergman et al., 2003]. The reviewed literature seems to indicate that improved facil-
ities for personalisation would encourage improved recollection and therefore enhance
retrieval. Interface widgets that support these facilities are described in chapters 4 and
5.

RQ 3: Does filing strategy influence the way information objects are re-

membered?

In chapter 3, literature is described that shows that different groups of people place
different amounts of effort into the annotation and categorisation of information objects.
Several scholars have classified participants by the personal information management
strategies that they employ when creating and maintaining their information spaces.
The evidence from the field of psychology supporting theme 2 suggests that people
who place more effort in filing and organising their objects will have improved ability
to recall and re-find them. It would be interesting to validate this point in the context
of personal information management behaviour. For example, do people who employ
different PIM strategies remember different things about their information objects, do
they re-access these objects differently, and do they require different tool support as
a result? Chapters 7 and 8 investigate this question by examining email re-finding
behaviour.

Theme 4: Cue Provision and Reinstatement of Context

Another theme highlighted in the review was the importance of context to the recol-
lection processes. In section 2.11, it was shown that people are good at remembering
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the contexts in which events occurred and that recollection can be improved when
the contexts at encoding and retrieval times are the same. These relationships imply
that by recreating the context in which objects were originally filed or annotated at
retrieval time when they are trying to be re-accessed, recollection of the objects may be
improved. One way this could be achieved would be to recreate encoding contexts by
presenting objects in the same way at both encoding and retrieval time. For example,
objects could be displayed in the same positions to maintain spatial relationships and
ensure that objects have the same neighbours etc. Further, theories of cue-based for-
getting as proposed by Tulving as well as others, suggest that by supplying contextual
cues while the user is retrieving information objects, this may improve the user’s ability
to re-find the objects they wish to locate. PIM systems could offer cues in many ways.
Folder names, for example, can represent a semantic or spatial cue within a hierarchy.
In chapters 4 to 8 interface widgets for supplying contextual cues are described and
evaluated.

Theme 5: Level of Detail Required to Facilitate Retrieval

The reviewed psychology literature demonstrates that people are more likely to remem-
ber the gist or meaning of an object, event or experience rather than specific details.
Schema theory models memory based on the observations that memory for the precise
material presented or experienced is forgotten over time, whereas memory for general
background knowledge, stored in underlying schemata is not. Studies of memory for
texts and stories show that verbatim learning is unusual and recreated versions of sto-
ries are generally syntactically different, consisting of different words and phraseology,
but are semantically similar. These findings have implications for the design of PIM
systems because users make use of their recollections to re-access objects. As will be
shown in chapter 3, many PIM systems require that users have detailed, syntactic rec-
ollections in order to re-access objects. Such systems therefore place a heavy burden
on the user’s memory. The evidence presented above suggests that by allowing users to
make use of recollections that may not be syntactically precise, this will help the user
and reduce the cognitive burden in re-accessing information.

Theme 6: Encourage Elaborative Encoding

Sections 2.7 to 2.9 demonstrated that memories can be encoded at different levels and
offered reasons as to why some memories are encoded more effectively than others. Level
of processing theory suggests that by processing stimuli in such a way that incorporates
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hooks, memories can be created at different semantic levels, which can improve peoples’
ability to remember. This technique has been used since the times of the ancient
Greeks and Romans to remember speeches etc. [Yates, 1974]. For example, the“method
of loci”is a mnemonic technique that converts a list of items to be remembered into
a familiar walk or journey, where the items to be remembered are represented by
objects or buildings along the route. The process of creating the journey includes
visualisation (the route in the mind’s eye) and association (creating links between items
to be remembered and known objects or locations). These processes are useful because
they convert concepts that the memoriser may not have strong connections with, to
visual and spatial memories of personally associated objects. Thus, by processing the
information at a higher-level, the memories can incorporate the other mnemonic themes
highlighted in this chapter.

Psychology research indicates that if PIM systems could be designed in such a way
that users were implicitly encouraged to think about objects in different ways and at
different levels recollection of such objects could be improved.

2.13 Chapter Summary

This chapter has reviewed research on the psychological workings of human memory
and related the work to PIM. As part of the discussion a number of themes were
established that allow PIM tools to be critiqued from the perspective of the psychology
of memory. Further, research questions were unearthed that will be investigated in
subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 3

A Review of PIM Behaviour and

Tools with Respect to Memory

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter a review of memory research was presented and the findings
related to PIM. The first part of this chapter builds on this work, taking a practical
psychological approach to the problem. Research is discussed, mainly from the fields
of information science and human-computer interaction, that has been concerned with
determining the strategies people employ and habits they have when managing their
personal information. The review clarifies the underlying psychological motivations
behind the observed strategies and relates these to the principles of memory established
in chapter 2. In the second part of this chapter the focus moves toward PIM tools and
to the field of computer science. In computer science, several groups have explored
ways to improve personal information management behaviour and ways to ease the
task of managing one’s personal information. In the second part of this chapter, the
features of the tools and systems available to help people manage their information,
as well as contemporary research concepts and prototypes are critiqued with respect
to the motivations behind their design and in relation to the psychological themes
established in chapter 2. Again, the recurring theme of this chapter is the role that
human memory plays in personal information management behaviour and the burden
that existing tools, systems and strategies place on memory.
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3.2 Personal Information Management Behaviour

Barreau [1995] divided personal information management behaviour into four separate
stages or processes:

1. The acquisition of information items or objects to form a collection

2. The organisation of items or objects

3. The maintenance of the collection

4. The retrieval of items for reuse

Jones [2004] and Bruce [2005] both discuss the process of deciding whether or not
to keep found information and propose that this decision is an additional stage between
Barreau’s stages (1) and (2).

The first part of this chapter (section 3.2) is structured around these five stages.
Each is taken in turn and evidence is collated from the findings of relevant studies, which
allows an overview to be presented of current knowledge of the behaviour associated
with each stage.

3.2.1 Information Acquisition

The act of initially finding information has been comprehensively studied. In this chap-
ter, however, the interest is not in the ways in which people search for new information
i.e. information out with their personal stores. Nor is the interest in how we can pro-
vide facilities that enable them to search more efficiently for new information; these
goals would mean reviewing the fields of information seeking and retrieval, which is
beyond the scope of this thesis. Rather, the focus here is on how their seeking strategy,
motivation for information acquisition and search methods affect the other aspects of
personal information management behaviour.

People have been shown to acquire information in two distinct ways: 1) through
explicit seeking behaviour, performed in response to a specific information need or
’Anomalous State of Knowledge’ [Belkin, 1980] and 2) implicitly, by interacting with
information sources or channels as they go about their daily working and personal lives
e.g. [Erdelez and Rioux, 2000].

When explicitly seeking information, several options are available to the user with
respect to the channel they select to solve their information need. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that the choice of channel will likely influence how the user decides to store
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the information. This is primarily because many information channels have dedicated
stores associated with them. For example, if the user decided to electronically request
help from a friend or colleague, the communication tool, perhaps an email-client or
mobile phone, would be the likely place of storage for this information. When using
other information sources, such as the World Wide Web, the method or location of
information storage is less predictable. As part of the Keeping Found Things Found
project (KFTF), several investigations have been conducted into the way people pre-
serve information that is acquired via the web. The studies performed have ranged
from close observation of people in work settings [Jones et al., 2001] to large scale web-
based surveys [Bruce et al., 2004b]. The KFTF studies have uncovered wide diversity in
keeping behaviour for information found on the web. For example, it was observed that
several participants email web addresses (URLs) along with comments to themselves
and to others. Other methods witnessed included printing out web pages, saving web
pages to a local disk, pasting the address for a web page into a document and adding
hyper-links to web pages into personal web sites. Such varied behaviour demonstrates
that information found on the web could be stored in a number of different reposi-
tories. Other information channels, such as people, have no obvious store associated
with them. The crucial point here is that the channel used to source the information
influences where the information will be stored. If the channel has a suitable associated
store then the information is likely to be retained there. Otherwise, it will be stored in
a place that they feel it will be less likely to be forgotten about and will offer them a
path back to their state of mind at the time of storage [see section 3.2.3].

If the source or channel choice influences how people store information what influ-
ences the choice of channel? Put another way, what are the factors that influence how
people search for information? Previous research seems to indicate that this will depend
on a wide range of factors, including the facilities available to the user, their location
i.e. whether they are at home or at work, and whether they are surrounded by ap-
proachable, knowledgeable people. When examining the information seeking behaviour
of engineers, Hertzum and Pejtersen [2000] discovered that they search for documents
to find people, search for people to get documents, and interact socially to get informa-
tion without engaging in explicit searches. Thus, the way that people search is based
on the task they are engaged in as well as the context surrounding the task. Further,
Byström and Järvelin [1995] demonstrated that the complexity of the task influences
information seeking behaviour. In their study the more complex an information task
appeared, the more likely the task performer was to ask another human rather than an
automatic information source. It has also been shown that personality influences the
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way people search for information. Heinström [2003], for instance, explored the effects
that five personality traits had on information seeking behaviour. It was discovered
that neuroticism, extraversion, openness to experience, competitiveness and conscien-
tiousness all had an influence. Further, after performing a functional analysis on their
web seeking and storing behaviour data, Jones et al. [2002] found that occupation af-
fected the choice of tool used to find information, how the tool was used, and how
information was stored.

If the above studies are correct, then a complicated array of factors will combine
to determine exactly how information will be found and stored. The lack of a well
defined or easily predictable storage strategy places burden on the memory systems
when re-retrieving objects because to facilitate re-access the user must remember con-
textual facts, such as the channel or tool used to retrieve the object, the task they were
undertaking at the time, their location, mood etc. because all of these factors may
have influenced where they decided to store the information.

Thus, many factors can affect the information seeking strategy that a user employs
and the tools used to source information. These, in turn, influence how and where
acquired information will be stored. The fact that people use multiple information
sources and that there can be many stores associated with each source leads to difficul-
ties. It is often the case that people have the information required to complete a task
scattered across tools on many devices – referred to as the problem of “information
fragmentation” [Jones, 2004]. Fragmented information places a direct burden on the
memory of the owner of the information space because in order to retrieve an informa-
tion item the correct store must be identified, which requires an accurate and possibly
complete recollection of the circumstance in which the object was acquired, as well as
a recollection of the method used to attain it.

This section has detailed research that indicates that information seeking behaviour
can influence where found information is stored within an individual’s personal infor-
mation space. The main problem identified was information fragmentation and the
main consequence of the problem is the burden this places on memory when re-finding
pieces of information. Compounding these problems, people do not necessarily take ac-
tion to store or keep all of the information that they acquire or encounter. This further
burdens the human memory systems because the user may remember the object or at
least processing the object, but doubt may exist as to whether the object was actually
kept; leading to a search for information not present within the personal collection.
The following section describes research relating to the choice of whether to keep found
information and illustrates that the keeping decision itself influences what information
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will be remembered.

3.2.2 The Keeping Decision

The two information acquisition situations described in section 3.2.1 force people into
a choice relating to whether acquired information should be kept or not [Jones, 2004].
This decision may be taken consciously or subconsciously, but the options are as follows:
1) to keep the information; 2) to leave the information where it is; or 3) to ignore the
information [Bruce, 2005].

Bruce [2005] proposed that information is mainly kept (1) when it is recognised
to have potential use in future situations and is judged to be difficult to re-find that
information from its current location. Information is left (2) when it is recognised as
useful but judged that it will be easy to re-find that information again. Information
is ignored (3) when it is estimated that the information will not have any use in the
future. Keeping (1) and leaving (2) behaviours both have an associated cost. This
will be calculated with respect to the time and cognitive effort involved in storing as
well as the resources such as storage space required [Bruce, 2005]. Thus, the keeping
decision is taken with respect to maintaining a balance between the cost of storing
information, the perceived benefit of having the right information available at the right
time and the perceived cost of not having that information available. It has been widely
acknowledged that human behaviour is performed based on the calculation of benefit
with respect to effort [Zipf, 1949]. This principle has also been observed in information
seeking behaviour [Bates, 2002; Bruce, 2005; Mann, 1987]. Countless studies have
shown that people will even accept lower quality information from less reliable sources,
if it is more readily available or easier to use. A large number of these studies are
reviewed in [Poole, 1985].

Signal Detection Theory (TSD) [Meter and Middleton, 1954; Peterson et al., 1954]
has been used to analyse the keeping decision and the reasons behind making a partic-
ular choice [Jones, 2004]. The high-level goal of keeping information is to have relevant
information available when it is required in the future. If information that is kept is
indeed required later, in TSD this is seen as a hit. If information that is ignored is
never required this is viewed as a correct rejection. Inevitably when evaluating the
potential usefulness of information mistakes will be made. People will decide to keep
information that they never require - this is referred to as a false positive; and they
will reject information that they actually do need in the future - referred to as a miss.
Individuals, therefore, have a threshold for keeping information and adjust this to re-
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flect the relative costs of misses and false positives and the relative benefits of hits and
correct rejections [Bruce, 2005]. The cost of misses and false positives to a doctor or
lawyer, for example, where not having access specific information may seriously impact
human life, are likely to be far greater than to someone collating information about a
personal hobby. Therefore, the threshold for keeping information is likely to be lower for
a doctor or lawyer. Further, the nature of the information channel and the resources
available, such as storage space may alter the threshold level [Bruce, 2005]. Other
factors also contribute. For example, Boardman and Sasse [2004] found that people
put more effort into keeping and organising information objects that they had specific
connections with, such as those that they had created themselves. Technological and
cultural factors impact the threshold level too. For instance, as the cost of digital stor-
age decreases there is less value placed on storage space. Therefore, information that
may have been ignored when storage space was more costly and precious may now be
kept. Sentiment has been proposed as another explanation for making the decision to
keep information objects [Donath, 2004]. Boardman [2004] describes keeping behaviour
as a fundamental part of human nature. Personal information objects can act as a re-
minder of people, experiences, achievements and emotions, and therefore, people find
it difficult to dispose of objects [Donath, 2004]. Kono and Misaki [2004] explore the
reminding function of personal objects in their remembrance home project.

To summarise, when a person comes into contact with information, they are faced
with a choice of whether to keep the information and store it somewhere within their
collection, to leave the information where it is and try and remember the content or
the source, or to ignore the information and not expend any cognitive effort toward
it. The decision they take will depend on the prediction of future information needs
and their threshold for keeping calculated to balance the amount of upfront effort with
the potential benefit in the future. Both factors impact the role that memory plays
in re-retrieval. Firstly, the predicted use for the information will influence how that
information is stored [Bruce, 2005; Kwasnik, 1989a] and the accuracy of the prediction
will determine just how much burden is placed on memory when the information is
to be re-accessed. For example, if the user makes an accurate prediction of future
information need, the contextual information stored in working memory (see section
2.4) will be similar to the time when they stored the information object, making the
object easier to find. An inaccurate prediction will mean recreating the context from
long-term memory (see section 2.5) and will thus be prone to the difficulties associated
with this store. The keeping threshold also influences the burden placed on memory,
as well as the type of recollections that are needed to facilitate re-access. For example,
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if the threshold is low more documents will be kept and a more accurate recollection
of the object and the information space will be required to filter documents within a
personal collection. If the threshold for keeping information is high, a greater number
of documents will be left in their original location, necessitating a fuller recollection
of the original search process and the context surrounding that search. Further, the
amount of effort expended towards keeping information objects may also impact what
is remembered about an information item and its use. In section 2.7 the psychology
of elaborative encoding was introduced, demonstrating that recollection of objects and
experiences could be improved by processing the information in various ways [Craik
and Lockhart, 1972]. Making the decision of whether to keep information is a form
of elaborative encoding and therefore, should enhance performance at retrieval time.
In chapters 7 and 8 this issue is explored further by examining the recollections and
performance of people who employ different email filing strategies.

This section has described the decision of whether or not to keep information,
detailed some of the factors that will influence the choice, and related the processes
involved to the burden placed on human memory when re-finding information. The
following section describes research associated with how objects are stored when it is
chosen to keep them and shows that the process of storing is also highly related to
memory.

3.2.3 Storing Information Objects

Factors Influencing Categorisation

One of the first attempts to understand the classificatory choices made with respect
to information objects was a study of 30 office workers and their document collec-
tions [Cole, 1982]. Six important document aspects were identified with respect to the
filing location. These were:“type, form, volume, complexity, functions, and levels of
information”. Kwasnik was also interested in how people in everyday situations make
classificatory choices, particularly choices relating to the organisation and classification
of documents. This process is described as applying“situated meaning” because people
actively create meanings in the context of any given situation [Dervin, 1983; Kwas-
nik, 1989a]. Kwasnik examined the categorisation behaviour of eight researchers of
various genders, academic ranks and departments [Kwasnik, 1989b]. The participants
were asked to describe their office organisations in terms of documents, explaining the
reasons behind their organisation. In a second session, they were asked to voice their
thoughts while sorting one day’s mail, describing each item aloud and explaining what
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they would normally do with it. In a third session, Kwasnik attempted to sort the mail
of four of the participants using the“rules” identified in the second sessions.

From the conversation transcriptions and data analysis, seven central dimensions
were identified: “Situation attributes, such as source, use, circumstance and access;
Document attributes, such as author, topic, and form; Disposition, such as discard,
keep and postpone; Order / Scheme, such as group, separate and arrange; Time, such
as continuation, duration and currency; Value, such as importance, interest and con-
fidentiality; Cognitive state, such as ’don’t know’ and ’want to remember”’. Of the
dimensions identified, the five occurring most frequently were “use”, “topic”, “time”,
“circumstance” and “form”. When two dimensions were used “topic” and “use” were
most frequently used, when three dimensions were used “circumstance”, “time” and
“use” were most often used together (as cited by [Barreau, 1995]).

In a similarly motivated study of the organisational techniques employed by twenty
historians, Case [1991] identified three main factors by which objects were classified
information in offices. The first related to spatial constraints: the storage location of
an object accounted for the amount of physical space available and the ease of access
e.g. efforts are made to “keep things close at hand”. Case also noted that participants
had a regular desire to keep related documents together. For instance, articles and
books, which are physically difficult to intersperse were grouped using “paper-bound
containers”. Nevertheless, contradicting this strategy, other participants chose not to
group related objects that would be easy to store together, such as hard and paperback
books. The reason given for the separation was that the physical properties of the
book were interconnected with the way of the information content was remembered e.g.
“one would not bother to check the index for the passage about Karl Popper, because
one knew that it appeared three-fifths of the way through, on those pages with most
margin notes” [Case, 1991]. Case also observed that the form of the information object
influenced the way it was stored. For instance, journals were often stored in a different
manner to books. The final influential classificatory factor noticed by Case was the
topic of the information. When explaining their collections, participants typically gave
responses along the lines of: “over there you have some things on American literature
and most of these middle files concern legal history” [Case, 1991].

There is considerable overlap between the findings described so far in this section.
Kwasnik observed that the seven dimensions identified in her study can either define a
user’s categorisation, can share a role in the definition or can be identified, but not form
part of the definition. Similar assertions can be made about the aspects highlighted by
Cole and Case. This observation is related to the work of Rosch [1975] and others who
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offer the concept of the “cognitive reference point”, which are defined as cues that in-
fluence classificatory decisions [Kwasnik, 1989b]. The strongest common thread in the
findings, however, is the role that situational aspects, such as the function of the docu-
ment or the task surrounding the document’s use, play in the classification process. All
three studies identified what Kwasnik refers to as situation and document attributes.
This suggests that people make categorisation decisions based on both contextual fac-
tors and document attributes and emphasizes the limitations of traditional tools, which
rely heavily on document attributes for organising, managing, and retrieving personal
information.

Another theme common to the findings of Cole, Kwasnik and Case, was the emer-
gence of different levels of information within personal organisational systems. Cole
[1982] noted three levels of information that his participants interacted with: “action
information” where information is close at hand;“personal work files” where information
is filed away in cabinets or cupboards; and “archived information” where information is
stored away from the office. Barreau and Nardi [1995] discussed three similar types of
information: Ephemeral, working and archived, referring to the frequency with which
the information was accessed. Further, Sellen and Harper [2003] introduced a tem-
perature metaphor for the same concepts referring to hot, warm and cold information
objects.

These levels of information relate to function of documents because they describe
how often information is actively used. They also concern memory. For instance, Bar-
reau and Nardi [1995] found that their participants had no problem in remembering
the location of active objects within their collection because their spatial knowledge of
recently and frequently accessed documents was strong. Cole [1982] proposed that as
information moves across the three levels, from “action” to “archived” spatial recollec-
tion and understanding becomes less important [Case, 1991]. One explanation for this
is the transient nature of memory. Perhaps, because “archived information” is used
with less frequency, spatial recollection of these objects will not be as lucid after long
periods of time. Research question 2 suggested investigating how the time passed since
accessing an object influences re-finding behaviour and performance. Chapters 7 and
8 collate evidence for this research question with respect to email re-finding.

Bondarenko and Janssen [2005] examined how information objects flow between the
levels and proposed that this also depends on the activity type associated with the doc-
ument. They found that documents associated with “administrative” tasks transition
between hot and cold states very often and very quickly. Whereas, documents associ-
ated with “research” tasks tend to stay warm for longer, perhaps years if associated
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with the writing of a thesis.
To summarise, information operates at varying levels and the level of particular

pieces of information and information objects can change over time. The level of in-
formation describes the way information is being used and this will influence what a
person remembers about the information and its encapsulating object.

Categorisation Strategies

Efforts have also been made to classify the filing strategies employed by different types
of people for different types of information objects and in different digital and physi-
cal settings. Malone [1983] interviewed ten office workers regarding their office man-
agement habits. The primary distinction he identified was between neat and messy
offices. Neat offices were characterised by highly structured filing systems, reflecting
the structured tasks the owners performed, whereas messy offices exhibited unstruc-
tured piles of documents and overlapping papers. It was analysed that the organisation
type reflected the needs and difficulties of the individual participants [Lansdale, 1988].
Malone’s findings have since been replicated by several researchers - participants with
neat organisational styles are often referred to as “filers” and those with unstructured
styles are referred to as “pilers”. Whittaker and Sidner [1996] analysed the email or-
ganisational strategies of twenty office workers with a broad range of job types. Their
population included a diverse range of responsibility: four high-level managers, five
lower-level managers, nine workers with no management responsibilities and two ad-
ministrative workers. Participants were grouped based on their email management
strategies: “Frequent filers”, “spring-cleaners” and “no filers”. Participants in the “fre-
quent filers” group made strenuous attempts to minimise the number of messages in
the inbox. “Spring-cleaners” only dealt with the problem of an overloaded inbox by
periodically deleting files (every one-three months). Whereas both “filers” and “spring
cleaners” made extensive use of folders, “no-filers” on the other hand, made little or no
use of folders in their email organisations. They, instead, relied on full-text searching
to recover messages. Bälter [1997] extended Whittaker and Sidner’s classification by
dividing the no-filer category into folder-less cleaners and folder-less spring-cleaners.
These amended categories reflect the frequency with which messages are deleted from
the collections. It has been found that people hesitate to delete email messages for
fear that they may contain facts or references required at a later date [Donath, 2004].
Web-bookmark strategies have been classified in a similar way. Abrams et al. [1998]
looked at the way bookmark organisations are created and observed four types of be-
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haviour. Again the users were classified according to these behaviour types: no-filer,
creation-time filer, end-of-session filer, and sporadic filer. All of the outlined classifi-
cation schemes reflect the effort made in filing, but the strategy classes are tailored to
suit the attributes of the objects being filed and the user behaviour surrounding the
interaction with such objects.

Bälter [2000] used keystroke level analysis [Card et al., 1980] to model the email
strategies outlined above. The aim was to estimate the time usage in terms of the
users interactions with the system for different strategies with respect to fictitious
users with varying email requirements. According to the model, the best long-term
strategy is to use a limited number of folders in conjunction with a search tool. Bälter
acknowledges many weaknesses in the model. For example, it assumes the user does not
make mistakes when classifying, interacts in certain ways, and the message distribution
across folders is even. Further, the model does not adequately deal with differing user
characteristics and needs, and ignores external factors that influence the time taken to
perform interactions.

Due to the differences in methodologies used it is difficult to draw parallels be-
tween the organisational strategies used by different groups of people (academics, office
workers, historians) in different situations. Nevertheless, there does appear to be some
indication of overlap. For instance, in both digital and paper-based environments or-
ganisational style seems to reflect the tasks performed by individuals [Malone, 1983;
Whittaker and Sidner, 1996]. Kidd [1994] also noted that knowledge workers – people
who interact with large quantities of information as part of their job – have particular
difficulties in categorising objects because of the kinds of tasks they need to perform.
There is also evidence that people behave differently in different situations. For exam-
ple, Case [1991] observed different filing strategies for different forms of information.
He found that books were largely organised by topic and then further sub-organised
chronologically. Journals, on the other hand, were mainly sorted by title alone.

Boardman and Sasse [2004] noted that previous research had focused purely on
specific tools and there had been no efforts to compare the organisation strategies
for different types of information object. They investigated the computer file, email
and web bookmark organisations of thirty-one staff members and students at their
university. Organisational classifications were created or modified for each of the data
types and attempts were made to find correlations between the organisations across
tools. Three types of behaviour was observed for computer files: “Total filers” filed the
majority of files on creation; “extensive filers” filed often but left many items undefined;
and “occasional filers” had fewer folders, left most of their files undefined and only
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occasionally filed. With respect to email, Boardman and Sasse observed “frequent
filers”, who filed or deleted most incoming messages on a daily basis; “extensive filers”,
who daily attempted to file a large number of messages; “partial filers” who filed less
than five messages per day; and “no filers”. Bookmarking strategies fell into only three
categories: “extensive filers”, “partial filers and “no filers”. With respect to folder
names, extensive overlap was found between file and email organisations, especially
relating to projects and roles. Less overlap was discovered between the organisation of
bookmarks and the way that files and emails were organised. Boardman and Sasse also
looked at how the organisational strategies compared across tools. 26% of participants
were pro-organising in all three tools, 45% of users were pro-organising in files and
emails only, 23% were pro-organising in files only and 6% were classified as organising-
neutral in all tools. Therefore, although not complete, there was certainly evidence
of overlap between organisational strategies. This suggests that it may be possible to
unify, perhaps automatically, the classification schemes across information stores as a
means to reduce information fragmentation.

Categorisation and Memory

The explanations offered for the outlined PIM behaviour have largely reflected the
function of the organisational system with respect to the needs of the owner or creator.
These explanations can also be viewed as efforts to align with or compensate for the
workings of human memory. For example, a number of reasons have been proposed
for piling. Firstly, it is the result of people having multiple and conflicting uses for
their document collections. People use collections both for preserving information that
they may need at a later time and for reminding themselves that tasks have still to be
completed [Barreau and Nardi, 1995; Lansdale, 1988; Malone, 1983]. Piles are common
because, to a certain extent, they achieve both of these goals. When the number of
documents in piles remains small it can be easy to re-find sought after documents.
Further, piles represent a kind of short-term memory; a buffer which retains tasks that
must be performed [Jones et al., 2002]. This is useful because when documents are filed
in folders you have an “out of sight, out of mind problem” [Bruce et al., 2004a]. It is only
when the number of files / piles scales beyond a certain threshold that the disadvantages
of employing a piling strategy become apparent. In this situation different groups of
people react in different ways. “Frequent filers” file documents as they use them and
never let piles become large enough to cause trouble, “spring cleaners” respond to over-
sized piles by archiving certain files into longer-term storage, whereas “no filers” make
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no efforts to manage the piles and struggle to work productively [Whittaker and Sidner,
1996].

In his study, Cole [1982] observed the importance of spatial clues in the organisa-
tion of documents; office workers in this study ’mapped’ storage schemes to physical
locations in an attempt to make retrieval easier by utilising spatial memory. In phys-
ical office spaces spatial memory is extremely important in retrieval because of the
strict relationship between an information object and its location. This relationship is
recreated in digital environments where objects can also only be stored and accessed
from one location; making spatial memory rather than any other variety of memory
the pivotal factor in successful retrieval.

Mander et al. [1992] related the categorisation strategy employed to the quality
and type of recollection of the information space. It was suggested that filing may not
be the best strategy because pilers and non-filers often have to browse through their
collections to find what they are looking for; in the process re-familiarising themselves
with the documents in their possession.

In the KFTF studies, Jones et al. [2002, 2003, 2001] found that web-bookmark and
the browser history features were not widely used. Participants in these studies pre-
ferred to use tools designed for other tasks to keep information. Other scholars have
also made similar observations. For example, Jones and Thomas [1997] surveyed peo-
ple’s use of new personal information management technologies and found low adoption
rates, the findings of Tauscher and Greenberg [1997] indicate that less than 1% of web-
browser actions are on the history list, and Hightower et al. [1998] suggest that the
value is less than 0.1%. The preference for user creativity over explicitly design tools
has explained by the fact that bookmarks and web-history lack the ability to 1) Remind
the users that they have this information 2) Access from multiple locations 3) Supply
some context that will remind the user why they decided to keep the information [Bruce
et al., 2004b]. The findings are very much aligned with the findings of Barreau and
Nardi [1995]; Lansdale [1988]; Malone [1983] as described above.

Thus, several scholars have observed behaviour to compensate for various types
of memory lapses: “Finding behaviour” i.e. filing objects in a meaningful location
combats retrospective lapses because it makes it easier to locate information when it
is required;“reminding behaviour” i.e. strategies such as “piling” combat prospective
lapses as they provide timely reminders that the information is there and available or
that tasks associated with the object should be performed; finally the layout of objects
within an office space aids recovery from action slips, which are very short-term memory
failures that cause problems for the actions currently being carried out e.g. forgetting
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what one is doing following an interruption, forgetting why one went upstairs, or losing
one’s train of thought etc. [Eldridge et al., 1992]. The organisation of documents
helps the recovery from this type of memory failure because the organisation captures
the context of the documents’ use, and can therefore cue improved recollection. The
following chapter explores the relationship between PIM and memory weaknesses.

This section has reviewed research concerning personal information filing behaviour.
Several factors have been shown to influence how and where an information object
is stored and this, in turn, has been related to what burden is placed on the human
memory system when re-accessing an object. The next section discusses the way people
maintain their information collections.

3.2.4 Maintaining a Collection

Maintaining a personal information collection may include re-organising objects to bet-
ter support new purposes, deleting stored objects that are no longer required, or alter-
ing records of the objects that are stored. As several years worth of data of different
types may be stored in multiple stores, maintaining a collection can require a large
amount of effort to be expended. In the Keeping Found Things Found (KFTF) stud-
ies [Jones et al., 2002, 2003, 2001], participants often expressed frustration that they
needed to maintain so many different organisational schemes in parallel. Some partici-
pants declared that they had worked hard to combine their organisation schemes across
channels. One person produced a printed copy of everything they felt was important
and maintained an extensive paper-based filing system. A second person saved email
and web references in electronic documents which could then be indexed in a computer-
based filing system. In another situation, an assistant and her manager worked together
to establish a single categorisation scheme which was then applied consistently across
tools, such as email, as well as digital and paper documents.

Other observations suggest that people mostly do not have regular maintenance
strategies. For example, the historians studied in [Case, 1991] only created card indexes
along with periods of writing. Other scholars have observed sporadic efforts to maintain
personal information collections. Barreau [1995] and Cole [1982] observed that people
start organisations but discontinue these after time. Anecdotal evidence also suggests
that pressures from society can influence file maintenance. For instance, people may
decide to renew their file systems at new year or at the start of spring. Bergman
et al. [2003] refers to a “deletion paradox”, where information items with no subjective
importance distract the user’s attention and time, but it takes time and attention to
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review them in order to make sure that they are no longer needed. The effort taken
to review collections and the reluctance to delete files for sentimental reasons [Donath,
2004] mean that users only delete files, not through choice, but at times of crisis, such
as a hard disc crash [Bergman et al., 2003].

Boardman and Sasse [2004] observed that the strategy classifications outlined in
section 3.2.3 refer to the organisational habits of users at specific points in time. The
methodologies in these studies did not allow the discovery of changes to filing strategy
or the reasons behind any changes made. The exception was the work of Bälter [1997],
who proposed that people that receive high quantities of email are most likely to change
strategy. These users will either become more structured in their style to deal with a
problem or become progressively less structured as a result of (a) problem(s). Boardman
and Sasse [2004] investigated eight participants over an average period of 286 days. In
this time, although the size of their participants’ collections increased, only 2 of the
participants slightly changed their filing organisations. One moved from being a“total-
filer” to a“partial-filer”; using his desktop as a temporary storage area for active files
and“my documents” as an archive. The second made the decision to archive several
folders of work relating to completed projects.

There are benefits to maintenance with respect to memory. The act of reorganising
or tidying involves interacting with documents in the collection and therefore refreshes
fading memories of objects. The limited evidence we have, however, suggests that
people do not make large changes to their organisational style nor do they expend large
efforts in maintaining their current organisations. This means a greater reliance on
original recollections.

3.2.5 Re-finding Information

Several models have been constructed to describe human information seeking behaviour
e.g. [Wilson, 2000]. These models usually emphasize that when looking for informa-
tion, people generally first look internally to their own personal collection before search-
ing elsewhere [Bruce, 2005]. This underlines the importance of re-finding and efforts
that are being made to improve users’ ability to re-find. Nevertheless, until recently
re-finding had received considerably less research attention than general information
seeking behaviour [Capra and Perez-Quinones, 2003; Jones et al., 2001]. However, a
number of groups have started to explore re-finding behaviour, although much of this
work relates only to the re-finding of web-pages.

As described above, the task of re-finding is different from looking for new informa-
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tion and uses different cognitive processes. Whereas finding new information involves
recognising that retrieved resources are useful, re-finding utilises recollection to guide
the search for specific resources that are known to be useful [Capra and Perez-Quinones,
2005]. Most of the evidence suggests that people have difficulties with re-finding [Aula
et al., 2005; Boardman and Sasse, 2004; Bruce et al., 2004a; Teevan, 2004; Teevan et al.,
2004]. Although, contrastingly, participants in the KFTF studies were generally good
at getting back to a desired information item when they remembered to look for it
[Jones et al., 2005]. A common trend in these studies, however, was that participants
would forget to look for an information item until the period of its usefulness had
passed.

Tauscher and Greenberg [1997] examined how people re-find web-pages through
the analysis of six weeks of web browser data collected from twenty-three users. The
analyses were complemented by follow-up interviews with the users involved. It was
discovered that 58% of page accesses are revisits. In their studies, Catledge and Pitkow
[1995] and McKenzie and Cockburn [2001] found even higher percentages of revisits
(61% and 81% respectively). Dumais et al. [2003] noted that similar re-access patterns
had been observed for Unix commands [Greenberg, 1993], library book borrowing [Bur-
rell, 1980], and human memory [Anderson and Schooler, 1991]. The evidence suggests,
therefore, that there is a common requirement to re-access and re-use information of
many kinds.

The reasons given for re-visiting web pages in the Tauscher and Greenberg [1997]
study were that 1) the information contained in the page changes, 2) the users wish to
explore the page further, 3) the page has a special purpose (e.g. search engine, home
page), 4) the page is being authored by the user, and 5) the page is on a path to another
revisited page.

Jones, Bruce and Dumais found that regardless of how people decided to store a
web-page, when they attempt to revisit it, there is a good chance they will first try
three other options: 1) directly entering the URL in your web browser (often with help
from the browser’s autocompletion feature), 2) searching with a search engine, or 3)
accessing it via another web site or portal [Jones et al., 2001]. Similarly, both Karger
and Quan [2004] and Capra and Perez-Quinones [2005] found that search engines are
a popular means of re-finding web-pages. In both studies search engines were used in
approximately 40% of re-finding tasks. However, observational data suggest that people
may continue to have a strong preference for location-based finding, orienteering, or
simply browsing as a primary means to return to their personal information [Barreau
and Nardi, 1995; Marchionini, 1995; O’Day and Jeffries, 1993]. Capra and Perez-
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Quinones [2005] analysed the methods used to complete re-finding tasks against how
familiar participants were with the task and how frequently they perform such tasks.
The results suggest that users develop personal techniques for accessing data they are
familiar with and access frequently, while search engines are employed for other re-
finding tasks - tasks that have no associated familar method to re-access.

In another study, Capra and Perez-Quinones [2003] examined users performing re-
finding tasks via an intermediary. As users had to communicate their recollections
to a third-party, it was easier for the researchers to establish what and how they re-
membered. It was observed that when re-retrieving information objects users take
a two-stage iterative approach. The first stage identifies an appropriate information
source, while the second focuses on narrowing toward specific information from within
that source. Their findings align with those of Teevan et al. [2004] who discovered
similarities between the way people re-find information and behaviour associated with
orienteering. Orienteering as they describe it “involves using contextual information
to narrow in on the actual information target, often in a series of steps”. Teevan and
her colleagues also observed a second approach to re-finding, which they refer to as
teleporting; where users attempt “to take themselves directly to the information they
are looking for” [Teevan et al., 2004]. An example of teleporting would be using a re-
membered URL to directly access a web page or using extensive, detailed search queries
to locate a web page with one attempt. Aula et al. [2005] described the use of search
engines to re-find data as an iterative task, largely because it is nearly impossible to
accurately re-create original queries.

Dumais et al. [2003] studied 234 people using a search tool for personal information,
including email messages, web pages, and computer files for a period of 6 weeks. During
this time, the objects re-accessed most frequently were email messages (76%), followed
by web pages (14%) and then files (10%). The most common file types were Microsoft
Word (14%), plain text (11%), and Microsoft PowerPoint (11%), with the remaining
types accounting for less than 10% each. This indicates that further research is required
into the re-finding behaviour for other objects, rather than concentrating solely on re-
finding web-pages. With respect to the age of the objects re-accessed, 6.6% of the
items opened were first seen that day, 21.9% within the last week, 45.9% within the
last month, and 89.4% during the last year. Recent items were accessed most frequently,
but older items were also accessed, including objects that were up to eight years old.
This demonstrates that even archived information can be useful and raises questions
about how recollections of older objects differ to memories of recently used objects and
how this affects re-finding strategies.
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It has also been observed that queries used to find personal information were shorter
than typical web queries. Dumais et al. [2003] found queries averaged 1.59 terms,
whereas analysis of search engine logs have shown web queries to be on average 2.16
[Spink et al., 2001] or 2.35 [Silverstein et al., 1998]. However, re-finding queries did
share some characteristics with web queries. They rarely included explicit boolean
operators, phrases, or field restrictions. Instead, participants preferred to iteratively
filter through result sets by using interface widgets that refined their queries. The
re-finding behaviour in Dumais’ study, therefore, adheres closely to the orienteering
approach observed by Capra and Perez-Quinones [2003] and Teevan et al. [2004]. In
earlier work, Jones and Dumais [1986] demonstrated that semantic labels are important
cues during the re-finding processes, but document retrieval can also benefit to some
degree from the addition of spatial location knowledge. However, the Dumais et al.
[2003] study stressed the importance of people and time in helping people re-find;
people’s names featured in 25% of the queries logged and dates were frequently used
to sort through results. There is evidence, therefore, that a number of factors can help
with the orienteering process. However, as will be described in the second part of this
review, existing tools do not explicitly support this.

Thus, great diversity has been discovered in the way people re-find information.
Preferences have been discovered for both location based re-finding and the use of search
engines. Closer inspection has revealed that the frequency with which the type of task
is performed and the familiarity with the sought after information impacts the method
used. The work reviewed in this section suggests that people develop specific techniques
for re-accessing familiar, frequently used information and use search engines to re-find
information that they are not so well acquainted with and seldomly require. Distinctions
have also been drawn between orienteering behaviour, where the user gradually narrows
in on the sought after information and teleporting, where the user attempts to directly
access objects. Such behaviours reflect what the user remembers about the objects
they are looking for. For instance, teleporting requires either a full recollection to
recreate a previously submitted query or a precise recollection to recreate a full URL of
a web page. Whereas, orienteering represents a progressive return of previously known
details. It would be interesting to establish if certain kinds of tasks or objects lead to
teleporting strategies and others to orienteering behaviour.
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3.2.6 Summary and Discussion

The first part of this chapter reviewed research on PIM behaviour. It detailed some of
the strategies employed by people when they store information within their personal
stores, maintain or reorganise their stores, and attempt to re-find information from
within their stores. The research was presented in a way that highlights the role that
memory plays in PIM and emphasizes that the behaviour exhibited is both compen-
satory, with respect to the limitations of memory and taxing, in the way that it places
burden on the memory systems.

People behave with great variability in the way that they keep information objects.
In section 3.2.1, it was shown that the way information is sourced or received influences
its storage location and this, in turn, is influenced by several other factors. In section
3.2.3, it was shown that the context surrounding a document’s use, as well as document
attributes influence the filing decision. The main outcome of these behaviours is that
the information people keep is scattered around in a number of storage locations. This
is referred to as the problem of information fragmentation and ensures that to re-access
information, people are required to remember a number of details about the contexts
in which documents were previously created, accessed or used. Section 3.2.2 illustrated
that information fragmentation is worsened by the fact that people do not always
decide to keep information that they think may be useful, which means re-finding can
sometimes involve searching for information not actually stored in a location local to
the user.

Another finding was that people are aware of their memory limitations and alter
their behaviour accordingly. Filing behaviour is an attempt to lessen the burden on
memory when re-finding. Piling is an attempt to leave reminders about the availability
of objects or that some task associated with an object needs to be completed. However,
there is a tension between filing and piling strategies and both suffer from performance
degradation when large quantities of objects are involved.

In section 3.2.4, it was illustrated that the processes involved in maintaining a collec-
tion can be beneficial to the recollection of objects within the collection. Nevertheless,
the evidence we have suggests that few people regularly update or reorganise their per-
sonal information objects, preferring instead to place their efforts into re-finding when
there is an information need.

The last stage of personal information management behaviour to be discussed was
information re-finding. Studies have shown re-finding behaviour to be prevalent for
many kinds of information, indicating that more effort should be placed into learning
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more about the processes involved in re-finding and understanding the needs that users
have.

The second part of this chapter focuses on the tools people use to manage and
re-find their personal information. It uses the themes established in this section as well
as those outlined in chapter 2 to critically review both commonly available tools and
contemporary research prototypes.

3.3 Personal Information Management Tools

Several tools have been designed to help people manage and store their information.
The following sections provide a review of such tools. First, the most common and
pervasive tools are described and strengths and weaknesses pointed out. Then the
review concentrates on the systems that have been suggested to improve on commonly
used tools, including contemporary research prototypes.

A feature of the work described below is the lack of tool evaluation that has been
performed. The difficulties associated with performing PIM evaluations are widely
acknowledged – a topic that is discussed in greater detail in chapter 6. Due to the
lack of performed evaluations, in this review the psychological evidence collated in
the previous chapters is used as a means to critique the concepts behind the systems
reviewed.

3.3.1 Commonly Available Tools

The tools people use to manage and re-find their information are either dedicated
to searching their personal information stores, such as desktop search engines 1 or
are tools which allow the management of information objects, e.g. folders in email
applications. Information management tools are intended to help people find previously
stored information by allowing the user to organise their information objects. However,
as will be shown, both the searching and managing approaches place the load for
successful recovery of information on the user’s memory.

To conduct a successful search on a query-based system such as Google desktop,
for example, a user must remember sufficient details about the information they want
to retrieve in order to form a query. However, the psychological research reviewed in
chapter 2 indicates that people are not good at remembering precise details. Instead
what tends to be remembered are high-level meanings or gists [Clark and Clark, 1977;

1Examples of desktop search engines are Google Desktop (available at http://desktop.google.com)
and MSN live search (available at http://search.live.com/)
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Rubin, 1977; Sachs, 1967]. This suggests that people would not be adept at remember-
ing terms in a document, the subject of an email etc. - the kind of recollections required
to construct queries. Search systems have other limitations. For example, they cannot
serve some of the important reminding functions described in section 3.2.3.

The major alternative to query-based systems are browse-based systems in which a
user looks through information objects in order to find the objects they want. Browsing
systems either show users all the objects available, limiting the approach to relatively
small data sets, or force a classification on the objects such as colour distribution for
images [Heesch and Rüger, 2004], concepts for documents Yang [1994], etc. Similarly,
information management tools force a classification on users, either by automatically
classifying objects, as in text categorisation systems [Hayes et al., 1990], or forcing
users to classify objects, usually in some form of hierarchical system [Malone, 1983].
For example, photographs and music are generally organised in albums and possibly
further sub-categorised by artist, date, genre etc. Operating systems manage applica-
tions and files in a hierarchical system of folders, email tools provide facilities to group
messages hierarchically, and standard web page book-marking features are hierarchi-
cal. The latter form of tools are by far the most ubiquitous and therefore most of the
research relating to personal information management behaviour relates to this type
of tool. Despite their popularity, it was noted in section 3.2 that such systems have
limitations. Malone’s study of natural office behaviour demonstrated that they are
cognitively challenging and that users are reluctant to use them either because they
cannot decide how to categorise an item, or because they are not confident in their abil-
ity to retrieve a categorised item at a later date [Malone, 1983]. Similar behaviour has
been observed with digital documents [Boardman and Sasse, 2004] and email messages
[Whittaker and Sidner, 1996].

The limitations of existing tools have long been recognised and several groups have
made efforts to produce more effective PIM tools. The following sections review these
attempts.

3.3.2 Tools For Storing and Categorising Objects

One problem identified in the review of PIM behaviour above is that manually filing and
annotating information objects requires cognitive effort. The studies described above
have indicated that the amount of effort people are willing to expend is dependant on
a number of factors, but is implicitly calculated with respect to the benefit it will offer
and the cost of failing to apply effort.
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One approach to solving this problem is to reduce the amount of effort required
to file or annotate information to make it easier to organise or categorise information.
The study of how people annotate paper-based and digital information objects and tool
support for these tasks are both mature domains in their own right - a complete review
here would be inappropriate. However, a summary of the approaches to supporting
annotation is provided and the relation to memory outlined.

The standard approach is for the user to manually assign suitable descriptive key-
words [Gong et al., 1994]. In terms of memory, the cognitive processing required to
select and provide accurate descriptors is positive; inducing at least semantic encod-
ing [Anisfeld and Knapp, 1968; Bruder and Silverman, 1972; Cramer and Eagle, 1972;
Grossman and Eagle, 1970] and possibly several others levels of encoding [Craik and
Lockhart, 1972]. The downsides are the requirement for the user to recall the terms
applied at retrieval time and the time and cognitive effort needed to make annotations
and categorisations.

People often annotate paper-based information as a natural way to assist thinking
and remembering [Adler and van Doren, 1972; Marshall, 1997]. This is because an-
notation on paper requires very little effort [Marshall, 1998]. However, when material
is read from a computer screen the natural interaction is lost and, consequently, the
people tend to annotate digital documents less often [Price et al., 1998].

Many novel systems have been devised to reduce the cognitive effort in annotating
and filing. Examples have included systems that: offer the ability to drag and drop
descriptive terms on to objects to save typing [Shneiderman and Kang, 2000]; and tool
kits that capture contextual information from various sources, such as sensors, and
allow the user to assign the captured information to objects [Zimmermann and Lorenz,
2005]. These systems are good because while they reduce the time and cognitive effort
required in annotating, they still require some form of cognitive processing from the
user and, as such, do not completely remove the natural encoding effects. However,
this positive also has a negative outcome. As effort is required and because there is
an added level of complexity to the tools, users may yet refrain from annotating their
collections.

Semi-automatic systems also exist. For example, in the system designed by Wenyin
et al. [2001], keywords from re-finding attempts are used to annotate found images -
a process that requires verification from the user. Other systems use the surrounding
textual context to annotate images. For example, Shen et al. [2000] use the surrounding
web page content, Srihari et al. [2000] extract named entities, such as people, places
and things, from collateral newspaper text, and Lieberman [2000] uses email messages
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in which images are embedded. When surrounding text is available, this seems like
a reasonable approach, although the results do not compare with manual indexing
[Wenyin et al., 2001]. The primary disadvantage of this approach however, with respect
to the aims of this thesis, is that personal images often do not have any surrounding
textual content with which to mine annotations.

Other semi-automatic systems, such as in [Kiritchenko and Matwin, 2001; Segal
and Kephart, 1999], analyse the classificatory decisions made by users in the past and
attempt to construct rules to model these choices. The model is then used to make
suggestions to the user as to where in their organisation an object should be placed.
The aim of these systems is to reduce the cognitive effort in filing and to some extent
this is achieved. A long-term study of the author’s own email usage found accuracy
levels of 85% [Segal and Kephart, 1999]. Nevertheless, there are negative outcomes to
such an approach. Shneiderman and Maes [1997] proposed that such interfaces may
result in a loss of control on the part of the user. In addition to the reduction in
control and beneficial cognitive processing, the requirement for the user to recollect
which folder the item was placed in remains.

Fully automatic systems either operate as the semi-automatic systems without the
requirement for user verification or perform analysis on the content to extract semantic
features. For example Ono et al. [1996] attempted to use image recognition techniques
to automatically select appropriate descriptive keywords for images. However, their
evaluations have been limited in terms of the keywords and image models used, so the
performance of the approach in a larger scale remains unclear.

To summarise, the different approaches to supporting annotation and categorisation
reflect the levels of effort required by the user. This, in a similar way to the argument
described in section 3.2.2, becomes a balance. Ideally, the users would annotate each of
their objects themselves gaining the consequential memory benefits, but the evidence so
far suggests that people are unlikely to do this. At the other extreme, fully-automatic
systems remove the need for users to annotate or categorise objects because the system
does this for them. The benefit here is that the system takes the work away from
the user, freeing time. The downside is that the annotations or categorisations made
may or may not reflect the user’s own mental model. Further, the enactment effect (as
described in section 2.9) is lost.

Another theme highlighted in chapter 2 was the importance of personalisation and
autobiographical experience in personal information management systems to naturally
improve the retention of information. Traditional browsing systems allow personalisa-
tion by enabling users to name objects as they wish and to define their own spatial
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hierarchies. These functionalities are limited in that they may not be flexible enough
to allow the user to accurately or completely describe the relationships between their
objects. Alternatively, specialised systems such as email clients or music management
tools etc., define what objects can be stored and the types of information that can be
stored about these objects. For example, music management tools such as Itunes 1

hold specific attributes about the objects they manage (track number, album, genre
etc.) and offer little opportunity for the user to change or add to these. Haystack
[Karger et al., 2005] was designed to offer the user the flexibility to define more accu-
rate descriptions of the relationships between their objects to suit their personal needs.
This tool hides a powerful database system 2 behind a user-interface similar to tradi-
tional applications. The idea is to offer users the power to define how their personal
information spaces should look and behave. To clarify the benefit of a system such
as Haystack, consider the example of an entertainment reporter following the music
industry. Haystack would allow him to define relationships between the emails describ-
ing correspondence with musicians, articles about those musicians and the music files
associated with those articles; and to link musicians to concerts they played, songs
performed, and photographs they are in. Users do not have this power with traditional
tools. Further, as this example shows, the functionality offered by Haystack provides
a way to minimise fragmentation because relationships can be defined between objects
of different types. The concepts incorporated in Haystack align closely to Bergman’s
ideas on the user subjective approach to PIM and according to psychological research,
the features would be extremely beneficial to what the user remembers. However, the
evidence relating to what and how people annotate and file suggests that people may
not exploit the power of tools like Haystack because of the effort required to define
relationships. To date no evaluations of the haystack system have been published.

One annotation based tool that has shown to be very popular is the concept of
the “Folksonomy” [Golder and Huberman, 2006; Wal, 2004] 3. “Folksonomies”, such
as Flickr 4 and Del.icio.us 5 are classification schemes developed collaboratively by a
community of users. They represent “a complete set of tags - one or two keywords -
that users of a shared content management system apply to individual pieces of content
in order to group or classify those pieces for retrieval. Users are able to instantly
add terms to the folksonomy as they become necessary for a single unit of content”

1available at http://www.apple.com/itunes/
2Haystack was implemented with Resource Description Framework (RDF)
3some kind of statistic demonstrating the growth in popularity of folksonomies
4http://www.flickr.com/
5http://del.icio.us/
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[Sturtz, 2004]. As both the data and the classification scheme are publicly available,
users are able to determine how others have assigned classifications to objects and this
influences the way they classify their own content [Sturtz, 2004]. The benefit here is
reduced cognitive effort in the classification process. However, because of the influence
other users have on the classification process, there could be a loss in the personal
significance of assigned terms and possibly deterioration in the elaborative encoding
effect discussed above. Nevertheless no evaluations have been performed to validate
this. Another outcome of “social classification” is that items are frequently tagged
with concepts that do not necessarily reflect their semantic content. For example, the
most commonly assigned tag on Flickr.com 1 is “Cameraphone”. From the point of
view of sharing photographs this is an inappropriate tag because the device used to
take a photograph is of little importance to someone seeking an image. However, from
the perspective of PIM, the experience of taking a photograph with a camera is quite
different from using a cameraphone; the reasons for using a particular device may stay
in the mind of the user. Therefore, from a PIM point of view, highly discriminating
tags such as“cameraphone” are useful when retrieving objects.

The reasons for the popularity of folkonomies are unclear. It is perhaps because
of the social aspect of such tools and the fact that the objects are easily shared over
the world wide web. In their work, von Ahn and Dabbish [2004] attempt to make
annotation a social and fun activity by creating a collaborative game. The aim of this
work is ambitious - von Ahn and Dabbish estimate that if the game was hosted by a
site such as Yahoo! games, most images on the Web could be labelled in a few months.

In section 3.2, it was acknowledged that the difficulties involved in creating a flexi-
ble and meaningful organisation system for personal information have been well docu-
mented. Many groups have attempted to ease this by providing a high-level structure
for users. For example, UMEA [Kaptelinin, 2003], Personal Role Manager [Sheiderman
and Plaisant, 1994] and Universal Labeller [Jones et al., 2005] organise objects in terms
of user activities or tasks and the ContactMap system [Nardi et al., 2002] allows users
to organise their objects based on their personal social network, which is established
from their address book. Again, evaluation of these systems has been extremely lim-
ited, with no evaluation for Personal Role Manager and only informal evaluations of the
UMEA and Universal Labeller systems. However, in a subsequent evaluation of Con-
tactMap, Whittaker et al. [2004] found a strong preference for the ContactMap system
over traditional email systems for tasks that were inherently social, such as honouring

1on 1st August 2005, 161867 photos were tagged with “cameraphone” (source
http://www.flickr.com/photos/tags/)
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communication commitments, remembering to keep in touch, exploiting their contacts
for social recommendations, and keeping track of projects.

From the perspective of memory, tools which provide a high-level organisation to the
users are of benefit because they help to reduce information fragmentation. They allow
multiple types of objects to be stored under a general purpose organisation. Further, the
organisations were based on field-work that demonstrates that these organisations suit
the way that people work. Nevertheless, many of these investigations were conducted
using a limited set of participants that consisted of academics, research students as
well as managers – the type of people who would operate in terms of projects or
personal contacts. This means that although such organisations may be suitable for
many people, it does not necessarily mean they are suitable for everyone. Take, for
example, an individual who wants to organise his music collection autobiographically
or an email user who does not use email for work tasks. Such systems also have
difficulty dealing with objects that are associated with numerous projects and contacts
and indeed, burden memory by requiring the user to remember specific details about
objects in order to re-find them. For example, a user may remember when they received
an email, but forget who the email was from - causing difficulties for the organisation
encouraged by ContactMap.

Thus, numerous systems have been designed and developed to improve the anno-
tation and categorisation of personal information objects. This section reviewed such
systems and attempted to explain the requirements they place on the human memory
system, as well as their strengths and weaknesses with respect to human memory.

3.3.3 Tools that Influence the Keeping Decision

Section 3.2.2 described the decision of whether or not to keep acquired information,
detailed three choices available to the user and uncovered the underlying psychological
motivations behind each choice. Finally, it related each of the three choices to memory.
The type of tool and how the tool works impacts how this decision is made. For
example, in the physical world people have to expend effort to keep information e.g.
they have to file papers or shelve books. In the main, computer-based tools are the same
- people must name and save files that they create, or bookmark web pages they visit
in order to keep them. Other tools, such as email, store information automatically, and
require the user to expend effort in order to delete messages. Recently systems, such as
MyLifeBits [Gemmell et al., 2002], ForgetMeNot [Lamming and Flynn, 1994] and the
Infinite Memory Multifunction Machine [Hull and Hart, 2001], have taken a “keep-all”
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strategy, which eliminates the requirement for the user to make keeping decision. The
concept is to exploit the decreasing cost of computer storage and keep any information
that can be captured because a subset of the information captured will be useful in the
future.

In the MyLifeBits project [Gemmell et al., 2002], for instance, the aim has been to
explore the possibility of digitising the life of users. Researcher Gordon Bell, who is the
focus of the work, has captured a lifetime’s worth of media including: articles, books,
cards, CDs, letters, memos, papers, photos, pictures, presentations, home movies,
videotaped lectures, and voice recordings and stored them digitally. The MyLifeBits
project is concerned with exploring ways of improving the capture, annotation and
re-finding of personal digital information.

The Remembrance Home project [Kono and Misaki, 2004] has had similar objec-
tives. Again, the goal has been to digitise the life of one researcher through archiving
electronic copies of documents and photographs from his past, in addition to the con-
tinued capture of documents as he uses them. However, the emphasis of remembrance
home, unlike MyLifeBits, is that the home plays a vital role in the recollection or rem-
iniscing process. The underlying premise is that there are strong connections between
our experiences and our homes and the artefacts within. Building on this concept, dis-
play devices around the Misaki’s home randomly show images from his past. Based on
his recollection from these prompts, Misaki creates retrospective diary entries, which
retain and possibly amplify his familiarity with past events.

The “Forget-me-not” system [Lamming et al., 1994] was an innovative attempt
to support the human memory systems. The system used a ubiquitous computing
infrastructure to collect information about the users’ day-to-day activities and the
information they interact with, and organised these data into personal biographies.
The data collected included: personal location and interaction with other people e.g.
“met David in the corridor”, communications including email and telephone records,
interactions with machines e.g. printed documents, etc. and workstation activities.
The context associated with documents was stored and the interface exploited this to
remind users of their experiences and the location of their information. As of yet, no
evaluations of any of these “keep all” projects have been published.

As section 3.2.2 discussed, there are positive and negative consequences to removing
the keeping decision. The positives are that the user knows that if they have seen
information in the past then it will be stored within their personal collection. However,
if more information objects are contained in personal stores it means that either fuller
recollections are required to filter unwanted objects or that improved tools will need to
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be provided to help with locating objects. There is also a negative consequence in that
the elaborative encoding effects associated with the cognitive processes used to make
the choice are lost. The evidence supporting themes 4 and 6 from chapter 2 emphasize
the importance of elaborative encoding.

3.3.4 Tools for Maintaining a Collection

Section 3.2.4 examined PIM maintenance behaviour. It was discovered that maintaining
a personal information collection may include re-organising objects to better support
new purposes, deleting stored objects that are no longer required, or altering records
of the objects that are stored. Several tools are available commercially to help with
collection maintenance, but the evidence from studies of PIM behaviour suggests that
the practical use of these tools is limited. Further, very few tools have been proposed
and evaluated for research purposes. The exception to this has been the work of
Boardman et al. [2003]. This section will detail this research work, then outline some
of the tools available commercially.

Based on the empirical work described in [Boardman, 2001] and [Boardman and
Sasse, 2004] a prototype named Workspace Mirror was developed that allowed users
to replicate folder structures across their PIM tools (files, email and web bookmarks).
The idea was to exploit overlaps that had been observed between the organisations
across tools in the earlier field work in order to determine the benefits of unifying the
organisation across tools. Workspace Mirror was evaluated longitudinally by examining
in detail how eight users utilised the software over time. A range of data collection
methods were employed, including interviews, diaries and interaction logging. These
were triangulated to construct a rich picture of the participants’ behaviour. A wide
range of behaviour was observed and the way the software was used largely depended
on the individual user, their personality and their existing organisations. Participants
in the study reported a cost / benefit trade off in using the tool. On one hand, using
the tool to increase consistency allowed for easier navigation. However, this came with
a cost of reduced flexibility. Boardman [2004] found that participants largely preferred
flexibility because of the different properties of their organisations for different types
of object; specifically between file organisations and the organisations for bookmarks
and email messages. For many participants, email and bookmarks tended to be based
on shallow, single layer folder structures, whereas files were organised within deep,
many branching structures. Nevertheless, seven out of eight participants advocated
mirroring in some cases, most notably for top-level folders. This finding endorses the
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approach taken by Kaptelinin [2003], Sheiderman and Plaisant [1994] and Jones et al.
[2005] as described in section 3.3.2, where a top-level organisation is provided for the
user. From the perspective of memory, Boardman et al. [2003] acknowledged that a
limitation of mirroring is that the loss of distinctive architecture between stores can
mean that the user may be unable to use their current location as a contextual cue to
jog their memory.

Other systems have been developed commercially that have similar aims to the
Workspace Mirror system. Systems, such as Backupmagic 1 and File Mirror 2 auto-
matically synchronise the changes made between file system segments or directories. Al-
though these systems do not work across organisations in the same way that Workspace
Mirror does, they assist the user by ensuring that they do not have to make the same
changes to different organisations multiple times. This can help because there is no
need to remember differences between certain directories. For example, this could be
useful for maintaining the my documents folder on a work computer and a laptop.

Another set of popular maintenance application are versioning systems such as
“Concurrent Versioning System (CVS)” and “Sub-versioning system (SVN)”, which
allow user(s) to keep track of all work and all of the changes in a set of files. Although
these systems keep different versions of objects there is still a requirement for the user
to remember when a change was made to facilitate re-finding.

This section has described tools for supporting the maintenance of personal infor-
mation collections. Several tools exist for this purpose but this is an area which has
largely been neglected by researchers. Consequently evaluations of the use of mainte-
nance tools have been limited. Researchers have thus far concentrated their efforts on
the problem of storing and categorising and the problem of re-finding information. The
following section focuses on the latter problem.

3.3.5 Tools for Re-Finding

Several approaches have been taken to improve on the tools available for re-finding. One
of the approaches is to augment the standard browsing or searching facilities that were
discussed in section 3.3.1. For example, Kim et al. [2004] suggested that search facilities
for personal information could be improved by using document and query expansion
with the thesaurus facilities of Wordnet. This was an attempt to remove the need for
users to remember exact terms that appear in documents when they construct re-finding
queries. Although no evaluations of their system have been published, the findings of

1available from http://www.moonsoftware.com
2available from http://www.imosoo.com
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other studies suggest that such an approach is unsuitable for personal information. For
example, Dumais et al. [2003] showed that the most popular query terms for personal
information objects are named entities that would be unsuitable for expansion with a
thesaurus. Further, in traditional IR, several groups have explored the use of query
expansion with thesauri and found that this technique usually does not improve on
baseline results because expanded query terms return mostly noise [Baeza-Yates and
Ribeiro-Neto, 1999; Kluev, 2002].

Another method of improving search tools is to alter the way that result sets are
presented. Several groups have explored different issues in presentation in standard
“finding” search tools. Both two and three dimensional visualisations of results have
been proposed. The envision system [Nowell et al., 1996] displayed results in a two-
dimensional matrix and the user of the system could control how the document at-
tributes (author, date, system relevance scores etc.) mapped to the organisation and
appearance of the matrix (size, shape, colour of the icons representing the documents
returned). Veerasamy and Belkin [1996] evaluated a two-dimensional interface that
conveyed the frequency of keywords in returned documents and found that this inter-
face performed marginally better than a standard list approach. Sebrechts et al. [1999]
compared functionally equivalent 2D, 3D and text only versions of their search system.
They found that the text only and two-dimensional interfaces were most effective and
only for certain task / user combinations did the 3D interface match the performance
of the other interfaces.

Other groups have focused less on the layout of results and more on the information
that is conveyed about the returned documents. For instance, White et al. [2004]
found that search interfaces could be improved by presenting the results in a way that
focused on content of returned documents rather than on the documents themselves.
White and his colleagues discovered that users preferred and searched more effectively
with interfaces that displayed top-ranking sentences rather than traditional document
surrogates such as titles, sentence fragments and URLs.

Dumais et al. [2001] evaluated different methods of displaying semantic category
information with web search results and found that the best performance was obtained
when both category names and individual page titles were presented. Further, both
Dziadosz and Chandrasekar [2002] and Woodruff et al. [2001] discovered that by pro-
viding thumbnails of documents along with search results, users were able to make
improved relevance judgements.

Less research has been performed to investigate result presentation in re-finding
search interfaces. However, Ringel et al. [2003] combined many of the above techniques
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in their information re-finding work. In their systems, which aimed to support episodic
recollections, the returned documents were ordered temporally. Ringel et al. explored
two variations of an interface: one that showed only date information and one that
augmented the display with temporal landmarks extracted from the user’s personal
photographs, calendar application, as well as important news events from the past.
It was discovered that search times reduced significantly when the user had access to
episodic context.

Browsing systems have also been improved upon. Faceted classification systems,
such as the Flamenco system [Yee et al., 2003] improve standard browsing facilities
by adding a conceptual backbone through which users can navigate. The basis of this
approach is the adoption of a particular system for classifying the documents in the
collection. According to Taylor [2000], a faceted classification uses clearly defined,
mutually exclusive, and collectively exhaustive aspects, properties, or characteristics
(a.k.a. facets) of a class or specific subject. However, in the Flamenco system the
metadata or facets are hierarchical e.g. “located in Vienna <Austria <Europe”, which
offers the user the potential to browse semantically. Users can also search the collection
by querying with keywords, then use the classification system to browse the result set.
Therefore, Flamenco attempts to integrate searching and browsing. In the evaluation
of the system, the findings suggested that 90% of participants preferred Flamenco
to standard search facilities, 97% said that it helped them learn more about their
collection, 75% found it more flexible, and 72% found it easier to use than the standard
system. The results are very promising, indicating that there could be great benefit
in combining the searching and browsing approaches. However, the system was not
tested with personal information, but on a collection of images for which a detailed
classification scheme existed. It is unclear if such a pre-defined, semantically detailed
scheme could exist for personal objects or that users would be willing or able to maintain
the classification because of the flexibility required in personal information collections.
Nevertheless, the discovery that combining search and browsing can be useful is an
important finding.

Another approach to improving re-finding tools is to tailor the design to support
particular strengths of human memory. For example, several groups have designed tools
to support episodic memory and research endorsing temporal recollections. Here three
of these systems are described.

Lifestreams [Freeman and Gelernter, 1996] was presented as an alternative to the
standard desktop metaphor. The system organizes documents based on the time that
they were created, received, or modified; presenting them as a chronologically ordered
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stream. The beginning of a stream contains the oldest documents while the end of
a stream contains those created most recently. The interface also had a reminding
function. By creating a document in the future portion of the stream, users can create
time-based reminders because documents are only visible at times subsequent to its
position in the stream. According to the authors, this feature provides an alternative to
piling without encompassing the negative outcomes that result from piling [see section
3.2].

Rekimoto [1999] endorsed the temporal approach of Freeman and Gelernter [1996],
but felt that Lifestreams was limited by the uni-dimensional presentation of the doc-
ument streams. He believed that the evidence from studies of document management
strategies suggested that the spatial layout of the desktop metaphor has important
advantages because the organisation of documents on the desktop at any point in
time reflects the work context at that moment. Rekimoto discusses the concept of
Time-machine computing (TMC) and illustrates the principles in an application called
TimeScape. In TimeScape, folder hierarchies are replaced by a single two-dimensional
desktop organisation. When looking for information, the user has various facilities to
return the state of the desktop to how it looked in the past or how it will look in the
future (TimeScape has similar reminding functions to Lifestreams). For example, a
time line mode allows the user to return the state of the desktop to how it appeared at
a particular time and keyword search facilities allow the user to search back or forward
in time to when a particular keyword appeared on the desktop.

The MEMOIRS system [Lansdale and Edmonds, 1992] was also designed to allow
retrieval based on temporal contexts. It organises information objects in terms of
events. The system combines diary facilities with a filing system and treats files in
the same way as appointments are handled in date book or calendar applications.
MEMOIRS also exploits the strengths of recognition over recollection (see chapter 2)
by allowing objects to be colour coded. To date, no evaluations have been published
on systems that exploit temporal recollections.

Other systems have been designed to exploit spatial memory. The Piles system
[Mander et al., 1992] promoted the “casual organization” of objects, similar to the
piling strategies observed in physical office environments (see section 3.2). The Data
Mountain system [Robertson et al., 1998] attempted to support three dimensional spa-
tial capabilities in the management of Web bookmarks. The Data Mountain interface
allows users to place thumbnail images representing web pages at arbitrary positions
on an inclined plane. The interface represented three dimensions on a two-dimensional
plane, with dynamically resizing thumbnails and sounds being used to reinforce the
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effect. Initial tests showed that the 3D interface was statistically better than standard
browser bookmark facilities. Later studies of the interface found that although thumb-
nail images are initially important to user performance, after some time users are able
to operate as effectively with the thumbnails removed, suggesting that performance
benefits are largely achieved due to the exploitation of human 3D spatial memory [Cz-
erwinski et al., 1999]. Other evidence endorsing 3D browsing systems come from the
work of Lamping et al. [1995], who compared the performance of a hyperbolic“fish-eye”
visualisation of hierarchical data to a standard 2D tree layout. In their experiments
users preferred the 3D interface, although no significant improvements were found in
retrieval time. Cockburn and McKenzie [2001] disputed the performance benefits of
3D interfaces. In their tests, although users preferred the 3D interface, Cockburn and
McKenzie observed faster retrieval times for a 2D system compared to a 3D system
based on Data Mountain.

There have also been information retrieval systems designed to support spatial
memory to assist in re-finding information. The BookHouse project [Pejtersen, 1989]
is a good example. One of the features of the BookHouse system was that it used
the metaphor of rooms to help people find and re-find books. Different rooms were
associated with different types of books and this helped users access the books that
they required.

Other prototypes have been designed to exploit semantic memory. For example, the
Semantic File System [Gifford et al., 1991] provided a searchable mapping of attributes
to files. These attributes were either assigned by user input or by an external indexing
tool (transducer), which performed content analysis. The system allowed users to use
keyword searching to dynamically create virtual directories that contain links to all
files with a particular attribute. Searches could be further narrowed by creating virtual
sub-directories. Commercial systems such as BeOS [Giampaolo, 1998], GMail (Google
Mail) and Lotus Agenda have also provided attribute based functionality. Further,
other research prototypes, such as Presto [Dourish et al., 2000], as well as the work
of Soules and Ganger [2004], offer attribute based file systems that include context-
oriented attributes. This is achieved by sharing attributes between files with similar
temporal access patterns or similar content.

The idea behind attribute-based systems is to overcome the limitations of the tra-
ditional hierarchical or spatial systems. For example, as discussed above, in most file
systems, an object can only be placed in one place. Yet, a document may have many
uses or definitions. The attribute based systems allow a more flexible means of ac-
cessing because any attribute may be used to access or locate a document. A real-life
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equivalent would be trying to find a set of lost keys. The owner may not be able to
remember the physical location of where they last had their keys, but they may re-
member what the keys look like, what the keys were for etc. This example illustrates
the potential power of semantic attributes. Nevertheless, again, there are no published
evaluations of such systems. Further, because most of the attribute-based systems that
have been proposed rely on content analysis to establish attributes, it is difficult to
establish how they would improve on traditional search-based systems.

To summarise, systems have been developed to exploit spatial, temporal and se-
mantic memories in information re-finding, but the evaluation of these systems have
been very limited. As described in chapter 2, there is psychological evidence endorsing
each of these modes of recollection. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of individual rec-
ollection modes was partly explained by evidence demonstrating that people augment
their recollection with special techniques that utilise previous knowledge and inference.
In studies of spatial memory, the objects and object locations that people remembered
were influenced by what people knew about the objects and the type of scene they were
asked to remember. In studies of temporal memories, recollected dates were influenced
by the number of facts people knew about the cue and what people remembered about
other events that could be used as anchors. If you examine the designs of the sys-
tems that aim to exploit particular memories they do not necessarily enable the user to
apply these augmenting strategies that featured in the psychological experiments. Con-
sequently, the benefits of exploiting particular memory systems could be lost, although
evaluations are required to confirm this.

Other systems have attempted to exploit multiple kinds of recollection. The Stuff-
I’ve-Seen (SIS) system [Dumais et al., 2003] is a search interface that gives users the
ability to search multiple document stores with one query. The system builds a unified
index of all personal information and queries are constructed dynamically based on the
user’s interactions. For example, users can not only modify the query by submitting
free-text as in a normal search-based system, but also by manipulating interface widgets
to filter document types, temporal ranges etc. Rather than requiring the user to change
and submit a new query, SIS automatically updates the result sets. This feature of the
interface is related to the work of Ahlberg et al. [1992] on dynamic query interfaces.
The SIS interface also allows the user to manipulate the result set by sorting the found
documents according to various attributes, as well as viewing object previews. These
features mean that the interface starts to support a number of features of memory
including the fact that people find it easier to recognise rather than recollect, as well
as the temporal and semantic encoding strategies discussed above.
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The primary limitation of SIS is that the emphasis is on system architecture rather
than what the user remembers and how he or she interacts with the system. The Phlat
system [Cutrell et al., 2006] builds on the work of Dumais et al. [2003] by concentrating
on how the interface to PIM access tools can be improved on to help support human
memory. Cutrell et al. [2006] state that their aim is to“build and deploy an interface
that would make finding personal information easy and intuitive no matter what users
may remember about their content”. The switch of emphasis to the recollection of the
user is an important one and endorses the motivation of this thesis.

The Phlat interface attempts to support memory by combining the paradigms of
searching and browsing. Like SIS, the user can restrict search results by constructing
queries by free-text search or interacting with specific widgets. The Interface features
widgets associated with people, dates, object types; supporting previous findings of
what people might remember about their information objects [Dumais et al., 2003].
From the perspective of the psychology of memory and according to the themes ex-
tracted in chapter 2, Phlat makes many significant improvements on previous PIM
access prototypes. Nevertheless, as will be shown in subsequent chapters of this thesis,
there are other features of memory that Phlat does not support. Another contribution
that Dumais et al. [2003] and Cutrell et al. [2006] make is their work on evaluation.
These are the two primary examples of PIM evaluation; the contributions are discussed
in greater detail in chapter 6.

One last approach taken to supporting the problem of information re-finding is the
use of re-finding autonomous agents. Autonomous agents are “systems that inhabit a
dynamic, unpredictable environment in which they try to satisfy a set of time-dependent
goals or motivations” [Maes, 1994]. Autonomous agents have been proposed and im-
plemented for many purposes, including the much maligned Microsoft office paper clip
agent [Swartz, 2003]. Information-oriented agents have included Letizia [Lieberman,
1995], which models the user’s web-browsing behaviour and recommends pages (off
links) to be viewed based on the user’s previous activity, and Remembrance agent
[Rhodes and Starner, 1996], which automatically finds resources for the user based on
the context of the current work task. Remembrance agent and follow up work [Rhodes,
1997, 2000] are particularly relevant here because they use elements of the current con-
text to search and recommend personal information objects. With respect to the aims
of this thesis Rhodes’ work is interesting because he aims to remove the use of human
memory in PIM. Indeed, he attempts to replace human memory with a comprehensive
digital store. The evaluation of these works are very informal and it is difficult to say
whether or not the approach is effective. In this thesis the opposite approach is taken.
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Instead of trying to remove the need to use memory in personal information search
tools, the aim is to learn about the properties of memory so that tools can be improved
to support and take advantage of the information that people remember.

The second part of this chapter has critically reviewed existing personal information
management tools and research prototypes. The review was structured around the
stages of PIM behaviour outlined in section 3.2. Tools have been discussed that support
each of these stages: deciding whether to store information, storing and categorising,
maintaining the collection and re-finding information in the collection.

3.4 Chapter Summary

The first part of this chapter showed the importance of memory in PIM behaviour.
Firstly, people often re-find to overcome memory problems. They may have forgotten
a specific detail or want to be reminded of something and this prompts the re-finding
activity. Secondly, the PIM behaviour people exhibit reflects the limitations of the
human memory system. It was explained that filing and piling behaviours are good
examples of this. Thirdly, it was demonstrated that the behaviours people employ
also lead to memory problems. For example, objects that are filed are often forgot
about. The second part of the chapter illustrated that the design of PIM tools affects
how memory is used in PIM and that many of the systems available place a burden
on memory. Thus, this chapter has emphasized the link between PIM and memory
problems. The empirical work in the next chapter builds on this point by relating PIM
behaviour to other kinds of memory problems. The outcome is an initial prototype
PIM system, designed to support memory when re-finding personal photographs.
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Chapter 4

Towards Memory Supporting

Personal Information

Management Tools

4.1 Introduction

So far in this thesis, the problem of PIM has been introduced and the importance of
memory in PIM underlined. The reviewed literature emphasized the following:

1. people need to re-find because their memories are unable to store all of the infor-
mation they come across

2. the ways that people store and manage their information are motivated by limi-
tations of human memory

3. the ways that people store and manage their information create new memory
problems

4. finally, it has been shown that the tools that are available for re-finding burden
memory by requiring recollections that people often do not have.

Thus, the limitations of memory are strongly intertwined with PIM behaviour. This
chapter builds on this point by examining how people deal with other types of memory
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problems in everyday life. I hypothesize that in order to ascertain which types of PIM
tool will be effective, and how existing tools can be changed to enhance rather than
restrict human recall, it will be useful to investigate memory lapses in other contexts:
what do people forget, why do they forget and what automated support might make the
process of remembering easier? Can lessons be learned from everyday behaviour with
respect to improving PIM practises and tools? This chapter addresses these questions.

This chapter is divided into two main parts. In the first part, a diary study is de-
scribed that evaluates the variety, frequency and severity of everyday memory lapses.
The study also explores the types of tasks that cause memory failure (or the memory
failure to be reported), as well as the methods employed to recover from lapses. The
restrictive aspects of existing PIM systems and their interface designs are demonstrated
by comparing and contrasting the recorded memory problems and compensatory strate-
gies with those that hinder PIM. I discuss the possible implications this work has for
the design of PIM tools and illustrate them in the context of a tool for the management
of personal photographs. The second part of the chapter deals with the main aim of
this work - to determine if taking memory into account in the design of PIM systems is
advantageous. To this end, a pilot evaluation is performed comparing the performance
of the new “memory-oriented” tool with a traditional browse-based interface.

The chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.2 describes previous work on every-
day memory problems; section 4.4 details the research methodology used to examine
everyday memory lapses; section 4.5 provides the results of the study, the implications
of which are discussed in section 4.6, outlined as a series of design principles. Section
4.7 presents a tool for managing personal photographs, which embodies the principles
established from the findings. Section 4.8 presents an evaluation of the tool. Finally,
the conclusions are presented in section 4.10 set against the remaining work in this
thesis.

4.2 Everyday Memory Problems

Everyday memory problems – memory lapses that can occur as part of going about daily
life activities – can be diverse, falling into the three categories: retrospective memory
problems, prospective memory problems, and action slips [Eldridge et al., 1992; Terry,
1988].

• Retrospective memory problems are concerned with forgetting details of past
events or information acquired in the past. Examples include: forgetting the
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name of a person, place or object, forgetting the location of an item, or forgetting
a detail about a past event, etc.

• Prospective memory problems are failures to remember a future task or event.
Included in this category are problems such as: forgetting to go to the bank,
forgetting about an appointment, etc.

• Action slips are concerned with very short-term memory failures which cause
problems for the actions currently being carried out e.g. forgetting what one is
doing following an interruption, forgetting why one went upstairs, or losing one’s
train of thought etc.

Investigations have drawn links between action slips and prospective memory prob-
lems, concluding that interruptions and task switching lead to failures in prospective
memory [Czerwinski and Horvitz, 2002]. Little is known, however, about the effects
that retrospective memory failures have or whether we have similar coping mechanisms
for these sorts of difficulties. Are certain tasks responsible for memory problems and
do our performances on these tasks suffer as a result? Memory lapses related to PIM or
experienced while performing PIM tasks may also provoke task deterioration. Similar-
ities between everyday lapses and those associated with PIM could mean that a study
of memory lapses in a natural, non-computing environment and a comparison of these
tasks with PIM memory lapses, may offer explanations for the deficiencies of existing
computer-based PIM tools and attain clues about the best way to improve them.

4.3 Methods of Studying Everyday Memory

Studies of everyday memory phenomena can be placed in four categories: (1) ex-
perimental simulation and laboratory tests [Ebbinghaus, 1885], (2) direct observation
[Neisser, 1982], (3) inventories and questionnaire based investigations [Herrmann and
Neisser, 1978], and (4) diary studies [Crovitz and Daniel, 1984]. Laboratory based ex-
periments have provided useful information about the capabilities of human memory,
its capacity and time periods of data retention etc. Unfortunately it is difficult to map
the demands placed on memory in everyday situations onto standard laboratory exper-
iments [Sunderland et al., 1983]. Consequently, studies exploring everyday memory are
generally conducted in natural environments. Investigation through direct observation
is a costly and time consuming practise with long research periods needed to estab-
lish natural conditions. Herrmann [1982] cited the difficulty in conducting ecologically
sound research as the main reason for the neglected study of everyday memory.
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Memory questionnaires have been suggested as a method of simplifying ecological
investigation; see [Herrmann, 1982] for a review. These establish participants’ subjec-
tive perception of their memory performance by asking about “forgetting, remembering,
memory change, memory use, and attitudes about memory” [Herrmann, 1982]. Mem-
ory questionnaires have discovered frequency information regarding a range of known
memory problems, although uncertainty exists over the reliability of the results, deter-
mined by participants’ ability to evaluate their own memory performance [Sunderland
et al., 1983].

An alternative methodology for establishing the performance weaknesses of every-
day memory is the diary study. Rieman [1993] presents the diary study as a “middle-
ground solution to the opposing limitations of laboratory and field studies” [Palen and
Salzman, 2002]. Two diary studies of particular note [Eldridge et al., 1992; Terry, 1988]
have provided classification schemes characterising memory problems that humans can
expect to encounter during their daily lives. Their use of homogeneous population
groups, however, restricts the usefulness of the work; participants in these studies were
either researchers with similar educational and vocational experience [Eldridge et al.,
1992] or psychology students from one particular class who also have similar back-
grounds [Terry, 1988]. Literature also exists on specific problem areas of memory, such
as Loftus’ work [Loftus, 1979; Loftus et al., 1988] etc. on eyewitness testimony and
memory abilities for particular types of information [Cohen, 2004].

The aforementioned studies focussed on specific groups or tasks. I, instead, seek to
explore the distribution of memory failures in an everyday setting using a broad popu-
lation range. This is because, despite a number of previous investigations, knowledge of
everyday memory problems remains limited. Further, the management of personal in-
formation objects and the problem of information overload are not restricted to specific
groups of people. The popularity of digital devices such as cameras and music play-
ers, as well as new information channels like the Internet, email and digital television
has made the problem universal. Thus, to build on previous everyday memory failure
research, I performed a three-part investigation of the memory problems of 25 people
with varying ages and backgrounds. The investigation mainly centred on a week-long
diary study. The intention was to uncover memory weaknesses from which people suf-
fer and the behavioural changes and strategies employed to overcome and compensate
for these. The ultimate aim was to gain an increased understanding of the attributes
of memory with respect to developing improved PIM tools. In the following section
the methodology is outlined and justified with respect to previous studies of everyday
memory problems and other studies that employed similar diary methods.
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4.4 Method

Diary Studies offer the ability to capture factual data, in a natural setting, without the
distracting influence of an observer. Limitations of the technique include difficulties in
maintaining participant dedication levels and convincing participants that seemingly
mundane information is useful and should be reported [Palen and Salzman, 2002].
The effects of the negatives can be limited, however, with careful design and good
implementation. For instance, to help participants understand what kind of information
should be recorded example situations can be provided and corresponding sample diary
entries explained. Further, to maintain levels of participation the diary can be designed
in a way that it requires minimal effort to carry and complete.

To complement the diary study a pre-study questionnaire and mid / post-study
interviews were employed. The questionnaire was used to establish participant profiles,
determining the amount of information they are exposed to, how organised they are and
how they process such information, as well as discovering whether techniques or devices
are commonly used to support memory. Participants were asked to rate themselves in
terms of how organised they are generally and with respect to organising their computer
files, personal music, photographs and web-bookmarks. The questionnaire also had a
section to establish how participants rated their own memories. The use of frequency
scaled questions, allowed the regularity of example lapse types to be established. This
section also reinforced to participants that a wide variety of everyday memory lapses
exist and that these should be recorded in their memory diaries. The questionnaire
layout is shown in Appendix B on page 234. In addition to a final post study interview,
I had regular conversations with participants as the diary study progressed. Despite
their informal nature, both varieties of interview provided useful information, such as
the attitudes of participants towards the study and their thoughts and opinions at
various time points. Additionally, elaborative information was unearthed regarding
diary entries of particular interest, including those that required several attempts to
solve or remained unsolved.

At the outset, 30 individuals participated in the study. However, other commitments
and demands the study placed on participants’ time, meant that only 25 (15 male /
10 female) completed the process. The participants were of various ages; the youngest
was 19, the eldest 83. 12 of the participants were aged 19-29, 7 were aged 30-49, 2 were
aged 50-69 and 4 were aged over 69. Participants had diverse backgrounds, differing
employment and educational experiences, as well as organisational habits.

The participants were recruited in various ways in an effort to include a wide variety
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of ages and backgrounds. A large number of the participants were university employees
from within the Department of Computer and Information Sciences. These included
clerical (3) and cleaning staff (2), academic (2) and research staff (2), as well as research
students (3). To attract older participants (4), I advertised at a local senior citizens’
swimming club. The remainder of the population consisted of university graduates
now employed as software engineers (4) and those who responded to advertisement in
a local public house (5). The last group included police officers, money advisers and
an engineer.

Participants were provided with a pocket-sized pre-printed diary and were asked to
keep an accurate log of memory lapses, as they occurred during their daily lives, for a
period of a week. Each page in the diary captured information about a single lapse and
details of the recovery from that lapse [Figure 4.1]. Details recorded included the time
and date the problem occurred, how frustrated the problem made the participant feel,
the task or situation that participant was engaged in when the problem was realised,
and whether or not the participant had a solution in mind to recover from the problem.
Regarding the solution, diary entries recorded the method of recovery or solution, the
time taken to recover from or solve the problem, the effort taken to recover or solve,
and the participant’s satisfaction with the end solution. There was also a box to record
the number of attempts required to solve the problem. If the number of recorded
attempts was high, this may have demonstrated a high level of importance attached
to the solution, as well as indicating failures in the retrieval process. The diary was
designed to maximise the amount of data recorded, while minimising the effort required
by participants. For example, scaled values were provided for measures of frustration,
effort and satisfaction because I needed more than binary judgements e.g. “this problem
frustrated me”, but realised that participants would be unwilling or unable to describe
the reasons for their frustration. Further, the diary design was used as a means to
control the amount of data that participants provided. For example, the amount of
space given to describe the context of a memory problem guided participants towards
providing a consistent amount of detail in their descriptions. If the participants had
merely been asked to note down lapses on paper as the previous studies did there would
have been no control over this.

To evaluate and refine the methodology, as well as finalise an effective diary design,
a week long pilot study featuring 6 subjects was conducted. Pilot subjects trialled two
diary designs and their feedback was used to establish the final version [Figure 4.1].
Neither of the original pilot diary designs was used in the final study. Instead, I used
the participants’ preferred elements from each design and the explanations given for
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the preferences to construct a new final diary design.
The semi-structured diary format allowed the capture of, not only descriptions

of each lapse, but also contextual information about the circumstances in which the
lapse occurred and later resolved. The methodologies employed in previous studies of
everyday memory lapses could not provide this information because their participants
were not given any strict template conveying what to record about the lapses nor given
any particular medium to record the lapses.

Figure 4.1: The layout of the diary forms

4.5 Results

Several analyses were performed on the diary data. The following sections present the
findings.

4.5.1 Nature and Density of Memory Lapses

During the diary study 261 lapses were recorded. 10 of the lapses were related to the
diary itself. Examples of diary caused lapses included forgetting to bring the diary to
work or forgetting the date when completing a diary entry. Such lapses were ignored
from the findings. The lapse rate of this study (1.43 lapses per participant per day)
is notably higher than previous studies: Terry (0.36), Eldridge and others (0.06). I
believe this reflects an improved accuracy, resulting from an enhanced methodology; in
contrast to previous studies I provided a means to capture data – a pocket sized diary
– which participants were instructed to keep on their person allowing them to record
lapses as they occurred. As previous studies did not provide a diary, this meant that if
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writing materials were not available when a lapse occurred it is unlikely that the lapse
would have been recorded. Even though the study found a higher lapse frequency than
previous studies, the impression given by diarists is that the true frequency is much
higher still. A number of participants stated that their diaries under represented the
true frequency of the lapses. Two stated jokingly that “If I had noted everything I
had forgotten, I wouldn’t have had time to do anything else”. Additionally, a number
of entries reveal repeated lapses, for example, “Regularly misplace spectacles - often
left home without them”. Such lapses could only be treated statistically as a single
problem. The frequency of recorded lapses and the comments given by participants
emphasize the regularity with which memory lapses occur.

The lapses recorded were categorised into a taxonomic scheme similar to that de-
vised by Eldridge et al. [1992], with lapses being classified into the same three main
categories. However, within these main classifications, lapses were structured slightly
differently. One new category of memory problem was created to evaluate retrospective
information-based lapses. These include learning-based lapses. For example, forgetting
where information was obtained or stored at some point in the past, losing details of
processed information, such as facts from a viewed television programme or a read
book etc. In previous taxonomies many of these lapses would have been categorised as
forgetting details of a past experience. I feel it is more important, with respect to the
goal of developing improved PIM tools, to highlight the participants’ requirement to re-
retrieve information that has already been in their possession. Thus, the classification
scheme was created from the data collected. The three primary categories remained as
in Eldridge. However, the new inner categories were devised to better accommodate
my data and research aims. The full classification scheme is detailed in Table 4.1.

The majority of recorded lapses (51%) were retrospective. 68.8% of these were in-
formation based while 31.2% were experienced-based. 35% of all recorded lapses were
to do with attempting to re-retrieve a piece of previously possessed information. This
uncovers a substantial inadequacy in the way we deal with information and a need
to improve our existing strategies or find alternatives, in order to remedy the situ-
ation. Prospective lapses also represented a large percentage (38%) of the recorded
diary entries. Action-slips represented just over 10% of the recorded entries. The
lapse frequencies recorded were closer to those of Eldridge, than to Terry’s findings.
Eldridge found that just under half of the problems collected were retrospective mem-
ory problems; just fewer than 30% were prospective memory problems, while action
slips accounted for just over 20% of the total. Terry, on the other hand, found that
prospective memory problems occurred most frequently.
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The frustration levels recorded were reasonably low (avg=2.98). One diarist of-
fered a possible explanation for this. He felt that frustration levels tended to increase
the longer problems remained unresolved, but the frustration level was recorded when
the problem was first noted. There was no great difference between the frustration
levels recorded for the main category of lapses. Information-based lapses (avg=2.98),
experience-based lapses (avg=3.3), prospective (avg=2.96), action slips (avg=2.92).
When questioned on why some lapses were considered more frustrating than others,
a common reply was that lapses were most frustrating when they knew the answer,
but could not get access to it (tip of the tongue (TOT) sensations [Brown and McNeil,
1966]). Other situations described as particularly frustrating were memory lapses that
caused embarrassment amongst peers and lapses where participants were sure that they
had only recently known the solution.

Problem Frequency % Frustration
Retrospective 128 51 3.08

Information-based 88 35.06 2.98
Forget a name 30 11.95 3
Forget a word 5 1.99 3.6
Information Processing detail 11 4.38 3.67
PC information 5 1.99 3.2
Forget fact 33 13.15 2.61
Forget item on list 4 1.59 3

Experienced-based 40 15.94 3.3
Misplace an item 18 7.17 3.67
Forget details of past experience 18 7.17 3.06
Forget a procedure 4 1.59 2.75

Prospective 97 38.65 2.96
Forget about an appointment 1 0.4 4
Forget to perform task 69 27.49 2.8
Forget to pass on message 3 1.2 4
Forget to bring item 24 9.56 3.29

Action-Slip 26 10.36 2.92
Forget to complete task after interruption 7 2.79 3.29
Miss out step in procedure 1 0.4 4
Forget the intention of an action 4 1.59 3.5
Lose train of thought 14 5.58 2.5

Total 251

Table 4.1: Summary of lapse frequency (excluding diary caused lapses)

It was observed that, across the taxonomy, the non-computing lapses, both recorded
lapses and those that have been reported in previous literature, mirrored those that
occur in computing contexts. For example, studies of office behaviour have shown
that people misplace documents and have difficulties in retrieving specific information
from documents just as they do in the physical world [Malone, 1983; Whittaker and
Sidner, 1996]. People forget to perform computer-based tasks in the same way as
non-computer-based tasks [Dey and Abowd, 2000], and people are just as likely to lose
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their trail of thought and switch between tasks while operating a computer system. One
explanation for this transfer of problems may be the way that interfaces are designed.
Design metaphors, such as the virtual desktop (files), photograph albums (photographs)
and the clipboard bring familiar physical world behaviour into a computing context.
Without question design metaphors can make interaction with computer systems more
intuitive; allowing new users to make inferences about software functionality from their
existing knowledge bases and transfer skills to a new domain. The downside to this
method of design, however, is that the problems people experience in the physical
world are recreated when they operate computer systems. It would be interesting to
investigate whether interfaces could be designed in such a way that the functionality
could be intuitive without over-reliance on a central design metaphor. Using such
a strategy may alleviate the transfer of memory weaknesses from physical to digital
domains. I describe my initial efforts towards building and evaluating such an interface
in sections 4.7 and 4.8.

4.5.2 Explanations for the Triggering or Recording of Memory Lapses

The participants took advantage of a wide variety of different tools and techniques
to support their memory [see section 4.5.3]. The tools, simple as they are, counter
all three major memory lapse categories. Despite this support, memory lapses are still
prevalent. Determining the cause of memory failures and the kind of situations in which
they occur or are realised, may draw attention to behavioural aspects of our lapses.

Retrospective lapses occur when an individual realises a deficit in knowledge, but
recognises that the information required has previously been in their possession. Prospec-
tive lapses are somewhat different and relate to absent-mindedness. Event-based prospec-
tive failures occur when a retrieval cue (event) fails to remind us to perform a task;
either the event does not happen or is not strong enough to prompt us to perform
the task. The successful completion of time-based tasks requires both the user to be
aware of the current time at the moment the task should be completed, as well as
the task to be resident in working memory at that time. I analysed the diary entries
to discover patterns in the recorded situational context that give clues to the reasons
behind memory lapses or why the lapse was realised and recorded. The analyses were
based on the details of the recorded lapse and the task in progress when the task was
realised e.g. When the task entry mentioned “talking”, “conversation” or “emailing”
etc. these lapses were determined to be examples of communication caused lapses [see
below]. If there was doubt about an entry this was clarified by asking the participant.
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The following sections attempt to characterise these recurring causal situations.

Human to Human interaction

The diary study data suggests that socio-communicative processes can lead to memory
lapses. 40.9% of information lapses and 24.7% of all recorded lapses were caused by
communication. Sharing stories and reminiscing were common examples. For instance,
while describing past events or telling stories participants were often made aware of the
fact that they no longer had access to information. People can also serve as retrieval
cues, bringing to light prospective memory failures. In the diary study people, actions
performed by people and things said by people were often cited as the cause of a lapse.
These can suddenly refocus the mind on tasks that should be or should have been
completed. People are the cause of so many lapses because of their ability to remind
us about other things. This could be exploited in PIM interfaces.

Failed Multi-Tasking

A further source of memory lapses came from participants attempting to perform mul-
tiple tasks simultaneously. Other researchers have observed that time demands and
lifestyle trends are forcing people to adapt their methods of working to incorporate
multi-tasking [Rubinstein et al., 2001]. There are many consequences of multi-tasking
behaviour and researchers in several fields including HCI [Czerwinski and Horvitz,
2002], Information Retrieval [Spink and Park, 2004] and Psychology [Rubinstein et al.,
2001] are working to understand and support performing simultaneous activities and
task-switching. The diary study results show that 14.34% of all recorded lapses were
caused by multi-tasking. Nevertheless, very few retrospective lapses were caused in this
way (6.8% information, 10% experienced based). Despite the fact that previous studies
have drawn a link between multi-tasking and prospective memory lapses [Czerwinski
and Horvitz, 2002], in the diary study only 15.5% of prospective lapses were caused by
performing multiple tasks. This is a relatively low amount when compared to action-
slips, nearly half (42.3%) of which were caused by attempting to multi-task. This is
important with respect to the aim of supporting PIM because switching tasks while
searching may detract attention from the search goal and lead to the loss of impor-
tant contextual information and trails of thought. This suggests that PIM tools should
provide features to counteract action-slips.
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Poor Encoding

As explained in chapter 2, there are three stages associated with human memory:
encoding, storage and retrieval. The post study interviews suggest that poor encoding
was a common reason for lapse failure. When questioned about why they thought
particular lapses occurred, frequent responses were “I didn’t really pay attention” or
“I didn’t make an effort to remember” etc.. Poor encoding may seem an obvious
explanation for a memory failure. The reasons behind poor encoding, however, are
not so clear. Failure to predict a future information need and consequent failure to
direct enough cognitive resources towards the encoding process is a principal cause of
information-based lapses. Even when an information need is successfully forecast, the
encoding process can fail to store the information as required. Inadequate encoding
was clearly evident in the diary entries, with participants often remembering a learning
experience, but being unable to recall details of the learned material. This situation
further explains the difficulties users have when re-finding personal information objects.
For example, a user may remember the act of filing a particular information object,
but forget exactly where the object was filed. This suggests that if PIM tools could
support some means of enhancing encoding it may help re-finding.

This section has described situations that lead to the occurrence of memory lapses.
The following section outlines what we discovered about how participants overcome
these problems and discusses what this means with respect to PIM.

4.5.3 Overcoming Memory Lapses

The study participants employed many strategies to combat memory weaknesses. This
was clearly evident in the findings of all three study components: the questionnaires,
diaries and interviews. Further, from the pre-study questionnaire, it was discovered
that every participant in the study utilised at least one non-computing memory support
technique. Many of the participants make use of tools such as calendars, timers and
alarms. The use of electronic organisers / PDAs was less popular with only 19.2%
making use of such devices. A surprisingly limited use of readily accessible computer-
based organisational tools, such as web-favourites (bookmarks), email folders and music
/ image management software was also highlighted, although this has also been observed
in other PIM studies [Hightower et al., 1998; Jones and Thomas, 1997]. Even when
these tools are used, our results show that they are seldom used to their full potential.
Bookmarks and emails were usually just filed in one large folder. When participants
were questioned as to why they chose to adopt this behaviour, common responses
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were: “It takes too much effort to organise them”, “I can’t be bothered”, and “I
usually just use a (web) search engine to re-find information”. Such attitudes emphasize
that users prefer to direct their efforts towards recovering from lapses rather than
towards preventing them. This is another similarity between behaviour associated
with recovering from general problems and observed PIM behaviour [Malone, 1983].
Despite the preferred emphasis on recovery, the diary study and interviews also revealed
a number of both preventative and recovery approaches.

Preventative Strategies

Preventative measures are mainly concerned with averting prospective memory failures
and generally involve converting time-based cues (perform task X at time Y) to event-
based cues (after you perform task X, perform task Y). One common example was the
use of objects left in specific places as task reminders. This was a strategy employed
by several participants, but for different purposes. One participant leaves inanimate
objects beside the front door to remind herself to take things with her when she leaves
the house. This strategy fails when the cue (object) is not strongly enough connected
with the item to be remembered and consequently, fails to re-trigger the task. Another
participant uses a similar strategy to remind himself to record television programmes.
By placing a video cassette on the floor, whenever he enters the living room he is
reminded of the task. Once again the strategy fails if he cannot remember the details
of the desired programme.

Other preventative measures include writing information required or future tasks
to be performed on one’s hand, which is a simple and effective way to keep information
for short time periods and the use of post-it notes etc. In the context of PIM the act
of taking notes or filing documents can also be viewed as preventative strategies to
counter information-based lapses and prospective lapses where, as explained above, by
filing the user is attempting to remind themselves that a resource is available when
they need it. These processes rely heavily on predicting future information needs – a
task at which humans are usually not competent [Lansdale, 1988].

Recovery Strategies

Recovery strategies are mainly associated with retrospective lapses and action slips, as
when prospective lapses are realised, it is usually too late to recover. Many different
methods are employed to recover from memory lapses and these can vary strongly across
situations and from person to person. Several mental strategies were revealed by the
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study. One participant described her approach to combating a tendency to forget names
of acquaintances. “I work through names alphabetically and try to match them to faces
in my head. I start at A: Andrew, Alasdair, Alex, Aaron . . . etc. working through the
alphabet until I match the face to the name”. Other participants described taking
mental journeys to successfully recapture information and recover misplaced items.
Some described these journeys in a temporal fashion, relating information to events
that they know happened at a particular time, while others used spatial information,
such as particular locations to help retrieve lost information. One diarist described a
mental journey he travelled to recall what he was working on at a particular point in
time. “I’m not sure why, but I can relate conferences to work I was undertaking at
that time. Maybe it is because the thoughts I generate while I’m there connect other
peoples’ work to my own at the time. So, when I wanted to remember what I was
working on last year, I looked up what conferences had taken place at that time and I
instantly starting making connections”.

Another participant described spatially reliving events in his mind to locate a mis-
placed library book. The retrieval process is described graphically in Figure 4.2. The
participant enhanced a physical search process by mentally reliving events and utilising
various recollected visual and spatial contextual information to deduce likely locations.
These “mental journey” examples show that similar techniques are used by different
people, but the techniques are adapted to cater for individual needs and situations.
Another recorded problem, investigated by interview, provides further examples of the
processes undertaken during the recovery from a memory lapse. This lapse is shown in
Figure 4.3. This example recording shows that memory lapses are not always indepen-
dent. In this case, to avoid a prospective memory failure, i.e. successfully complete an
assigned task, the participant must first recover from a retrospective, information-based
lapse.

The participant had access to a number of pieces of partial information relating to
the task. “I knew it was in one of two mini (car) magazines I had read recently and
I knew it had something to do with nuts & bolts”. The diarist’s first action was flick
through the magazines, one after the other, looking for an effective prompt. Suddenly,
he got the idea that the information he desired may be in an article by a particular
writer. The contents page of one of the magazines was used to locate this article,
which was subsequently scanned without successfully finding the desired information.
Returning to the previous strategy of searching for cues, he arrived at a page where the
layout seemed familiar. After reading that page the recovery process was complete and
the participant had possession of a web address to lookup. Recovery from this lapse
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was far from a direct, predictable process. The participant had access to a number of
information fragments; partial clues including fuzzy location and topic as well as visual
information. How these clues were manipulated to retrieve the required information
was completely dependent on the individual, his state of mind at the time, and the
tools at his disposal. In this case, where the participant was retrieving information
from a physical object (magazine), the tools were limited to the contents page and
manual location of information and cues were restricted to information shown on the
pages that were flicked through. However, in a digital information environment there
is no reason to limit the user to such tools and cues. The findings here suggest that
additional cues that are supplied to the user while they search may help them find the
objects they are looking for.

Figure 4.2: Visual representation of spatial mental journey

Sources for re-retrieving information

The data revealed trends in the way that participants recovered from information based
lapses. There were 89 information based lapses recorded during the diary study. 9 of
these lapses went unsolved, 3 had no possible solution. Of the 77 lapses available, 71
gave enough details to discover the source of the solution. The results are shown in
Table 4.2. A large percentage (23.9%) of information problems were solved through
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Figure 4.3: Example diary entry

interaction with friends and colleagues. From the interviews it was determined that
people, if they are available, are usually the first choice source for re-finding information.
The ease with which information to be attained in this way may explain this. The diary
logs recorded people as the solution requiring least effort (1.90). Using the Internet to
re-find information was also a popular way of solving information problems, accounting
for 22.5% of solutions. This method also had a low effort score (2.06). The largest
percentage of solutions was the grouped category for other external resource. However,
this was a broad category incorporating a wide variety of solutions, including looking
up books, dictionaries, calendars etc. The effort levels associated with these recovery
techniques was higher (2.53). The final category of solutions was solving without the
use of external resources i.e. utilising mental techniques to jog one’s memory. Solutions
in this category also judged to require a large amount of effort (2.5).

Memory Problems Freq Percentage Effort Satisfaction
Information-based 89 - - -

Unsolved 9 - - -
No Solution Available 3 - - -

. . . with solution details 71 100 2.25 3.47
Solved by asking people 17 23.9 1.82 3.7
Solved by using the Internet 16 22.5 2.06 3.67
Solved by other external resource 30 42.3 2.53 3.17
Solved without external resource 8 11.3 2.5 3.38

Table 4.2: Methods of solution for information-based lapses

The findings are in-line with those of Hertzum and Pejtersen [2000] for searching
for information. They discovered that engineers search for documents to find people,
search for people to get documents, and interact socially to get information without
engaging in explicit searches. It is also in line with the work of Byström and Järvelin
[1995] who showed that the more complex an information task appeared the more likely
the task performer was to ask another human rather than an automatic information
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source.
Just as memory problems found in computing-context mirrored those in the phys-

ical world, prevention and recovery methods also transferred. It was discovered that
participants left files on the desktop and messages in their inbox as reminders that they
are active and to make them easy to find; an observation also made in PIM studies
[Ducheneaut and Bellotti, 2001; Gwizdka, 2000]. This behaviour was equivalent to be-
haviour with common physical objects, such as the video cassette example in section
4.5.3. The mental processes used to re-find information also equate, in both situations
the user’s behaviour depends on what they remember, the facilities they have access to
and their current state of mind.

4.6 Discussion and Implications

Before discussing the implications, it is important to acknowledge the weaknesses of a
diary study of this nature. The reliability of results will vary according to the motivation
and performance of the participants, therefore I do not claim to have recorded every
lapse the participants experienced. The methods employed only captured recognised
memory lapses – participants may have never become aware of lapses and consequently
they would have gone unrecorded. I accept that memory lapses will have been omitted
from the results, but believe that the lapses that were recorded will have been those
that particularly affected participant lives i.e. they recorded lapses because they had
enough impact for the participant to recognise that they had occurred. Hence, the
recorded lapses are the most important for my needs in this context. I also feel that we
captured useful and accurate contextual information surrounding recorded lapses that
enabled me to discuss the participants’ behaviour with respect to individual lapses.

The diary study examined the memory problems people have, as well as how they
manage and deal with these problems. The aim behind this work was to understand
how the design of PIM tools can support human cognitive abilities and to discover the
type of features that are required.

The study uncovered three varieties of memory lapse and these can be related to
memory lapses associated with PIM. As explained above, people re-find information
objects to overcome retrospective information lapses and, in fact, overcome retrospec-
tive lapses in order to re-find information objects. People have been shown to pile
documents as a way of creating reminders to overcome prospective lapses. Addition-
ally, misfiling documents can be the cause of prospective lapses. Even when documents
are filed in a meaningful place, as noted by Jones et al. [2005], people often forget to
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use documents when they need them because they forget that these documents are
available i.e. there is no strong prospective cue to perform the reminding function.
Furthermore, as previous research has indicated, action-slips are detrimental to PIM
in that loss of concentration, due to a distraction or switch of task, can lead to search
failure.

The findings support and enhance the themes extracted from the psychology litera-
ture in chapter 2 to provide a platform to discuss the merits and weaknesses of existing
systems. Based on both the reviewed psychology literature and the diary study find-
ings, a series of principles are presented that may be evaluated, and if proven, may
eventually form the basis of the framework for memory supporting PIM tool design.
The principles are discussed below and implemented and evaluated in sections 4.7 and
4.8.

The findings demonstrated that people exhibit a wide range of forgetting behaviour
and there is a consequent need for different types of tools to support memory failures.
The taxonomy presented is more detailed than those previously devised and uncovers
a distinct need for information-oriented prostheses: tools that help users remember
information. This finding re-enforces the motivation for this doctoral work. Re-finding
information that has previously been possessed was a common problem and one that is
not effectively supported by current tools as existing support for re-finding information
forces users to rely on a single recollection type to facilitate retrieval. As explained
in chapter 3, interfaces traditionally rely on spatial recollection to access information
objects, but other systems have been designed to support temporal and semantic mem-
ories.

Although there is good evidence from cognitive psychological research endorsing
the recollection modes utilised by these systems, there is no evidence supporting one
type of recollection over the others. Further the study findings suggest that what people
remember are fragments of context, but which particular fragments will be remembered
is unpredictable. Thus, the findings suggest that restricting interaction to any single
dimension is counter productive, perhaps hindering re-access. The findings suggest
that multiple modes of interaction should be incorporated into interfaces to support
the fragments of recollection and individual mental journeys described by participants;
supporting multiple forms of recollected context rather than relying on any single mode.
The remainder of this chapter attempts to validate this hypothesis.

The diary study demonstrated that an effective recovery strategy to cope with a
memory failure is to take a “mental journey”: rerunning previous interactions to jog
the memory. The exact nature of these mental journeys are individual, e.g. some tasks
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were more suited to a visual, spatial journey, some to a temporal replaying, but the
core finding was that recording previous contexts – the context in which objects were
used can be the basis of tools for helping people remember. The findings suggest that if
PIM interfaces could recreate some of this context when the user attempts to re-retrieve
objects it could improve their performance.

The study also demonstrated the overlapping nature of memory. Objects and other
entries that would reside in semantic memory are automatically, possibly unconsciously,
associated with tasks to be performed (prospective memory) and past experiences (au-
tobiographical memory). These objects can serve as cues that bring the other thoughts
and recollections to the forefront of the mind. People were highlighted as particularly
effective recovery sources. The effectiveness of any cue, however, is a completely indi-
vidual phenomenon. This was demonstrated in the example where a participant was
trying to find a particular magazine article. Section 4.7 starts to explore how cues
can be automatically generated and supplied to the user as they search to assist with
re-finding information. To do this effectively it must be discovered which kinds of cues
are effective and how best to distribute cues while a user interacts with a system.

Finally, the diary study demonstrated that one reason people have trouble remem-
bering is that they do not always encode information effectively. I believe that lessons
can be learned from the work of psychologists and mnemonists who have demonstrated
that information can be encoded with greater efficiency through the use of mnemonic
strategies: strategies for elaborately processing information. If computer interfaces
could be designed to incorporate intuitive methods for managing information that im-
plicitly incorporated such processing techniques, then the user’s ability to retain in-
formation may be greatly improved. One way in which this could be achieved is by
offering improved annotation facilities. The is discussed further in section 4.7.

To summarise, from the findings I have extracted the following design principles.
Interfaces should:

1. offer multi-modal access to information objects

2. promote retrieval journeys using small fragments of recollection

3. offer cues to help the user remember more as they search. Cues should be provided
to remind users about objects they are looking for, the information space, objects
that could be useful but the user has forgotten about, and tasks performed with
the system.

4. recreate the contexts in which objects had previously been accessed, used or
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modified

5. offer annotation facilities that allow elaborative encoding in line with retrieval

This section has discussed the diary study findings in relation to existing PIM
systems and suggested ways in which these may be improved to better support human
memory. The study examined everyday memory lapses and the behaviour associated
with preventing and recovering from lapses. Parallels were drawn with memory lapses
hindering re-access to information and hypotheses were elicited in the form of design
principles for tools to support PIM. The remainder of this chapter builds on this work by
illustrating the findings in an application for the management of personal photographs.
Photographs were chosen to demonstrate the theories for three reasons: 1) there is
significant research interest in this area at the moment, 2) participants should be more
willing to share their photo collections than other types of digital objects, and 3) the
types of tasks associated with personal photograph re-finding are well defined [Rodden,
1999]. Reasons 2 and 3 hint at some of the difficulties involved in performing PIM
evaluations. Photographs offer a gentle introduction to PIM evaluation that allowed
me to gain some experience that would prove invaluable to the work in later chapters.
Chapters 6, 7, and 8 make use of the experience gained when examining PIM evaluations
for other types of information object.

4.7 Implementing the Findings in an Interface for Man-

aging Personal Photographs

Increased popularity of digital photography and the resulting growth in the sizes of per-
sonal image collections has exposed the limitations of existing photograph management
tools and motivated considerable research attention. Systems developed have gener-
ally followed the same trends as those for other objects; exploiting spatial, temporal,
and semantic recollections. However, photographs have additional properties that can
allow utilization of additional memory types such as visual recollection, strong autobio-
graphic recollection etc. Further, photographs have characteristics that can be used for
automatic classification, as well as inducing re-accesses e.g. colour histograms, time-
stamps etc. Each of these has been considered in retrieval interfaces. Platt et al. [2003],
for example, examined the use of time and colour based clustering. Bederson [2001]
exploited visual perception skills for recognition and recollection of personal images to
create a zoomable photo access interface. Rodden et al. [2001] also utilize a specific type
of visual recollection in their evaluation of the usefulness of grouping images by colour
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similarity, while the ShoeBox interface [Mills et al., 2000] incorporates recollections of
colour, texture, shape and sound.

Based on the design principles outlined above, a new image browsing interface was
created, which is referred to as “PhotoMemory”. PhotoMemory was designed in an
attempt to minimise the burden placed on the human memory when searching for per-
sonal photographs by providing support for the three primary lapse types uncovered in
the diary study. The PhotoMemory interface was developed as a prototype to evaluate
the design principles and to learn lessons to assist the design of future applications [see
chapter 5. The interface is shown in Figure 4.4.

In an attempt to incorporate elaborative encoding features as discussed in section
5 [design principle 5], the PhotoMemory provides facilities for the annotation of pho-
tographs. Descriptions can be attached to images, images can be placed in semantic
groups and concepts can also be assigned to images. Photographs can be annotated
as they are added to the system or annotated in parallel with the browsing process.
The idea was to make the annotation of images as simple and effortless as possible,
to encourage the elaborative encoding effects induced by annotation and to switch the
emphasis from lapse recovery [as observed in section 4.5.3] to lapse prevention. The
focus here, however, is not on annotation. Instead, I concentrate on the methods of in-
teraction that the system promotes when re-finding photographs and how the interface
supports what the user remembers.

4.7.1 Retrieval Journeys

PhotoMemory does not feature any of the design metaphors commonly associated with
photo management applications, such as albums and collections. Instead, the idea was
to design an intuitive, simple to use interface based on our findings, that facilitates the
use of the user’s existing memories and prompts enhanced recall.

The diary study revealed that a popular means of recovering from retrospective
memory lapses is to take “retrieval journeys”. These were either taken mentally, as in
the library book lapse [Figure 4.2], or physically, as in the magazine article lapse [Fig-
ure 4.3]. Making journeys in this way helps people remember because it allows them
to re-create previous facts or experiences in a controlled fashion – piece by piece. This
approach [design principle 2] is incorporated into PhotoMemory by allowing users to in-
teract with the system in the same way as they take these journeys. The premise is that
when the user initiates a search they will remember something about the photograph(s)
they wish to find.
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Previous work suggests that people tend to remember contextual fragments about
their photograph(s) [Elsweiler et al., 2005]. For example, they may remember that
a certain individual was in the photo or the time or event at which the photograph
was taken. Unlike many other photograph management tools, where these fragments
would not be enough to find the photos they desire, the PhotoMemory interface allows
any of their recollected fragments to be used to take small steps along their journey,
moving them closer to the photographs they desire [design principle 1]. The idea is that
while interacting with the system to take these steps the system can show information
that helps the user remember more about what they are looking for, allowing them
to move closer still. This pattern continues until they reach their destination i.e. find
appropriate images or, put another way, recover from all of the memory lapses that
impede re-retrieval. The ways that the system shows information to cue improved
recollection are discussed in section 4.7.3.

Just as in the diary study, where participants tailored the basic mental journey
strategy to their own needs and skills, the PhotoMemory interface allows the retrieval
journey to be customised based on what they remember and which thoughts are trig-
gered as they interact. The intended form of interaction is, therefore, similar to the
behaviour observed by Teevan et al. [2004] where users “narrow in” on their target in-
formation. However, our application supports this behaviour by attempting to induce
new trains of thought and making journeys more fluid. This is discussed in greater
detail below.

4.7.2 Growing Paradigm

To support the concept of retrieval journeys, in the PhotoMemory interface the user’s
full collection is visible on screen at all times. Photographs are never removed from
the screen completely, only reduced in size. Users express what they remember about
the photographs they want by applying filters that correspond to various types of
recollection [discussed in section 4.7.4]. When filters are applied images that match the
criteria grow while the remainder shrink, providing an interaction paradigm that should
make it clear which photographs meet the filter criteria without eliminating any data
from the user. The idea here is to maximise the potential for serendipitous acquisition
of retrieval cues. If photos that did not match applied filters were removed we would
have the “out of sight, out of mind” problem discussed above. However, because non-
matching images are only reduced in size there is a chance that the user may come
across non-matching images that remind him of something that helps his search. The
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principle is the same as the preventative prospective-lapse strategies observed during
the diary study. One further advantage of the growing paradigm is that because images
are never removed the spatial relationships between images are retained i.e. images
always have the same neighbouring images. This means that the visual and spatial
contexts of previous interactions with photographs are maintained, which, in theory at
least, should support the user’s recollection [design principle 4].

4.7.3 Offering Feedback to Users While They Search [Cueing Recol-

lection]

In an effort to build a fuller recollection of target photographs the PhotoMemory in-
terface provides users with stored contextual information based on their actions. For
example, on mousing over a photo, a display is generated [see Figure 4.4] containing
a magnified version of the thumbnail, as well as its description and a list of other an-
notations including group classifications and time stamp information. Offering visual,
contextual cues in this manner, in combination with drawing attention to growing im-
ages is hypothesized to subtly reacquaint users with previous experiences with images
including any annotations that they have made in the past [design principle 3].

Figure 4.4: PhotoMemory user interface, showing the growing paradigm and feedback
mechanism
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4.7.4 Filtering Options

In PhotoMemory, many different types of recollection can be used to find images [design
principle 1]. It is hoped that by providing a multi-dimensional form of interaction, the
user can be assisted to utilize what they do remember to recover from other memory
lapses. To make this possible a range of filter types can be applied to the collection
to grow a particular set of images. The filters correspond to the contextual fragments
identified by Elsweiler et al. [2005] and are described below:

• Visual Filtering: to exploit human visual perception mechanisms and strong
recognition of visual stimuli users can skim and select photographs they deem
appropriate. Photographs can also be grouped by filtering visually; combining
annotation and retrieval phases.

• Semantic Filtering by free-text: recollected keywords can be used to filter pho-
tographs, although this relies on accurate recollection of the annotation process.
Free-text filters match against both the names of groups that photographs are in
and annotated descriptions.

• Semantic Filtering by groups: by right-clicking on any thumbnail an option can
be selected to filter the collection by groups associated with that image. The
user is presented with a menu of checkboxes for each group and when a group is
selected all of the images within that group are deemed appropriate.

• Temporal Filtering via date line: a scrollbar is available that relates to a time-
line. When the scrollbar is activated, images within a time frame close to that
selected are deemed appropriate. This incorporates temporal recollections.

• Spatial Filtering by screen location: to support accurate spatial recollection i.e.
recollections of where images are located in relation to the screen or to other im-
ages, the PhotoMemory interface is designed so this information stays consistent
throughout the search process.

• Smart Filtering: Filters are applied and combined iteratively. Combinations can
be saved and reapplied at later points in time. Saved filter combinations can be
applied / removed in the same manner as the core filter types.

The smart filtering features also provide support for action-slips in PIM. When
filters are applied a label representing that filter is added to the smart filtering compo-
nent of the GUI [middle of the bottom panel in Figure 4.4]. These labels act as digital
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footprints representing the user’s thoughts and actions. If, for instance, the user was
to lose track of their thoughts while searching, they could examine the filters that they
applied, establish why the display looks as it does and perhaps remember what they
were trying to achieve by applying those filters [design principle 3].

Figure 4.5: Standard hierarchical system (the folder structure in which participants
organised their photographs

The PhotoMemory interface, therefore, has features to combat each of the lapse
categories uncovered in the study of everyday memory problems. The interface is de-
signed to facilitate re-finding personal photographs, which represent and remind the
user of associated personal experiences that may have forgotten (retrospective lapses).
Recovering the photograph from within the user’s personal store can also be viewed
as recovering from a retrospective lapse. The growing paradigm has a reminding func-
tion; reducing the chance that photographs will be forgotten about. Photographs may
also act as reminders of future tasks (prospective lapses). Finally, the smart filtering
facilities record the actions of the user in the form of applied filters - the display may
provide the opportunity for the user to regain his / her train of thought if they are
distracted from the search task. The interface also adheres to the five design principles
outlined in section 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: The restricted PhotoMemory interface with filtering facilities disabled

4.8 Evaluating the Effectiveness of Multi-Dimensional In-

teraction

To establish the usefulness of the memory supporting features, the PhotoMemory inter-
face (Figure 4.4) was tested against a standard hierarchical system (the folder structure
in which participants organised their photographs - Figure 4.5), as well as a restricted
version of PhotoMemory that used the same interface, but had the filtering features dis-
abled (Figure 4.6). When using the restricted PhotoMemory interface the only means of
searching was by scanning thumbnails and using the magnifying feedback feature. This
system was included to determine if any benefits experienced when using PhotoMemory
were simply a result of visual browsing.

The remainder of this chapter describes a pilot study, which examines the partici-
pants performing a series of realistic search tasks on the three systems described above.
The aim was to extract indications about the usefulness of the features implementing
the design principles from the memory study and attain design suggestions to improve
the interface designs of future applications. The following sections describe our method-
ology and discuss some of the findings, relating their consequences to future work. In
section 4.8.4 the interfaces are evaluated as search interfaces. The aim is to test the
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effectiveness of PhotoMemory as a search tool, using a more ubiquitous interface (fold-
ers) as a benchmark. Section 4.9 analyses PhotoMemory from the point of view of the
aims of interface – to support memory and facilitate its use in the search process.

4.8.1 Participants

The evaluation involved 6 participants (1 female) who responded to an email advertise-
ment within the Department of Computer and Information Sciences. The participants
were all undergraduate computer science students with varying levels of expertise in
photograph management. 3 of the participants described themselves as having good
experience of the area, regularly taking and adding photographs and browsing their
collections. 2 participants described themselves as having less experience of the tech-
nologies available to manage their collections, but still frequently add and browse. The
last participant described his collection as being fairly static, but he tended to occasion-
ally browse the collection. Each participant provided a personal set of digital pictures,
organised in a fashion that they determined themselves. The collections ranged from
106 images to 306, the average size was 207 pictures. The images were mainly organ-
ised hierarchically by events or time periods. Semantic information was rarely used to
organise images, however, some folder names referred to image contents e.g. “Maga-
luf 2003”. In the main, filenames were auto-generated by the camera or camera-phone
with which they were taken, although some images had been renamed with meaningful,
descriptive identifiers.

4.8.2 Methods

After a short demonstration, participants were given approximately 3 weeks to fa-
miliarise themselves with the two new systems, while creating and annotating their
test collections. Participants were surveyed before the experiment to establish user
characteristics and experience with photograph management, during the experiment
– pre-task, to gauge their recollection of photographs meeting task requirements and
post-task, to determine their feelings towards each task and system. Finally, an exit
questionnaire was issued to determine subject preferences across the three systems. All
four questionnaires can be found in Appendix B on page 234. While performing tasks
users were encouraged to “think aloud”. Asking the participants to verbalise their
thoughts in this way provided me with an insight into what recollections were being
used and why.
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4.8.3 Tasks

When a user re-accesses photographs from their personal stores searches are generally
of three main types [Rodden, 1999]. These include searching for:

1. photographs from a particular event in the collection

2. an individual photograph from the collection.

3. photographs that spanned across different events.

In this evaluation, the experimental tasks were created within these categories,
tailored to suit each individual subject’s collection. For example, type 1 tasks included
find images from: “Leanne’s 18th Birthday party” and “one particular baseball game”.
Task 2 examples included “Find the image of you and Ross outside a church” and
“Find the image of a Ferrari”. Type 3 examples included “Find images from birthday
parties”, “images with friends” etc. The tasks and systems were assigned according to
a Greco-Latin square design. Each subject performed two tasks of each type and the
tasks and systems were rotated to minimise possible learning effects.

By issuing these tasks in this way, the participants were made aware of things they
could not precisely remember i.e. a location or route to access a particular photograph
or which photographs within their collections had specific attributes. Put another
way, the tasks created memory lapses for the participants to solve. This allowed the
evaluation of how well the PhotoMemory interface performed compared to existing
systems; determining the usefulness of the implementation of the findings from the
first study.

4.8.4 Performance of Systems

The time taken to perform each task, the number of images retrieved to complete
the task and how the retrieved image set matched original recollections (Scale 1-5)
were recorded and used to objectively and subjectively compare the performance of the
systems. These data are summarized in Table 4.3.

The mean search completion times for the three systems were 99 seconds for Pho-
toMemory, 97.7 seconds for the restricted version of PhotoMemory, and 159 seconds
for the hierarchical system. On average the restricted version of PhotoMemory was
fastest. However, the unrestricted PhotoMemory was on average faster for task types
2 and 3. It makes sense that the two versions of PhotoMemory were faster for task
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Task Type PhotoMemory Folders Rest. PhotoMemory

Task Type 1

Time to complete task (seconds) 116.5 100 154.25
No. images retrieved 12 12 12.75
Selected group accurately reflected recollections 1.75 3.25 3.25
Task Type 2

Time to complete task (seconds) 35.25 47 110.25
No. images retrieved 1 1 1
Selected group accurately reflected recollections 1 2.5 1
Task Type 3

Time to complete task (seconds) 145.25 146 215
No. images retrieved 24.25 20.75 16.25
Selected group accurately reflected recollections 2.75 3 4.25
Average for All Task Types

Time to complete task (seconds) 99 97.67 159.83
No. images retrieved 12.42 11.25 10
Selected group accurately reflected recollections 1.83 2.92 2.83

Table 4.3: Objective data recorded during the study (best value in bold)

PhotoMemory Folders Rest. PhotoMemory

Preferred System 6 0 0
Easiest to system to use 3 2 1
Fastest System 6 0 0
Most effective when searching for one photograph 6 0 0
Most effective when searching for multiple photographs 6 0 0

Table 4.4: Subjective preferences from exit questionnaire (best value in bold)

type 3, which involved searching for images spanning different events, as these tasks
cut across the temporal boundaries defined within many of the hierarchies.

When examining the subjective ratings of how recovered image sets match pre-
task recollections (scale 1-5), it was found that the image sets returned when using
PhotoMemory (mean=1.83 stdev=0.99) tended to match memories less than those in
the restricted version (mean= 2.92 stdev=1.38) and hierarchical folders (mean=2.83
stdev=1.57). From observing and interviewing the participants, I discovered that this
was usually a positive outcome and meant larger result sets were obtained than those
anticipated from recollections alone. One explanation for this could be that using the
multi-dimensional interface facilitated the acquisition of additional cues that allowed
images to be found that were not cued by the task.

The exit survey data [Table 4.4], show that the preferred system was PhotoMemory.
All of the participants deemed PhotoMemory to be their favourite system. Further,
contradicting the timed data, participants rated PhotoMemory as the fastest system.
PhotoMemory was also judged to be the most effective when searching for both single
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and multiple images. The only category that the multi-dimensional interface was not
deemed completely superior was in terms of ease of use. This is perhaps related to the
fact that the method of interaction is new and unfamiliar to users and using the system
requires the user to make more decisions during retrieval.

4.9 Observed Behaviour

The following sections describe the recollections that the participants offered in the
pre-task surveys, observed participant search behaviour and attempt to rationalise the
reasons behind this behaviour. I identify which features of photographs were remem-
bered and examine if these influenced the users’ search strategies.

Recollected Features

The features of photographs that the participants remembered largely mapped to the
contextual fragments as described in [Elsweiler et al., 2005]. Consequently, this section
only restates the main points and emphasizes any supplementary findings.

What participants tended to remember about their images were “fragments of con-
text”. These corresponded to either 1) the visual context: descriptions of what was
visually present in the photograph e.g. “four of my friends by a house”. 2) Surrounding
context: descriptions of the reasons why the photograph was taken or the details about
the surrounding event. 3) External context: descriptions of manipulations or features
of the photograph itself rather than the content e.g. annotations applied to the pho-
tographs, the fact that the photograph was of poor quality or the type of camera used
etc.

The descriptions of memories were often highly visual. For example, “rustic pink
coloured railings with snow lining the top”. Environmental details were frequently
mentioned, including weather and location information. Personal experiences tended
to be accentuated when describing recollected images, possibly indicating that personal
connections to images strengthen memories and allow descriptions to be given in extra
detail. Further, personal feelings and emotions repeatedly formed part of recalled
descriptions e.g. “We were so cold and tired”. We feel that these personal aspects
should be utilised in some way in order to improve re-access. Additionally, images were
often referred to in terms of their relationship to each other e.g. “one was earlier – it was
warmer and sunnier, while another was later – you can see that we were getting cold”.
One participant had expert recollection of the technical features of photos, including
their size, resolution and the camera with which they were taken. This information
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directly affected the way in which he searched. For example, when using the folder
system (system 2), he often sorted files by their file size or file extension, based on the
recollection of the camera used.

Overall, the features recollected appeared to influence the participants’ search strate-
gies. Nevertheless, not every aspect of the recollected data was used during searches.
The following section details the way participants searched and the features of Pho-
toMemory that were used, relating them to the contextual information supplied before
the search task commenced.

Features of PhotoMemory that were used

From the same starting point i.e. the same recollected features, participants’ search
behaviour changed with different systems. They used different types of recollected
fragment based on the system in use. Across all systems, however, it was observed that
completing individual tasks involved several bursts of searching. During these bursts,
participants tended to focus on a single fragment associated with (an) image(s) that
they had remembered and this determined their search strategy. Only when a search
burst failed did they decide to use other recollected features. It was extremely rare
for users to utilise multiple aspects of context within a single burst of searching. Only
when using PhotoMemory was this evident and even then only when another image
triggered improved recollection.

When using PhotoMemory the common practise was to start searches with keyword
filters, utilising semantic recollections. This differed from the hierarchical and restricted
systems as they provide few features to exploit semantic contextual information. Group
filtering was also used, although, not as frequently as keyword searches. One expla-
nation for this could be that the feature required the user to right click on an image
before filtering; hiding the feature from the user. PhotoMemory’s date filter feature
was used very sparingly. Nevertheless, temporal context was used in different ways.
For instance, because PhotoMemory orders images temporally, participants identified
key images for a recollected time period and browsed around them, effectively filtering
by date themselves.

When searching with PhotoMemory there was evidence of increasing recollection of
desired photographs as the search continued and the extra information altering search
behaviour i.e. the participants made use of the retrieval journey concepts discussed
in [Section 4.7.1]. In such situations, the participants started by using small pieces
of information about the photographs they wish to find; these recollections orientated
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them along their journey. Through interaction with the system, additional informa-
tion was acquired or recollected, resulting in more detailed search aims and improved
awareness of the information space with relation to these aims. For example, if a user
was asked to find a photo of a particular friend (John), he may start searching using
“John” as a keyword. When this process fails to return an appropriate image (poor an-
notation), the user may recall a particular experience he shared with John and browse
the collection looking for images of that experience. While browsing the user may find
images of a football game, which trigger a memory of another time when he and John
watched football together shortly after the user had bought a new camera phone. He
may remember that all of his camera phone images had been semantically grouped and
apply a filter based on this. As he knew images would be early (he had just bought the
phone) the user would find an image of John when they watched the football match.
There was no evidence of such progression of knowledge and developing strategies in
either the restricted version of PhotoMemory or the folders. It also appeared that,
when using PhotoMemory, filtering interaction was used to create dynamic groupings
of images. Participants referred to the sets as having shared properties and in this
way they were treated in similar means to photographs within a hierarchical folder.
For example, “all of those images: are of Colin. . . contain scenery. . . are from nights
out” etc.. The difference between this dynamic grouping behaviour and using standard
folders is there is no dependency on the precise location within a hierarchy to retrieve
particular image(s) from the groups.

When using the restricted version of PhotoMemory (system 3), the participants
were limited to exploiting visual features alone. This essentially meant mousing over
each image until a match was found. This style of interaction tended to frustrate users,
with four out of six participants remarking that they felt uncomfortable performing
searches in this way. One participant stated: “I know that it was when I was in the
States, but that doesn’t help here”.

Subjects’ behaviour and performance when using their hierarchical folder system
was influenced not only by recollection of the photograph(s) they wish to find, but by
their knowledge of their hierarchical structure. Subjects who understood the spatial
organisation tended to find images quickly, while others found it difficult to narrow
search domain at all. Further, the experts could utilise varying image properties to
find images such as sorting images by date or size, while those with little understanding
of the information space or file systems relied on folder and file names that were not
always present or meaningful.

In the main, I found that the use of recalled context within searches was limited
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to a small sub-set of that actually remembered and very rarely were multiple aspects
used in one search. Users like the idea of exploiting the additional information to
their advantage and show signs of practising this when the facilities are made available.
Further, search performance when using PhotoMemory did not rely as heavily on expert
knowledge of the information space – as was the case for the hierarchical systems.
Despite these benefits, work must be done to assist this process by allowing users to
interact with the system in a natural fashion while using multiple aspects of context.

4.9.1 The Findings in Relation to Lapses in Memory

In this section the findings of the pilot are related to the three primary lapse types
discussed in part 1 of this chapter.

Shorter search times, yielding larger result sets and strong user preference for Pho-
toMemory over traditional folders suggest that PhotoMemory provides assistance in
overcoming retrospective information lapses associated with PIM. As the core aim of
PIM is to facilitate re-access to information and promote information re-use, these
findings are of greatest importance to the goals of this thesis. Further, the frequency
with which retrospective, information-based lapses were recorded in the general study
of memory failure indicates a need for tools such as PhotoMemory for different kinds
of information objects.

The discovery that PhotoMemory tended to yield larger result sets also has implica-
tions for solving prospective memory lapses. Interviews with the participants confirmed
that large result sets were a positive outcome and that using PhotoMemory allowed
images to be retrieved that participants may have otherwise forgotten about. It is,
however, unclear if any single aspect of PhotoMemory was responsible for this effect or
whether it was a combined feature of the interface as a whole.

The method of evaluation did not allow successful recovery from action slips to
be detected. Certainly, in the tests, participants made no use of the smart filtering
facilities in the trials and did not refer to using the display of previously applied filters
as a memory jogger. However, as participants were focused on one task at a time in an
environment without interruptions, I feel this was an expected outcome. Evaluations,
such as in [Dumais et al., 2003], where participants used the tool in “the wild” would
be a better means to evaluate PhotoMemory’s potential for assisting with action slips.
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4.10 Chapter Summary

In part one of this chapter a three-component study was performed to discover the
variety and frequencies of memory problems experienced in a week by a wide range
of individuals. The motivation for this work was the observation that memory lapses
hinder PIM and that similarities exist between PIM lapses and other everyday memory
lapses. The study gained additional information to assist the design of supportive user
interface tools for managing personal information. The results were presented and an
analysis provided of the challenges that users face when recovering from such lapses.
The result set illustrates various causal situations for memory lapses and provides an
insight into the strategies people use to prevent and recover from lapses. From the
results I presented a series of design principles were presented that were hypothesized
to improve the design of digital PIM tool interfaces.

Building on this work, in part two of the chapter, a tool designed to illustrate the
principles was evaluated. The tool abandoned design metaphors commonly associated
with photograph management software in favour of an interface which supported the
three types of memory lapse uncovered in the first study. The interface allowed multi-
modal access to photographs and attempted to re-create the contexts in which photos
were previously viewed and annotated. I also examined how contextual fragments of
recollection are used in real search situations. The results show that although the
participants were normally able to remember several characteristics of photographs
they wish to find, in practice they use very few of these during a typical search process
for personal photographs. Nevertheless, it was found that users like the idea of using
multiple fragments of recollection in an iterative manner, and I observed greater use
of multiple aspects of context when they used PhotoMemory – an interface specifically
designed to encourage this.

The work presented in this chapter suggests that the type of memory-oriented in-
teraction promoted by PhotoMemory is successful for photographs: users liked the
interface and showed improved ability to re-find personal images when compared to
the other interfaces tested. However, photographs are highly visual and are associated
with a wide range of memory types; they have clear links to episodes, experiences,
people, places etc. This may make annotated photographs particularly suited to the
browsing-searching hybrid. In the remainder of this thesis I build on these findings by
exploring similar interfaces for other types of information object that are less visual.

Based on the observations of the participants using PhotoMemory and their feed-
back on the strengths and weaknesses of the interface, the following chapter presents an
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improved implementation of the design principles outlined in section 4.6. The imple-
mentation is intentionally general and is not tied to any particular type of information
object. The chapter then continues to describe three email access systems: MemoMail
– a memory-oriented interface based on the findings so far, a browsing-based system
and a search-based system. These systems are evaluated in the remaining chapters.

There were a number of reasons behind the decision to study email re-finding.
Firstly, there has been a lot of research performed on email management, which allows
my findings to be discussed with respect to previous work. Secondly, log-based studies
of re-finding behaviour have shown that people attempt to re-find email messages more
than other types of information object [Cutrell et al., 2006; Dumais et al., 2003] making
email re-finding especially important. Finally, previous research has shown that email
stores are multi-purpose. There is evidence that people use email as a means to organise
and store files [Ducheneaut and Bellotti, 2001], maintain a record of web pages [Jones
et al., 2001], and as a means to manage tasks to be performed [Gwizdka, 2000; Whittaker
and Sidner, 1996]. This makes email messages an interesting object to study because
the number of uses for email potentially affects what people remember about their
messages.
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The Experimental Systems

5.1 Introduction

The remaining empirical work in this thesis concentrates on learning about and sup-
porting memory when re-finding textual based information objects, specifically email
messages. Three experimental systems were developed to achieve the research aims:
MemoMail (SMemo)– a memory-oriented email access interface, based on the earlier
work in this thesis; a browse-based interface (SBrowse), based on the commonly avail-
able email-client Thunderbird 1; and a search-based interface (SSearch), based on the
search facilities available on the same Thunderbird email client. This chapter presents
the three experimental systems, explaining the features of their design and the moti-
vation for using them in the subsequent experimental work. Section 5.2 presents the
MemoMail interface, explaining the changes required to make the PhotoMemory inter-
face applicable to other varieties of information object and sections 5.3 and 5.4 present
the browsing and searching interfaces respectively. Section 5.5 summarises the chapter
and introduces the work presented in the remainder of the thesis.

5.2 The MemoMail Interface

MemoMail is an email-access interface based on the research described in chapters 2
to 4 and the lessons learned from the evaluation of PhotoMemory described in the

1both the browse-based and search-based systems were based on the facilities available in an early
version of the MozillaThunderbird email client (http://www.mozilla.com)
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previous chapter. The MemoMail interface is shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: The MemoMail interface

MemoMail has the same basic features as the PhotoMemory interface:

• it promotes retrieval journeys based on fragmented recall, where the user can use
different kinds of memories to move closer to the objects he wishes to find.

• it reinforces the retrieval journey concept by appropriately resizing the icons.

• it attempts to help the user remember more by offering cues as he searches.

• it attempts to recreate the context of previous interactions by maintaining the
spatial position of objects on the screen.

Nevertheless, a few changes were required to make the form of interaction promoted
by PhotoMemory viable for email messages. Sub-section 5.2.1 explains how the email
messages were indexed, sub-sections 5.2.2 to 5.2.5 explain how the main features of the
interface were implemented and justify the design decisions taken. Finally sub-section
5.2.6 uses an example to illustrate how the interface may be used in practice.

5.2.1 Indexing Email Messages

In PhotoMemory a boolean system index was utilised because the annotations provided
by the user were the only textual information available. One advantage that email
messages have over photographs is that they are structured textual documents and do
not rely on the user providing annotations. To exploit the language features in the
textual content of email messages, MemoMail employs a tf-idf index1 on the following

1the indexes are created using the Apache Lucene framework in java. See http://lucene.apache.org/
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fields: the sender of the email, other recipients of the email, the subject, the body of
the email, the names and descriptors of any attachments that the email had, and the
date that the email was received. The user can query against any or all of these fields
and the system provides a ranked list of weighted documents. The weights attached
to each document represent the system relevance score – how well the system predicts
that a document matches the query supplied by the user. The way in which the user
constructs queries and the way the results are presented to the user are described below.

5.2.2 Representing Email messages

In PhotoMemory the user was presented with scaled thumbnails of his images. Even
when those images were very small, the visual nature of photographs meant that the
user could identify and distinguish between the images fairly easily. Such an approach
would not be possible with text-based information objects, such as word processing
files, spreadsheets, web pages or email messages. Therefore, to maintain the same style
of interaction with email messages in MemoMail, it was decided to represent messages
with thumbnail images of the person who sent the email. The reasons for this choice are
justified below by citing previous work and reporting the results of a small feasibility
experiment.

The importance of people in the process of re-finding has been a theme throughout
this thesis. The work in chapter 4 demonstrated that people are important retrieval
cues and useful sources of information. Other work has shown the importance of people
in both finding and re-finding activities [Dumais et al., 2003; Hertzum and Pejtersen,
2000]. By using thumbnails of the sender, I attempt to exploit these findings, allowing
the user to quickly identify messages from a particular sender. Another option would
have been to represent email messages by simply displaying the name of the sender as
text. However, previous research suggests this would not have been as effective because
names are not as evocative as human faces [Bruce, 1988; Whittaker et al., 2004].

To test the feasibility of thumbnail images as icons, it was important to establish
if users could recognise, at a glance, the sender of an email from a small thumbnail.
To determine if this is the case, a user test was conducted that examined the ability of
the participants to identify people that they knew from thumbnail images of different
sizes.

43 staff members at the Department of Computer and Information Sciences at the
University of Strathclyde responded to an email invitation to participate in a short
web-based test. Each participant was asked to select, from a list of colleagues, 9 people
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that they knew and believed they would recognise from a photograph. No photographs
were shown at this point.

The participants were subsequently asked to identify their chosen colleagues one
at a time from a selection of 4 thumbnails1. For the benefit of the reader, the task is
shown in Figure 5.2 as was presented to the participants 2. To make the task more
challenging, each set of 4 images was chosen so that the set contained people of similar
ages, academic rank and visual appearance. The participants were asked to identify
each of their selected colleagues three times: once when the thumbnails were a large size
(90 pixels), once when they were medium sized (60 pixels), and once when they were
small (30 pixels). The three sizes are illustrated in Figure 5.3. To eliminate possible
bias and learning effects, the order in which the participants were shown thumbnails
of different sizes was rotated and the position of images within the set changed. The
ability of the participants to make the correct choice and the times taken to make the
choice were recorded for analysis. The results are presented in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.2: The thumbnail identification usability test illustrated

Thumbnail Size % complete Median time taken (milli-seconds) IQR
30 pixels 94.30% 3106 2387
60 pixels 98.20% 2776 1688
90 pixels 99.20% 2634.5 1593.5

Table 5.1: The results of the thumbnail identification usability test

Overall the participants performed well, correctly identifying people they knew from
thumbnail images of all three sizes. With large thumbnails they were correct 99.2% of
the time, with medium size thumbnails they were correct in 98.2% of the time and with
small thumbnails they were correct in 94.3% of the time. Thus, there was a deteriation

1The thumbnail images were taken from the Department of Computer and Information Sciences’
website http://www.cis.strath.ac.uk/people/

2It should be noted that Figures 5.3 and 5.3 are not to scale
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Figure 5.3: The three sizes of thumbnails tested

in the performance when the size of the thumbnail decreased. Although, even when
the images were very small, the participants were able to identify the person correctly
on almost every occasion.

In terms of the time taken to recognise (and click on) the correct person, the par-
ticipants took the least time to identify the large thumbnails, slightly more time for
the medium sized thumbnails and the largest amount of time when using the small
thumbnails. However, much of the time increase can be explained by the time it takes
to mouse over a smaller target icon. Fitt’s law [Fitts, 1954], which has been evidenced
several times by HCI scholars [Accot and Zhai, 2003; Card et al., 1978; MacKenzie and
Buxton, 1992] proves that the time taken to mouse over an icon will be proportional to
the distance away from the mouse pointer’s original position and the size of the image.
Even with the extra time it takes to mouse over a smaller target icon, the median time
taken to identify and select an icon from the small thumbnails was only four tenths of
a second longer than from the large thumbnails.

The findings endorse the use of thumbnail images as a means of representing email
messages in MemoMail. They show that images as small as 30 pixels wide, can be
used to quickly identify a known person. This suggests that if email messages were to
be represented by images of the sender as small as 30 pixels, the user would be able
to ascertain at a glance the sender of each email. Naturally, users would not have a
photograph of every person that they receive an email from. However, for the purposes
of evaluating the concept, a database of photographs corresponding to the email address
of every staff member1 and student2 at the Department of Computer and Information

1The staff photographs are available freely from: http://www.cis.strath.ac.uk/people/
2Only photographs of students who authorised the use of their photograph were used
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Sciences in the University of Strathclyde was used. Any email sent from an address
not in the database was represented by a silhouetted icon.

5.2.3 The Layout of the Icons

Another difference between the MemoMail and PhotoMemory interfaces is the way
that objects are positioned on the screen. If MemoMail had shown all of the objects
in a collection as PhotoMemory did, the sizes of the icons representing the messages
would have been too small to be useful. Therefore, to ensure that the smallest icon
the user would interact with was 30 pixels wide, in MemoMail the number of email
messages shown to the user at one time was limited to 200. 200 icons of width 30 pixels
comfortably fit on the screen at one time [see Figure 5.4]. Before the user starts the
search, an algorithm determines which messages are displayed [explained below]. Then,
after the user has submitted a query or interacted with the system to produce a query,
only the best matching 200 messages are shown on screen 1.

Instead of laying out the objects in a grid pattern as PhotoMemory did, MemoMail
clusters the emails as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.4. The time period between the
received dates of the oldest and the newest messages is segmented into 12 equal time
periods (clusters). Each message is then allocated to a cluster based on the time that it
was received. Any attribute could have been used to create the clusters. For example,
the email address of the sender, the contents of subject field or the semantic content of
the message could all have been used. However, it was decided to cluster based on the
time because it supported the way users interacted with the PhotoMemory interface.
When using PhotoMemory, the participants often filtered by time by locating an image
associated with a particular time period and then browsing around that image to find
other images. Clustering the email messages by time helps this form of interaction
because the user can locate the appropriate cluster for a particular time period and
then browse within this cluster, aided not only by the geographical screen position of
the icons, but by their colour of the icon. In MemoMail the position of the cluster on
the screen and the colour of icons within a cluster refer to the time that an email was
received - images within the same cluster will have been received by the user within
the same time period. The cluster in the top left contains the newest emails. Then in
reading order (from left to right, top to bottom) the messages within clusters are older,
with the oldest emails located in the bottom right cluster.

There are a number of arguments in favour of using clusters rather than a simple
1the top 200 objects are based on the tf-idf weights for the objects based on the queries applied
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grid layout. In addition to the behaviour exhibited by PhotoMemory users, there
is supporting evidence from the literature in the fields of both psychology and HCI.
For example, the psychology work reviewed in chapter 2 suggests that a non-linear
organisation helps storage and retrieval from memory [Bousfield, 1953; Bower et al.,
1969]. In HCI, it has been demonstrated that users learn the location of interface
objects as a by-product of interaction, and that the characteristics of the user interface
shape the learning process [Ehret, 2002]. By moving the icons into non-linear positions
on the screen, previous work suggests that it would help the user remember the spatial
location. It is true that removing the simple structure of the grid makes it slightly
more difficult to locate a sought after object. However, the evidence suggests that the
harder a user has to work to locate an object, the better they will learn the object’s
location [Cockburn and McKenzie, 2001; Cockburn et al., 2007; Ehret, 1999; Moyes,
1994]. This also aligns with the elaborative encoding theories discussed in Chapter 2.

5.2.4 Implementing Retrieval Journeys

MemoMail implements retrieval journeys in the same way as the PhotoMemory inter-
face. The idea is that the user takes small steps towards the email messages that they
wish to find by applying queries based on what they can remember. The interface
supports this by providing widgets to help the user create iteratively combined queries
and by the way the results are presented.

In MemoMail the user can create queries in many ways. The standard way is to use
the search box at the bottom of the interface like any other search system. Using the
approach, a query can be applied to all fields or restricted to a particular field (subject,
sender, other fields) by using the dropdown options to the left of the search box.
Additionally, MemoMail provides interface widgets that create queries automatically
based on the user’s interactions. The special features drop-down menu allows the user
to apply queries that leverage semantic memories e.g. “I remember that the email
contained a url / image / attachment(s)”. When the user clicks on one of these options
a query is submitted that informs the system to give a higher system relevance score to
messages with this property. The time drop-down menu works in a similar way, allowing
temporal memories to be exploited e.g. “I know that I received the email in the last
day / week / month”. A dropdown menu was used rather than the temporal slider
employed in PhotoMemory because participants found the slider difficult to use. The
dropdown menu approach supports the findings of Larsen et al. [1996] who discovered
that events are remembered in frames - people are able to remember roughly when an
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event happened and can narrow it down to a specific time period, which could be a
day, a week, a month or a year. The final way to construct queries with MemoMail is
to apply a mouse-over filter. This is explained in the next subsection.

The queries or “steps” that the user applies are iteratively combined and the results
are displayed graphically to the user. Like PhotoMemory, the MemoMail interface
employs a growing paradigm to reinforce the journey metaphor. However, unlike the
PhotoMemory interface which represented a boolean system and consequently grew
all matching objects by a set amount and shrunk the remaining images based on a
factor determined by the screen size available, MemoMail scales the icons based on
their calculated tf-idf weight. Thus, the messages that best match the applied queries
are largest and this is visually obvious to the user.

5.2.5 Cueing Recollection

Like PhotoMemory, MemoMail provides information to the user as he interacts with
the system. The idea is that the supplied information will help the user remember
more about messages he is looking for, his email collection and the queries that have
already been applied. Cues are presented in a few ways. For example, when the user
places the mouse pointer over an icon representing an email message, not only is the
email message previewed in the pane on the right of the interface, but the user is also
presented with a circular menu, which gives information about that email message.
An example is shown in Figure 5.1 (c). The moused-over icon is enlarged to let the
user see the sender of the email more clearly, and the menu items that surround the
thumbnail inform the user of the email address of the sender, the subject of the email,
any other recipients of the email, the time and date that the email was received, the
folder that the email is stored in, and the names of any attachments that the email
has. The menu not only provides information about the message, but if a menu item is
selected the system constructs a query based on that attribute. For example, clicking
on “From: john.smith@mail.com” would query the collection on this string, specifically
boosting messages that match on the sender field. Constructing queries in this way,
where the user does not have to physically type the query terms, integrates browsing
and searching behaviours and provides a fluid interaction.

When queries of any kind are submitted, colour-coordinated bars showing the query
string and the appropriate field are added to a panel on the right of the screen. This
is shown in Figure 5.1(b). This aim here is the same as the smart-filter features of
PhotoMemory - to help overcome action slips and re-orientate the user after a disruption
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or loss of concentration. The bars achieve this by acting as a reminder of the queries
that have been applied and offer an explanation for the display’s appearance.

To illustrate the memory jogging potential of the interface, the following sub-section
provides an example interaction sequence, where the user is exploring his information
space with no concrete information need and his search behaviour is influenced by the
information given by the system.

5.2.6 The MemoMail Interface Exemplified

Figures 5.4 - 5.7 illustrate the interaction sequence. Figure 5.4 shows the initial display
with messages clustered by time.

Figure 5.4: The MemoMail interface (screenshot 1)

The user starts by examining a few messages on the screen by mousing over their
representative icons. He notices a message from a particular sender. Interested in this
sender, he selects the yellow menu item representing the query
“from:Richard.Glassey@cis.strath.ac.uk”. Figure 5.5 shows the display after the query
has been applied. The messages matching the applied query are highlighted in red.

The display shows the distribution of these messages over time – in the past the
user received several messages from this sender, but more recently has received fewer
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Figure 5.5: The MemoMail interface (screenshot 2)

messages. Interested in social messages associated with the sender, the user submits
a tentative query of “drinks” on no particular field. Figure 5.6 shows the results.
Again, the messages matching the last applied query are highlighted in red. The size of
the icons are determined by the combined tf-idf weights for all of the applied queries.
Therefore, the icons representing messages that match both queries are large. As can be
seen from Figure 5.6, there are a number of small highlighted messages, meaning that
these messages only matched the last query. Interested in the sender of one of these
messages, the user again selects the menu item detailing the sender of this message to
apply the query “from:mcgeemr@dcs.gla.ac.uk”.

Figure 5.7 shows the state of the display after this query has been applied. The
display shows that this second person had also, in the past, sent messages frequently,
but recently they have sent only a small number of emails. Also, some of the messages
that matched the previous queries are still present in the display, but these are reduced
in size. As this example demonstrates, the information shown to the user while he
interacts can clearly influence the search process. Here, the user was “reminded” about
other messages in the collection as a direct result of the way information was presented.

The way the results were presented allowed the user to infer: how many messages
match the applied queries, how well the messages match, the sender of these messages,
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Figure 5.6: The MemoMail interface (screenshot 3)

and how often different senders send messages. All of which could potentially act as
memory joggers.

Thus, MemoMail is a refined version of the PhotoMemory interface tailored slightly
to work with email messages. The main differences between MemoMail and PhotoMem-
ory are that the objects are represented by different icons - in MemoMail messages are
represented by thumbnail images of the sender of the email, and the messages are
clustered on the screen to represent the dimension of time.

To determine the usefulness of the interface, chapters 7 and 8 examine how people
behave and perform with MemoMail compared to two familiar email re-finding tools.
The following two sections present the standard tools. Section 5.3 presents a browse-
based system and section 5.4 presents a search-based system.

5.3 The Browse-based Interface

The second system (SBrowse) is shown in Figure 5.8. The system is based on the design
of the email-client Mozilla Thunderbird. The interface only implements the standard
features of Thunderbird, offering the user the possibility to re-find information spatially
from their own email folder structure.
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Figure 5.7: The MemoMail interface (screenshot 4)

With the browse-based system the user has few options when interacting with the
system. They can click on a folder from the tree structure on the left-side of the interface
to view the messages contained within that folder. The messages are displayed as a list
in the upper right hand panel, detailing the subject of the email, the sender and the
date it was received. The user can use the scroll bar on the right-side of the interface
to scan down the list of messages. Clicking on the column headers sorts the messages
by the appropriate attribute. Selecting a message, either with the mouse or with the
cursor keys, displays the contents of the message in the preview panel below the message
list. The browse-based interface represents a spatially oriented form of interaction. To
access messages the user must remember in which folder the message was stored and
this will depend on the storage strategy that the user applies.

5.4 The Search-based Interface

The final system (SSearch) is shown in Figure 5.9. The system employs a search-based
interface, which offers the potential to re-find messages based on remembered attributes
that they have. The user can create queries on the following fields: the sender of the
email, the recipient of the email, the subject and the body text. The field to be queried
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Figure 5.8: The browse-based system

is selected from the first dropdown menu and the query text entered into the box
to the right. Multiple queries can be created and combined by clicking on the more
button. The queries can be combined using an AND or an OR operator by selecting
the appropriate “match all” or “match any” radio button. The user can remove the
last query created by using the “less” button or reset the interface with the “reset”
button. When the query is submitted the results are displayed in a table format at the
bottom of the interface. In the same way as the browse-based system, the user can sort
the results by clicking on the column headers and scan through the results by using the
scroll bar or cursor keys. The messages can be viewed by clicking on the message.

5.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter has described the three experimental systems to be evaluated in the re-
mainder of this thesis. The greatest emphasis was placed on describing the design of
MemoMail (SMemo) and explaining the design decisions taken. MemoMail was designed
based on the principles extracted from the earlier research and is hypothesized to help
support memory when re-finding email messages. The chapter also presented two base-
line systems that represent the standard interfaces that people currently use to re-find
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Figure 5.9: The search-based system

email messages.
The remaining chapters describe a user study where the focus is on examining

how each of the three interfaces support what the user remembers about his email
messages. Chapter 7 examines the recollections people have and uncovers the factors
that influence their memories. Chapter 8 evaluates the three experimental systems
described in this chapter and establishes how well each system supports the memories
people have. However, the difficulties involved in performing controlled PIM evaluations
have been well documented. Before it is possible to achieve the research aims of chapters
7 and 8 the problems in performing PIM evaluations must be addressed. The following
chapter focuses on this. The difficulties involved are discussed and empirical work
is presented that facilitates conducting controlled evaluations of PIM interfaces. The
chapter concludes by describing the methodology employed in the evaluation of the
three interfaces described in this chapter.
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Chapter 6

Towards PIM Evaluations

6.1 Introduction

The literature reviewed in chapter 3 revealed that a particular feature of PIM research
is that many systems have been designed to assist users with managing and re-finding
their information, but very few have been evaluated. This situation has been noted by
several scholars and explained by the difficulties involved in performing PIM evalua-
tions [Boardman, 2004; Capra and Perez-Quinones, 2006; Cutrell et al., 2006]. One of
the main difficulties is caused by the personal nature of PIM. People collect information
as a natural consequence of completing other tasks. This means that the collections
people generate are unique to them alone and the information within a collection is
intrinsically linked with the owner’s personal experiences. As personal collections are
unique, experimenters cannot create evaluation tasks that are applicable to all partic-
ipants in an evaluation. Secondly, personal collections may contain information that
the participants are uncomfortable sharing within an evaluation. The precise nature
of this information - what information individuals would prefer to keep private - varies
across individuals making it difficult to base search tasks on the contents of individual
collections. Therefore, experimenters face a number of challenges in order to conduct
realistic but controlled PIM evaluations.

In this chapter, I address the difficulties involved to facilitate controlled laboratory
PIM evaluations. The outcome is a methodology that is used to evaluate the three
interfaces described in the previous chapter. The chapter is organised as follows:
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Section 6.2 discusses the approaches used in the few previous PIM evaluations,
highlighting the limitations of these techniques. A methodology is then outlined that
does not exhibit these limitations. However, before the method can be applied, there
is a need to understand more about the types of tasks that cause people to re-find
information. To this end, section 6.4 presents a diary study of information re-finding
tasks, which examines the kind of tasks that require users to re-find information and
produces a taxonomy of re-finding tasks for email messages and web pages. Finally,
section 6.6 demonstrates the utility of the chapter’s contributions by explaining how
the three systems described in the previous chapter will be evaluated.

6.2 Related Work

A variety of approaches are available to study PIM. Naturalistic approaches study
participants performing naturally, completing their own tasks as they occur, within
familiar environments. These approaches allow researchers to overcome many of the
difficulties caused by the personal nature of PIM. As the tasks performed are “real”
and not simulated, the participants can utilise their own experiences, previous knowl-
edge and information collections to complete the tasks. A benefit of the approach is
that data can be captured continuously over extended time periods and measurements
can be taken at fixed points in time within these [Kelly et al., 2005]. Naturalistic
approaches can be applied by conducting fieldwork [Czerwinski et al., 2004; Kwasnik,
1989b; Malone, 1983], ethnographic methods as suggested by Kelly et al. [2005] or via
log file analysis [Cutrell et al., 2006; Dumais et al., 2003]. Both ethnographic and field-
work methods require the presence of an experimenter to assess how PIM is performed,
which raises a number of issues. Firstly, evaluation in this way is expensive; taking
long time periods to study small numbers of participants and these small samples may
not be representative of the behaviour of larger populations. Secondly, because partic-
ipants cannot be continually observed, the experimenter must choose when to observe
and this may affect the findings. An alternative strategy to conducting naturalistic
evaluations is to utilise log file analysis. This approach makes use of logging software
that captures a broad sampling of user activities in the context of natural use of a sys-
tem. For example, in the work of Dumais et al. [2003] which has been cited regularly
in this thesis, a novel PIM search tool was deployed to 234 users and the log data pro-
vided detailed information about the nature of user queries, interactions with the query
interface and about properties of the items retrieved. Log file analysis is a powerful
methodology, allowing the capture of a large quantity of detailed information about
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how users behave with the system without the expense and distracting influence of an
observer. Nevertheless, there are limitations to this strategy. Firstly, to attain useful
results, the deployed prototype must be something that people would use i.e. it has to
be a fully functional piece of software that offers improvement on the systems ordinarily
available to participants. Developing a research prototype to this standard is beyond
the resources of many researchers. Further, caution must be taken when analysing logs,
as the captured data shows nothing about the goals and intentions that the user had at
the time. It is, therefore, difficult to make any concrete statements about the reasons
for the behaviour depicted in the logs. This reveals a need to complement naturalistic
studies with controlled experiments where the experimenter can relate the behaviour
of study participants to goals associated with known search tasks.

Laboratory-based studies simulate users’ real world environment in the con-
trolled setting of the laboratory, offering the ability to study issues that are tightly
defined and narrow in scope. One difficulty in performing this kind of evaluation is
sourcing collections to evaluate. Kelly and Teevan [2007] propose the introduction of
a shared test collection that would provide shareable, reusable data sets, tasks and
metrics for those interested in conducting PIM research. This may be useful for testing
algorithms in a way similar to TREC in mainstream IR [Harman, 2000]. However, a
shared collection would be unsuitable for user studies because it would not be possible
to incorporate the personal aspects of PIM while using a common, unfamiliar collection.
One alternative approach is to ask users to provide their own information collections
to simulate familiar environments within the lab. This approach has been applied to
study the re-finding of personal photographs [Elsweiler et al., 2007; Harada et al., 2004],
email messages [Ringel et al., 2003], and web-bookmarks [Robertson et al., 1998]. The
usefulness of this approach depends on how easy it is to transfer the collection or gain
remote access. Another solution is to use the entire web as a collection when studying
web page re-finding [Capra and Perez-Quinones, 2003]. This may be appropriate for
studying web page re-finding because studies have shown that people often use web
search engines for this purpose [Capra and Perez-Quinones, 2005].

A second difficulty in performing PIM laboratory studies is creating tasks for par-
ticipants to perform that can be solved by searching a shared or personal collection.
Tasks relate to the activity that results in a need for information [Ingwersen, 1992] and
are acknowledged to be important in determining user behaviour [Vakkari, 2001]. A
large body of work has been carried out to understand the nature of tasks and how the
type of task influences user information seeking behaviour. For example, tasks have
been categorised in terms of increasing complexity [Bell and Ruthven, 2004; Byström
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and Järvelin, 1995] and task complexity has been suggested to affect how searchers
perceive their information needs [Vakkari, 1999] and how they try to find information
[Byström and Järvelin, 1995]. Other previous work has provided methodologies that
allow the simulation of tasks when studying information seeking behaviour [Borlund,
2003]. However, little is known about the kinds of tasks that cause people to search
their personal stores or re-find information that they have seen before. Consequently, it
is difficult to devise simulated work task situations for PIM. The exception is the study
of personal photograph management, where Rodden’s work on categorising personal
photograph search tasks has facilitated the creation of simulated work task situations
[Elsweiler et al., 2007; Rodden, 1999]. This was the approach taken in the evaluation
of PhotoMemory described in chapter 4. There have been other suggestions as to how
to classify PIM tasks. For example, Capra and Perez-Quinones [2005] asked partic-
ipants to classify tasks based on how frequently they perform the task type in their
daily life and how familiar they were with the location of the sought after information
and several scholars have classified information objects by the frequency of their use
e.g. [Barreau and Nardi, 1995; Cole, 1982; Sellen and Harper, 2003]. While these are
interesting properties that may affect how a task will be performed, they do not give
experimenters enough scope to devise tasks.

Personal collections are one reason why task creation is so difficult. Rodden’s pho-
tograph task taxonomy provides a solution here because it allows tasks, tailored to
private collections to be categorised. Systems can then be compared across task types
for different users in the same way as the evaluation of the PhotoMemory interface de-
scribed in chapter 4. Unfortunately, there are no equivalent taxonomies for other types
of information object. Further, other types of object are more sensitive to privacy than
photographs; it is unlikely that participants would be as content to allow researchers to
browse their email collections to create tasks as they were with photographs in chapter
4. This presents a serious problem - how can researchers devise tasks that correspond
to private collections without an understanding of the kinds of tasks people perform
or jeopardising the privacy of study participants? A few methods have been proposed.
For example, Ringel et al. [2003] studied email search by asking participants to re-find
emails that had been sent to every member in a department; allowing the same tasks
to be used for all of the study participants. This approach ensured that privacy issues
were avoided and participants could use things that they remember to complete tasks.
Nevertheless, the systems were only tested using one type of task - participants were
asked to find single emails, each of which shared common properties. In section 6.4
it is shown that people perform a wider range of email re-finding tasks than this. In
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studies by Capra and Perez-Quinones [2003], generic search tasks were artificially cre-
ated by running evaluations over two sessions. In the first session, participants were
asked to complete work tasks that involved finding some unknown information. In the
second session, participants completed the same tasks again, which naturally involved
some re-finding behaviour. The limitations of this technique are that it does not allow
participants to exploit any personal connections with the information because the in-
formation they are looking for may not correspond to any other aspect of their lives.
Further, if time is utilised by a system or interface being tested the approach is unsuit-
able because all of the objects found in the first session will have been accessed within
the same time period.

This short review of evaluation approaches motivates a requirement for controlled
laboratory experiments that allow tightly defined aspects of systems or interfaces to
be tested. Unfortunately, it has also been shown that there are difficulties involved in
performing this type of evaluation - it is difficult to source collections and to devise
tasks that correspond to private collections, while at the same time protect the privacy
of the study participants.

Sections 6.3 to 6.5 investigate the feasibility of conducting PIM evaluations using the
methodology employed in the PhotoMemory evaluation. Each participant will perform
re-finding tasks on their own personal collection, allowing personal connections with
the information objects to be exploited when completing the tasks. The performance of
the systems (and the participants’ behaviours) will be compared across types of tasks.
For this to be possible a taxonomy of tasks for other objects is required similar to that
devised by Rodden for personal photographs. The following section describes empir-
ical work that produces such a taxonomy. Building on this, section 6.5 examines the
remaining problem of creating tasks that are suitable for individual collections without
compromising the privacy of participants. It is demonstrated that by collecting tasks
using electronic diaries, not only can experimenters learn about the tasks that cause
people to re-find personal information, but they can learn about the contents of private
collections without compromising the privacy of the participants. This knowledge can
then be used to construct tasks for use in PIM evaluations.

6.3 Method

As the work in chapter 4 demonstrated, diary studies are a naturalistic technique,
offering the ability to capture factual data, in a natural setting, without the distract-
ing influence of an observer. The limitations of the technique include difficulties in
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maintaining participant dedication levels and convincing participants that seemingly
mundane information is useful and should be reported [Palen and Salzman, 2002]. In
chapter 4 it was suggested, however, that the effects of the negatives can be limited
with careful design and good implementation. In this diary study, I use the experience
gained from the diary study in chapter 4 to achieve the best possible data. The partic-
ipants were asked only to record tasks that involved re-finding email messages or web
pages. It was anticipated that by asking the users to record fewer tasks, it would reduce
participant apathy and maintain dedication levels. Although in the remainder of this
thesis the focus is purely on email re-finding, to maximise the impact the work has
for the field, it was decided to capture web re-finding tasks too. There is considerable
interest in web re-finding behaviour and this area represents a potential extension of
this doctoral work.

The participants were provided with a personalised web form in which they could
record details about their information needs and the contexts in which these needs
developed. Web forms were deployed rather than paper-based diaries like those used in
chapter 4 because to re-find web and email information the user would be at a computer
with an Internet connection and there would be no need to search for a paper-based
diary and pen.

The diary form solicited the following information: whether the information need
related to re-finding a web page or an email message and a description of the task
they are performing. This description was to contain both the information that the
participant wished to find and the reason they needed the information. To help with
this, the form gave three example task descriptions, which were also explained verbally
to each participant during an introductory session. I ensured that the participants
understood that the tasks to be recorded were not limited to the types shown in the
examples. The examples were supplied purely to get the participants thinking about
the kinds of things they could record and to show the level of and type of details
expected. The form also asked the participants to rate each task in terms of difficulty
(on a scale from 1-5, where 1 was very easy and 5 was very hard). Finally, they were
asked when the last time was that they looked at the sought after information. Again,
they were able to choose from 5 options (less than a day ago, less than a week ago,
less than a month ago, less than a year ago, more than a year ago). The recorded time
information was used to examine the frequency with which the participants re-found
old and new information, and when combined with difficulty ratings created a picture
of whether or not the time period between accessing and re-accessing impacted on how
difficult the participants perceived tasks to be. To clarify, the diary form is shown in
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Appendix C on page 245.
36 participants, recruited by mass advertisement through departmental communi-

cation channels, research group meetings and undergraduate lectures, were asked to
digitally record details of their information re-finding tasks over a period of approxi-
mately 3 weeks. The final population consisted of 4 academic staff members, 8 research
staff members, 6 research students and 18 undergraduate students. The ages of par-
ticipants ranged from 19-59. As both personal and work tasks were recorded, the data
collected cover a broad range of re-finding tasks.

6.4 Results

Several analyses were performed on the captured data. The following sections present
the findings. First, the kinds of re-finding tasks are examined. Next, the distribution of
tasks are considered i.e. which kinds of tasks were performed most often by participants.
Finally, I investigate the kinds of re-finding tasks that participants perceived as difficult.

6.4.1 Nature of Web and Email Re-finding Tasks

During the study 412 tasks were recorded. 150 (36.41%) of these tasks were email
based, 262 (63.59%) were web-based. As with most diary studies, the number of tasks
recorded varied extensively between particpants. The median number of tasks per
participant was 8 (IQR1=9.5). More web tasks (median=5,IQR=7.5) were recorded
than email tasks (median=3, IQR=3). This means that on average each participant
recorded approximately one task every two days.

The descriptions supplied by the participants showed similar features in the recorded
tasks for both email and web re-finding. Based on this observation a joint classification
scheme was devised, encompassing both email and web tasks. The tasks were classified
as one of three types: lookup tasks, item tasks and multi-item tasks. Lookup tasks
involve searching for specific information from within a resource (email or web page),
where the resource may or may not be known. Some recorded examples of lookup
tasks were:

• LU1: “Looking for the course code for a class - it’s used in a script that is run
to set up a practical. I’d previously obtained this about 3 weeks ago from our

1In descriptive statistics, the interquartile range (IQR) is the range between the third and first
quartiles and is a measure of statistical dispersion. The interquartile range is a more stable statistic
than the (total) range, and is often preferred to the latter statistic. A larger IQR implies a larger range
in the spread of the data
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website.”

• LU2: “I am trying to determine the date by which I step down as an External
Examiner. This is in an email somewhere”

• LU3: “Looking for description of log format from system R developed for student
project. I think he sent me in it an email”

Item tasks involve looking for a particular email or web page, perhaps to pass on
to someone else or when the entire contents are needed to complete the task. Some
recorded examples of item tasks were:

• I1: “Looking for SIGIR 2002 paper to give to another student”

• I2: “Find the receipt of an online airline purchase required to claim expenses”

• I3: “I need the peer evaluation forms for the MIA class E sent me them by email”

To clarify, lookup tasks differ from item tasks in two ways - in the quantity of
information required and in what the user knows about what they are looking for.
Lookup tasks involve a need for a small piece of information e.g. a phone number or
an ingredient, and the user may or may not know exactly the resource that contains
this information. In item tasks the user knows exactly the resource they are looking
for and needs the entire contents of that resource.

Multi-item tasks were tasks that required information that was contained within
numerous web pages or email messages. Often these tasks required the user to process
or collate the information in order to solve the task. Some recorded examples were:

• MI1: “Looking for obituaries and other material on the novelist John Fowles, who
died at the weekend. Accessed the online Guardian and IMES

• MI2: “Trying to find details on Piccolo graphics framework. Remind myself of
what it is and what it does. Looking to build a GUI within Eclipse”

• MI3: “I am trying to file my emails regarding IPM and I am looking for any
emails from or about this journal”

There were a number of tasks that were difficult to classify. For example, consider
the following recorded task:

• LU4: “re-find AS’s paper on graded relevance assessments because I want to see
how she presented her results for a paper I am writing”
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This task actually consists of two sub-tasks: 1 item task(re-find the paper) and 1
lookup task (look for specific information within the paper). It was decided to treat this
as a lookup task because the user’s ultimate goal was to access and use the information
within the resource.

There were a number of examples of combined tasks, mainly of the form item then
lookup, but there were also examples of item then multi-item. For example:

• MI4: “re-find Kelkoo website so that I can re-check the prices of hair-straighteners
for my girlfriend”

A second source of ambiguity came from tasks such as finding an email containing
a URL as a means of re-accessing a web page. It was also decided to categorise these
as lookup tasks because in all cases these were logged by participants as email searches
and, within this context, what they were looking for was information within an email.

Another problem was that some of the logs lacked the detail required to perform a
categorisation e.g.

• U1: “searching for how to retrieve user’s selection from a message box. Decided
to use some other means”

Such tasks were labelled as U for “unclassifiable”. To verify the consistency of
the taxonomy, the tasks were re-categorised by myself after a delay of two weeks.
The agreement between the results of the two analyses was largely consistent (96.8%).
To check the consistancy of the taxonomy further, a researcher with no knowledge
of the project, or indeed the field, was asked to classify a sample of 50 tasks. The
second researcher achieved a 90% agreement. I feel that this high agreement on a large
number of tasks by more than one researcher provides evidence for the reliability of the
classification scheme.

The distribution of task types is shown in Table 6.1. Overall, lookup and item
tasks were the most common, with multi-item tasks only representing 8.98% of those
recorded. The distribution of the task types was different for web and email re-finding.
The majority of email tasks (60%) involved looking for information within an email
(lookup), in contrast to web tasks where the majority of tasks (52.67%) involved looking
for a single web page (item). Another distinction was the number of recorded multi-
item tasks for web and email. Multi-item tasks were very rare for email re-finding
(only 2.67% of email tasks involved searching for multiple resources), but comparatively
common for web re-finding (12.6%).

In addition to the three-way classification described above, the recorded tasks were
classified with respect to the temperature metaphor proposed by Sellen and Harper
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Lookup Item Multi-item Unclass.
Email 90(60%) 52(34.67%) 4(2.67%) 4(2.67%)
Web 87(33.21%) 138(52.67%) 33(12.60%) 4(1.53%)
All 177(42.96%) 190(46.12%) 37(8.98%) 8(1.94%)

Table 6.1: The distribution of task types

[2003], which classifies information as one of three temperatures: hot, warm and cold.
The tasks were classified using the form data. Information that had been seen less than
a day or less than a week before the task were defined as hot, information that had
been seen less than a month before the task as warm, and information that had been
seen less than a year or more than a year before the task as cold. Unfortunately, a
technical difficulty with the form only allowed 335(81.3%) of the tasks to be classified.
The remainder were defined as U for “unclassifiable”. A cross-tabulation of task types
and temperatures is shown in Table 6.2.

Hot Warm Cold Unclass.
Email 50(33.33%) 36(24.00%) 37(24.67%) 27(18%)
Web 112(42.75%) 60(22.90%) 40(15.27%) 50(19.08%)
All 162(39.32%) 96(23.30%) 77(18.69%) 77(18.69%)

Table 6.2: The distribution of temperatures

Most of the tasks that caused people to re-find web pages (42.75%) and email
messages (33.33%) involved searching for information that has been accessed in the last
week. However there were also a number of re-finding tasks that involved searching for
older information: 23.30% of the tasks recorded (24.00% for email and 22.90% for web)
involved searching for information accessed in the last month and 18.69% of the tasks
recorded (24.67% for email and 15.27% for web) were looking for even older information.
This is important with respect to evaluation because there is psychological evidence
suggesting that people remember less over time [see chapter 2 for a review]. This means
that users may find searching for older information more difficult or perhaps alter their
seeking strategy when looking for hot, warm or cold information.

6.4.2 What tasks are difficult?

I looked for patterns in the recorded data to determine if certain tasks were perceived as
more difficult than others. For example, I examined whether the media type affected
how difficult the participants perceived the task to be. There was no evidence that
participants found either email (median=2 IQR=2) or web (median=2 IQR=2) tasks
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more difficult. I also investigated whether the type of task or the length of time between
accessing and re-accessing made a task more difficult. Figure 6.1 shows this information
graphically.

Figure 6.1: Difficulty ratings for task types

From Figure 6.1, it does not appear that any particular task type was perceived as
difficult with respect to the others, although there is a suggestion that lookup tasks
were perceived more difficult when looking for cold information than hot and item tasks
were perceived more difficult for warm information than hot. To assess the relationship
between information temperature and the perceived difficulty, Mood’s median tests
were used to determine whether the rank of difficulty scores was in agreement for the
information temperatures being compared (p<0.05). For the look-up task data, there
was evidence that hot tasks were perceived easier than cold (p=0.0001) and that warm
tasks were perceived easier than cold tasks (p=0.0041), but there was no evidence to
distinguish between the difficulty ratings of hot and warm tasks (p=0.593). For the item
task data, there was evidence that hot and cold tasks were rated differently (p=0.024),
but no evidence to distinguish between hot and warm tasks(p=0.05) or warm and cold
tasks (p=0.272).

These tests confirm that the length of time between accessing and re-accessing the
sought after information indeed influenced how difficult participants perceived the task
to be. Nevertheless, the large number of tasks of all types and temperatures rated by
participants as easy i.e. < 3, suggests that there are other factors that influence how
difficult a task is perceived to be. To learn about these factors would require the kind
of user evaluations facilitated by this work.
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6.4.3 Summary

The first part of this chapter described a diary study of web and email re-finding tasks.
The types of task that caused the participants to search their personal stores were
examined and three main categories of task were found: tasks where the user requires
specific information from within a single resource, tasks where a single resource is
required, and tasks that require information to be recovered from multiple resources.
It was discovered that look-up and item tasks were recorded with greater frequency
than multi-item tasks. Although no evidence was found that web or email tasks were
more difficult, there was some evidence showing that the time between accessing and
re-accessing affected how difficult the participants perceived tasks to be. These findings
have implications for evaluating PIM behaviour at the task level. The remainder of
this chapter concentrates on this, discussing what the findings mean with respect to
performing task-based PIM user evaluations.

6.5 Task-based PIM Evaluations

The findings described in section 6.4 are useful with respect to evaluation because they
provide experimenters with enough knowledge to conduct controlled user evaluations
in lab conditions. Greco-Latin square experimental designs can be constructed where
participants are assigned n tasks of the three types described above to perform on their
own collections using x systems. This would allow the performance of the systems or
the behaviour of the participants using different systems to be analysed with respect
to the type of task being performed (look-up, item, or multi-item). In the following
sections the feasibility of this approach is evaluated when different methods of task
creation are employed.

6.5.1 Using Real Tasks

One method of creating realistic re-finding tasks without compromising the privacy of
participants is to use real tasks. Diary-studies, similar to that described above, would
allow experimenters to capture a pool of tasks for participants to complete by search-
ing on their own collections. This is extremely advantageous because it would allow
experimenters to evaluate the behaviour of real users, completing real search tasks on
real collections while in a controlled environment. There is also the additional benefit
that the task descriptions would not make any assumptions about what the user would
remember in a real life situation because they would only include the information that
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had been recorded i.e. the information that was available when the user originally
performed the task. Nevertheless, to gain these benefits it must firstly be confirmed
that the task descriptions recorded are of sufficient quality to enable the task to be
re-performed at a later date. Secondly, it must be ensured that a diary-study would
provide experimenters with enough tasks to construct a balanced experimental design
that would satisfy their data needs.

To examine the quality of recorded tasks, 6 weeks after the diary study had com-
pleted, 6 of the participants, selected randomly from the pool of those who recorded
enough tasks, were asked to re-perform 5 of the tasks that they themselves recorded.
The tasks were selected randomly from the pool of those available. The issued tasks
consisted of 10 email and 20 web tasks, 9 of which were lookup tasks, 12 were item
tasks, and 8 were multi-item tasks. The issued tasks represented a broad-sampling of
the complete set of recorded tasks. They also included tasks with vague descriptions
e.g.

• LU5:“Find a software key for an application I required to re-install”.

• LU6:“Trying to find a quote to use in a paper. Cannot remember the person or
the exact quote”

The usefulness of such tasks would rely on the memories of participants i.e. would
the recorder of task LU5 remember which application he referred to and would the
recorder of LU6 remember enough about the context in which the task took place to
re-perform the task?

Presented with the tasks exactly as they recorded them, the participants were asked
to re-perform each task with any system of their choice. Of the 30 tasks issued, 26
(86.67%) were completed without problems, 2 (6.67%) of the tasks were not com-
pleted because the description recorded was insufficent to recreate the task, and 2 tasks
(6.67%) were not completed because the task was too difficult or the required web page
no longer existed. Experimenters are likely to be interested in the final group of tasks
because it is important to discover what makes a task difficult and how user behaviour
changes in these circumstances. Therefore, from the 30 tasks tested, only 2 tasks were
not of sufficient quality to be used in an evaluation situation. Further, there did not
seem to be any issue of the type, temperature or difficulty ratings affecting the quality
of the task descriptions. These findings suggest that the participants who recorded
most tasks in the diary study also recorded tasks with sufficient quality. However, did
the diary study generate enough tasks to satisfy the needs of experimenters?
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Participant Tasks Lookup Item Multi-item Unclass.
10 26 16 8 2 0
43 9 4 5 0 0
26 9 5 4 0 0
8 9 8 1 0 0
40 8 5 3 0 0
18 7 3 4 0 0
4 6 5 1 0 0
7 6 5 0 1 0
12 5 4 0 0 1
22 5 4 1 0 0
36 5 0 5 0 0
46 5 2 2 0 1
3 5 3 2 0 0

Table 6.3: The quantities of recorded email tasks

Naturally the exact number of tasks required to perform a user evaluation will
depend on the goals of the evaluation, the number of users and the number of systems
to be tested etc. However, for illustrative purposes I chose 5 tasks as a cut-off point
for my data. From Tables 6.3 and 6.4, which show the quantities of email and web
tasks recorded for each participant, it can be seen that of the 36 participants, only 13
(36.1%) recorded 5 or more email tasks and 20 (55.6%) recorded 5 or more web tasks.
This means that many of the recruited participants could not actually participate in
the final evaluation. This is a limitation of using recorded tasks in evaluations because
participant recruitment for user tests is challenging and it may not be possible to
recruit enough participants if experimenters lose between half and two-thirds of their
populations.

Further, there was some imbalance in the numbers of recorded tasks of different
types. Some participants recorded several lookup tasks but very few item tasks and
others recorded several item tasks but few lookup tasks. There was also a specific lack
of multi-item email tasks. This situation makes it difficult for experimenters to prepare
balanced experimental designs. However, it may be possible to increase the number of
tasks recorded by frequently reminding participants or by making personal visits etc.

6.5.2 Using Simulated Tasks Based on Real Tasks

Another benefit of diary-studies is that they provide information about the contents and
uses of private collections without invading the privacy of the participants. This section
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Participant Tasks Lookup Item Multi-item Unclass.
26 32 7 20 5 0
32 31 11 18 2 0
10 19 0 10 7 2
33 18 5 13 0 0
5 15 0 7 2 4
8 11 0 6 5 0
22 10 0 3 5 2
28 10 1 7 2 0
37 10 1 9 0 0
35 9 7 2 0 0
6 9 0 1 8 0
40 7 1 5 1 0
9 7 0 0 5 2
12 7 1 0 3 2
42 6 0 4 2 0
29 6 0 3 3 0
15 5 0 2 1 2
4 5 0 4 1 0
43 5 2 3 0 0
18 5 0 0 3 2

Table 6.4: The quantities of recorded web tasks

describes how re-finding tasks that correspond to the taxonomy defined in section 6.4.1
can be artificially created by using a combination of the knowledge gained from diary
studies and other attributes known about participants. This was the method I chose to
use in the evaluation of the three interfaces described in the previous chapter. Below,
the steps taken to create the experimental tasks are explained, then in section 6.6 the
precise methodology used is outlined in detail.

As preparation for the evaluation, a second diary-study was performed, where 34
new participants, consisting of 16 postgraduate students and 18 undergraduate stu-
dents, recorded 150 email tasks over a period of approximately 3 weeks. The diary
form used for this study was slightly different to reflect the devised categories. The
second diary form can be found in Appendix C on page 246. The collected data re-
vealed several patterns that helped with the creation of artificial tasks. For example,
participants in both groups recorded tasks relating to classes that they were taking
at the time and often different participants recorded tasks that involved searching for
the same information. This was useful because it provided me with a clue that even
though some of the participants did not record a particular task, it was possible that
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the task may still be applicable to their collections. Other patterns revealed included
that students within the same group often searched for emails containing announce-
ments from the same source. For example, several undergraduate students recorded
tasks that included re-finding information relating to job vacancies. There were also
other tasks that were recorded by participants in both groups. For example, searching
for an email that would re-confirm the pin code required to access the computer labs.

To supplement my knowledge of the participants’ email collections, I asked 2 par-
ticipants from each group to provide email tours. These consisted of short 5-10 minute
sessions, where participants were asked to explain why they use email, who sends them
email, and their organisational strategies. This approach has been used successfully in
the past as a non-intrusive means to learn about how people store and maintain their
personal information [Kwasnik, 1989b]. Originally, I had planned to ask more partici-
pants to provide tours, but found 2 tours per group was sufficient for my task creation
needs. Again, patterns emerged that helped with task creation. There was overlap
in the contents of participants’ email collections both within and between groups that
confirmed many of the findings of the diary study. For example, the students who gave
tours revealed that they received emails from lecturers for particular class assignments,
receipts for completed assignments, and various announcements from systems support
and about job vacancies. Importantly, the participants were also able to confirm which
other students had received the same information. This confirmed that many of the
tasks recorded during the diary study were applicable, not only to the participant who
recorded the task, but to every participant in one or both groups.

Based on this initial investigatory work, a pool of tasks (for each of the three types
in the taxonomy) was created for each group of participants. A set of tasks was also
created for a third group of participants that consisted of research and academic staff
members, based on my knowledge of my colleagues’ work practices and emails sent to
every member of staff in the department. This method is similar to that of Ringel et al.
[2003], but the difference is that the tasks created correspond to all three categories
in the taxonomy. Where possible I used the information recorded in the diary study
descriptions to provide a context for the task i.e. a work task or motivation that
would require the task to be performed. When the diary study data did not provide
sufficient context information to supply the participants with a robust description of the
information need, I created simulated work task situations according to the guidelines
provided by Borlund [2003]. The pools of tasks created for each user group can be found
in Appendix C on pages 247–249. These tasks were used in the remaining empirical
work of this thesis. The following section describes the method used in detail.
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6.6 Email Re-finding Study Methodology

The methodology employed allowed the behaviour and performance of the participants
to be evaluated while they completed realistic re-finding tasks, on real (their own)
collections, in the controlled environment of the laboratory.

The participants behaviour was evaluated while using three experimental systems
(those described in chapter 5): MemoMail, the email re-finding interface designed based
on the findings of earlier work in this thesis. A browsing-based system similar to the
folder-based interface from Mozilla Thunderbird 1 and a search-based interface similar
to the search interface in Mozilla Thunderbird.

Data was collected using various techniques (observation, interaction logging, ques-
tionnaires, and user interviews) and triangulated to build a clear picture of email re-
finding and the role that memory plays in re-finding emails.

6.6.1 Pilot Study

A small pilot study was performed to ensure the feasibility of using the simulated
tasks that had been created. Three participants (one from each of the three user
groups) completed one task on each re-finding system. The participants were able to
comprehend and perform the tasks without difficulties. This finding was enough to
convince me to use this method in the final evaluation. The following sub-sections
describe the methodology used in the final evaluation in greater detail.

6.6.2 Recruitment

Like the previous studies in this thesis, recruitment for the experiments described in
this chapter was mainly driven by email advertisement campaigns, addressing under-
graduate and post-graduate lectures, as well as addressing research group, student and
staff meetings. All of the recruitment was conducted in line with the Faculty of Science
ethics code within the University of Strathclyde and approved by the Department of
Computer and Information Sciences’ ethics officer.

After the task recording phase had completed (described in section 6.5.2 above),
all of the participants were emailed and asked if they would like to continue their
participation into a second and final phase. Those who responded were sent another
email asking for time slots that they would be available. Based on the replies an
experimental schedule was designed whereby participants were chosen based on their

1available from http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/thunderbird/
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Property Postgraduate Undergraduate Researchers
Number of emails (median) 106 (IQR=133) 187(IQR=152) 5132 (IQR=4976)
Age of oldest email (days)(mean) 76.15 (SD =2.44) 634 (SD=314.65) 941 (SD=546.08)
Number of filers 0 2 2
Number of no filers 5 3 2
Number of spring cleaners 2 2 3
Emails received per day (mean) 1.78 (SD = 0.70) 0.57 (SD =0.6) 8.03 (SD = 4.51)

Table 6.5: The properties and characteristics of the three user groups

availability to ensure that seven participants from each of the three groups (see below)
could take part. The participants were informed of their time-slots by email.

6.6.3 Participants

21 participants were evaluated while using their departmental (university) email ac-
counts. The population consisted of 3 groups of users: undergraduate students, post-
graduate students (including transfer students), and research and academic staff mem-
bers. Each group contained 7 participants.

The three groups of participants were very different. They had different numbers of
email messages, used email for different purposes and had different levels of experience
with using email. The email properties of the three groups are shown in Table 6.5.

The postgraduate group had not been enrolled at university for long and therefore
had very few email messages (median = 106 IQR=133). Similarly, the undergraduate
group had low numbers of messages (median=187 IQR=152). This was because even
though the undergraduates were recruited from the 3rd and 4th academic years and
had been using their accounts for some time, the accounts had only been recently
been upgraded to the IMAP standard (where messages are left on the server). The
undergraduate participants did have on average more emails than the postgraduate
students. However, the differences in collection sizes between the two groups was not
significant (t=1.872, df=7, p=0.0515). Participants in the researcher group, on the
other hand, had significantly more emails than both the postgraduate (t=5.761, df=7,
p=0.0005) and undergraduate (t=5.194, df=7, p= 0.0005) participants.

Many of the postgraduate students came from non-computer science backgrounds
and had low-levels of computer literacy, including limited experience with email. This
was evident during the evaluation. From informal interviews it was discovered that the
participants in this group generally used email for class announcements and reported
that they had less need to re-find information. The undergraduate students were re-
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cruited from 3rd and 4th year classes and therefore, had much more experience with
computers and using email. The participants from the researchers group were also very
experienced email users, had been using their accounts for longer periods of time and
therefore had large numbers of messages, used email as a way to manage their activities
and their documents and as a result they reported having to re-find information often.
The pre-study questionnaire asked the participants to rate their experience with using
email browsing and search facilities to re-find emails. The participants answered on a
scale from 1 to 5 where 1 meant no experience, 2 meant limited experience, 3 meant
average experience, 4 meant reasonably experienced and 5 meant very experienced.
The questionnaire data seems to indicate that the postgraduate participants had less
experience with email re-finding (both with browse and search tools) than the other
groups. The postgraduate participants had a median value of 3 (IQR=1.25), where
as the undergraduates had a median value of 4 (IQR=0.25) and the researchers had a
median value of 4 (IQR=0). Mann Whitney tests confirm that the postgraduate group
were less experienced with email re-finding than both the undergraduate participants
(p=0.0375) and the researchers (p=0.009). Similar tests show that there was no signif-
icant difference in the experience ratings given by the undergraduate participants and
the researchers (p=0.117).

The postgraduate participants had older emails in their inbox than the postgradu-
ates (t=6.191, df=7, p <0.00025), as did the researchers (t=3.766, df=7, p=0.00035).
The researcher group did have some participants with older emails than the undergrad-
uates, but the difference is not statistically significant (t=.854, df=7, p=0.211).

The undergraduate participants received and kept the fewest emails of the groups.
This was significantly fewer than undergraduate group (t=2.967, df=6, p= 0.0125) and
the researcher group (t=3.917, df=6, p=0.004). Further investigation revealed that the
undergraduate participants tended to exert more effort in collection maintenance The
researchers received and kept the most emails of the three groups. This was significantly
more than the postgraduate group (t=4.316, df=6, p= 0.0025).

Thus, the three groups of participants had different characteristics. The postgrad-
uates had low expertise, few messages and used email as a simple communication tool.
The undergraduates had high expertise, few messages and used email for keeping track
of class assignments and other university related tasks. Finally, the researchers had high
expertise, lots of messages, but used their email for many purposes including managing
content, scheduling, and task management.
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6.6.4 Tasks

The tasks used in the evaluation were taken from the pools created in section 6.5.2 and
can be found in Appendix C on page 247–249.

The participants each performed 9 tasks, with 3 tasks (1 lookup, 1 item, and 1
multi-item) being performed on each system. The tasks and systems were rotated to
create a balanced experimental design. The experimental design is pictured in Figure
6.2.

Figure 6.2: The experimental design employed in the final evaluation

Of the 189 tasks, 45 were hot, 45 were warm and 60 were cold. The remainder
of the tasks were classified as a temperature range. Thus, although the way tasks
were created and issued meant that the experimenter only had limited control over the
temperature of the tasks, the issued tasks represented a reasonably balanced mix across
the temperature range. The tasks were also balanced across the groups. See Table 6.6
below:
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Temperature Postgraduate % Undergraduate % Researcher %
Hot 13 20.63 23 36.51 9 14.29
warm 26 41.27 12 19.05 7 11.11
Cold 8 12.70 25 39.68 27 42.86
Range 16 25.40 3 5.76 20 31.75
Total 63 - 63 - 63 -

Table 6.6: The distribution of task types across the groups of participants

6.6.5 Experimental Setup

The experiments were conducted in a vacant office. The only people in attendance
were the participant, the experimenter and an experimental assistant. The role of
the experimental assistant was to setup / reset the correct system for each task, to
ensure that everything ran smoothly, and to minimise the amount of time wasted. This
allowed the experimenter to concentrate on training the participant and observing
his / her behaviour. Each session was also video-taped subject to the approval of the
participant. This allowed the sessions to be replayed to confirm any observations made.

6.6.6 Procedure

Each participant was asked to attempt each of the re-finding tasks they had been
allocated from the appropriate pool of tasks. The order in which the tasks were assigned
and the system a participant used for each task was determined by the randomised
experimental matrix shown in Figure 6.2 above.

Each session (duration of one participant) lasted between one hour and one and a
half hours, depending on the time taken to complete the assigned tasks and the time
taken for the participant to complete the questionnaires.

Each session consisted of the following steps:

1. The participant was welcomed and introduced to the experimental assistant.

2. The participant was given a short overview of what the experiment would entail.

3. The participant’s emails were indexed to provide the experimental collection and
statistics about their email behaviour.

4. The participant was asked to complete a pre-study questionnaire. This elicited
background information on the participant’s email behaviour including how often
they re-use or re-find emails, their email keeping and re-finding strategies and
their experience with email search facilities.
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5. The participant was given a tutorial of all three experimental systems and offered
the opportunity to ask questions if anything was unclear.

6. The participant completed a training task on all three systems. This task was the
same for all participants. The participant could ask questions or for assistance at
any time during the training tasks.

7. Once comfor with all three experimental systems, the participant was given a
task to attempt and asked to complete a pre-task questionnaire, which elicited
the participant’s thoughts about the task. While the participant completed the
questionnaire, the experimental assistant readied the appropriate system.

8. The participant was given a maximum of 3 minutes to perform the task, but
could stop early if a) he / she completed the task or b) he / she was unable to
find any (more) relevant information.

9. After completing the search (successfully or otherwise), the participant was asked
to complete a post-task questionnaire.

10. Steps 7 to 9 were repeated until all of the experimental tasks were completed.

11. The participant was asked to complete a final post-study questionnaire and an
informal post-study interview was performed.

All of the questionnaire layouts are provided in Appendix Con pages 250-257.

6.6.7 Training

The participants were given the opportunity to perform a training task on each system.
The same task was used for all systems and all participants. The task chosen was the
task A1: The participants were asked to find out when the pin code for the computer
laboratories were changed. This task was chosen because it was applicable to all of
the study participants. Regardless of the user group, all of the participants would
have been sent this information. Further, because the information is important, it was
probable that all of the participants would have decided to keep the information. This
turned out to be the case.

The participants required more training time with MemoMail because of the unfa-
miliarity of the interface and novelty of the interaction. Further most of the participants
were already comfortable with the search and browsing interfaces and needed little time
on these interfaces.
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The number of participants and limited time for experiments meant that the train-
ing time was restricted to 30 minutes. Ideally, MemoMail would have been deployed to
the participants in the same way as PhotoMemory was in the evaluation described in
chapter 4. However, with MemoMail this was not possible because of the complexity
of installing the software. The participants were not as competent with MemoMail as
with the other systems and the findings are discussed with respect to this.

6.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter has focused on overcoming the difficulties involved in performing PIM
evaluations. The personal nature of PIM means that it is difficult to construct bal-
anced experiments because participants each have their own unique collections that are
self-generated by completing other tasks. I suggested that to incorporate the personal
aspects of PIM in evaluations, the performance of systems or users should be examined
when users complete tasks on their own collections. This approach itself has problems
because task creation for personal collections is difficult: researchers don’t know much
about the kinds of re-finding tasks people perform and they don’t know what infor-
mation is within individual personal collections. In this chapter I described ways of
overcoming these challenges to facilitate task based PIM user evaluations.

In the first part of the paper a diary study was presented that examined the tasks
that caused people to re-find email messages and web pages. The collected data in-
cluded a wide range of both work and non-work related tasks, and based on the data
a taxonomy of web and email re-finding tasks was created. It was discovered that
people perform three main types of re-finding task: tasks that require specific informa-
tion from within a single resource, tasks that require a single complete resource, and
tasks that require information to be recovered from multiple resources. In the second
part of the chapter, the significance of the taxonomy was discussed with respect to
PIM evaluations. It was demonstrated that balanced experiments could be conducted
comparing system or user performance on the task categories within the taxonomy. I
also suggested two methods of creating tasks that can be completed on personal collec-
tions without compromising the privacy of study participants. The final section of this
chapter introduced how the empirical work in the first part of the chapter was used to
evaluate the three interfaces described in chapter 5. The next two chapters examine
the findings of the evaluation with respect to the remaining research aims. Chapter 7
looks at what the participants remembered for different types of tasks and situations
and chapter 8 examines how the features of the three interfaces support the attributes
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that participants remember.
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Chapter 7

Memory and Email Re-finding

7.1 Introduction

This chapter presents some of the findings of the user study outlined in the previous
chapter. The focus here is on what the participants remembered about the informa-
tion they were asked to find and how this affected their performance. The chapter’s
objective is to provide answers to the research questions outlined in Section 2.12. The
literature reviewed in chapters 2 and 3 drew attention to a number of situations that
were suggested may impact what a user remembers about their information and, con-
sequently, how they go about re-finding that information. This chapter examines these
situations to determine if what the participants remembered and how they were able
to perform changed depending on:

• the time that had elapsed since they last accessed the information

• the type of task being performed

• how difficult the participants perceived the task to be

• the type of user performing the task

• the filing strategy the user applies

The findings are discussed in two parts. The first part examines the responses to
the pre and post task questionnaires that questioned the participants about what they
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remembered for each task. The questionnaire data are analysed to establish patterns
in recollection for the scenarios outlined above. The second part looks at how the
participants were able to perform in the same scenarios and looks for relationships
between what was remembered and how the participants performed.

7.2 Memory for Emails

7.2.1 Were participants able to remember if collections held the in-

formation they needed?

The first analysis of memory for emails investigated how able the participants were to
remember if the information they needed was actually contained within their collec-
tions. Before each task was performed the participants were asked if they believed the
information needed to solve the task was stored within their collection. The participant
could answer yes, no, or not sure.

Postgraduate % Undergraduate % Researcher % Total %

Contains 57 90.48 54 85.71 48 76.19 159 84.13
Doesn’t Contain 2 3.17 1 1.59 3 4.76 6 3.17
Not sure 4 6.35 8 12.7 12 19.05 24 12.7
Total 63 100 63 100 63 100 189 100

Table 7.1: The numbers of tasks for which the required information was remembered
to be in the participant’s collection

The participants were generally sure that the information that was required to solve
the task was in their collections. In 159 (87.85%) of the 181 tasks, the participants were
positive that the information required was contained within their collection. Only in
6 tasks were participants sure that the information was not contained within their
collections and in 24 tasks they were unsure. As shown in Table 7.1 this pattern was
reasonably consistent across the groups of participants. This suggests firstly, that the
participants knew what information would help them complete the task. Secondly, it
suggests that participants have good recollections for email messages and thirdly, that
they are confident in these recollections.

The following sub-sections examine what exactly the participants remembered and
attempt to uncover the factors which influenced their recollections.
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7.2.2 Examining Memory for Email in Greater Detail

A memory questionnaire was used to examine the participants’ recollections for email
in greater detail. This is a technique that has been used often in the field of cognitive
psychology to examine memory [see [Herrmann, 1982] for a review]. After each task, the
participants were questioned on what they were able to remember about the information
they had just looked for i.e. the information they had available to help them with the
search. Firstly, the participants were asked about four attributes common to every
email. They were asked if, before completing the task, they correctly remembered:

• Roughly when the email was sent

• The sender of the email

• What the email was about i.e. the topic of the email

• The reason why the email was sent

Secondly, the participants were asked if they remembered four attributes that are
only applicable to some emails. I refer to these as additional attributes. The partici-
pants were asked if, before completing the task, they correctly remembered:

• Any other person(s) who may have received the email

• If the email had any attachments

• If the email contained an image

• If the email contained a link or url

To clarify, these questions related to what the participants remembered before com-
pleting the task i.e. what could have been used to guide their re-finding strategy. The
participants were asked retrospectively to ensure that no bias was exerted on their
behaviour while completing the tasks.

The information collected was analysed by establishing the percentages of tasks
for which each attribute was remembered. Firstly, all of the tasks were analysed to
determine an overall picture of the participants’ recollection for email messages. Then,
the data were analysed more closely by counting specific groups of tasks. This offered
the opportunity to discover differences in the memories that the participants had for
different types of task, user and filing strategy.
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7.2.3 High-level recollections

Table 7.2 shows the percentages of tasks for which participants remembered the various
attributes. The percentages are given for the different types of task (lookup, item and
multi-item) and temperatures (hot, warm, and cold).

Task Type When sent Sender Topic Reason sent Other recp. Attach. Image Link #Tasks
All tasks 57.45 77.13 85.11 80.85 46.81 12.77 2.13 21.81 188

Lookup 60.32 57.14 74.6 76.19 36.51 3.17 1.59 33.33 63
Item 58.73 68.25 85.71 87.3 42.86 6.35 0 6.35 63
Multi-item 34.92 90.48 82.54 66.67 46.03 14.29 4.76 11.11 63

Hot 71.11 95.56 91.11 88.89 53.33 22.22 2.22 17.78 45
Warm 68.89 71.11 93.33 91.11 44.44 17.78 2.22 37.78 45
Cold 56.67 56.67 80 81.67 41.67 6.67 3.33 26.67 60

Table 7.2: The percentages of all tasks in which the attributes were remembered

The most frequently remembered attribute was the topic of the email, which was
remembered in 85.11% of tasks. This was followed by the reason the email was sent
(80.85%), the sender of the email (77.13%), and temporal information (57.45%). Other
recipients were remembered in 46.81% of the tasks, links or URLs in 21.81% of the
tasks, and attachments were remembered in 12.77% of the tasks. Images were reported
as being remembered least often - only in 2.13% of the tasks did participants report
remembering that the email contained an image. Nevertheless, it is likely that very few
emails had attached images, and as there is no way of knowing what percentage of the
tasks actually required the participants to retrieve emails containing images, links or
URLs, or attachments, it is difficult to determine the importance of these additional
attributes. However, what can be said is that for some tasks, and in the case of other
recipients, a fairly large percentage of tasks, the participants had access to these extra
pieces of information to help them search. Further, because not all of the emails have
the additional attributes, such recollections could be useful for re-finding because of
their discriminative power.

Overall the data indicate that for most tasks the participants remembered quite a
lot about the email(s) they were looking for. In the vast majority of tasks the par-
ticipants remembered what the email was about, why it was sent, as well as who sent
it. Additionally, for many tasks these recollections were supplemented with additional
temporal information, information about other recipients of email, as well as other
attributes. Figure 7.1 shows this graphically, presenting the number of common at-
tributes remembered for different types of task as a boxplot. The boxplots are top
heavy, indicating that for all of the task types the number of remembered attributes
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was high. Another way of considering this data is that in 42.33% of tasks, the par-
ticipants remembered all of the common attributes, in 74.07% of the tasks 3 or more
were remembered and in 85.9% of tasks participants remembered 2 or more common
attributes. Therefore, as participants re-find based on what they can remember, the
data suggest that for the majority of the assigned tasks, the participants had options
regarding which attributes to use when re-finding.

Figure 7.1: Boxplot of the common attributes remembered for different task types

7.2.4 Is there evidence of changing recollection as time goes by?

In chapter 2, literature from the field of psychology was reviewed which indicated that
the memories people have degrade over time. Research question 2, derived from the
literature reviewed, proposes exploring whether the transient nature of memories may
impact the way people search for their information i.e. do people search for older
information in a different way to information that they accessed in the recent past? In
chapter 6 the difficulty ratings that participants assigned to tasks that they recorded
were analysed and there was some evidence that the length of time between accessing
influenced how difficult participants rated the task. It was discovered that for many
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tasks, the participants perceived hot tasks to be more difficult than warm tasks, and
warm tasks to be more difficult that cold tasks.

To work toward answering research question 2, the recollection data from the email
re-finding study were analysed to determine if the length of time between accessing
and re-accessing the required email(s) influenced how much or the kinds of attributes
that the participants remembered. Table 7.2 shows that time definitely impacted on
what was remembered. In six of the eight attributes, the attribute was remembered
less often for cold tasks than for warm tasks. The only attributes not to follow this
trend were the image and link or URL attributes. In the case of the image attribute,
there is probably not enough data to form a good pattern because images were only
reported as being remembered in 4 out of the 189 tasks.

The trend for most attributes was a highest percentage remembered for hot tasks,
followed by a lower percentage for warm tasks, followed by a lower still percentage for
cold tasks. This is confirmed in Figure 7.2, which plots the percentages of attributes
remembered as a line graph. Figure 7.2 shows that the attributes were consistently
remembered more often for hot tasks than for warm tasks and more often for warm
tasks than for cold. Thus, the data suggest that recollection for email messages follows
the same trends as recollection for other types of information [see chapter 2 for review
of previous research], where over time there is a gradual degradation in memory.

Figure 7.2: Line graph of the attributes remembered for tasks of different temperatures
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Figure 7.3: Boxplot showing the percentages of tasks remembered for tasks of different
types and temperatures

Figure 7.2 also demonstrates that some attributes were more susceptible to forget-
ting over time than others. The temperature effect was most obvious on the sender
attribute (shown in Figure 7.2 by the largest difference between the curves at this point).
In 95.56% of hot tasks the sender was remembered. This compares with 71.11% of warm
tasks and only 56.67% of cold tasks. This means that as time goes by, participants are
most likely to forget who sent an email. Therefore, it would be expected that the sender
attribute would be used less often when searching for older information. Previous work
has shown that people are effective memory cues for re-finding information. For exam-
ple, Dumais et al. [2003] found that peoples’ names were often used in re-finding queries
and the study of personal photograph re-finding also showed that people are important
memory cues. The fact that people are important cues in re-finding and that users are
more likely to forget the sender of an email when looking for older tasks might combine
to provide another explanation for cold tasks being perceived as difficult in the tasks
recorded in chapter 6.

The common attribute least affected by forgetting over time was the reason sent
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attribute. For hot tasks the reason sent was remembered in 88.89% of tasks, slightly less
often than for warm tasks (91.11%) and slightly more often than for cold tasks (81.67%).
Therefore, if systems could exploit this attribute, it is possible that they would better
support the re-finding of older information. The difficulty here is converting the reason
an email was sent into a usable query or re-finding behaviour because the link between
the recollection and appropriate behaviour is far less obvious for this attribute than
the sender for example.

7.2.5 Did the participants remember different things for different

types of task?

Chapter 2 reviewed evidence from the field of psychology that shows that people are
able to encode and retrieve stimuli in different ways depending on the context in which
the memory was created or is being retrieved. Further, psychologists have proposed that
different systems exist for different types of memory. Explicit memories, where people
have a conscious recollection of a learning experience, have been distinguished from
implicit memories, where the learning experience has been forgotten or never realised
[Maljkovic and Nakayama, 2000]. Separate systems have been proposed for episodic,
semantic, temporal and procedural memories and these distinctions have been endorsed
by neuroimaging analysis [Cohen, 2004]. Other research indicates that memories can be
organised in different ways, and information can be encoded visually [Kosslyn, 1981],
spatially [Kerr, 1983], acoustically [Baddeley, 1966], semantically [Grossman and Ea-
gle, 1970] and temporally [Brown et al., 1985] . However, although different systems
have been proposed, it is unclear when one system or strategy would be utilised over
another. The psychological evidence reviewed therefore suggests that the task which
prompts a retrieval in memory may influence what and how a user remembers. In this
section the recollection data are analysed to determine whether the information remem-
bered changed when different types of task were being performed. This corresponds to
research question 1 in Section 2.12.

The data suggest that the participants remembered similar attributes for look-up
and item tasks, but different attributes for multi-item tasks. This is shown graphically
in Figure 7.4, which charts the percentages remembered for the different attributes as
a line graph. The most commonly remembered attributes for lookup and item tasks
were the reason the email was sent, the topic of the email, when the email was sent,
and the sender of the email. Figure 7.4 shows the similarities between lookup and item
tasks, with the shape of the lines representing these task types being almost identical.
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Figure 7.4: Line graph depicting the percentage of tasks remembered for different
attributes for different types of task

Multi-item searches had a different pattern of associated recollection. In multi-item
tasks only three main attributes were commonly remembered: the sender of the email,
the topic of the email and the reason the email was sent. One noticeable difference for
multi-item tasks was that the participants had access to temporal memories less often
(34.92%) than in the other categories of tasks (60.32% for lookup tasks and 58.73%
for item tasks). This makes sense because in multi-item tasks participants were often
looking for emails or information within emails that were received at different time
periods. In multi-item tasks, almost all of the time (90.48% of tasks) the participants
remembered the sender of the email(s) that they were looking for. This is compared to
far lower percentages of item tasks (68.25%) and multi-item tasks (57.14%). Further,
despite the similarities in the attributes remembered for lookup and item tasks, the
participants tended to remember the attributes less often for lookup tasks than they
did for item tasks. Figure 7.4 confirms this graphically.

7.2.6 Did different types of users remember different things?

In addition to examining the recollection data across different types of task, the data
were analysed more closely to determine whether patterns existed in the recollections
of the different classifications of user. As discussed above, the participants in the three
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user groups – undergraduate students, postgraduate students, and researchers – used
email for very different purposes, had different quantities of email and had been using
their email accounts for different lengths of time. The data were analysed to determine
if these properties affected what was remembered for the email tasks performed in this
email re-finding study.

Table 7.3 shows the percentages of tasks for which the various attributes were
remembered. It is important to acknowledge that when analysing the recollected at-
tributes for the three groups that although the participants performed equal amounts
of lookup, item, and multi-item tasks, the tasks performed by the different groups were
not exactly the same. Nevertheless, the tasks each group performed reflected the real
tasks recorded by this group of participants in the diary studies in chapter 6. There-
fore, by comparing the attributes remembered by different groups of users, what may
actually be being compared is the recollections with respect to the different types of
task that people perform.

Group Task Type When sent Sender Topic Reason Other recp. Attach. Image Link #Tasks
Postgrad. All tasks 61.9 80.95 95.24 77.78 33.33 12.7 0 22.22 63

Lookup 71.43 47.62 95.24 90.48 33.33 4.76 0 38.1 21
item 80.95 100 100 100 47.62 33.33 0 28.57 21
Multi-item 33.33 95.24 90.48 42.86 19.05 0 0 0 21
Hot 100 100 100 84.62 53.85 23.08 0 15.38 13
Warm 69.23 69.23 96.15 96.15 38.46 15.38 0 34.62 26
Cold 50 50 87.5 75 0 0 0 37.5 8

Undergrad. All tasks 57.14 77.78 88.89 92.06 30.16 20.63 4.76 36.51 63
Lookup 47.62 66.67 71.43 76.19 9.52 0 0 47.62 21
Item 66.67 76.19 95.24 100 38.1 23.81 0 28.57 21
Multi-item 57.14 90.48 100 100 42.86 38.1 14.29 33.33 21
Hot 56.52 100 95.65 100 43.48 26.09 0 21.74 23
Warm 58.33 91.67 83.33 83.33 33.33 33.33 8.33 66.67 12
Cold 60 56 84 88 20 12 8 40 25

Research All tasks 53.23 72.58 70.97 72.58 77.42 4.84 1.61 6.45 62
Lookup 61.9 57.14 57.14 61.9 66.67 4.76 4.76 14.29 21
Item 85 75 100 100 90 5 0 5 20
Multi-item 14.29 85.71 57.14 57.14 76.19 4.76 0 0 21
Hot 66.67 77.78 66.67 66.67 77.78 11.11 11.11 11.11 9
Warm 85.71 42.86 100 85.71 85.71 0 0 0 7
Cold 55.56 62.96 74.07 77.78 74.07 3.7 0 11.11 27

Table 7.3: The percentages of tasks remembered by different groups of users for different
types of task

The data revealed differences between the attributes that the three groups of par-
ticipants remembered. The postgraduate and undergraduate participants remembered
similar types of attributes, on average in the following order of frequency: topic of the
email, the sender, the reason the email was sent and then temporal information. The
researchers tended to remember different attributes. They remembered other recipients
most often, followed by the reason and the sender of the email, the topic and temporal
information.

The data indicate that the researchers seemed to have generally remembered less
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than the other groups. This is shown graphically in Figure 7.5, which plots the percent-
ages of tasks remembered for the various attributes as a line graph. The only attribute
that the researchers remembered more often than participants from the other groups
was the “other recipient” attribute. This is very obvious in Figure 7.5 because the data
point changes the shape of the curve completely (note the large distance between the
curves at the other recipient data point). A plausible explanation for this is that many
of the emails they received revolved around groups of people. In the memory failure
study in chapter 4 it was discovered that academics often think about research themes
in terms of the people working in those areas and use people as an organisational thread
to tie semantic themes together. This has also been observed in the work of Case who
examined the PIM behaviour of historians. Interviews with the participants in this
email study seem to confirm this theory. The main uses of email for participants in
the research group were research, teaching and social activities, all of which had group
flavours. It was often the case that the researchers had specific mailing lists that cor-
respond to their activities e.g. members of their research group, department, social
groups, groups of students taking a class etc. This is in contrast to the other groups
who used their email account purely for emails that they felt applied to them.

The researchers’ poorer overall recollection is particularly noticeable for hot tasks.
Whereas for hot tasks the undergraduate and postgraduate participants almost always
had access to the sender of the email, what the email they were looking for was about
and the reason it was sent, this was not the case for participants in the researchers
group. For hot tasks, that is in a period of up to one week since last accessing the
information, researchers were unable to remember the sender of the email in over 12%
of tasks and unable to remember the topic of the email, the reason why the email was
sent and any temporal information in one third of tasks.

The researchers did perform more cold tasks than the other groups. However, this
is unlikely to be the explanation for their poorer overall recollection. Even though cold
tasks were generally associated with poorer recollections than hot and warm tasks, this
was not the case for the participants in the researchers group. Figure 7.6 shows that
both the undergraduate and postgraduate participants remembered more for hot than
warm tasks and more for warm tasks than cold. The researchers were the only group to
break this temperature trend. The data demonstrates that the researchers remembered
more for warm tasks than for both hot and cold. This finding suggests that even though
the researchers performed more cold tasks than the other groups, this is unlikely to be
the reason that the researchers remembered less generally.

To summarise, the data indicate that the recollections differed across the three
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Figure 7.5: Line graph of the attributes remembered by the different groups of users

groups of participants. The researchers seemed to remember different properties about
their emails than the post and undergraduate student groups – usually remembering
less. However, the researchers were able to remember other recipients of an email more
often than the other groups.

7.2.7 Did the filing strategy employed influence what the participants

remembered?

In chapter 3, research was described that categorised the filing techniques that people
employ. For email, Whittaker and Sidner [1996] suggested that people generally exhibit
one of three different email filing behaviours. They noted that people either do not file
their emails at all (no filers), place their emails into folders and sort their emails very
regularly (frequent filers) or employ a combination of these approaches by having folders
for their email, but only tidying their inboxes periodically (spring cleaners).

The psychology literature reviewed in chapter 2 suggests that the cognitive process-
ing involved in filing should increase what people remember about their information.
Another school of thought suggests the opposite effect would be true. Mander et al.
[1992] proposed that people who do not file may need to interact with their information
objects more often because they are forced to browse their collection in order to re-find.
Mander suggests that this increased interaction with personal objects would facilitate
an improved awareness of the information within a collection because it would mean
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Figure 7.6: Boxplot showing what the different groups of participants remembered
about tasks of different temperatures

interacting with emails that filers would not see again after filing. Consequently, by
applying a non-filing strategy, Mander suggests that the user will actually remember
more about the contents of their information collection.

With respect to the aims of this thesis, this is an interesting argument. I looked at
the data collected to see if there was any evidence to support either case. The recol-
lections for the common and additional attributes were examined with respect to the
three filing groups as defined by Whittaker. Only the undergraduate participants and
the researchers were included in these analyses. The first group was discounted be-
cause almost the entire group employed a no-filing strategy and including them would,
therefore, imbalance the study. There was a reasonable balance in the filing strate-
gies employed by the undergraduate and researcher participants [see Table 6.5 above],
meaning that a fair comparison could be made. Table 7.4 shows the properties of the
three different filing groups.

Of the three filing groups, the no filing group seemed to remember the most. Figure
7.7 shows the percentages of tasks where each attributes remembered as a boxplot.
On average, the no-filers remembered more than the spring cleaners and the spring
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Property No Filers Filers Spring cleaners
Number of emails (mean, std dev) 2083.67, 2607.48 2723.67,2229.44 3818.00, 4560
Number in group 5 4 5
Emails received per day (median, IQR) 1.06, 12.7 2.03, 9.82 2.66, 7.11
Experience (median, IQR) 4 3.5 4
Avg. Number of hot tasks per participant 2.17 2 2.6
Avg. Number of warm tasks per participant 1.17 2 1.2
Avg. Number of cold tasks per participant 3.83 3 3.8

Table 7.4: The email properties of the different filing groups

Strategy Task Type When Sender Topic Reason Other recp. Attach. Image Link #Tasks %tasks
No Filers All tasks 62.96 81.48 85.19 88.89 53.7 20.37 5.56 27.78 54 100

Lookup 55.56 72.22 66.67 77.78 27.78 0 0 33.33 18 33.33
Item 88.89 88.89 100 100 61.11 22.22 0 16.67 18 33.33
Multi-item 44.44 83.33 88.89 88.89 72.22 38.89 16.67 33.33 18 33.33
Hot 46.15 100 92.31 92.31 53.85 23.08 0 38.46 13 24.07
Warm 85.71 85.71 85.71 85.71 57.14 42.86 14.29 57.14 7 12.96
Cold 73.91 73.91 82.61 91.3 47.83 17.39 8.7 26.09 23 42.59

Frequent filers All tasks 34.62 69.23 76.92 69.23 50 3.85 0 11.54 26 100
Lookup 22.22 66.67 44.44 33.33 33.33 0 0 22.22 9 34.62
Item 50 62.5 100 100 62.5 12.5 0 12.5 8 30.77
Multi-item 33.33 77.78 88.89 77.78 55.56 0 0 0 9 34.62
Hot 66.67 83.33 83.33 83.33 33.33 16.67 0 0 6 23.08
Warm 33.33 83.33 83.33 66.67 33.33 0 0 33.33 6 23.08
Cold 22.22 44.44 66.67 55.56 55.56 0 0 11.11 9 34.62

Spring cleaners All tasks 57.78 71.11 75.56 82.22 55.56 8.89 2.22 20 45 100
Lookup 73.33 46.67 73.33 80 53.33 6.67 6.67 33.33 15 33.33
Item 73.33 66.67 93.33 100 66.67 6.67 0 20 15 33.33
Multi-item 26.67 100 60 66.67 46.67 13.33 0 6.67 15 33.33
Hot 69.23 92.31 84.62 92.31 61.54 23.08 7.69 7.69 13 28.89
Warm 83.33 50 100 100 66.67 16.67 0 33.33 6 13.33
Cold 57.89 52.63 84.21 89.47 47.37 0 0 31.58 19 42.22

Table 7.5: The recollections of different filing groups

cleaners remembered more than the filers. When the recollections are analysed for the
different attributes [see Figure 7.8], nearly every attribute follows this pattern. The
only attribute that did not was the “other-recipients” attribute. In this case all three
groups seemed to remember with similar frequency (no filers = 53.7%, spring cleaners
= 55.57% and frequent filers =50.00%), but again the frequent filers had the lowest
percentage.

Another pattern observed in the data was that filers had access to temporal in-
formation very infrequently compared to the other groups. Mander’s theory can be
extended to offer an explanation for this. As emails in the inbox are presented as a
temporally ordered list, when spring-cleaners and no filers interact with the messages
residing in their inboxes, they are reminded of the time they were received because
they see them in the context of other surrounding messages. Filers, on the other hand,
remove this context when they move their messages to other folders. This means that
not only do they come into contact with filed messages less often, but when they do
interact with the messages, there is no reminder of the temporal context.

Thus, the data indicate that the filing strategy that the participants employed
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Figure 7.7: Boxplot showing the recollections of the three filing groups

influenced what and how much they remembered about their emails. This evidence
seems to favour Mander’s argument that a no filing strategy would lead to a better
recollection of the information in the collection. However, does remembering more
necessarily lead to a better ability to re-find? This issue is explored below.

To summarise, Sections 7.2.3 to 7.2.7 have analysed the data collected on the par-
ticipants’ recollections for the information required to solve the assigned tasks. Several
patterns were observed in the data that are interesting with respect to the aims of this
thesis and the research questions outlined in Section 2.12.

It was discovered that:

• participants generally remembered whether or not the information they needed
to solve the task was contained within their collection

• participants remembered quite a lot about the emails they needed to find.

• participants remembered different attributes depending on how recently they had
accessed the information
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Figure 7.8: Line graph of the attributes remembered by the different filing groups

• participants remembered different attributes depending on the type of task being
performed

• the three participant groups exhibited different patterns of recollection

• the filing strategy employed influenced what was remembered

Firstly, it was noted that the participants generally remembered whether or not the
information they needed to solve the task was contained within their collection. This
is an important finding because it means that the participants were able to recognise
the information they needed to solve the assigned tasks. It was also noted that the
participants remembered quite a lot about the emails they needed to find. These
two findings, in theory at least, mean that the participants had enough information
available to them to complete the tasks and one would expect this to be reflected in
their performances.

It was also discovered that what the participants remembered changed in different
situations. There was a temperature effect, whereby the participants remembered more
for hot tasks than warm and more for warm tasks than cold. The temperature effect
was most influential on the sender attribute with participants likely to forget about
this attribute quickest, and least influential on the reason sent attribute.
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Another pattern discovered was that the participants’ recollection depended on the
type of task being performed. The data suggest that item and lookup tasks were
remembered differently to multi-item tasks, with multi-item tasks having, amongst
other differences, a lower chance of temporal information being available and a higher
chance of having the sender of the email and bonus attributes available. Further, it
was also observed that although the participants generally remembered the same kinds
of attributes for both lookup and item tasks, they normally remembered more about
item tasks.

The filing strategy that the participant employed was also found to influence what
they remembered. The data collected indicated that participants who did not file
remembered more about the information that they were looking for than participants
who filed frequently and those who spring cleaned.

Further, the data indicated that the different groups of participants remembered dif-
ferently. The postgraduate and undergraduate groups remembered different attributes
to the researchers. The researchers generally remembered less about what they were
trying to find than the other groups with the exception of the “other recipient” at-
tribute.

The theme of this thesis - that the role of memory influences how people re-find
information – suggests that different recollections and different quality of recollections
would lead to different search behaviour. The second part of this chapter investigates
this point, examining the situations outlined above to determine if there was a relation-
ship between what was remembered and how the participants were able to perform.

7.3 Re-finding Performance

Three metrics are used to gauge the participants’ level of performance.

Percentage of tasks complete

The post task questionnaire surveyed the participants on how able they thought they
were to complete each task on a 5-point scale, where 1 was not at all, 2 was not very,
3 was not sure, 4 was quite close and 5 was exactly. Responses of >4 were considered
complete and all other responses deemed incomplete.
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Time taken to complete tasks

The experimental assistant manually timed each task. In the analyses below only the
times for completed tasks were considered because for most of the incomplete tasks the
participants utilised the complete duration of the time allocated to them.

The participants’ satisfaction with the found information

On completing each task, the participants were asked to rate their satisfaction with the
information they found on a 5 point scale (1 = not at all, 2 = not very, 3= not sure, 4
= satisfied and 5 = very satisfied).

7.3.1 Overall Performance

Reflecting the memory data, overall the participants’ performance in the study was
reasonably good. They were able to successfully complete 80.4% of the tasks assigned
in an average time of 79.34 seconds. This is less than half of the 3 minutes time allocated
to the participants to complete each task. The participants also seemed to be satisfied
with the information that they found. The median of the satisfaction ratings was 5
with a very short inter-quartile range of 2.

7.3.2 How did participants perform for different types of tasks?

If there was a direct connection between what and how much the participants remem-
bered and how they performed then, based on the recollection data analysed in Section
7.2, it would be expected that the participants would have performed differently for
multi-item tasks than lookup and item tasks and better for item tasks than for lookup
tasks. Further, it would be expected that the participants would have performed best
for hot tasks, worse for warm tasks, and worse again for cold tasks.

Table 7.6 and Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show how the participants performed on the
three categories of tasks and three task temperatures irrespective of the system used.

Task Type # Tasks % Complete Time taken (median, IQR) Satisfaction (median, IQR)

All Tasks 80.40% 67.5, IQR = 86.5 5, IQR = 2
Lookup 73.02% 44, IQR = 61 5, IQR = 3
Item 79.37% 61, IQR = 89 5, IQR = 3
Multi-item 88.89% 93.5, IQR = 58.25 4, IQR = 1
Hot 86.67% 64.5, IQR = 90 5, IQR = 1
Warm 80.00% 70, IQR = 116.25 5, IQR = 2
Cold 70.00% 55, IQR = 88 5, IQR = 4

Table 7.6: Overall performance for different types of task
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Figure 7.9: The time taken in seconds to complete tasks of different types and temper-
atures

When considering the “tasks completed” metric, there seems to be almost a direct
correlation with the findings of Section 7.2.5, which looked at the recollections for
different tasks and temperatures. The tasks that resulted in the participants having
better recollections, seem to have been completed more often. The participants were
able to complete slightly less lookup tasks (73.02%) than item tasks (79.37%), and
much higher percentage of multi-item tasks (88.89%). The pattern continues when
tasks of different temperatures are analysed. The participants were able to complete a
higher percentage of hot tasks (86.67%) than warm tasks (80.00%), and they were able
to complete a lower still percentage of cold tasks (70.00%). Thus, the data suggests
that the more information that the participants were able to remember, the more likely
they were to be able to complete the assigned task.

Overall, the participants seem to have been satisfied with the information they
found. As shown in Figure 7.10, all of the task and temperature categories had a
median satisfaction value of 5, with the exception of the multi-item tasks, which had
a median value of 4. The interesting statistic with respect to the satisfaction ratings
is the range (IQR). There seems to be a relationship between what the participants
remembered and how satisfied they were with the information they found. Mirroring
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Figure 7.10: The satisfaction ratings assigned by the participants to information they
found when completing different types of task

the recorded recollections, the range of satisfaction ratings was different for multi-item
tasks and the other types of task. Further, the range of the satisfaction ratings changed
across the three temperature categories. The hot tasks had a narrower range than warm
tasks, and the warm tasks a narrower range than the cold tasks. Thus, there is some
evidence that what the participants remembered influenced how satisfied they were
with the found data.

The attributes that the participants remembered appear to have had less impact
on the time taken to solve the tasks. For example, despite having the lowest associated
recollections, the lookup tasks required on average the least time to complete. Mann-
Whitney tests confirm that this is significantly less time than for item tasks (p=0.031)
and multi-item tasks (p<0.005). Item tasks were also performed in significantly less
time than multi-item tasks (p=0.0085).

The temperature categories also seem to indicate that there is no relationship be-
tween the scenarios where the participants had good recollections and how the length
of time the participants required to complete the task. In Section 7.2.4 it was shown
that the participants consistently remembered more for hot tasks than warm, and more
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for warm tasks than cold. However, as is clear in Figure 7.9, warm tasks seem to take
the longest time to complete (median=70, IQR=116.25), compared to hot tasks (me-
dian=64.5, IQR=90) and cold tasks (median=55, IQR=88). A Kruskal-Wallis test
shows, however, that the differences in times taken to complete are not statistically
significant (p=0.323).

Therefore, the data suggest that the patterns of recollection associated with different
types of task influenced how able the participants would be to complete the task and
how satisfied they would be with the information they found. However, there is no
evidence to support a relationship between the patterns of recollection and the time
taken to complete tasks.

7.3.3 How did participants from different groups perform?

In Section 7.2.6 it was discovered that the different groups of participants remembered
different things about the information they were looking for. It was shown that the
undergraduate and postgraduate participants remembered similar types of attributes
with similar frequency, but these recollections differed from the recollections of the
participants in the researcher group. In this section, the performance data are analysed
with respect to the different groups of participants to determine if the changing patterns
of recollections impacted on their ability to perform the assigned tasks.

It must be stressed that this section does not represent a direct comparison of
the performance of the user groups i.e. to determine if undergraduates are better
at searching than postgraduates etc. As discussed above, the groups in the study had
very different email collections, used emails for different purposes and indeed performed
different tasks in this experiment. Rather, the aims of this section are two-fold. The
first aim is to determine if there is a relationship between the recollection data analysed
in Section 7.2 and how the participants were able to perform. The second aim is to
understand the factors that underpin email re-finding performance. Is expertise and
experience more important than a comprehensive recollection or do experienced users
require less remembered information to re-find what they need?

If memory plays the key role in how people re-find information then, based on find-
ings above, it would be expected that the post and undergraduate groups would have
performed better than the participants in the researcher group. Alternatively, the ex-
pertise and experience that the researchers have, coupled with an enhanced recollection
of the other recipients of emails may allow this group of participants to perform well
even with poorer overall recollection.
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Table 7.7 summarises the performance statistics for the different groups and filing
strategies. Figures 7.11 and 7.12 plot the completion times and satisfaction levels of
the different groups respectively.

Participant Group % Complete Time taken (mean, standard deviation) Satisfaction (median, IQR)
Postgraduate 84.30% 87.12, 57.47 5,2
Undergraduate 82.54% 75.84, 55.7 5,1
Researcher 74.60% 113.62, 57.94 4,3

No Filer 79.63% 89.23, 63.33 5,1
Filer 70.34% 78.48, 56.6 4,3
Spring Cleaner 82.22% 110.2, 57.18 5,2

Table 7.7: The performance statistics for different groups and filing strategies

Figure 7.11: The time taken to complete by different user groups

The data once again show a relationship between what was remembered and how the
participants performed. The groups associated with better recollections were most able
to complete the assigned tasks. Despite having more experience with email, participants
in the researchers group were the least able to complete tasks, completing only 74.60%
of those assigned. This is less than both the postgraduate group who completed 84.3%
of their tasks and undergraduate group who completed 82.54% of their tasks.
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Figure 7.12: The satisfaction levels reported by participants across groups

There are also some signs of a relationship between how much the groups remem-
bered and how satisfied they were with the information they found. The researchers,
who remembered the least of the groups, also reported being the least satisfied with
the information they found. Their satisfaction ratings were significantly lower than
the undergraduates who reported being the most satisfied with the information found
(p=0.0035).

The participants in the researchers group also required longer on average to com-
plete the tasks, taking on average 113.62 secs (st dev = 57.94). T-tests show that
this is significantly longer than the postgraduate participants who required on average
87.12 seconds (st dev = 57.47) (t=2.353, df=103, p=0.011) and the undergraduate
participants who required on average 75.84 seconds (st dev = 55.7) (t=3.560, df=113,
p=0.0005).

The performance of the three groups was also analysed for different types and
temperatures of task and the outcome was the same. The evidence suggests that what
the participants remembered had an influence on how able they were to complete the
tasks of all types and temperatures, how satisfied they were with the information found,
but did not seem to have an influence on how long the tasks required to complete.
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7.3.4 How did participants using different filing strategies perform?

The performance data were also analysed across the filing groups. In Section 7.2.7
it was shown that the filing strategy that participants applied influenced what they
remembered. Participants who applied a no-filing approach remembered more than
those who occasionally filed and those who filed often remembered the least about
their information. Further, it was shown that the participants who filed had access to
temporal information less often than the other groups.

The aim of this section is to examine the performance data with respect to the three
different filing strategies with the hope of learning more about the consequences of ap-
plying a particular strategy. Based solely on the recollection data, it would be expected
that participants in the no-filing group would have exhibited superior performance to
the filers because of their enhanced recollection, and the spring-cleaners would perform
somewhere in between.

When examining the re-finding performance across the filing groups, the relationship
between recollection and performance was not as clear as in the previous sections.
The filers, who remembered the least of the three groups, did complete the lowest
percentage of their assigned tasks (70.34%). However, the spring cleaners, who were
shown in Section 7.2.7 to remember less than the no filers, were able to complete more
tasks (82.22%). This is a slightly higher percentage than the participants who did not
file, who were able to complete 79.63% of tasks. Nevertheless, despite completing the
highest percentage of tasks, the spring cleaners required on average the longest time
to complete their tasks. The spring cleaners required a mean time of 110.2 seconds (st
dev = 57.18), which was significantly longer than both the filing group, who required
a mean time of 78.48 seconds (st dev = 56.6) (t=1.894, df=124, p=0.031) and the
no-filing group, who required a mean time of 89.23 seconds (st dev = 63.33) (t=2.052,
df=124, p=0.021). There was no evidence to suggest that employing either a filing or
no-filing strategy led to faster re-finding.

In terms of satisfaction with the found information, as with the previous sections’
analyses, the group with the worst recollection, in this case the filers, were the least
satisfied with the information they found. The filers had the lowest median value (4) and
largest IQR (3). The no filers had the highest median satisfaction (5) and smallest IQR
(1). While the spring-cleaners also had a high median satisfaction (5), but a slightly
larger IQR (2). These results seem to mirror the recollection data. However, a Kruskal-
Wallis test reveals that the differences are not statistically significant (p=0.057).

Sections 7.3.2 to 7.3.4 examined how the participants performed in different sce-
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narios. Section 7.3.2 looked at the performance data for different types of task and
temperature, Section 7.3.3 examined how the participants in the different groups per-
formed and Section 7.3.4 examined the effect that different filing strategies had on
performance. The analyses in all three sections showed that the tasks associated with
better recollections were completed more often and participants were more satisfied
with the information they found. Nevertheless, there were scenarios when participants
were able to perform well, despite having inferior recollections. Spring-cleaners for
example were able to complete more tasks than no filers, despite remembering less.
One explanation for this is that the three re-finding systems particularly supported
the attributes remembered by the spring-cleaners. This is investigated in the following
chapter.

7.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter has investigated the role of memory in email re-finding. It has demon-
strated that although people generally remember quite a lot about their email messages,
there are situations in which people remember less and in these situations it is more
difficult to re-find the information required. It has also shown that several factors in-
fluence how much and what attributes are remembered including: the time that has
elapsed since the information was accessed, the type of task being performed, the type
of user performing the task and the filing strategy that the user applies. Further, it
has demonstrated that there is a strong link between what people remember and how
able they are to re-find.

To build on this work, what is needed is an understanding about how different
tools support the patterns of recollection observed in this article. This would provide
good insight into how new re-finding tools should be designed. In the next chapter,
I describe the findings of this study from a system’s perspective. I examine how the
three systems used by participants facilitated re-finding of information based on what
the participants remembered and look at which features of the interfaces assisted in
which situations and why.
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Supporting Memory in Email

re-finding

8.1 Introduction

The previous chapter described the findings of the email re-finding study from the
perspective of memory. It looked at a set of scenarios derived from the psychology
literature reviewed in chapter 2 and showed that the attributes of email messages that
were remembered tended to change for different scenarios. This chapter builds on this
work by focusing on the three re-finding systems used in the study. The aim is to
discover which systems supported the participants in which scenarios and importantly
to uncover why and how the systems offered support.

The evaluation is described in two phases. In a first phase the quantitative per-
formance data are analysed for each of the scenarios in a similar way to the previous
chapter. However, the emphasis here is on how the participants performed with respect
to the re-finding system they were using. In a second phase, a more detailed picture
is constructed of how the participants behaved with each system and how the systems
provided support. This is achieved by examining the data captured in the interaction
logs, as well as the available qualitative data, such as my observations and the feedback
given by the participants via the interviews and questionnaire responses.

Examining the re-finding systems in this way provides further evaluation of the
design principles that were established from the investigatory work described in earlier
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chapters. In chapter 4, the design principles were evaluated in the context of personal
photograph re-finding. The findings were encouraging – the users were able to find
more photographs in less time using the interface designed with respect to the memory
principles and were very positive about the interaction experience. Nevertheless, pho-
tographs have very different characteristics to other types of information objects, most
notably their visual nature, which may make photographs particularly suited to the vi-
sually oriented interaction promoted by the memory design principles. In this chapter,
the design principles are evaluated in the context of email re-finding to establish if the
interaction paradigm transfers to non-visually oriented objects i.e. those based on text.

The chapter is structured as follows: Section 8.2 presents the analyses of the quan-
titative performance data, with sub-sections 8.2.1, 8.2.2, and 8.2.3 looking at the per-
formances across task types, task temperatures and the different user groups. Section
8.3 presents the analyses of the qualitative data, with sub-section 8.3.1 focusing on the
browse-based system, sub-section 8.3.2 concentrating on the search-based system and
finally, sub-section 8.3.4 examining the qualitative data for the MemoMail interface.

8.2 Analysing the Quantitative Performance Data

The first analysis of the performance data was concerned with how well the participants
performed overall with the three search systems. The data are shown in Table 8.1.
These data show that, unlike the findings described in chapter 4, the participants
achieved the poorest performance when using the memory-oriented interface - in this
case MemoMail. A lower percentage of tasks were completed and tasks took on average
more time when using MemoMail than the other interfaces. Further, the data also
suggest that the participants were less satisfied with the information they found using
MemoMail than the browse-based interface. However, there was no statistical difference
between the times taken (p=0.084) nor the information satisfaction ratings (p=0.128)
for the different systems 1.

Metric MemoMail Browse-based Search-based
% tasks completed 74.60% 84.10% 82.50%
Time-taken (mean secs) 92.93 sd= 57.02 72.79 sd = 53.34 74.56 sd = 51.24
Satisfaction (median) 4 IQR= 3 5 IQR= 3 4 IQR= 3

Table 8.1: The overall performance metrics for the three experimental systems

On average the performance that the participants achieved while using the browse-
1using a Kruskal-Wallis tests
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based and search-based systems was very similar. However, the participants completed
slightly more tasks, in on average slightly less time with the browse-based interface.
The participants also seemed to be slightly more satisfied with the information they
found with this interface, although again, neither the time differences (p=0.349) nor
the satisfaction differences (p=0.125) were statistically significant 1.

In the following sections, the data are analysed more closely to determine whether
the type of task, the temperature of the task or the user group that the participant
belonged to impacted on how they were able to perform with the three systems. To
simplify the analyses, only the task completed metric is considered.

8.2.1 Performance Across Task Types

Table 8.2 shows the performance data, broken down into the three task types uncovered
in chapter 6 and temperatures as defined in section 6.4.1.

Task type (SMemo) (SBrowse) (SSearch)
Lookup 57.10% 90.50% 71.40%
Item 81.00% 76.20% 81.00%
Multi-item 85.70% 85.70% 95.20%
Hot 78.57% 87.50% 93.33%
Warm 76.47% 91.67% 75.00%
Cold 60.00% 78.95% 71.43%

Table 8.2: The performance data across different tasks for the three experimental
systems

When the performance data are examined for different types of task, it becomes
clear that the participants’ performance was rather more complex than as portrayed by
the general analysis above. The performance that the participants were able to achieve
while using the three different systems changed dramatically depending on the type of
task being performed.

For lookup tasks, in terms of the number of tasks they were able to complete, the
participants performed best when using the browse-based system. Using this system the
participants were able to complete 90.5% of their assigned lookup tasks. This compares
to 71.4% with the search-based system and only 57.1% with MemoMail. Therefore, the
probability of the participant completing an assigned lookup task greatly depended on
the system that they were using.

The performance data for item tasks were very different to those for lookup tasks,
1using Mann-Whitney tests
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with the browse-based system - the system that best supported lookup tasks - appear-
ing to offer the least support for item tasks. The participants completed the highest
percentage of tasks (81.0%) when using either MemoMail or the search-based system.
This compares to only 76.2% of the tasks with the browse-based system.

For multi-item tasks, the search-based system was the most effective of the three
experimental systems. The participants were able to complete 95.2% of tasks with the
search-based system, compared to 85.7% for both of the other systems.

Thus, the data show that different systems seemed to facilitate better performance
for different types of tasks. Despite MemoMail performing poorest overall, the partici-
pants were able to achieve best performance for item tasks while using this system. The
browse-based system was shown to be the best system for lookup tasks and the search-
based system best for multi-item tasks. One explanation for this could be that the
different systems were able to better support the different kinds of attributes that the
participants tended to remember for the various types of task. Nevertheless, when the
performance data for the three systems are compared with the memory data analysed
in chapter 7, there are no obvious correlations. For example, because the memory data
show that the participants tended to remember the same attributes for both lookup
and item tasks, one would expect that a system that supports lookup tasks would also
support item tasks. However, the performance data show that this was not the case.

8.2.2 Performance Across Task Temperatures

When the data are analysed across the different temperature categories, MemoMail
generally seemed to have performed poorly with respect to the other experimental
systems. For hot tasks, the search-based system offered the best performance. The
participants were able to complete 93.33% of the hot tasks with this system. This com-
pares to 87.5% with the browse-based system and 78.57% with MemoMail. For warm
tasks, the browse-based system allowed the highest percentage of tasks to be completed
(91.67%). MemoMail allowed 76.47% of warm tasks to be completed and when using
the search-based system, the particpants completed 75% of their assigned warm tasks.
For cold Tasks, the browse-based system again allowed the highest percentage of tasks
to be completed. The participants were able to complete 78.95% of their assigned cold
tasks with this system. This compares to 71.43% with the search-based system and
only 60.00% with MemoMail.

As the memory literature suggests, there was a performance decrease evident as the
time between accessing and re-accessing the sought information increased. With the
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exception of the browse-based system where there was a slightly higher percentage of
warm tasks completed than hot (although not by much), the trend was such that more
tasks were completed when the tasks involved looking for hot information rather than
for warm, and more were completed when looking for warm information rather than
cold.

The data suggest that the browse-based system offered better support than the
other systems when the participants were re-finding older information. Not only did this
system achieve the best performance for warm and cold tasks, but when the difference in
performance between hot and cold tasks are examined for each system, it can be seen
that the participants’ performance degraded least over time when using the browse-
based system. The worst performance degradation was evident when the participants
used the search-based system. With the search-based system the participants were able
to complete 93.33% of hot tasks and 71.43% of cold tasks. This is a difference of 21.9%.
This compares to a drop of 8.55% with the browse-based system and a drop of 18.57%
for MemoMail.

8.2.3 Performance Across Different User Groups

Tables 8.3 to 8.5 show the percentages of tasks completed of different types on the
different systems for the respective participants groups.

Task MemoMail Browse-based Search-based
All 80.95% 85.71% 85.71%
Lookup 57.14% 85.71% 71.43%
Item 85.71% 85.71% 85.71%
Multi-item 100% 85.71% 100%
Hot 85.71% 75% 100%
Warm 83.33% 88.89% 81.82%
Cold 33.33% 100% 75%

Table 8.3: The percentage of tasks completed by the postgraduate participants on
different systems

The postgraduate group performed with reasonable consistency regardless of the
system they were using. On average, they were able to complete 85.71% of the assigned
tasks with the browse and search-based systems and were only slightly less successful
with MemoMail, with which they were able to complete on average 80.95% of the
assigned tasks.

The undergraduate group clearly performed best with the browse-based system.
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Task MemoMail Browse-based Search-based
All 76.21% 95.24% 76.19%
Lookup 85.71% 100% 71.43%
Item 71.43% 85.71% 71.43%
Multi-item 71.43% 100% 85.71%
Hot 75% 90.91% 87.5%
Warm 71.43% 100% 50%
Cold 77.78% 100% 70%

Table 8.4: The percentage of tasks completed by the undergraduate participants on
different systems

Task MemoMail Browse-based Search-based
All 66.67% 71.43% 85.71%
Lookup 28.57% 85.71% 71.43%
Item 85.71% 57.14% 85.71%
Multi-item 85.71% 71.43% 100%
Hot 66.67% 100% 100%
Warm 75% n/a 66.67%
Cold 50% 66.67% 71.43%

Table 8.5: The percentage of tasks completed by the researchers on different systems

They were able to complete 95.24% tasks with the browse-based system compared to
only 76.21% and 76.19% with MemoMail and the search-based system respectively.

The researchers group, on the other hand, had a much better task completion rate
when using the search-based system, with which they were able to complete 85.71% of
the assigned tasks. This compares to 71.43% with the browse-based system and 66.67%
with MemoMail.

Based on the primary characteristics of the groups, these data reveal a few possi-
ble trends. As the undergraduate participants had similar levels of experience to the
researchers group, but on average much smaller collections, one possibility is that per-
formance when using the browse-based system degrades when there are large numbers
of emails in the collection. Further, the fact that the researchers performed better with
the search-based system could mean that this system better supports re-finding from
larger collections. Similarly, the fact that the postgraduate participants - the group
with the least experience with the benchmark tools - were able to use MemoMail most
effectively could suggest that users with greater experience find it more difficult to use
MemoMail. In section 8.3 the qualitative data are examined for further evidence for or
against these trends.
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8.2.4 Summarising the Quantitative Performance Data

In this section the performance statistics have been analysed across the three experi-
mental systems. The performance of the systems were examined for different types of
task, for tasks of different temperature and for the different user groups. The findings
were as follows.

Overall, the two baseline systems offered superior performance to the memory-
oriented system MemoMail. However, the participants’ performance changed dramat-
ically for different types of tasks, which suggests that people need different kinds of
support when performing different kinds of tasks. Nevertheless, there was no obvious
pattern between how the participants performed with the different systems and the
memory data analysed in chapter 7.

It was also discovered that different user groups performed better with different
types of tools. The undergraduates achieved their best performance when using the
browse-based system, the researchers performed best when using the search-based sys-
tem and the postgraduate participants performed reasonably consistently with all three
systems. Based on the characteristics of the user groups, possible explanations were
devised for these findings. One possibility was that the browse-based system did not
scale well to large collection sizes, whereas the search-based system worked well for
large collections. Further, it seemed that users with good experience of the benchmark
systems did not perform well with MemoMail.

When the performance with the three systems was analysed for tasks of different
temperatures, it was revealed that often tasks that involved searching for older infor-
mation were not well supported. Aligning with memory research, as the time period
between accessing and re-accessing the information increased, the participants were less
likely to complete the task. Of the three systems, the browse-based system seemed to
provide the best support for re-finding older information. However, although the per-
formance with the MemoMail interface did not degrade over time to the same extent as
the standard search-based interface, the participants generally performed poorly with
MemoMail compared to the other interfaces. This was the main finding from analysing
the performance data – that unlike the interface for personal photographs that was
described in chapter 4, the memory-oriented interface for email re-finding performed
poorly compared to the benchmark systems.

The next sections attempt to understand the reasons for this finding by examining
the qualitative data. Using my observations, the participants’ feedback through infor-
mal interviews and the questionnaire form entries, and the data captured in interaction
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logs, I build up an understanding of how the users behaved with each system, try to
determine what the strengths and limitations of each system are and to work out why
and how the systems supported the experimental tasks.

8.3 Analysing the Qualititative Data

8.3.1 The Browse-based System

The participants had limited options regarding how they used the browse-based sys-
tem to re-find. However, the way that the browse-based system was used, as well as
the strengths and limitations of this interface depended largely on the filing strategy
employed by the participants. If folders were used to organise messages, then the the
participant could utilise spatial recollections by clicking on a folder icon to display the
messages contained within that folder. When viewing the messages in a particular
folder, the order in which the messages were displayed could be changed by sorting on
a message attribute. If the user did not have any folders then the only options available
were to sort the messages or to scroll through the inbox.

It was observed that the users had existing strategies for using the browse-based
system to re-find and these strategies were extremely important to successfully com-
pleting tasks with the browse-based system. The strategies utilised depended on the
filing strategy that was employed, but generally, the participants who employed the
same filing strategy seemed to use similar re-finding approaches. For example, the fil-
ers tended to first look at the list of folders to determine the likely location of a sought
after email. This process demonstrated one of the advantages of the browse-based in-
terface because although the users often did not remember the name of the folder when
they first started the task, they often recognised the correct folder when looking at
the list of those available. The memory cueing potential of the browse-based system
was crucial to how the filers performed and several participants mentioned this in the
post-study interviews. After selecting a folder, the participants tended to sort through
the messages in that folder. Table 8.6 shows the percentages of tasks that involved
different kinds of sorting operations for the three filing groups. For the filers 77.78% of
tasks involved some kind of sorting operation. The most popular attribute filers used to
sort was the sender of the email, which was used in just over half of the tasks (55.56%).
The date and subject fields of the email were also used frequently. These were used in
33.3% and 44.44% of tasks respectively. However, when the data were examined more
carefully it was discovered that every time this group of users sorted the messages using
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the date attribute, this interaction was immediately followed by sorting on the sender,
which could indicate that sorting by date was not particularly useful to this group of
users.

All No Filers Filers Spring cleaners
%Tasks involving sorts 87.3% 88.89% 77.78% 93.33%
%Tasks involving sort on date 28.57% 22.22% 33.33% 40%
%Tasks involving sort on sender 58.73% 72.22% 55.56% 46.67%
%Tasks involving sort on subject 26.98% 5.56% 44.44% 40%

%Tasks involving sort on date & sender 9.52% 5.56% 33.33% 0%
%Tasks involving sort on date & subject 2.38% 0% 0% 6.67%
%Tasks involving sort on sender & subject 9.52% 5.56% 22.22% 6.67%

Table 8.6: The percentage of tasks involving sorting operations for participants utilising
different filing strategies

The no-filers had also developed re-finding strategies for the browse-based system.
It was observed, for example, that sorting was used by participants who did not file
as a replacement for folders because it provided a means to reduce the number of
messages that the participant had to browse through. However, although the no-filers
used sorting in a higher percentage of tasks than the filers (the no-filers used sorting
in 88.89% of tasks compared to 77.78% for the filers), the attributes that were used
to sort were very different to the filers. Whilst the filers used the date and subject
attributes for sorting as well as the sender attribute, the no-filers predominately sorted
using the sender attribute and very rarely used any other attributes. Date was used
particularly infrequently with only 5.56% of the no-filer’s tasks involving a sort on the
date attribute.

The main strategy of no-filers was to sort the messages based on the sender and
then skim through the messages very quickly to find the information that was required.
The no-filers were very successful with this technique, with the experienced users in
particular demonstrating impressive browsing skills. The experienced users were able
to scan through large numbers of messages at high speed, examining the principal
attributes of each message to determine whether they contained the sought-after in-
formation. As the browse-based interface did not offer a keyword search facility, the
ability to scan through emails to establish the presence of keywords was essential for
success with the browse-based system, especially when the user only remembered a
keyword or theme that was not the first word in the subject field. Even though some
of the users were highly skilled using this technique, often the process would require
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multiple passes because the important emails may be missed on an initial pass. Fur-
ther, many participants who employed the scanning technique reported that it requires
a lot of cognitive effort and is an activity that they do not enjoy. However, because of
the limited functionality offered by their existing re-finding tools, it is something they
have to do often.

Whilst the filers and no-filers utilised distinct re-finding strategies, the spring-
cleaners tended to employ a mixture of the strategies employed by the other groups.
For example, the spring-cleaners used the folder list to cue recollection in the same
way as the filers did. In fact, this strategy was even more important to the spring-
cleaners because they tended to file their emails less frequently and as a result were
less familiar with their folder structure. The spring-cleaners also tended to sort as a
means of minimising the numbers of emails they had to browse through in the same
way as the no-filers did and used the scanning approach as a replacement for search.
However, because of the lack of routine or certainty in a spring-cleaning strategy, there
were occasions, particularly it seemed for item tasks, when the spring-cleaners were
uncertain about which strategy to employ. This decision centred on the recollection
of whether or not an email would have been filed. Sometimes, particularly when the
participants had a large number of emails in their inbox, the inbox was the focus of the
search and participants failed to remember to look in their folders until after they had
exhaustively searched the inbox.

The quantitative data, analysed in section 8.2, suggested that of the three experi-
mental systems, the browse-based system provided the best support for re-finding older
information. As Table 8.2 shows, when the participants used the browse-based system,
their performance statistics degraded less from hot tasks to cold tasks than with the
other systems. The questionnaire data regarding task difficulty suggest that the rea-
son for this was that the browse-based system enabled more difficult cold tasks to be
completed than the other systems. The cold tasks that were completed with the browse-
based system had a median pre-difficulty rating of 3 (IQR=2). This is higher than the
pre-difficulty ratings for the cold tasks completed with the other systems, which both
had a median of 2 (IQR=2). Although the differences between the difficulty ratings
are not quite statistically significant (p=0.064)1, the evidence seems to suggest that
the browse-based system allowed the completion of tasks that were not possible with
the search-based systems. From observing the participants using the search-based sys-
tems, it was discovered that if an appropriate search strategy or query could not be
immediately devised, the participant tended to give up quickly. The browse-based sys-

1Using a Kruskal-Wallis test
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tem offered an alternative because the participants could utilise the scanning technique
discussed above to look through all of the messages until they found the required in-
formation. This is reflected in the time taken to complete cold tasks with the three
systems. Even though, as was noted in section 8.2, the browse-based system was the
fastest system overall, for cold tasks, the participants spent the longest time complet-
ing tasks when using the browse-based system (mean = 91.57 secs sd =57.36). This
is longer than with MemoMail (mean =68.18 sd =61.66) and significantly longer than
with the search-based system (mean = 44.64 sd=24.94 t=2.80 df=26 p<0.01)1.

Thus, the browse-based system provided support for some situations where the user
remembered something about the sought after information, but not enough to create
queries or usefully interact with the other systems. Although this support is crude and
perhaps not particularly user-satisfying, it nevertheless provided a way for the user to
re-find the information they needed. However, many of the participants in this study
had small collections which made this possible. It would be interesting to determine if
the findings are different for the different groups of participants. Of particular interest
are the researchers who had many more emails to look through and may not have been
willing to search in this way. From Tables 8.3 to 8.5, which show the performance
data achieved by the three participant groups using different systems, it can be seen
that for the postgraduate and undergraduate participants – those with small collections
– the performance with the browse-based system was good for cold tasks. However,
the researchers completed less cold tasks when using the browse-based system. This
provides more evidence that the browse system only provides support for cold tasks on
small collections.

To summarise, the way that the browse-based system was used depended on the
filing strategy that the user employed. Those that filed tended to use the folder names
to help them remember where the message was stored, whereas the no-filers tended
to scan the inbox very quickly. The third group of users, the spring-cleaners, used a
combination of the strategies employed by the other groups.

Sorting was a common behaviour regularly regardless of the filing strategy employed.
However, the different filing groups tended to use sorting for different purposes and
tended to sort on different attributes. The filers completed the largest number of tasks
without requiring to reorder the messages. Whereas, the spring-cleaners used sorting
operations in nearly all of their tasks with the browse-based system. The no-filers, who
used sorting as a way of reducing the number of emails that they would need to browse
through, sorted mainly on the email sender and rarely used other attributes to order

1using an independent samples t-test
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their messages. The other filing groups used all of the attributes to order the messages.
The qualitative data revealed some advantages of the browse-based system. The

way that the participants interacted with this system meant that they often came
across information that helped them remember a little more about the emails they
were looking for. The names of folders were particularly useful cues for the filers and
spring-cleaners. Another advantage of the browse-based interface was the way that
emails were presented. As emails are displayed as a list of attributes this allows the
participants to scan through their collections very quickly.

Some disadvantages of the browse-based system were also revealed. Firstly, a lack
of a search facility meant that the users had to develop strong browsing skills. Although
the participants seemed to be relatively good at this, many commented that it was not
an ideal strategy and was something that they would prefer not to have to do. The
main disadvantage of the browse-based system, however, was that the performance
with this system tends to degrade as the size of the collection increases.

8.3.2 The Search-based System

This section looks at how the participants behaved with the search-based system. The
quantitative data analysed above suggest that of the three systems, the search-based
system seemed to scale best for larger collections. The participants in the researcher
group – those with the largest collections – achieved their best performance when using
the search-based system, while the groups with fewer emails performed better with the
other systems. Another finding was that the undergraduate group, who had similar
levels of experience to the researcher group, did not perform well with the search-based
system. This section examines the qualitative data to provide explanations for these
findings.

Table 8.7 presents some of the basic statistics about the queries that were submitted
by the three groups of participants. Overall, during the 63 tasks completed on the
search-based system 201 queries were submitted. This is an average of 3.19 queries per
task, although some of the tasks required relatively few queries and others required a
few more than the average. The standard deviation was 2.41. The average query length
was 1.22 words which is slightly shorter than reported in other PIM studies [Cutrell
et al., 2006; Dumais et al., 2003] and considerably shorter than reported in studies of
web search [Silverstein et al., 1998; Spink et al., 2001]. One reason that the other PIM
studies reported longer queries could be to do with the experience of the participants.
In both the work of Dumais et al. [2003] and Cutrell et al. [2006] the participants were
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Microsoft employees who were described as being expert searchers. This study featured
participants with a range of email re-finding experience, including some who had almost
no experience of using email search facilities and others who could be considered expert
users. This may have been important because previous research has indicated that less
experienced searchers tend to submit shorter queries [Fenichel, 1981]. From Table 8.7
it can be seen that the researcher group – the group with the most experience with
the search interface – used slightly longer queries. Nevertheless, the queries submitted
by the experienced groups in this study are still shorter on average than the figures
reported by Dumais et al. [2003] and Cutrell et al. [2006]. The remaining difference
may suggest that people tend to submit shorter queries when re-finding email messages
than for other types of personal information objects.

Table 8.8 shows the percentages of tasks that involved different types of query and
Table 8.9 shows the percentages of tasks that involved different types of sort operations.
These data were captured from the interaction logs.

All Postgrads Undergrads Researchers
# terms per query 1.216 sd=0.45 1.19 sd=0.45 1.14 sd=0.35 1.34 sd=0.53
# queries per task 3.19 sd=2.41 2.48 sd=1.18 3.67 sd=3.02 3.43 sd=2.23

Table 8.7: The query statistics across the three user groups

% Tasks: All Postgrads Undergrads Researchers
Involving query on sender 61.9% 61.9% 61.9% 61.9%
Involving query on subject 38.1% 52.38% 38.1% 23.81%
Involving query on recipient 9.52% 0% 4.76% 23.81%
Involving query on contents 25.4% 28.57% 38.1% 9.52%
Involving a multiple query 22.22% 14.29% 38.1% 14.29%

Table 8.8: The percentage of tasks involving particular types of query across the three
user groups

% Tasks All Postgrads Undergrads Researchers
Involving sorting 38.1% 4.76% 47.62% 61.9%
Involving sort on date 31.75% 4.76% 38.1% 52.38%
Involving sort on rank 1.59% 0% 4.76% 0%
Involving sort on sender 4.76% 0% 4.76% 9.52%
Involving sort on subject 3.17% 0% 0% 0%

Table 8.9: The percentage of tasks that involved sort operations of various types

All three groups of users queried on the sender field most often; in each of the three
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groups 69.9% of the assigned tasks featured a query on the sender field. This again
underlines a common finding of the work described in this thesis – the importance of
people to the task of re-finding information. In section 7.2.6 it was revealed that the
researchers group often thought about their emails in terms of groups of people who may
have received the email and regularly remembered this before starting the re-finding
process. The interaction log data show that the participants in the researchers group
often made use of this memory when they were re-finding. Nearly a quarter (23.81%)
of the tasks assigned to the participants in the researchers group involved a query on
the recipient of an email. This compares to under 5% of the undergraduate tasks and
none of the tasks assigned to the postgraduates.

Another difference between the search behaviour of the researchers and the be-
haviour of the other participants was that the researchers tended to search on the con-
tents of the email less often than the other groups. Less than 10% of the researchers’
tasks involved querying on the contents field. This compares to 38.1% of tasks for
the undergraduates and 28.57% of tasks for the postgraduates. From questioning the
participants in the researchers group, I discovered that this was generally because the
researchers tended to have less lucid recollections of the information they were looking
for and consequently felt less able to reproduce the exact terms that would appear in an
email body – the terms that would be required to facilitate the successful completion of
the task. Despite usually remembering less about the information they were required
to find, they were able to use the search system more effectively than the other groups.
The reasons for this are explored below.

The subject field was queried on frequently by all three groups, but most often by
the postgraduate participants. Over half of the postgraduate tasks involved querying on
the subject of the email. This compares with 38.1% of the tasks for the undergraduate
participants and 23.81% of the tasks for researchers. Thus, even though all three
user groups tended to query most often on the sender attribute, beyond this common
behaviour the attributes that were queried on tended to differ across the groups.

When the interaction log data were examined to determine how the participants
sorted their messages with the search-based system, it was obvious that the way that
the participants sorted the search results was very different to the sorting behaviour
with the browse-based system. Table 8.9 shows the percentage tasks for which different
sort operations were applied for the search-based system.

When using the search-based system, although the undergraduate and researcher
participants sorted more often than the postgraduates, participants in all three groups
tended to sort using the date attribute in most tasks. However, when using the browse-
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based system, the sender of the email was the most popular attribute to sort on, while
the other attributes were used comparatively rarely, particularly for the no-filers. These
statistics tell a lot about how the participants used what they could remember to re-find.
The participants liked to use semantic memories or memories of people to narrow down
the search space. With the browse-based system the no-filers did this by sorting, while
the filers and spring-cleaners used the folders that they had created. With the search-
based system this was achieved by creating queries. After the search-space had been
narrowed, the participants liked to order the messages by time. This was not possible
for the no-filers when they used the browse-based system, but there was a general
pattern when observing the participants who had folders with the browse-based system
and the participants using the search-based system. This same pattern was also noted
in chapter 4 when the participants interacted with PhotoMemory. It was observed
that while using PhotoMemory, the participants tended to find a key image by using a
combination of semantic and visual memories and then they would browse around that
image to find images from similar time periods. Using memories in this way seems to
be a general re-finding strategy that is applied regardless of the system being used.

There was also evidence that, in the same way as the browse-based system, ex-
perienced users had developed strategies to overcome the specific limitations of the
search-based tool. For example, when the participants from the undergraduate and
researchers groups queried on the subject field, they often made use of their knowledge
about how email subject lines are constructed. Some examples of this behaviour in-
cluded submitting queries such as ’subject:fwd OR subject:fw’ to re-find emails that
they remembered as being forwarded from another user. Another example was using
a query such as ’subject:[social]’ to re-find messages that were remembered to be sent
to everyone on a social emailing list. This kind of behaviour reveals some of the hid-
den power that the search-based system offers users if they know how to use it. One
participant (participant 41) described how his research group had devised a protocol
for creating the subjects of email messages relating to the research group activities.
The aim of the protocol was to ease the task of managing the group’s correspondence.
Particular subject headings are used to refer to reading groups, meetings and various
projects. The participant noted that this made one of his experimental tasks (C8)
much easier than it would have been otherwise, but he was unsure if he found all of the
appropriate emails because he would have liked to have included emails that were sent
before the protocol was devised. He was also sure that there were other occasions when
emails had been sent when the sender had forgotten to apply the protocol correctly.

Changes in behaviour such as this distinguished the participants in the researcher
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group from the other groups. This is one of the reasons why the undergraduates did
not perform as well with the search-based system, despite being as familiar with the
tool. The undergraduates preferred to use the browse-based system and therefore had
fewer defined strategies for search-based system. This reinforces the fact that the
strategies that the participants had developed over time, were vital to how successful
the participants were with the baseline systems.

A limitation of the search-based interface was the lack of cueing facilities. If the
participant was not able to construct a query based on what he or she could remember,
there was little opportunity to interact with the search-based system in a way that may
cue extra recollections. This was important on a few occasions during the study. For
example, one participant (participant 8 - an undergraduate who noted that he usually
prefers to use a browse-based system) struggled while performing task A5 that required
him to re-find the last email from the department’s technical support team. Unable to
remember much about the contents of the email, although he said he would recognise
the email when he saw it, the main focus of his search strategy was the sender of the
email. The participant knew that the sender was one of the members of the support
team, but he was unsure which one. Despite not being able to remember the name
of the support member who sent the email, again he said that he would recognise it
when he saw it. Table 8.10 shows an excerpt from the interaction logs that detail the
search strategy the participant employed 1 . From the log files it can be seen that the
user only submitted two query terms that he thought would be useful: “system” and
“support”. He tried using these query terms on different fields but when the correct
email was not returned by the system with any of these attempts, the participant gave
up, unable to think of any other queries that he could try. The participant remarked
that the task would have been simple if he had been using the browse-based system
because he had a folder for messages that he had received from the support team and
he would have been able to find the message from within that folder. The main problem
with the search-based system in this case was that it did not provide the user with any
way to gain extra information about the email he needed to find. Nor did it exploit
the fact that people are able to recognise far easier than they are able to remember.

Another major limitation of the search-based system is that it requires the par-
ticipants to not only remember exact terms that featured in the email, but they are
also required to spell the terms correctly. There were numerous cases during the study
where the participants were observed miss-spelling query terms and this without doubt

1The table does not show all of the captured data. Instead, it only lists the details deemed appro-
priate for the purposes of explaining the example
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taskid userid code query # Hits
57 8 SFF from:system 0
57 8 SFF subject:support 1
57 8 SFF subject:system 0
57 8 SFF contents:support 14
57 8 SD NULL NULL
57 8 SD NULL NULL

Table 8.10: Excerpt from interaction logs: participant 8 completing task A5 using the
search-based system

impacted on their success with the search-based system. One participant (participant
20) was particularly poor at spelling query terms. Table 8.11 shows his interactions
with the search based system for task B5 which required him to re-find the receipt
for the first coursework that he submitted via the electronic coursework submission
system. For this task the participant believed that the terms “electronic” and “submis-
sion” would appear somewhere in the email subject or body. These terms were used in
the first seven queries that were submitted. However, as can be seen from the interac-
tions in Table 8.11, nearly all of the queries he submitted involved a spelling mistake
and consequently failed to return the sought after email. The participant was really
creative with the queries that he submitted; trying many strategies to incorporate var-
ious memories that he had. For example, he tried querying based on the file extension
of the file he submitted because he believed the name of the file was located in the
body of the email. He also queried using his student registration number 1 because
he thought this was mentioned in the email body, as well as some other text that he
believed might have been in the email. Despite his best and diverse efforts, the partic-
ipant was ultimately unsuccessful in completing the task. During the post-evaluation
interview, the participant informed me that he was dyslexic and was very much aware
of his spelling limitations. He commented that after unsuccessfully submitting a query
to the search-based system, he was never sure if the query was unsuccessful because the
email did not contain the keyword he had typed or if he had just miss-spelled the word.
This explains why he often repeated queries in the example shown in Table 8.11. This
participant performed poorly with the search-based system; only completing 1 out of
the 3 tasks he was assigned. However, like many other participants in the study, this
participant’s solution was to develop a strategy that enables him to overcome his lim-
itations. In this case, the participant uses search-based systems very rarely; favouring

1the number has been changed to protect the anonymity of the participant
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instead to use a browse-based system with a very tightly defined folder structure. The
participant’s folder structure takes a lot of effort to maintain, but he feels he has no
option because he does not trust in his ability to re-find information with search-based
tools.

taskid userid code query # hits
13 20 SFF subject:submision 0
13 20 SFF subject:electonic 0
13 20 SFF subject:electronic 0
13 20 SFF contents:electronic 1
13 20 SFF contents:submishion 0
13 20 SFF contents:submision 0
13 20 SFF contents:electonic 0
13 20 SFF contents:you have 90
13 20 SSR NULL NULL
13 20 SFF contents:recived 0
13 20 SFF contents:.zip 0
13 20 SFF contents:.zip 0
13 20 SFF contents:200333318 18
13 20 SSR NULL NULL

Table 8.11: Excerpt from interaction logs: participant 20 completing task B5 using the
search-based system

This section has reported on how the search-based system was used and uncovered
some strengths and limitations of the system. It was discovered that regardless of
the user group, the participants tended to query on the from-field most frequently.
Beyond this, the kinds of query submitted changed depending on the user group of
the participant. This appeared to be because the different user groups had varying
qualities of memory. For example, it was observed that the researchers group queried
less often on the body of the email because they tended not to remember the way in
which an email was worded. Despite having poorer overall recollection of the emails
they were looking for, the researchers were able to achieve the best performance of the
three groups with the search-based system. They did this by utilising strategies that
they had developed over time to overcome the limitations of their memories, as well as
the limitations of the re-finding tools available to them. Examples of these strategies
were utilising advanced query syntax to utilise specific memories, defining syntax rules
for the construction of email subject lines, and making use of the fact that their email
activities revolved around groups of people by querying on the recipient field.

Thus, the main advantage of the search-based system, in addition to the obvious
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quality of utilising remembered keywords, was that it offered expert users the potential
to exploit recollections that the browse-based system did not. However, the search-
based system also had limitations. Firstly, it does not have the memory cueing potential
that the browse-based system has. This was demonstrated in the “systems support”
example, where the participant would have recognised the name of the support staff
member he was thinking of, but could not remember the name to construct a query. A
further limitation of the search-based system is that it does not give enough support
to users with difficulties in spelling.

8.3.3 Summarising the Benchmark Systems

The previous two sub-sections have examined the participants’ behaviour with the two
benchmark systems SBrowse and SSearch. A common finding was that the participants
had, over time, altered their behaviour and developed strategies to overcome both the
limitations of the systems and their own limitations in terms of what they usually
remember. These strategies, in the majority of cases, allowed the participants to use
the systems with reasonable success. Nevertheless, the analyses of the qualitative data
described in the previous two sections reveal that regardless of the strategies employed,
the participants still encountered difficulties with both systems. For example, when the
participants remembered a keyword with the browse-based system, they had to scan
through all of their emails. This was observed often during the evaluation. Scanning in
this way was a task that the participants did not enjoy and is a task that becomes more
difficult as the numbers of emails in a collection increase. The search-based system also
had limitations. For example, it lacked the cueing potential offered by the browse-
based system. This meant that when the participants had insufficient recollections to
construct a query, which happened more often when older information was sought after,
they had little other option than to give up on the task.

MemoMail should have offered support in both of these scenarios because it was de-
signed to provide a form of interaction that was neither search-based nor browse-based,
but a combination of the two. It provided the participants the facility to perform a key-
word search, but also offered the option of visually browsing through the collection to
gain cues. Another limitation of the search-based system was that success often relied
on advanced querying strategies that were beyond the capabilities of the less experi-
enced users. Again, MemoMail should have offered support here because it provided
interface widgets, such as the dropdown menus detailed in section 5.2.4, that enable
less experienced users to recreate the type of queries that the advanced users submit
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with simple mouse clicks.
Regardless of these theoretical advantages, the performance data analysed in section

8.2 above show that rather than improving on the performance of the benchmark sys-
tems, the participants tended to achieve poorer performance with the memory-oriented
interface. The following sub-section examines how the participants used MemoMail
and tries to uncover explanations for their poor performance with the system.

8.3.4 The MemoMail System

Despite the fact that the quantitative performance data highlighted the limitations of
the MemoMail interface as a practical tool, much of the feedback from the participants
via questionnaires and interviews was positive. For example, the post-study question-
naire asked the participants how strongly they agreed that MemoMail was a useful tool.
They could answer on a 5 point scale where 1 was disagree strongly and 5 was agree
strongly. The median answer was 4 with an IQR of 1.75, which is a strong positive
indicator of the participants’ opinion on the usefulness of the interface.

The participants were also asked about their opinion of MemoMail with respect to
the other experimental systems, by asking which system they felt a) they preferred, b)
they performed best with, c) was easiest to use, d) best supported their memories. The
participants were also given the opportunity to explain their answers. The results are
shown in Table 8.12.

Question Not Sure MemoMail Browse Search
Preferred 9.5% 28.6% 23.8% 38.1%
Performed best with 23.8% 9.5% 28.6% 38.1%
Easiest to use 9.5% 14.3% 47.6% 28.6%
Best supported memory 14.3% 47.6% 14.3% 23.8%

Table 8.12: Post-study questionnaire results

The highest percentage of users preferred to use the search-based system and the
most common explanation for this was that it was the system they currently used and
had the most experience with. However, despite being more familiar with the browse-
based system and recognising that the browse-based system offered better performance
than the MemoMail system (as can be seen from Table 8.12), a higher percentage of
users stated a preference for MemoMail than the browse-based system. The reasons for
this ranged from the limitations of the browse-based system, such as the effort that was
required to look through emails, to specific features of the MemoMail interface that were
appreciated. Further, nearly half of the participants acknowledged that they felt that, of
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the three systems, MemoMail best supported their memories. The participants usually
explained this choice by referring to individual features of the MemoMail interface that
they felt were useful memory aids, such as the use of photographs of the sender or the
drop-down menus. Sometimes the participants referred to features that they did not
actually make use of during the study (as will be detailed below).

Thus, the feedback from the participants about the MemoMail interface did not
entirely reflect how they were able to use the interface in practical situations. The
ease-of-use statistic may provide some insight into why this was the case. Of the
three experimental systems, the lowest number of participants felt that the MemoMail
interface was the easiest to use. Below, I examine the other available evidences to
determine how the participants used the MemoMail interface, which features of the
interface were supportive and which were restrictive, and importantly to understand
the reasons why the participants achieved the poorest performance when using the
MemoMail system.

Despite the fact that the MemoMail interface was designed to provide a mode of
interaction that was a blend of searching and browsing, this is not how the interface
was actually used in practice. It was obvious from watching the participants that
instead of taking retrieval journeys, where small pieces of recollected information were
used to move toward the sought after information – the intended form of interaction –
the participants tended to use the interface in the same way as they used the search-
based system. The strategy employed generally involved trying to construct a good
query, submitting this query, and then browsing the results. When this did not work,
the process was re-started. Using the terminology of Teevan et al. [2004], when using
MemoMail, the users attempted to teleport to the information rather than applying an
orienteering strategy.

The interaction log data seem to confirm this observation. If the participants had
employed retrieval journeys, one would have expected that more queries would be
submitted per task, perhaps with shorter queries being submitted. However, for the
tasks performed with MemoMail, the average number of queries submitted per task
was 3.03, which is very similar to the average number of tasks submitted with the
search-based system (3.19). Further, the queries submitted were of similar length to
those submitted to the search-based system. The average length of query was 1.2 terms
per query, compared to 1.22 for the search-based system.

Tables 8.13 and 8.14, which show the distribution of queries for the MemoMail
interface, demonstrates that the users tended to submit the same types of queries to
both the search-based system and MemoMail, with many of the submitted queries being
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restricted to the sender field or consisting of people’s names. Table 8.13 also shows that
the special features that distinguish the search facilities of MemoMail from those of the
search-based system were used very infrequently. For example, the range filters that
allowed the participants to narrow the search-space based on temporal memories were
used in only 3.14% of tasks and the special feature filters, that recreated the expert
search syntax of advanced users to utilise recollections such as remembering that the
email had an attachment, contained a link or a url, or contained an image were used
in only 5.76% of tasks. Therefore, despite the data analysed in chapter 7 showing that
participants often remembered these kinds of properties about the emails they were
looking for, in practice, when the option was available, the participants used these
kinds of recollections very infrequently.

Type of Query % Queries submitted
Full Text Queries 24.08%
Restricted to From field 16.75%
Restricted to Recipient field 4.71%
Restricted to Subject field 19.37%
Restricted to Body field 11.52%
Cue filter query 13.09%
Range Filter 3.14%
Special Feature Filter 5.76%

Table 8.13: The types of queries submitted to MemoMail

% Full text queries containing % queries
People’s names 28.26%
Company names 10.87%
Full email address 2.17%

Table 8.14: A break down of free-text queries submitted to MemoMail

Another observation I made was that the participants were not influenced by cues
in the same way as they were when searching for photographs using the PhotoMemory
interface. During the PhotoMemory evaluation (described in chapter 4) it was obvious
that the information shown to the participants influenced their search-behaviour and
as a result the participants often found the images they were looking for in less time
or found additional images they would not have otherwise found. This was not the
case with MemoMail. In fact, not only did the participants not alter their behaviour
based on the cues that were shown, they appeared to block out and immediately forget
about the information after processing it. The way that participants interacted with
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search results with the MemoMail interface meant that they interacted with a high
number of messages. The idea behind this was to jog the memory of the participant
to make them think of other messages that may help them find the information they
were looking for. The post-task questionnaire examined how open the participants
were to receiving the cues given by asking if the participants had, during the course of
the task, come into contact with email messages that they had forgotten about before
starting the task. The interaction log data shows that the participants interacted with
on average 35.59 (sd=27.19) messages per task when using the MemoMail system; that
is roughly 35 times per task the participant moved the mouse over an icon representing
a message and made a decision regarding whether the message was useful or not to their
information need. Despite this, when the post-task questionnaire asked the participants
about how many messages they interacted with that they had forgotten about before
starting the task, the data show that the participants only acknowledged interacting
with 0.6 (sd=0.40) messages per task. Of course this could mean that the participants
were extremely knowledgeable about their collections and were familiar with most of
the messages that they interacted with. However, I suspected that this was not the
case. To test my suspicion I asked the participants who said that they did not come
across any messages that they had forgotten about to tell me a little about some of the
messages they interacted with. Most of these participants were unable to remember
anything about the messages that they had interacted with during the task that they
performed only a few minutes before. This suggests that the participants had indeed
blocked out the cues as they searched.

To summarise, the way in which the users behaved with MemoMail was not the
retrieval journey strategy that had been anticipated and the interface designed for.
Instead, the participants tended to use MemoMail in the same way as the standard
search-based interface. Further, rather than being positively influenced by the cues
that were supplied while they interacted, the participants tended to block out or ignore
the cues. One possible reason for MemoMail being used as a search-based tool was that
the participants were familiar with using the baseline tools for email re-finding. Most of
the users had a great deal of experience with using such tools and these users had, over
time, developed strategies that allow tools such as the search and browse-based tools
to be used effectively. As MemoMail did not provide the sorting facilities that were
so important to the browse-based strategies, for the experienced users, their search-
based strategies may have seemed like the most appropriate solution. Some of the
feedback given from the participants seems to support this argument. One participant
(participant 41) said that for him, email re-finding was a habitual process and that
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re-finding solutions started to come to mind as soon as he knew the assigned task.
This was before he had even started thinking about which tool he would have to use.

Another explanation for using existing strategies was that although the MemoMail
interface is radically different to the systems that the participants had used before, they
were given very limited opportunity to devise new strategies that might work with the
new interface. Indeed, many participants remarked that they felt that the interface
held promise, but they had not quite found out the best way to use it. Further, there
seemed to be a general consensus that if more practise time had been available, then
the performance with MemoMail would have improved.

There were, however, participants who did not have a great deal of experience with
the benchmark systems and therefore would not habitually utilise strategies designed
for these systems. The quantitative performance data in section 8.2.3 shows that the
postgraduate users - the users with the least experience - did indeed perform better
with MemoMail than the other user groups. Could the lack of bias from well defined
strategies be an explanation for this? The qualitative evidence is mixed.

From observing the participants, it was discovered that like the more experienced
users, the postgraduate participants did not employ retrieval journeys. However, be-
cause the participants in this group tended to have small collections, they were usually
able to resize the icons with an initial query and then browse the result set to suc-
cessfully find the information they needed. This suggests that the postgraduate’s good
performance with MemoMail had less to do with the fact that they did not have pre-
conceived strategies and more to do with the size of their collections. However, the
undergraduate participants also had small collection sizes and did not perform with
the same degree of success as the postgraduates. So, perhaps the postgraduates lack of
pre-defined strategies did have some effect.

The evidence suggests, therefore, that the participants used the MemoMail interface
like a search interface. However, the more experienced users were not able to use this
strategy as effectively as those with less experience with the base-line systems. One
explanation for this could be that the way MemoMail presented results or dealt with
the queries that were submitted did not support the strategies of the experienced users.
To examine this possibility, below, I discuss the feedback provided by the participants
about the features of MemoMail that distinguish it from the search-based system.

There are a number of differences between MemoMail and the search-based system.
Here I examine the three principal differences: the way that the search results are
presented, the way that messages are represented, and the way in which the submitted
queries are combined.
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Clustered Search Results

Rather than displaying search results as a list in the normal way, MemoMail clustered
the messages by time. The icon representing each message was located on the screen
according to the time and date that it was received and sized based on the tf-idf
weight calculated against the queries that had been submitted. The feedback from
the participants about this form of result presentation was mixed. Positive comments
included that the participants liked knowing that messages received around the same
time period would be located in the same area of the screen. This supported the way
that the participants used temporal recollections, which was consistent while using all
three experimental systems. Some participants commented that they liked the fact that
the interface provided them with extra information about their collection, such as how
the messages in result sets were distributed over time. One participant (participant
41) commented that although he did not find this particularly useful for the tasks he
completed in the evaluation, he felt that he would use this for other types of task not
possible with his existing systems. Examples of the tasks that he mentioned were “What
were my research group working on at time X?” and “How active are my research group
compared to other times in the past?”.

There were two aspects of the clustering layout that the participants did not like.
The first was that it was not possible to scan across the results in the way that they
could with the benchmark systems. Instead, MemoMail required the user to mouse-
over an icon to reveal extra details. Although this severely impacted on the re-finding
strategies that involved scanning, only one participant (participant 22) mentioned this
as a limitation. A more common complaint was that the message icons often overlapped
with each other. Despite an algorithm being employed to minimise overlapping, it was
often the case, especially when the icons became large, that some icons were partially
hidden behind other icons. This made it fiddly to mouse-over some messages and if a
sought after email was only partially visible then in some cases it became more difficult
to locate.

The post-task questionnaire investigated the participants feelings toward the icon
layout. After completing each task with MemoMail the participants were asked to
select features of the interface that they had found helpful during the task. Similarly
they were asked to select features of the interface that had hindered them during the
task. In 53.23% of tasks the participants noted that the icon layout was helpful and
in 22.58% of the tasks the participants felt that the layout hindered their re-finding
efforts. These results demonstrate that the layout was in some cases a supportive and
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in other cases a restrictive feature.

Messages Represented by Thumbnail Images of the Sender

Overall, the participants were extremely positive about the thumbnail images icons.
In the post-evaluation questionnaire, the participants were asked to circle features of
the MemoMail interface that they felt were useful. 18 out of the 20 participants who
answered the question selected the thumbnail icons as being useful. In a separate
question in the post-evaluation questionnaire, the participants were asked to rate how
strongly they agreed that this feature was useful. They could answer on a scale of 1-5
where 1 was disagree strongly and 5 was agree strongly. The median answer was 4 with
an IQR of 1. These statistics reveal just how popular the icon feature was. The icons
were helpful because they supported the way that users liked to use their memories of
email messages to re-find. A common strategy with all three experimental tools was
to use remembered people as a first means to narrow the search space. The thumbnail
icons were perfect for this purpose because they allowed the participants to identify, at
a glance, the sender of each message. Indeed, even when the icons were very small, the
participants were able to distinguish between the senders with ease. However, there
were also negative comments about using thumbnail images in this way. When the
participants required to find information from an email for which a sender image was
unavailable, the task was often made more difficult. Rather than looking for an image
with a silhouetted icon, some participants commented that the icons with photographs
often distracted them from the task. One participant (participant 10) commented that
“his eyes were drawn toward the images”. Thus, although the thumbnail icons were
largely a supportive feature of the interface, there were occasions when the tasks became
more difficult as a result of representing emails in this way.

Combining Queries

In MemoMail, submitted queries were combined by taking the result sets of each query,
adding the message tf-idf weights together for each query, and then normalising the
scores to produce a combined weight and ranking. The ranking was visualised, not as an
ordered list, but by scaling the icons representing the messages based on their combined
tf-idf weight. By altering the size of icons this meant that it was visually obvious which
messages had matched on multiple queries because these messages are represented by
large icons. However, smaller icons representing messages with lower combined weights
were still visible on the screen. The idea behind this was that these messages had the
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potential to cue new trains of thought. However, combining queries in this way was
not the way that the participants expected the system to behave. A few participants
commented that they expected the queries to be combined using a boolean AND system
and were confused by the system as it operated. These participants complained that
by failing to remove messages that did not match on all of the applied queries, this only
increased the problem of overlapping icons. These comments underline the participants’
negative feelings toward the cueing facilities of MemoMail, which contrasted completely
with the opinions about the same features in the PhotoMemory interface.

Therefore, when you examine the features of the MemoMail more closely you can
see that in some cases the features of the interface support the existing strategies of the
participants. The icon layout and thumbnail images, for example, supported the way
in which recollections of people and time were often used. However, there were also
occasions during the experimental tasks when these same interface features restricted
how useful existing strategies could be. This finding provides an explanation for the
poor performance that MemoMail offered the participants.

8.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter has examined the findings of the email re-finding study from the perspec-
tive of the three experimental systems.

The first part of the chapter examined the quantitative data to determine how
each of the systems performed in the different scenarios – the same scenarios that
the previous chapter demonstrated changed the attributes that participants tended to
remember. The second part of the chapter looked at the available qualitative data to
learn more about how each system was used, how each system provided support and
the strengths and limitations of each system.

The main finding was that, despite the participants providing positive feedback
about many aspects of the MemoMail interface, they were able to achieve better per-
formance with the benchmark systems. In other words, the MemoMail system, designed
based on the memory-oriented design principles that were established from earlier work
in this thesis, did not offer enough support for the kinds of email re-finding tasks that
people perform. A few reasons were uncovered for this. Firstly, instead of interacting
with MemoMail in the way for which it was designed, the participants employed their
existing strategies that they used with the benchmark systems. Although some of the
features of MemoMail supported these strategies, the evidence suggests that there were
occasions when the interface was not suited to being used in this way. One reason
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that the participants may have used their existing strategies was that they did not
have the practice time necessary to learn the most effective way to use the MemoMail
interface. There were some indications that with extra time to develop appropriate
patterns of usage, MemoMail may be able to be used more effectively. However, there
were also evidences that some features of the interface design were not appropriate
for email re-finding. The results from this study of email re-finding differ from those
from the personal photograph study described in chapter 4. In the following chapter, I
discuss the implications of these findings, including what they mean in the context of
the results from the earlier work in this thesis.
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Discussion

9.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the findings of the main empirical chapters of this thesis: chap-
ters 4, 7 and 8. Chapter 4 attempted to facilitate the design of better PIM tools
by comparing the memory problems associated with PIM to other kinds of memory
difficulties and learning from the strategies that people employ to overcome everyday
memory lapses. The outcome of this work was a set of design principles that were
hypothesized to improve PIM tools by aligning their function with the function of
memory. Based on these principles, an interface for managing and re-finding personal
photographs was developed and evaluated. The evaluation of the interface showed that
considering memory in the design of PIM tools could be beneficial; the participants
outperformed the benchmark systems using the memory-oriented interface and were
positive about their experiences while using the system. The lessons learned from the
evaluation of the photograph interface inspired the design of an email-access interface
based on the same design principles. Chapters 7 and 8 described the findings of the
evaluation of this interface. Although the email interface did not improve on the per-
formance offered by the benchmark systems, the findings revealed quite a lot about
what people remember about their email messages and how different interface features
can support these memories. Lessons can be learned from the discoveries made to help
create better re-finding tools both for email messages and other types of information
objects. This chapter summarises the findings of the empirical work in this thesis and
discusses what the discoveries mean with respect to improving the design of PIM tools.
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The chapter is structured as follows: Sections 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4 provide a summary
of the main findings of the three chapters. Section 9.2 deals with findings related to
memory for personal information, section 9.3 deals with findings related to supporting
these memories and section 9.4 discusses some common themes in the thesis findings.
Finally, section 9.5 discusses what the findings mean with respect to the design of PIM
tools and section 9.6 presents the limitations of the work.

9.2 Memory for Personal Information

The work performed in this thesis has emphasized the importance of memory to the
processes involved in managing personal information. It has been demonstrated that
people re-find information based on their recollections and alter their keeping and
managing behaviours to compensate for the information that they believe they won’t
remember. Chapters 4 and 7 both examined what people tend to remember about their
personal information. Chapter 4 looked at memory for personal photographs by ask-
ing the study participants to note down anything that they could remember about the
photos they needed to find. It was discovered that the participants tended to remember
fragments of the context surrounding photographs. This could be the visual context of
the photograph; the context surrounding the event at which the photograph was taken
or the context surrounding some other interaction with the photograph, such as anno-
tation. In chapter 7 a more robust method of analysing memories was used to study
what the participants remembered about the email messages they were asked to look
for. Instead of asking the participants to freely note down the recollections that they
had, the participants were asked to acknowledge whether or not they could remember
specific attributes about the email messages. This allowed a quantitative analysis of
how the recollections changed in different scenarios. Although this method recorded
the memories at the level of email attributes, the attributes that the participants ac-
knowledged remembering could be mapped to the context surrounding interactions or
experiences with the email messages. The reason I can make this claim is that the
participants often justified the fact that they remembered a particular attribute by
explaining why it was remembered. The explanation given usually involved describing
the context surrounding receiving the email. For example, one undergraduate partic-
ipant said that he remembered when he had received the email because it was about
the hand-in details of an assignment that he remembered had to be submitted the
week before the Easter holidays. Another participant, this time from the researchers
group, claimed that he remembered other recipients of the email he was looking for
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because he remembered that it related to a research group problem. Therefore, all of
the research group members would have received the email. Explanations such as these
were common. In other words, for both email messages and photographs, it was the
context that was remembered. However, when completing the post-task questionnaire
in the email study, the participants distilled the recalled context in order to determine
whether or not a particular attribute was remembered.

Although for both emails and photographs it was context that was remembered,
it was my impression that the participants generally had fuller and more lucid recol-
lections for email messages than photographs, for which they seemed to have a more
fragmented recall. In the photograph study the participants usually only had one or
two remembered details to guide their searches, whereas for email messages, it was
demonstrated that the participants generally remembered quite a lot about the mes-
sages that they were required to re-find. The data indicated that for most tasks the
participants remembered what the email was about, why it was sent, as well as who
sent it. Additionally, for many tasks these recollections were supplemented with ad-
ditional temporal information, information about other recipients of email, as well as
other attributes.

Another finding in chapter 7 was that what and how much the participants remem-
bered changed based on a number of factors. By analysing the participants’ recollec-
tions across a number of situations derived from the review of memory literature in
chapter 2, it was discovered that the type of task that was being performed, the time
that had elapsed between accessing and re-accessing the sought after information, the
user group that the participant belonged to and the filing strategy that the participant
employed all had an influence on what the participants remembered. It was also discov-
ered that there was a general relationship between the quality of the recollections and
how successful the participants were at completing the assigned tasks. The situations
that were associated with fuller recollections were also associated with good re-finding
performance.

9.3 Supporting Memory for Personal Information

In chapter 7 it was discovered that even though the memory data showed that the
participants generally remembered quite a lot about the emails they were trying to re-
find, some of the assigned tasks remained difficult to complete, revealing inadequacies
in the support offered by the three experimental systems. However, examining the
participants’ behaviour with the experimental systems revealed the supportive aspects
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of the systems and the reasons why particular features were useful. This section reviews
and discusses these discoveries.

An important finding in chapter 8 was that when appropriate tool support was
provided, this could alter the relationship between the quality of recollection and re-
finding performance discovered in chapter 7 i.e. participants with poorer recollection
could achieve better performance. The best example of this was the performance of the
participants in the researchers group when using the search-based email interface. De-
spite consistently remembering less about the emails they needed to find than the other
groups and performing worse overall, the researchers demonstrated better performance
when the search-based interface was used. In chapter 8 it was revealed that the reason
for this was that the search-based system allowed the researchers to exploit particular
recollections that they had as a consequence of the way that they used email.

The evaluations in chapter 4 and chapter 8 revealed that the participants required
different support in different situations. Rather than one system consistently outper-
forming the others, the results indicated that the participants tended to perform better
with different systems depending on the situation. For example, in both the photo-
graph and email evaluations, how the participants were able to perform with each tool
depended on the type of task assigned. In chapter 4, the participants achieved bet-
ter performance with the memory-oriented interface when trying to re-find individual
images from the collection or when looking for several images that spanned events.
The participants performed better with the benchmark system (folders) when trying to
re-find images from a particular event. The reason why the benchmark system offered
better performance for this type of task was that the participants generally organised
their images in folders according to their associated events. This meant that all of
the images that were required to complete an event task were generally stored in one
folder. Therefore, the folder organisations were suited to and supported this particular
type of task. The memory-oriented interface performed better for the first two types
of task because it provided a means to cut across the boundaries evident in the folder
organisations; the participants could use memories other than the event to find the
photographs they needed. For these tasks an organisation based on events was mostly
detrimental.

In the email evaluation, for each of the three types of experimental task, the par-
ticipants achieved best performance with a different experimental system. The browse-
based system provided the best performance for lookup tasks; the memory-oriented and
search-based systems provided the best performance for item tasks; and the search-
based system provided the best performance for multi-item tasks. There was little
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evidence to explain why the different task types required different support or indeed
which features of the interfaces provided support for the different tasks. However, from
analysing the memory data it does not appear that the systems performed better for
particular tasks purely because they supported the recollections associated with those
types of task.

There was also evidence in chapter 8 that different groups of people require different
re-finding support. The three groups of participants in the email re-finding evaluation
each performed best with a different system. The undergraduate participants achieved
best performance with the browse-based system, the researchers performed best with
the search-based system and the postgraduate participants performed consistently re-
gardless of the system they used. The discussion section in chapter 8 revealed a number
of factors that explained this finding. The number of emails that the participants had
in their collections, the experience and expertise that the participants had, as well as
how emails were used all impacted on the kind of support that assisted the partic-
ipants. The browse-based system supported the undergraduate participants because
they had reasonably few email messages to manage and they found it easy to organise
their emails in a meaningful way because, in the main, the emails that they received re-
volved around the classes that they were taking or had taken at university. This aligned
the browse-based system with their recollections because most of the time they were
able to connect the re-finding tasks to a university class. The browse-based system was
less suitable for the researchers because this group of participants received and kept
many more emails than the other groups and used their emails for multiple purposes.
This meant it was both difficult to devise a useful organisation for email messages and
to maintain a good recollection of the messages that had been received. For this group
of participants, the search-based system provided the best support because it allowed
them to exploit specific recollections that they had. The researchers tended to con-
struct advanced queries to utilise memories such as recalling that the email was a reply
or had been forwarded from another individual. Further, the search-based system sup-
ported the fact that the re-finding tasks that the researchers performed often revolved
around groups of people; many of the queries submitted by the researchers were on the
recipient field. The browse-based system offered limited support for such memories.

When the findings of the two evaluations – the photograph interface evaluation
described in chapter 4 and the email interface evaluation described in chapter 8 – are
compared, a number of differences are found between how the participants behaved
and the support that improved their re-finding performance.

The primary difference between the findings of the two studies was the perfor-
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mance achieved by the participants while using the memory-oriented interface. In the
photograph study the participants performed well with the PhotoMemory interface,
outperforming the benchmark systems in most cases. In the email study, however, the
participants usually performed better with the benchmark systems than with Memo-
Mail. There were also a number of differences observed regarding how the participants
interacted with the memory-oriented systems in the two studies.

While using PhotoMemory, the participants tended to employ retrieval journeys.
This was the form of interaction that the interface was designed for because it supported
the way that people often try to recover from lapses in memory. When taking a retrieval
journey, the participant orientates himself toward the target information in small steps
by using pieces of recollected information. This is not the way that the participants
interacted with the memory-oriented email interface. Instead, the participants usually
attempted to access the information directly (teleport) by constructing a detailed query
and then browsing the results.

The way that the two sets of participants reacted to informational cues that were
provided by the memory-oriented interface was also different. While using PhotoMem-
ory, the participants were very influenced by the information that was provided to them
as they searched and their performance was positively influenced as a result. However,
in the email re-finding study, the cues given did not seem to alter the behaviour of
the participants at all; indeed it appeared as though the participants blocked out the
cues completely. Similarly, when searching for emails using MemoMail, the participants
were less open to the possibility of other emails providing a solution to the task than in
the photograph study. In the email study the participants usually had an idea in their
head of the information they were looking for and showing other email messages did
not seem to change this. However, a key finding of the PhotoMemory evaluation was
that the memory-oriented interface assisted the participants because it allowed them
to find images that they had forgotten were appropriate.

The participants in the two studies also seemed to have different expectations about
how the memory-oriented interface should function. In the email study, the participants
reported being surprised and even annoyed that messages that did not match on all
of the submitted queries were displayed on the screen. In the evaluation of the Pho-
toMemory interface, the participants viewed this as a positive feature of the interface.

There are many possible reasons for the differences in the findings between the
email and photograph studies. One reason for better results with the photograph
interface could be that photographs are more visual than email messages and therefore
more appropriate for the visual browsing promoted by the memory-oriented interfaces.
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However, the evidence seems to indicate that this was not the case. Although the
performance with the memory-oriented email interface was poorer than the benchmark
systems, the feedback given by the participants was very positive. They were especially
positive about representing email messages as thumbnail images of the email sender.
Therefore, the suggestion that the email messages are less suited to visual browsing
seems ill-founded.

Another explanation for the differences in performance between the memory-oriented
email and photograph tools could be to do with the benchmark tools. It is possible that
the participants in the photograph study had less experience with using the benchmark
tools than the participants in the email study had with the email benchmark tools.
This would mean that the participants were less proficient with the benchmark tools
and possibly more open to using a new tool. It is also possible that email messages
are easier than photographs to organise in a hierarchy of folders in such a way that
the re-finding tasks are supported. This would explain why the performances achieved
with the PhotoMemory interface were superior to the benchmark systems, while the
performances with the MemoMail were inferior to the benchmark systems. However,
again, the evidence suggests that this was not the case. Although the participants in
one user group – the undergraduates – were mostly able to develop a useful structure
for their emails based around their university classes, the other two groups were not.
In the main, the postgraduate participants did not file their emails at all and because
the researchers used email for multiple purposes a unidimensional organisation was
inappropriate.

A more likely explanation for the differences in performance and behaviour between
the two studies is that some of the design decisions taken for the memory-oriented in-
terface, such as leaving non-matching objects on the screen to cue recollections, may
have been better suited to photographs than email messages. The differences in recol-
lections for emails and photographs seem to support this explanation. In section 9.2,
it was discussed that memories for photographs seemed to be more fragmented than
for email messages, where participants usually had a fairly complete recollection. This
could explain why participants were more open to cues with the PhotoMemory inter-
face. As the participants tended to have a less concrete concept of the information
object that might solve the information need, they may have been more susceptible to
the usefulness of other objects or information that might help them remember more.

This section has discussed the support that assisted the participants in the email
and photograph re-finding studies. The findings highlighted the differences in the kinds
of support that improved performance in various situations. The support that helped
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in the photograph study did not help to the same extent in the email study. Further, in
the email study, the tool support that improved the participants’ performance changed
depending on a number of factors. Thus, the emphasis so far has been on the differ-
ences observed within the findings. However, there were some common findings in the
empirical work. The following section illustrates these.

9.4 Common Themes

The importance of strategy has been a common theme throughout this thesis. The
literature reviewed in chapter 3 revealed that people employ different strategies to
manage their information. The strategies employed generally fall into two categories:
filing and piling. Similarly, the study of memory lapses in chapter 4 illustrated that
people develop strategies to prevent and recover from memory lapses. The preventative
strategies observed in the study included leaving objects or writing notes as reminders to
perform tasks. This kind of behaviour closely relates to the reasons for employing PIM
piling strategies, with previous work indicating that people pile information to keep
information close at hand and to remind themselves to perform tasks. The recovery
strategies observed in chapter 4 were described as variations on a retrieval journey
strategy, where the participant gradually remembers more and more about the forgotten
information by recreating previous contexts either physically or mentally. Despite the
similarity between the processes involved in recovering from memory lapses and re-
finding information, it was observed that the participants in the email re-finding study
described in chapter 8 did not use retrieval journeys to solve re-finding tasks when using
the MemoMail interface – a tool designed specifically to support this kind of strategy.
Instead, the participants attempted to use other strategies that they had developed
while using commonly available benchmark tools. I believe that having such existing
strategies in place affected how the participants used the MemoMail interface and may
have been an important factor in explaining the poor performance with this interface
compared to the benchmark tools, with which the participants had more experience.

Another theme in the findings was the importance of people to re-finding informa-
tion. Previous work by Dumais et al. [2003] and Hertzum and Pejtersen [2000] had
suggested that people are both useful sources of information and memory triggers. The
findings from the studies performed in this thesis confirm this. In the memory lapse
study in chapter 4, people were revealed to be a common trigger for lapses in memory
because of their power as retrieval cues. Many of the memory lapses recorded in the
study were realised when the participant met with, talked about or thought about a
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person. This was because people are associated with events, attributes, and activities
and can act as a reminder of all these things. People were also shown to be important to
how the participants re-found information in chapter 8. When using the browse-based
system, the participants sorted their emails most often on the sender attribute; the
sender field was the most queried on field with the search-based system; and the analy-
sis of the queries submitted to the MemoMail interface showed that most of the queries
were people’s names or email addresses. The qualitative findings add more weight to
this argument. It was discovered that the participants in the researcher group thought
about their emails in terms of groups of people who would receive the same messages
and performed well when the re-finding interface could exploit this. Further, the posi-
tive feedback given by the participants about representing emails with photographs of
the sender underlines how useful people are to the re-finding process.

Another important theme throughout the thesis has been the notion of time. The
findings in chapter 7 showed that like other kinds of memory, memory for personal
information degrades over time. This means that the longer the period between access-
ing and re-accessing the information, the more difficult the task of re-finding becomes.
There was also consensus regarding how people use their recollections of time when
re-finding. In both the email and photograph memory-oriented interfaces, time was
used as a supplementary means to home in on specific information. The participants
tended to first use semantic or visual memories to narrow the information space and
then browse by time to locate information. Similarly, time was the most common at-
tribute to sort messages by when using the search-based email system and participants
who used folders also tended to sort most frequently by time. Similar findings were
reported by Dumais et al. [2003].

So far in this chapter the main findings from the main empirical chapters have been
summarised and discussed. The following section discusses what these findings mean
with respect to how they should influence the design of future PIM tools.

9.5 What do the findings mean with respect to designing

PIM tools?

The work performed in this thesis has demonstrated the importance of human mem-
ory to PIM. It has been shown that people re-find based on what they can remember
and that existing tools place a burden on the memory of the user. It has also been
demonstrated that there is a relationship between the quality of a person’s recollection
of the information they need and their ability to re-find that information. However,
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the findings in chapter 8 indicated that this relationship can be altered when tools
are provided that support specific properties that participants remembered. Therefore,
accounting for memory in the design of PIM tools is important. However, the findings
also suggest that accounting for memory is not straightforward. Several groups have
attempted to design systems that support known characteristics of memory. For ex-
ample, the systems designed by Freeman and Gelernter [1996] and Ringel et al. [2003],
amongst others, attempt to leverage episodic memories and the fact that events are
framed temporally with respect to the times of other events; the systems designed
by Kaptelinin [2003] and Jones et al. [2005] exploit strong human abilities to relate
information objects to contexts in which they were created or used, and the systems
designed by Dumais et al. [2003] and Cutrell et al. [2006] exploit the fact that people
usually find it easier to recognise than to remember. All of these projects are credible
attempts to leverage psychological research to improve PIM tools. However, the find-
ings of the experimental work in this thesis suggest that it may be inappropriate to
design re-finding tools based on a single known property of memory. The findings show
that the details that people remember and the tool features that offer support change
depending on a number of factors. Therefore, designing a re-finding interface around
an isolated property of memory may assist in some situations, but hinder re-finding in
others. For example, the findings in chapter 7 suggest the focusing support on tem-
poral memories, as other scholars have proposed in the past, is unsuitable for email
re-finding. In the email study, the participants were only able to remember when an
email was sent in just over half of the assigned tasks. This compares to other attributes
such as the topic of the email, which was remembered for 85.11% of tasks. Supporting
temporal memories may be a good idea for some kinds of tasks. For example, both the
postgraduates and researchers had good temporal memories for item tasks, remember-
ing when an email was sent in 80.95% and 85% of these tasks respectively. However, in
the main, the participants remembered when an email was sent relatively infrequently
compared to other attributes.

Another trend has been the move toward unified PIM tools. Freeman and Gelernter
[1996], Dumais et al. [2003], Boardman [2004] and Cutrell et al. [2006] have all proposed
interfaces that provide facilities to search over more than one kind of object or infor-
mation store. The aim behind these interfaces is to counter the problem of information
fragmentation where users have useful information scattered across multiple stores and
devices. However, again the findings indicate that unifying PIM tools may not always
be the best approach. The differences observed between the re-finding behaviour and
the support that offered assistance in the email and photograph studies suggest that
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features that may improve the user’s performance while re-finding one kind of informa-
tion object may hinder their performance when re-finding another kind of object. For
example, the way that the memory-oriented interfaces displayed results and presented
cues helped the users in the photograph study, but were unhelpful and unpopular in
the email study.

The findings suggest, therefore, that flexibility is the key to supporting memory
in PIM. Rather than restricting the user’s re-finding options to particular types of
memories as existing tools do, PIM tools should offer as many paths to objects as
possible. This was a central design principle derived from the early investigatory work
in chapters 2, 3, and 4, but is supported by the empirical findings of chapters 4, 7 and
8.

The other main design principle derived from the investigatory work was that PIM
interfaces should help the user remember more about what they are looking for. The
findings were mixed regarding methods of cue provision in the memory-oriented pho-
tograph and email interfaces. In the photograph study, showing photograph attributes
and descriptions as the user interacted with the system and leaving objects displayed
on the screen clearly helped the participants remember more. However, the same cue-
ing features were largely unhelpful in the email re-finding study. However, there were
situations in the email study where the participants needed to remember more. They
achieved this with the browse-based system by scanning the folder list for memory cues.
Therefore, the ways that the participants could be helped to remember more changed
depending on the type of object they were trying to re-find. Further, as discussed
above, the factors that determine what kinds of cues will be useful are what the partic-
ipants already remember about the objects, the reasons for looking for the objects, and
existing strategies that they have. The evidence suggests, therefore, that all of these
factors should be considered in the design of PIM tools.

9.6 Limitations of the Work

The findings presented should be considered with respect to the limitations of the work.
This section presents and discusses the limitations.

The work presented in chapter 6 described my efforts to design a methodology that
overcomes the many difficulties involved in conducting PIM evaluations. Although I
believe that the methodology represents a solid approach to studying re-finding be-
haviour, some limitations remain. The major limitation of the email re-finding study
was the lack of practice time with the memory-oriented interface. Difficulties in porting
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the software meant that it was impossible to allow the participants time to familiarise
themselves with the workings of the interface in their own time using their own ma-
chine. Further time constraints meant that practice time for all three of the interfaces
was restricted to 30 minutes per participant. If the participants had been able to prac-
tise more with the memory-interface this could have allowed them to develop strategies
that would alter the behaviour observed and perhaps offer better performance.

Another weakness was that the study population consisted purely of computer sci-
entists and computer science students and investigated their memories for tasks that
revolved around work based activities. Although computer scientists may not be rep-
resentative of all email users, I argue that the results are generalisable for a number of
reasons. Firstly, the population included a group of users (the postgraduates) who had
only recently started their course and who did not have a computer science background.
These participants mainly had low levels of computer literacy and limited experience
with email. Secondly, although I only examined re-finding tasks that were based on
work-based and not leisure activities, I did examine each of the three categories of email
re-finding tasks that the work in chapter 6 had shown users to complete in both work
and leisure scenarios.

Another limitation of the work in chapters 7 and 8 was the number of variables
present in the study. Other researchers have acknowledged the difficulties in performing
PIM evaluations and one of the main difficulties is controlling the variables present in
experimental designs. In the email study I attempted to control the variables as much
as possible, but as I wanted to examine the effects that many situations had on the
participants’ memory and because of the way that tasks were created, it was not possible
to control all of the variables. For example, the tasks performed by the different groups
of participants were taken from different pools, although there was overlap between the
tasks within the pools. Secondly, although the task descriptions within the task pools
were the same, the participants were open to interpret the task in their own way, which
may have meant looking for different information from another participant to solve the
same task. Nevertheless, the findings have been discussed with respect to the variables
present. Perhaps future studies could be performed to confirm individual findings with
experimental designs with stricter controls on the variables involved.

A final limitation that I wish to mention regarding the email study is the method
which was used to collect data about what the participants remembered. I asked the
participants what they were able to remember retrospectively, after they completed
each task. This was so that the process of recording memories would not influence the
participants’ re-finding behaviour. This means that I did not actually record what the
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participants remembered, rather what they thought they remembered. Nevertheless,
as the participants were asked directly after completing each task, I believe the data
recorded will have been reasonably accurate.

In this chapter the differences between the findings of photograph and email studies
were discussed. It is important to note that neither the interfaces nor the evalua-
tion methodologies used in the two studies were identical and the findings should be
considered with respect to this point.

9.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter has summarised and discussed the findings of the main empirical chapters
of this thesis. The implications the findings and the limitations of the work have also
been described. The following chapter concludes the thesis and presents opportunities
for future work.
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Conclusions and Future Work

10.1 Introduction

In this thesis I have investigated the role that memory plays in the management of per-
sonal information. I have looked at the problem from three perspectives: a theoretical
psychological perspective, a practical psychological perspective and an empirical per-
spective. The work performed from the first two perspectives consisted of investigatory
work that allowed a greater understanding of how human memory functions and how
this impacts on PIM. The findings formed the basis of the design for two novel PIM
tools that account for the strengths and limitations of human memory. The evaluation
of these interfaces – one for photographs and one for email messages – represented the
work performed from an empirical perspective. In this chapter I conclude the thesis by
summarising the main contributions of the work. I also propose some opportunities for
future research.

The three main objectives of this thesis, as outlined in section 1.1.1, were:

• To develop an increased understanding of the role memory plays in the manage-
ment of personal information.

• To design, implement and evaluate PIM tools that have been specifically designed
to support characteristics of human memory.

• To address the difficulties involved in performing PIM evaluations.
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These objectives form the structure of this chapter. First, in section 10.2, I outline
the contributions made with respect to each objective. Then, in section 10.3, I propose
how the research associated with each objective could be extended to further benefit
the PIM research community.

10.2 Contributions

10.2.1 Understanding the Role of Memory in PIM

The first objective for this doctoral work was to learn more about the role that memory
plays in PIM. The review of PIM literature in chapter 3 started this process by clarifying
the relationship between memory and PIM behaviour. It was demonstrated that all
of the behaviour noted in the literature could be related to memory in some way. It
was shown that people need to re-find because their memories are unable to store
all of the information they come across. The ways that people store and manage their
information are motivated by limitations of human memory. The ways that people store
and manage their information create new memory problems. Finally, it was shown that
the re-finding tools that are available burden memory by requiring recollections that
people often do not have.

Chapters 4 and 7 investigated what people do remember about their information
objects, looking specifically at memory for photographs and email messages. It was
discovered that for both varieties of object, people tend to remember the context sur-
rounding the interactions with objects. However, the participants in the email study
tended to have a fuller recollection of the emails they needed to re-find than the par-
ticipants in the photograph study had for photos.

Another key finding was that what the participants remembered in the email study
changed depending on a number of factors. As time went by the participants tended to
remember less about their messages meaning that older messages were harder to re-find.
Further, the types of attribute that tended to be remembered changed depending on
the user group that the participants belonged to, the filing strategy that they employed
and the type of task they were performing.

10.2.2 Designing, Implementing and Evaluating Memory Supporting

PIM Tools

The thesis has described the design and implementation of two novel PIM interfaces
– one for personal photographs and one for personal email messages. The designs of
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the interfaces were based on a number of principles extracted from investigatory work
described in the thesis. The evaluation of the interfaces allowed several discoveries to
be made about which features of the evaluated interfaces were supportive and which
were restrictive, as well as the reasons why. The main finding, however, was that the
interface features that assisted the participants to re-find changed in different situations.
Therefore, flexibility is crucial to PIM interfaces. It is important that PIM interfaces
support multiple varieties of memory so that different memories can be used in different
situations. The evaluations also highlighted the usefulness of supporting visual memory,
which few existing PIM tools and research prototypes support. Another finding was
that it can be helpful when PIM interfaces supply cues to help people remember more
about the information they need to find. However, again the evaluations revealed
that different types of memory cues are useful in different situations. Therefore, it is
important that the PIM tool designers consider the factors that the studies show to
affect this: the type of information object being re-found, the tasks that cause people to
re-find this type of object, and re-finding strategies that the participants may already
have.

10.2.3 Addressing Difficulties Involved in PIM Evaluations

A major limitation of the research performed in the field of PIM is that few tool eval-
uations have been performed. Several scholars have proposed that the reason for this
is the difficulties involved in conducting evaluations. The difficulties include incorpo-
rating the personal connections people have with their own information in evaluations,
creating balanced experimental designs, preparing experimental tasks, and protecting
the privacy of participants. A key contribution of this thesis was the creation of a
methodology for performing PIM evaluations that overcomes each of these difficulties.
The work in chapter 6 investigated the types of task that cause people to re-find email
messages and web pages. The outcome of the work was a taxonomy of task types
and task creation methods that allow other researchers to perform task-based PIM
evaluations.

10.3 Future Work

This previous section summarised the main contributions of this doctoral work. The
ramifications of this work are notable and warrant further investigation. Many avenues
emerged for the research described to be taken further. In this section I describe some
of the main opportunities for progressing the work.
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10.3.1 Understanding the Role of Memory in PIM

This thesis has increased the understanding the research community has about what
people remember about their information objects. However, the work has been limited
to two kinds of objects – email messages and photographs. More work is required to
understand what people remember about different kinds of objects, such as web pages,
music tracks / albums, computer files, text messages, etc. Further, more work needs to
be done in understanding the similarities and differences between the recollections of
different types of objects. An increased understanding of the recollections people have
will provide interface designers with a better idea of the tools they should be creating.

10.3.2 Designing, Implementing and Evaluating Memory Supporting

PIM Tools

In the thesis, memory-oriented interfaces were developed and tested for two kinds of
objects – photographs and email messages. Again there is the potential to investigate
how interfaces based on the same principles would perform for different kinds of objects.
However, there is a lot of work still to be done for both photographs and emails. Firstly,
it would be interesting to perform a longitudinal study of the interface in use, either
“in the wild” like [Dumais et al., 2003] and [Cutrell et al., 2006] or a repeated lab study
after the participants had been using the tool for some time. A limitation of the work in
this thesis was that the participants had little practice time with the memory-oriented
interfaces. As the interfaces were quite different to anything that they had seen or used
before, practice time may have changed the way that the participants behaved with
the systems and indeed their performance while using them.

Another avenue for further research would be to investigate how people perform
with the interfaces when the objects are displayed in different ways. Rather than
displaying objects clustered by time as the email interface did, or in a grid by time
as the photograph interface did, experiments could be devised to determine the merits
of presenting objects in lists or by clustering the objects based on attributes other
than time. It would be interesting to discover what effect the presentation of the
objects has on how the interface is used and the effectivness of the interface because
the temporal layout was central to how the participants used the interfaces in the
evaluations presented here.
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10.3.3 Address Difficulties Involved in PIM Evaluations

The work presented in this thesis concerning the facilitation of PIM evaluations repre-
sents a substantial contribution to the field of PIM that will enable more PIM evalua-
tions to be performed in the future. However, there is still a lot of work that could be
done to improve on the methodology. Again, the work in this thesis focused purely on
evaluating interfaces and behaviour for two types of information objects. In order to
broaden the usefulness of the methodology work needs to be done to create task tax-
onomies for different kinds of information objects. Further, the taxonomy that I derived
for email and web re-finding tasks could be improved by other researchers performing
similar studies and analysing the data from another point of view.

10.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter has concluded this thesis by summarising the contributions made and
proposing opportunities to further the research. The findings of this doctoral work have
fundamental implications for the design of PIM tools and their evaluation. This work
has shown that PIM tools can be improved by considering the function and limitations
of human memory in their design. Further, the task-based evaluation methodology
I propose provides a means through which researchers can assess PIM interfaces and
behaviour.
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The Cognitive Viewpoint with respect to studying PIM

David Elsweiler

This technical report outlines the Cognitive Framework for Information Transfer (In-
gwersen and Järvelin, 2005), a holistic structure for empirical research. The cognitive
framework inspired the research methodology for the work described in the doctoral the-
sis (Elsweiler, 2007), which examined Personal Information Management (PIM)behaviours
from the perspective of human memory. The report discusses the implications the frame-
work has for the doctoral work and provides the relevant background information that
enables the problems associated with PIM to be viewed from a holistic cognitive perspec-
tive. The cognitive framework has been established from a large body of work, performed
with respect to what is referred to as the cognitive viewpoint. The aim of the report is
to provide the reader with a summary of the approach, characterising the viewpoint by
presenting and describing the main features.

1. Introduction

The cognitive viewpoint is an epistemological stance, proposed as an alternative to the
traditional system-driven approach to studying information behaviour. The viewpoint is
useful with respect to study PIM from the perspective of memory because it recognises
that information behaviours, such as information retrieval and seeking (IS&R) are strongly
related to the study of human cognition and human cognitive processes.

The majority of the available literature describes the cognitive viewpoint with respect
to information seeking behaviour and the communication of information. This report and
the work described in (Elsweiler, 2007) break with this trend by relating the viewpoint to
the field of Personal Information Management (PIM). Here, PIM is viewed as a special
case of information transfer; the human cognitive actor sending messages to him/herself
some time in the future.

The purpose of this report is to convey the main concepts of the cognitive viewpoint
and to show how these impact the research methodology employed in the doctoral work
described in (Elsweiler, 2007). Section 2 motivates the approach and provides a brief
history and background of the cognitive viewpoint. Sections 3 and 4 characterise the
viewpoint through its five central dimensions and illustrate these dimensions in a practical
example. In section 5 the benefits and criticisms of the cognitive viewpoint are detailed.
Finally, section 6 describes how the cognitive viewpoint relates to the work described in
(Elsweiler, 2007) and outlines the research methodology chosen.
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2. History and Background

The viewpoint follows the cognitive revolution - a shift in thinking, across several subject
domains, towards considering the workings of the mind as information-processing executed
by many subsystems (Miller, 2003).

The cognitive viewpoint was established as a consequence of work undertaken by several
scholars. The individual approaches taken in these works were not identical. Nevertheless,
they were in agreement and, when taken as a whole, constitute an alternative and innova-
tive approach to studying information behaviour. Although there were many contributors
to what is now known as the cognitive viewpoint, Borlund (2000), in her overview, de-
scribes De Mey, Brookes, Belkin and Ingwersen as the four principal contributors.

According to Belkin (1990) the essence of the cognitive viewpoint is that it

“explicitly considers that the states of knowledge, beliefs and so on of
human-beings (or information-processing devices) mediate (or interact with)
that which they receive / perceive or produce.”

This means that the viewpoint considers that the users’ previous learning experiences,
in all aspects of their lives, are central to the way in which they behave with informa-
tion systems and, indeed, how successful their behaviour is in the context of their task
aims. Within the viewpoint, learning experiences instigated by the act of communication
and the processes of perception, evaluation, interpretation, and learning are collectively
represented by an individual actor’s “world model” or cognitive state (Ingwersen, 1992).

De Mey (1977) states the central point of the cognitive viewpoint to be:

“ that any processing of information, whether perceptual or symbolic, is
mediated by a system of categories or concepts which, for the information
processing device, are a model of his / its world”

This means that the actor’s individual body of knowledge and expertise determines the
way new information is interpreted and, equally, the new information affects the form of
the collated knowledge or world model.

Early work from the cognitive perspective focused on individual cognitive structures
and saw the act of communication between actors as the alignment of world models of
the participating actors. However, in the early nineties there was a shift from the em-
phasis on the individual cognitive structures to a holistic approach; the understanding
that several aspects exist in the system and that each aspect impacts the transfer of
information, particularly when communication is mediated by a computer system. The
cognitive framework for information transfer encourages the consideration of the infor-
mation objects themselves, system aspects such as the algorithms and data structures
used to represent and retrieve information objects, human actors involved and finally,
the external factors that influence the interaction of these aspects. The various aspects
that form the basis for investigation within the holistic cognitive framework are depicted
graphically in Figure 1.

Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005) describe the change in emphasis from an individual to a
holistic cognitive view as “the turn” that implies the “shift from believing in the possibility
of bringing the variety of cognitive and functionally different structures in IR in harmony,
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Figure 1. General model of cognitive information seeking and retrieval, Ingwersen and
Järvelin 2005. Arrow numbers in refer to kinds of interaction or one-way influence

to the acceptance that such structures are inherently different, and should be exploited
as such.” According to Ingwersen and Järvelin, it is the “asymmetric cognitive nature of
the man-machine relationships that creates the obstacles for information transfer”.

3. Central Dimensions of the Viewpoint

Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005) present the five central dimensions of the viewpoint to
be:

1. Information processing takes place in senders and recipients of messages

2. Processing takes place at different levels

3. During communication of information any actor is influenced by its past and present
experiences (time) and its social, organizational and cultural environment

4. Individual actors influence the environment or domain

5. Information is situational and contextual

According to Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005), these dimensions are not isolated. On the
contrary, they are interrelated, with each dimension exerting influence over the others.
The following sections describe the cognitive viewpoint through these central dimensions,
with each dimension outlined in a way that demonstrates the overlap. The intention is to
provide the reader with an understanding of the viewpoint’s intrinsic worth.

1. Information processing takes place in senders and recipients of messages
Brookes (1977) describes communication between humans, both through natural con-

versation and via information systems, as being mediated by a physical channel. The
first dimension of the cognitive viewpoint relates to the fact that at “both ends of the
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channel . . . cognitive processes occur” (Brookes, 1977, p. 195). A good illustration of this
point is the example of the human actor in the process of IR&S. The human actor in this
scenario is not the only recipient of information. When the information is created by the
generator i.e. the person who produces the information, (s)he exercises thought which has
the potential to modify their state of knowledge. Further, during the processes involved
in retrieving or accessing information from an information system, the searcher processes
and creates information, for example, in the form of thoughts and deductions, as well as
queries. In the case of queries this information is communicated to back to the system.

By acknowledging the first dimension, the viewpoint recognises that actors or system
participants can be any variety of information processing device; human or machine. Con-
sequently, the cognitive viewpoint is not restricted to being purely user-centred. Essen-
tially, it is human-oriented and encompasses all information processing devices generated
by man as well as information processes intended by man (Ingwersen and Järvelin, 2005).
From a cognitive perspective, the form of the system participants is irrelevant. It is im-
portant only to understand that participants are information processing devices and that
information can be processed at different levels.

2. Processing takes place at different levels
De Mey (1980, p. 49) established that information processing can evolve through four

stages. The stages are as follows:

1. (A monadic stage) during which information units are handled separately and in-
dependently of each other as if they were simple self-contained entities.

2. (A structural stage) where the information is seen as a more complex entity con-
sisting of several information units arranged in some specific way.

3. (A contextual stage) where in addition to an analysis of the structural organiza-
tion of the information-bearing unit, there is required information on context to
disambiguate the meaning of the message.

4. (A cognitive or epistemic stage) in which information is seen as a supplementary or
complementary to a conceptual system that represents the information-processing
systems knowledge of its world.

Overall, these stages show a gradual progression from sign and object in the message
towards world knowledge of the information processing system (Borlund, 2000). The
traditional approaches to information retrieval where the emphasis is on the system en-
compass the first two levels, while more user-oriented approaches to IR partially realise
stage 3 (Ingwersen, 1992, p. 23). The first three stages represent linguistic processing
levels that can be reached by both humans and machines. However, it is in the fourth
stage that the majority of human information processing takes place. The fourth stage
cannot be achieved by computers in isolation i.e. without human assistance. Stage 4
involves meaning, which is essentially a human-oriented concept. Information retrieval
and information science in general are not concerned with meaning, only information. In
fact, meaning can have a detrimental effect on the communication processes involved in
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IR. This was acknowledged by Ingwersen (1992, p. 23) when he noted that the meaning
of a message is synthesized by the recipient out of his own knowledge, in interaction with
the message. Ingwersen exemplified this point by stating that this is exactly what the
human indexer does when assigning keywords and concepts to a text. It is his meaning
that is assigned, which immediately results in the loss of information, inherent in the pro-
cess of representation (Wormell, 1985)(as cited by (Ingwersen, 1992, p. 23)). Effectively
what the indexer does is apply his prejudices and assumptions about the usefulness and
application area of the information.

3. During communication of information any actor is influenced by its past
and present experiences (time) and its social, organizational and cultural en-
vironment

The third dimension serves to underline De Mey’s point that information processing is
mediated by the recipient’s cognitive state. An actor’s cognitive state is the accumula-
tion of individually interpreted situations and perceived social or collective experiences,
education etc. (Ingwersen, 1982) (as cited by (Ingwersen and Järvelin, 2005)). These
experiences happen over time and as such, the dimension of time plays important role in
the interpretation of information and the effect on individual actors’ world models.

There are several actors involved in the system in addition to the obvious end system
user or information seeker. Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005) name several other actors that
can exist, including retrieval engine designers, database producers, algorithm developers,
authors, indexers, thesaurus and classification system generators, work task responsibles
and managers. The role each actor plays in the system may be different, probably at
different points in time and in different contextual situations. Consequently, individual
actors are likely to interpret situations differently and these cognitive discrepancies are
liable to influence the effectiveness of the system (Ingwersen and Järvelin, 2005).

4. Individual actors influence the environment or domain
The viewpoint does not only consider actors as individuals. Information behaviour is

often performed in groups, where social interaction plays a part and collective cognitive
structures are involved. Group activities will result in shared understanding of concepts
and tasks, and mentoring and tutoring within groups will influence the performance of
tasks. Collaboration while performing information tasks may lead to the creation of col-
lective cognitive structures and modification of the structures over time (Ingwersen, 1982,
p. 169) The third and fourth dimensions demonstrate that the behaviour of individual
users within the system can influenced by many other actors. This is therefore reflected
within the cognitive viewpoint.

5. Information is situational and contextual
The cognitive viewpoint reflects the understanding that information behaviour involves

cognitive processing in context. As is shown in (Elsweiler, 2007), context has been shown
to be of crucial influence in how we search for information, store and categorise informa-
tion, both mentally and physically, and in our ability to retrieve or remember information
at later points in time. With regard to the cognitive viewpoint, Ingwersen and Järvelin
(2004) defined five nested levels of context for IS&R that are associated with each central
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component [shown in figure 1]. According to Ingwersen and Järvelin (2004) the user’s
perception of these context levels [shown in figure 2] characterise the current situation of
the system. The context levels are as follows:

1. Intra-object Structures - At the lowest level, parts or elements of information
objects are in context with each other. For example, words and sentences are in
the context of the paragraph in which they reside, images are in the context of
surrounding text. As is shown in (Elsweiler, 2007), intra object relationships are also
evident in human cognitive structures. For example, separate pieces of knowledge
can be related by different contexts.

2. Inter-object contexts - At a slightly higher level, information objects are contex-
tual to each other. There are relationships between information objects. Citations
in documents are one example, documents with shared properties such as the author,
place of publication are another.

3. Interaction (session) context – This level of context refers to features of the inter-
action between two components or actors. Depending on the components involved
the definition of this level of context can differ. For example, if actors are being con-
sidered, the context will describe situational aspects, such as the undertaken work
task. If the interface is being considered this level of context may include elements of
the user’s behaviour, their preferences or decisions taken within in a particular ses-
sion of interaction. This kind of session context can be exploited by context-aware
systems e.g. (Ruthven et al., 2003) to improve the search performance / experience
(Ingwersen and Järvelin, 2004).

4. Conceptual, Emotional, Systemic and Social properties immediately sur-
rounding the actor or component. Context at this level influences the actor’s
perception of work tasks, gaps in knowledge and potential information sources, etc..
All of which have the potential to determine the situation at hand described in (3).

5. Remote contextual constructs, such as general techno-economic infrastructures
and socio-cultural factors in society, influence all actors within the system to a
certain extent.

The first five levels of context through previous points in time will also have an effect
on the situation at hand. This is considered a sixth level. This historical level of context
underlines the significance of the dimension of time within the cognitive view.

4. The Central Dimensions Exemplified

Figure 3, an example taken from (Ingwersen and Järvelin, 2005) illustrates the central
dimensions of the cognitive viewpoint in a practical situation. It depicts one instance
of communication at two levels between two actors, a generator and a recipient. Each
actor is in their own context defined by their circumstance at that moment, which has an
influence on their own state of knowledge or ’world model’. These contexts are depicted
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Figure 2. Nested model of context stratification for information seeking and retrieval.
[From Ingwersen & Jrvelin 2005]

to be open-ended, implying that factors from elsewhere, further out into the environment
may have an influence on contexts A and B.

The left-hand side of figure 3 shows that the situation and surrounding context A trig-
gers a message to be created at the cognitive-emotional level from the generator’s “world
model”. The message takes the form of signs at the linguistic surface level of the commu-
nication system. Regardless of whether the signs are stored for later communication, for
instance in an information system, or immediately communicated, the meaning (sense)
of the message and the surrounding context is lost. This loss in meaning and context is
named the cognitive free fall (Ingwersen and Järvelin, 2005). At this point the generator
loses control of the message.

The right-hand side of figure 3 shows that the recipient perceives the signs at a linguistic
surface level, in his/her/its context B. Only through the stages of information processing,
(Mey, 1977, 1980), and supported by the “world model” of the recipient, may the message
impact the current cognitive state of that recipient i.e. change his/her/its “world model”.
The recipient’s processes of interpretation convert the signs into information and, as a
result, transform the recipients world model. Thus, the information perceived by the
recipient may be different from that intended by the generator. The transformation
of the recipient’s world model will be influenced by the context in which the message
was received (B). The signs may indeed have an effect on the recipient, but information
may not be conceived. The cognitive-emotional state in context (B) may contain doubt,
perceive a problem about the processing and/or interpretation of the signs, and reach a
state of uncertainty - leading to further communication.
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Figure 3. The cognitive communication system for information science, information seek-
ing and IR. From Ingwersen & Jarvelin [2005] Revision of Ingwersen [1992, p.33; 1996,
p.6], from Belkin [1978]

5. The Benefits of a Holistic Cognitive Approach

Approaching information-oriented problems from a cognitive perspective offers sev-
eral advantages compared with the alternative system and user-oriented approaches. A
system-driven approach provides algorithmic analysis, but omits the examination of real
users. A user-oriented approach focuses on user behaviour, but rarely considers the IR
systems involved. The cognitive viewpoint promotes consideration of all agents, forming
a holistic framework for information research, including the design and evaluation of in-
formation systems. Larsen (2004), in his review of the cognitive viewpoint describes it
as

“. . . an attempt to bridge the gap between the two traditions [of system
and user-oriented approaches], and to create a framework where the theories,
methods and results from both can be integrated into a coherent framework.”

Similarly, the models explicit in the viewpoint e.g. those depicted in figures 1, 3 and
2 have been established through investigations conducted with respect to the viewpoint
and encourage a deep understanding of multiple aspects usually ignored in the traditional
IR approaches.

In addition to the holistic approach of investigation that has lead to the development of
the cognitive framework for information transfer, the empirical investigations performed
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with respect to the framework have lead to an increased theoretical understanding of the
factors and processes involved in information activities, as well as improved designs and
practical incarnations of the viewpoint’s concepts. The cognitive viewpoint, therefore,
affords practical, theoretical and empirical rewards.

This review of the cognitive viewpoint has deliberately not been of a critical nature.
The aim instead has been merely to present the characteristics of the viewpoint through
the five central dimensions as outlined by Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005). Nevertheless
it is important to mention that over the years, criticisms have been levelled against the
cognitive viewpoint. Borlund (2000) categorises the criticisms as follows: 1) questioning
of the practical applicability of the viewpoint to information science research; and 2) the
narrowed user / recipient-centred focus often interpreted into the viewpoint.

The second criticism, voiced by scholars such as Frohmann (1992) and Hjorland and
Albrechtsen (1995), is principally philosophical in nature. These scholars advocate a so-
cial approach that views an information exchange between two individuals as a function
of the interaction between the individuals among other contextual and situational fac-
tors. Within this approach the cognitive viewpoint is rejected as inadequate on the basis
that it does not take into account socio-cultural context, among other contexts (Gialo,
2006). Principal scholars advocating the cognitive viewpoint dismiss this argument as a
misinterpretation of the view (Ingwersen, 1992). Further, the argument can be specif-
ically disputed by citing the works of Ingwersen (1992); Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005)
who discuss the “Holistic cognitive viewpoint” and make explicit reference to contexts
including socio-cultural contexts.

The first argument that dismisses the cognitive viewpoint as impractical and useless
in applied empirical research can also be countered by citing the large body of work
that has either explicitly or implicitly applied the cognitive viewpoint. Borlund (2000)
cites twenty-four frequently cited publications by prominent scholars that adhere to the
cognitive viewpoint. Since then several other scholars have published work from aligning
with the cognitive framework, including the work of Larsen (2004), Gialo (2006), White
et al. (2004) and Elsweiler et al. (2007) to name but a few.

6. The Cognitive Foundation of My Thesis

The objectives of my doctoral work are to learn about and improve on how people man-
age and re-find their information objects. The holistic nature of the cognitive viewpoint
and the principles inherant in the view harmonize particularly well with these objectives.

The cognitive framework for information transfer encourages the consideration of all
aspects of a system during investigation. As described above, this includes the system
aspects, the user and other involved human actors, the interaction between these, and
the factors that govern this interaction. This approach is particularly relevant to the
study of PIM because previous work has revealed that people re-find based on what they
can remember (Capra and Perez-Quinones, 2005) and what they remember tends to be
influenced by the surrounding context (Smith, 1988; Ellis and Ashbrook, 1991; Miles and
Hardman, 1998), the interaction process with the information (Craik and Lockhart, 1972;
Thompson et al., 1996) and other people associated with the information in some way
(Dumais et al., 2003). Therefore, each of the aspects considered in the cognitive framework
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(depicted in figure 1 )play an important role in PIM behaviours.
The framework’s emphasis on the cognitive structures (of various actors) is also im-

portant with respect to the aims of this work. Explicit within the viewpoint is the
understanding of the influence that the cognitive structures have on the way that doc-
uments are perceived, as well as the the impact that documents, in combination with
other factors, have on the cognitive structures. This aligns with the approach of study-
ing the role that memory plays in PIM for a number of reasons. Firstly, collections of
information objects are amassed over time as a result of user activities. This means that
information collections and the objects within can be viewed as a representation of the
user’s memories of those activities. Secondly, as mentioned above, people use memories
to manage their information. Thirdly, information objects have the potential to evoke
memories (Kono and Misaki, 2004). Therefore, in PIM there is a two-way influence: the
cognitive structures (memories) influence the use and perception of the documents and
the use and perception of documents influences the cognitive structures.

The research methodology taken in (Elsweiler et al., 2007) is inspired by and aligned
with the cognitive framework for information transfer. It attempts to: 1) consider all
of the apsects defined in figure 1 as encouraged by the cognitive framework; 2) include
theoretical, practical and empirical analyses as endorsed by the cognitive framework; and
3) use the models explicit within the viewpoint to help communicate the findings.

To incorporate these aspects in (Elsweiler, 2007) the role of memory in personal in-
formation management is viewed from three perspectives. 1) a theoretical psychological
perspective, where the function and abilities of the human memory system are investi-
gated in controlled laboratory settings. 2) a practical psychological perspective, where
memory is investigated in practical real-life settings, both within the context of manag-
ing personal information and within the larger context of everyday life. 3) an empirical
perspective, where principles extracted from the first two perspectives are evaluated in a
controlled manner.

The methodology employed also covers two complete cycles of a three-stage incremental
design software development model (Booch, 1991). Each cycle contains the following three
stages:

1. Requirements analysis - The research is empirically grounded by exploratory studies
to develop an understanding of the requirements for PIM tools.

2. Design and prototyping - Findings from the exploratory work are used to motivate
the design and implementation of PIM prototypes.

3. Evaluation – The developed prototypes are evaluated using methodologies endorsed
by the cognitive framework for information transfer.

The research process is depicted in figure 4.
The following sections summarise the three perspectives in a little more detail, explain-

ing the motivation for each and their role within the incremental design methodology.

6.1. From a Theoretical Psychological Perspective
The premise of the work presented in this theis is that memory is central to how

people manage and re-find their information. The motivation for the work is that existing
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Figure 4. The incremental design methodology

tools burden the memory systems by requiring the recollection of particular types of
information. In order to understand why existing tools place burden on the users memory
and to clarify tools can be designed to be more aligned with memory, tool designers need
to know more about the workings of memory. The work performed from a theoretical
psychological perspective starts this process by considering the function, strengths and
weaknesses of the human memory system in controlled conditions. This is exactly the
approach taken in the field of cognitive psychology. Chapter 2 of the thesis reviews
relevant psychological research that firstly influences research and design decisions in
subsequent chapters and secondly, helps to establish a set of themes that can be used to
critique both existing PIM tools.

The work performed from a theoretical psychological perspective therefore, corresponds
to the requirements analysis phase, particularly in the first design cycle.

6.2. From a Practical Psychological Perspective
The work performed from a practical psychological perspective builds on the theoret-

ical work by investigating how memory functions in and influces real-life situations and
environments. Chapter 3 of the thesis provides a review of literature, mainly from the
fields of information science and human-computer interaction, that has been concerned
with determining the strategies people employ and habits they have when managing their
personal information. The review clarifies the underlying psychological motivations be-
hind the observed strategies and relates these to theoretical work described in chapter
2.

In chapter 4 of the thesis, the limitations of memory are investigated in real-life environ-
ments. It is proposed that fundamentally it is lapses in memory that impede users from
successfully re-finding the information they need. The hypothesis is that by learning more
about memory lapses in non-computing contexts and how people cope and recover from
these lapses, interface designers can better inform the design of PIM tools and improve
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the user’s ability to re-access and re-use objects. A diary study is described that investi-
gates the everyday memory problems of people from a wide range of backgrounds. Based
on the findings, a series of principles are presented that are hypothesized to improve the
design of personal information management tools.

Thus, the work performed from practical psychological perspective also corresponds to
the requirements analysis phase, but represents a broader focus. As the research from
a practical psychological perspective is performed in real-life environments this allows
the impact of aspects other than the central human actor and information objects to be
investigated.

6.3. From an Empirical Perspective
The research conducted from the theoretical and practical psychological perspectives

will feed in to the design of experimental PIM tools. The evaluation of the implemented
interfaces represents the work from an empirical perspective. The new tools are evaluated
to examine how the participants perform with the new tools compared with existing tools.

The evaluation work represents a substantial contribution of the doctoral work. Several
scholars have noted the difficulties involved in PIM evaluation. (Elsweiler, 2007) proposes
an evaluation approach to counter these difficulties, empirically establishes the validity
of the approach, and presents concrete examples of the approach in practice. In chapter
4, a small pilot evaluation is described that investigates the performance of an interface
for managing and re-finding personal images. Although personal images evaluations are
not open to all of the privacy issues of evaluations of other personal information objects
such as email, the pilot was useful in unearthing difficulties and pitfalls of the technique.
These difficulties are discussed in detail in chapter 6 and a task-based evaluation approach
accounting for these, as well as the privacy issues in some personal information objects is
proposed and validated.

The evaluation work also looks more closely at memory in a PIM context. The chap-
ters written from an empirical perspective (Chapters 5,7 and 8) examine what types of
memories the participants had for the information objects they were looking for. Chapter
7 in particular examines memory in detail. It examines the types of attributes that the
participants remembered for email messages that they were looking for and shows how the
attributes remembered changed in different situations. Chapter 8 builds on this work by
examining how different kinds of email re-finding tools support the different recollections.

7. Summary and Conclusions

This report has introduced the cognitive framework for information transfer, presented
a short review of appropriate literature regarding the cognitive viewpoint, and has shown
how the cognitive framework has influenced the research methodology for the doctoral
work described in (Elsweiler, 2007).
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Appendix B

Resources relating to the work

described in Chapter 4

• Memory-lapse study questionnaire

• PhotoMemory evaluation pre-study questionnaire

• PhotoMemory evaluation pre-task questionnaire

• PhotoMemory evaluation post-task questionnaire

• PhotoMemory evaluation post-study questionnaire
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Memory-lapse study Questionnaire:
Personal Information

Name:
Age:
Sex: Male / Female
Education Level: School (Standard / O Grade)                  

School (Higher / A Grade)                     
College (HNC)                                       
College (HND)
University (Undergraduate Degree)
University (Post-Graduate Degree)
Other

Job Title
Would you describe yourself as an information 
worker?

Yes / No

Do you use a computer? Yes / No

Reading Habits
How often do you read generally? Never    Rarely  Monthly  Weekly  Daily 
How often do you read books? Never    Rarely  Monthly  Weekly  Daily 
How often do you read newspapers? Never    Rarely  Monthly  Weekly  Daily 
How often do you read magazines? Never    Rarely  Monthly  Weekly  Daily 
How often do you read journals? Never    Rarely  Monthly  Weekly  Daily 

Communication Habits
On average how many of the following to you receive each day?

Email Messages None    0-15  16-30  31-50  50+ 
Telephone Calls None    0-5    5-10    10-15  15+ 
Text Messages None    0-15  16-30  31-50  50+ 
Instant messages (Msn, AOL, etc) None    0-15  16-30  31-50  50+ 
Traditional Mail None    0-5    5-10    10-15  15+ 
Faxes None    0-5    5-10    10-15  15+ 
How often do you meet people during the 
day?

None    0-15  16-30  31-50  50+ 

Internet Browsing Habits
How often do you use the internet? Never    Rarely  Weekly  Daily  Many times a day 
What do you use the Internet for? Work

Research 
Shopping
Comparing Prices
Music
Hobbies
News
Other
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 Organisation

Would you describe yourself as an organised person? Yes / No
On a scale of 1-5 how organised are you? (Not at all)  1    2    3    4    5  (Very)
Do you like established routines? Yes / No

How organised is your music collection? (Not at all)  1    2    3    4    5  (Very)
Describe the method you use to organise your mu-
sic.

How organised is your photograph collection? (Not at all)  1    2    3    4    5  (Very)
Describe the method you use to organise your 
photographs.

How organised are the files on your PC? (Not at all)  1    2    3    4    5  (Very)

Describe the method you use to organise your 
files.

How organised are your web bookmarks? (Not at all)  1    2    3    4    5  (Very)
Describe the method you use to organise your 
bookmarks.
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Memory Performance
How would you rate your memory perform-
ance generally?

Very Poor    Poor  Average  Good  Exceptional 

On a scale of 1-5 how often do the following situations occur to you? (1= never, 2=rarely, 3= monthly, 4= weekly, 5 = 
daily)

Retrospective Memory lapses
Forget a person’s name 1    2  3  4  5 
Forget a once known fact 1    2  3  4  5 
Misplace an item such as keys or mobile phone 1    2  3  4  5 
Forget a word or spelling of a word 1    2  3  4  5 
Forget where you read something 1    2  3  4  5 
Forget items on a list 1    2  3  4  5 
Forget specific details of read material and have to look it up or re-read 1    2  3  4  5 
Have to spend time searching for a file or information stored on your PC 1    2  3  4  5 
Forget the address of a webpage 1    2  3  4  5 
Confuse the content of websites e.g. think that you read something on a web-
site when you actually read it on another webpage with similar content

1    2  3  4  5 

Forget about a past experience 1    2  3  4  5 
Forget where you were when an event happened 1    2  3  4  5 

Prospective Memory Lapses
Forget about an appointment 1    2  3  4  5 
Forget to pay a bill or similar task 1    2  3  4  5 
Forget to pass on a message to someone 1    2  3  4  5 
Forget to bring something with you 1    2  3  4  5 
Forget about a special date such as a birthday or anniversary 1    2  3  4  5 

Action Slips
Forget to complete a task after being interrupted 1    2  3  4  5 
Miss out a step in a procedure e.g. sending an email without adding an attach-
ment or forgetting to put sugar in a cup of tea

1    2  3  4  5 

Forget the intention of an action e.g. go upstairs to do something and when 
you arrive forget what the task was

1    2  3  4  5 

Lose your train of thought e.g. taking in information that sparks an idea, only 
to take in more information and lose the first idea 

1    2  3  4  5 

Final Questions
Do you find yourself searching for the same information repeatedly? (phone numbers, website 
addresses, etc.)

Yes / No

Can you remember details of an email sent to you over a month ago? Yes / No
Could you locate this email? Yes / No
Can you remember details of a webpage (that you don’t frequently visit) you visited over a 
month ago?

Yes / No

Would you be able to locate that website? Yes / No
Can you remember details of a book / magazine or journal article that you read over a month 
ago?

Yes / No

Would you be able to locate information in that article / book? Yes / No
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Memory Aids

Do you use devices or techniques to support your memory? Yes / No

Which of the following do you make use of? Paper-Based
Shopping lists
To-do lists
Post it notes
Notepads
Address books
Diary / journal
Others
1.
2.
3.
4.
5

Computer-Based
PDA
Web log
Web favourites / bookmarks
Email folders
OS search tool
Use email to remind you to complete a 
task.
Others
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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PhotoMemory Evaluation (chapter 4): Pre-study Questionnaire

Section 1:  Personal Details

1. Please Provide your AGE:

2. Please Indicate your GENDER:

Male …………………………….. 

Female …………………………. 

Section 2:  Photograph Management Experience

3. How often do you take digital photographs?

Never    Rarely  Monthly  Weekly  Daily 

4. How often do you store digital photos?

Never    Rarely  Monthly  Weekly  Daily 

5. How LARGE is your collection?

6. How LARGE is your collection for 
this experiment?

7. Which of the following does your collection contain?
Digital photographs taken myself with camera 
Digital photographs taken myself with camera phone 
Friends’ digital images 
Images from the Internet 
Images scanned from traditional photographs 







Section 3:  Photograph Management Strategy

7. How do you rate your experience of digital photograph management technology?

8. How do you currently organise your digital photographs?
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None
Lots



Personal Web Space
Folder-based file system
Photo Management Software (please name)
I don’t store digital photographs
Other  







9. How do you rate your organisational system?

10. How do you rate your ability to store and find personal photographs?

11. How often do you browse / search your collection?

Never    Rarely  Monthly  Weekly  Daily 

12. How often do you find the image(s) you are searching for?
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Poor
Exceptional

Poor
Exceptional

Never
Always



PhotoMemory Evaluation (chapter 4):  Pre-task Questionnaire
ID: System: Task:

1. Can you think of photographs in your collection that meet specifications of this 
task?
Yes …………………………….. 

No  ..…………………………. 

2. What do you remember about these photographs? 

PhotoMemory Evaluation (chapter 4): Post-task Questionnaire
ID: System: Task:

1. TIME to complete task:

2. Number of images in your selected group:

3. How satisfied are you with your selected group?
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Not At all
Completely



4. The task we asked you to perform was (irrespective of the system):

Stressful      Helpful

Interesting      Boring

Tiring      Restful

Easy      Difficult

5. The System made it easy to find relevant Images?

Agree      Disagree

6. It was easy to learn how to use the system?

Agree      Disagree

7. it was easy to remember images already seen?

Agree      Disagree

8. It was easy to understand how images were organised?

Agree      Disagree

9. The selected images closely matched those originally recollected.?

Agree      Disagree
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PhotoMemory Evaluation (chapter 4):  Post-evaluation Questionnaire
Please complete the following questions regarding your experiences while performing 

in the user study.

1. Which system did you prefer to use and why?

2. Which system was easiest to use and why?

3. Which system do you think provided the fastest access to the sought-after 

images and why?

4. Which system do you think was most effective when you wanted to retrieve an 

individual image?

5. Which system do you think was most effective when you wanted to retrieve 

more than one image?
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6. If you had an image of a photograph in your head, and wanted to retrieve it as 

quickly as possible, which system would you be most confident in achieving 

this goal?

7. Where there any other specific features of PhotoMemory that you felt were 

effective?

8. Are there any other features that you feel could improve PhotoMemory
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Appendix C

Resources relating to the work

described in Chapter 6

• Web diary form for the first task-collection study

• Web diary form for the second task-collection study

• Task pools for the three user groups in the email re-finding study

• Email re-finding study pre-study questionnaire

• Email re-finding study pre-task questionnaire

• Email re-finding post-task questionnaire

• Email re-finding post-study questionnaire
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The web-based diary form used in the first task recording study
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The web-based diary form used in the second task recording study



Appendix A: Experimental Tasks

Postgraduate Participant Tasks

Tasks A (Lookup tasks)

• A1: You have forgotten the pin code for the laboratory door.  Find the pin code.

• A2: You would like to order a free software from Microsoft  through the University 
scheme.  You need the appropriate URL to do this.  Find the URL in your emails.

• A3:  A  friend  has  spotted  you  filling  in  the  diary  form  from  the  task  recording 
experiment and asks what you are doing.  You explain.  She asks how long you have 
been recording tasks.  When did you start recording tasks for this experiment?

• A4: You are completing a laboratory exercise for the Internet Programming class that 
involves using a MySQL database.  What is your departmental Database username?

• A5: Which member of staff gave the seminar about the events at Mobile HCI this 
year?

• A6: You are completing an essay for the IR class and you cannot remember how to 
correctly reference a paper.   Name a referencing style and explain its key features.

Tasks B (Item tasks)

• B1: You are taking part in the task recording study again and you want to record a 
task, but you cannot remember the link to the diary page.  Find the email with the 
information.

• B2: Find the most recent email that you have received that has java source code as 
an attachment

• B3: Find an email with details of the class representatives

• B4: Find an email reminding you about this experiment appointment

Tasks C (Multi-item tasks)

• C1: You would like to file all of your emails relating to the Internet programming class. 
Find all of the emails that you would like to file.

• C2:  Now  that  this  experiment  is  finished  you  want  to  delete  all  of  the  emails 
associated with the experiment.  Find them all to delete them

• C3: You would like to file all of your emails relating to the Internet programming class. 
Find all of the emails that you would like to file.
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Undergraduate Tasks

Tasks A (Lookup tasks)

• A1: You have forgotten the pin code for the laboratory door.   Find the pin code.

• A2:  You would like to order a free software from Microsoft  through the University 
scheme.  You need the appropriate URL to do this.  Find the URL in your emails.

• A3:  A  friend  has  spotted  you  filling  in  the  diary  form  from  the  task  recording 
experiment and asks what you are doing.  You explain.  She asks how long you have 
been recording tasks.  When did you start recording tasks for this experiment?

• A4: You are completing a laboratory exercise for the Database class that involves 
creating and modifying an Oracle database.  What is your departmental Database 
username?

• A6: When was the last time System support emailed you and what was the email 
about?

Tasks B (Item tasks)

 B1: You are taking part in the task recording study again and you want to record a 
task, but you cannot remember the link to the diary page.  Find the email with the 
information.

 B2: Find the most recent email that you have received that has java source code as 
an attachment

 B3: Find an email with details of the student representatives for your year

 B4: Find the email reminding you about this experiment appointment

 B5: Find the electronic receipt for your first assignment hand-in using the electronic 
submission system

 B6: Find the last email a group member sent you about the Boston subway problem

Tasks C (Multi-item tasks)

 C1: You would like to file all of your emails relating to the Internet programming class. 
Find all of the emails that you would like to file.

 C2:  Now  that  this  experiment  is  finished  you  want  to  delete  all  of  the  emails 
associated with the experiment.  Find them all to delete them

 C3: You would like to file all of your emails relating to the Group project class. Find all 
of the emails that you would like to file.

 C4:  You are  starting  to  think  about  employment  after  your  university  course  has 
finished and want to get an idea of the companies who might be recruiting.   Find any 
email in your inbox to do with job opportunities, placements or recruitment.
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Researchers Group Tasks

Tasks of type A (Lookup tasks)

• A7: You urgently need to talk with Ian Ruthven.   What is his telephone number?

• A1: When was the pin code for the labs changed?

• A8: What was the topic of discussion at your first research group meeting?

• A6: When was the last time System support emailed you and what was the email 
about?

• A9: Where was mobileHCI held last year?

Tasks of type B (Item tasks)

• B7: Find an email which provides information about the Euan Minto prize

• B8: Find the email about the most recent Researcher's Digest.

• B9: Find the email with the Christmas lunch details last year.

• B10: Find the email about your last talk to researcher's digest.

Tasks of type C (Multi-item tasks)

• C8: You want to file all of the emails about your research group into one folder.  Find 
the messages that you would want to file.
 

• C9: Of the recent talks and lectures in the department, which did you find the most 
interesting and why?
 

• C10: Each year the CIS department gives a talk to school children at Christmas time. 
Which staff members have given the talk in recent years?

• C11: Which social events have been organised in the department in the recent past?
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Email Management Behaviour

250

Which of the following descriptions best describes your email filing strategy?

1.  I don't use folders at all

2.  I use folders and try to clean up my inbox at least once per day

3.  I use folders and periodically clean my inbox

1.  I keep all of my emails (except spam), you never know when you might need something.

2.  I keep most of my emails, but I do delete things I am sure I won't need

3.  I delete most of my emails.  I only keep things I am sure I will need

Which of the following descriptions best describes your email keeping strategy?

How often would you say you re-use / re-find email messages?

1. Several times per day

2. Daily

3. Every couple of days

4. Weekly

5. Hardly ever

1.  Work & social purposes 

2.  Work purposes only

3.  Social purposes only

Which of the following descriptions best describes your email finding strategy?

1.  I like to find emails by using the search facilities of my email client

2.  I like to find emails by browsing and sorting through folders

3.  I have no preference for either searching or browsing facilities

What do you use your email account for?

Participant: 
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Task Survey 

Not at all    Not clear  Not Sure          Quite Clear    Very clear 

 

How clear is this task? 

Task:  

Please now use the description above to complete the task.  Then turn over and 

complete the remaining questions.  

 

 

 

 

Participant:  

How difficult would you say this task is? 

Very Easy      Easy       OK              Difficult            Very Difficult 

When was the last time you looked at the information you need to solve this task? 

In last day In last week In last 

month 

In last year Over a year 

ago 

How often do you search for the information you need to solve this task 

Less than once 

per month 

Once per month 

or more 

Once per week 

or more 

Do you think your email account contains the information needed to solve the task? 

• Yes  

• No  

• Not sure 

Not sure 
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How able WERE you to complete the task? 

Not at all            Not Very  Not Sure          Quite Close   Exactly 

How satisfied are you with the found messages with respect to the task? 

Not at all            Not Very  Not Sure          Satisfied    Very Satisfied 

How difficult did you find the task? 

Very Easy      Easy       OK              Difficult            Very Difficult 

Please turn over and complete the remaining questions. 
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Any additional comments? 

Did you encounter any emails during the completion of the task that you had forgotten 

you had received? 

Yes / No 

If yes please supply some details? 

Which of following do you remember about the information you just looked for? 

• Roughly when the email was sent 

• The sender of the email 

• The topic of the email 

• The reason why the email was sent 

• Other recipients of the email  

• That the email had attachments 

• That the email contained an image 

• That the email contained a link or url 
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Post-Evaluation Survey 
 

 

Please circle the system you (think): 

Preferred:        Memomail Browse     Search   Not Sure 

Performed better with:      Memomail Browse  Search  Not Sure 

Found easier to use:      Memomail Browse  Search  Not Sure 

Better supported  things you remember: Memomail Browse  Search  Not Sure 

Please explain your answers (use over leaf if necessary) 

 
 

If all systems were freely available which would you use for a search for: 

a particular message?   Memomail Browse     Search   Not Sure 

information within a message?  Memomail Browse     Search   Not Sure 

information from several messages?  Memomail Browse     Search   Not Sure 

very recent messages?   Memomail Browse     Search   Not Sure 

very old messages?    Memomail Browse     Search   Not Sure 

messages you had not read for 1 month + Memomail Browse     Search   Not Sure 

 

Please explain your answer (use over leaf if necessary) 

How would you say you think about your email messages? 

1) In terms of time 2) the sender of the email 3) the topic of the email 

 
4) Other:  

 

Based on your experiences during the evaluation: 

Which of following do you think you are likely to remember? 

• Roughly when an email was sent 

• The sender of the email 

• The topic of the email 

• The reason an email was sent 

• Other recipients  

• If the email had attachments 

• If the email contained an image 

• If the email contained a link or url 
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Based on your experiences during the evaluation how  strongly do you agree with 

the following statements? 

 

 

 

 

 

Which features would you say reminded you? (circle any that apply) 

1) Thumbnail images 2) message previews 3) filter log  4) the layout of icons 

 
5) mouse-over menus  6)Other 

 

MemoMail is a useful tool 

 
 

Strongly Disagree  1   2   3   4   5     Strongly Agree 

Which features did you find helpful? (circle any that apply) 

1) Thumbnail images 2) message previews 3) filter log 4) free-text querying 5) the icon layout 

 
6) query by mouse-over filter:  7)Other 

 

MemoMail helped me remember more about objects that I was looking for 

 
 

Strongly Disagree  1   2   3   4   5     Strongly Agree 

MemoMail helped me remember more about where to find the objects I was looking for 

 
 

Strongly Disagree  1   2   3   4   5     Strongly Agree 
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I found thumbnail images of the sender useful as I searched 

 
 

Strongly Disagree  1   2   3   4   5     Strongly Agree 

I found the log of applied filters useful 

 
 

Strongly Disagree  1   2   3   4   5     Strongly Agree 

I found the facility to construct queries by clicking on a mouse-over menuitem useful 

 
 

Strongly Disagree  1   2   3   4   5     Strongly Agree 

 I found message previews helpful 

 
 

Strongly Disagree  1   2   3   4   5     Strongly Agree 

Do you have any other comments? 

Scaling icons was a good way to communicate how well messages matched my queries 

 
 

Strongly Disagree  1   2   3   4   5     Strongly Agree 
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